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ITT*
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MEAN IT
Once again, the WWF* Superstars unite for
the Grand European Rampage* Tour.
Join your favourites,

Hulk Hogan**, Ultimate Warrior
I

and many more,
as they travel across Europe to square off in

the ring against tag teams like

j

h

Natural Disasters and the
NastyBoys

Follow them to the Grand Finale

Match at Madison Square Garden
•
in New York City.
Test your strength and skill.
Work with your team-mate to achieve
the ultimate goal - the
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CELL TO PIXEL

HEAVENS
ABOVE!
We show you how you
can be the most megalo

54

74
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NEWS

98

NEXT MONTH
How to make March a

All the latest happenings
in the ST community are

great month to look for

revealed here.

ward to.

COVER DISK

108 SPECIAL

Get the most out of

OFFERS

PRINT SHOP

all your Cover Disk
programs with our

The offers we're offering

What happens next?

detailed guides.

DOWN AT THE

SPACE

33

110 COME ON-LINE

FEEDBACK
You complain about
something and we tell
you our side of the story.

JUNKIES
Who are they? Where do
they come from? And
what do they want?

Or that's the theory.

66

SUBSCRIBE!

maniac of all the

Loggingon and off with

Discover how to ensure

megalomaniacs.

Vantermmade simple.

1993 is just perfect.

you just keep getting
better and better -

there's no stopping us!

113 LIFE, THE
UNIVERSE
AND

EVERYTHING...
...else that didn't fit in

in any of the other
sections.

WELCOME TO ST FORMAT!

full-screen animation and tied in with

we've lost interest in Disks - as you
can tell by looking at this month's
selection of programs, detailed on
page 22, we're committed to bringing
you the very best. Regretably we've
also had to increase the price from
£2.95 to £3.25 but I think you'll agree

that are Fracland and Animation Tool

that to have kept at £2.95 for over

on the Disk to inspire and help your
forays into making your ST's screen
move.
You've
probably
noticed

four years is pretty good going.

Hello and welcome to this issue of ST

FORMAT. You might not have seen
me before, but I've been working on
the magazine for almost a year and a
half so I know what you're interested
in. We've got a massive feature on

Paula Richards, Editor

Anyway, this is a stormer of an

there's only one Disk on the cover

issue, I hope you'll agree - write and
let me know what you think. Have an

this month, but that doesn't mean

excellent month - cheers!

PRINTERS
Question: where

can you find 28
printers all in
one place?
Answet: in our

enormous printer
roundup

Turn to page 44

WHAT YOU

HEAVENS

NEED!

ABOVE!
Find out

how you
'

lomaniac!
Turn to

SPACE JUNKIES
What are all those

people looking at?
Are you missing out?

page 38

Find out on page 74
I Whaf s James

Pond up to?

Providing
fishy cliches
for captions?

57

est and -

er, most useful

programs you could possibly
want. First up, there's a
playable demo of Noddy's
Playtime - a great
educational program
for kids of all ages,
this will bring back
• Noddy loves to drive in his car -

of hints and

Help us to help you. We would if we

you this issue; as usual it's

packed with the brightest, bold

your childhoods!

Nine pages

HELP!

why don't you join him?

couldbut firstwe need to know what your
problem is. Then we'll see what we can do.
58

Then there's a

ST ANSWERS

fractal animation

Our expertsarejust waitingto answeryourt

program so you can

cal queries - here's this month's selection - o
questions and answers!

whizz around the

too Night

68
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We've got a brilliant Disk for

can be a

/ total mega•'

THIS IS JUST

GAMEBUSTERS

mare extrava

Stuck on a game? Need a helping hand? Tryreading

ganza

this - we might just have that very tip you've been

you bear the

searching for all these months.

suspense?

mountains and dip
into the fjords, and
Animation Tool, an

excellent utility to
animate and com
• Can the Power

• To recreate this

Scanner cope

effect, stand on

with this in real

your head, go

time greyscales?

cross-eyed and

• Create moun

press your creations

tains like these

and take a ride

through them.
Ihru'! fluinn »n loo'

spin round.
•

79

REVIEWS SECTION
Our definitive reviews start here.
Image Cat v2.1A
page 97
Lapcat
page 99
Laserjet 4
page 94
Noddy's Playtime
page 101
Power Scanner
page 94

102 PUBLIC SECTOR
Bargains start here!
Art and Music

Demos
Directory
Games
Utilities

1MmUam. I

Animation

Tool's just great
- you can ani

page 103
page 104
page 107
page 102
page 104

And there's more...
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QUICKLY INDEED!

Allspecifications subject to changewithout notice.

Joysticks from
the CharacteriStick range
IkM?

riCHECK
IT OUT,

ALIEN3 TM & © Twentieth Century Fox FilmCorporation

"jfn- G«otJ>*6

THE SIMPSONS TM & © 1992 20TH C. FOX F.C.
AllRights Reserved.

TM&© 1992 CAROLCO All Rights Reserved. Unauthorised Duplication isStrictly Prohibited

Features include

• Officiallylicensed products

• Highly sensitivelighttouch fire buttons
•

Full 8 directional control

• On-table or in-hand operation

• Heavyduty base with strong stabilising
suction cups
•

Versions compatible with
• Nintendo NES (£14.99)

•
•
•
•

Sega Master System (£ 12.99)
SegaMegaDrive (£14.99)
SinclairSpectrum+2/+3 computers
Commodore computers and video
game systems (£12.99)
• Atari computers and video game
systems (£12.99)
• Amstrad computers (£ 12.99)
• Older computers may require
interfaces and/or adaptors - not
included.

the most innovative

joystick companyintheworld

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD

+27+3 selector connector

• 12 month warranty
• Prices include VAT, postage and
packaging

• Dealer enquiries welcome
• Cheetah products availablefrom
branches of: I

CURRYS
SUPERSTORE
Dixons
^i.i.i.i.uj.um

-rWoJs I

VIRTUAL

WH SMITH

Tan*) E5ZHE3

Cheetah House, Bedwas Business Park,
Bedwas, GwentNPI 8DU

HighStreet stores and ailgood
computer shops, or direct from

Tel: 0222-867777 Fax:0222-865575

Cheetah.

THE

FALCON ON TV

LATEST

NEWS

FALC
SNIP
New demos

We've

CLIVE PARKER
the

Falcon

to

looking

at demos

Falcon - and it really does live up

A t a r i have been showing
off

been

tthat show off the abilities of the

the

companies who can give
it the widest coverage, the TV

to all the hype...
^ n ^^ ^ W

9, PI ^77 ^ q", n ^ ry
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~ Take a large building complete
with Atari Fuji logo. The point of

shows Gamesmaster and Bad Influ

view zooms in at an incredible

ence. Armed with some excellent

before Christmas to a demonstra

will have finished their present

new audio and visual demos, Atari
have been doing the rounds of the

tion of the Falcon.

series when Game Zone starts.

TV computer game shows. Darryl
Still, Atari's marketing manager,

feature the Falcon is a new com

visited Gamesmaster with a Falcon

shown on satellite television. The

and showed the producers the Fal
con's new true colour graphics and
CD-quality
sound
animations.
Gamesmaster are setting up a
three way head-to-head compari
son between the Falcon, the Amiga

new program is being produced
under the working title of The

A1200 and the Acorn A3010 32-bit
machine; it'll be shown as soon as

some impressive software for the
new Amiga can be found. Bad
Influence have also received a visit
from Atari and devoted a section of
one of the programs shown a week

Another program lined up to

One of the features of the

speed to the screen of a monitor
displaying a raytraced animation

of a large building complete with
Atari Fuji logo... Get the picture?
The animation loops at such a
high speed that you begin to feel
sick if you keep staring at it.
• in a pre-production version of
the Compo program, Musicom,
(see news STF 42), samples can be
loaded in at frequencies of up to

Game Zone, although this may
change before the program finally

show is going to be a game that
can be played by viewers phoning
into the show, with the tones gen
erated by push button telephones
controlling the computer in the stu
dio. The Falcon is being considered
as the machine which the game is

reaches the screen. The same com

to run on because of the ease with

50KHz and manipulated in real

pany that produces Gamesmaster,

which it can process external infor
mation via the DSP chip. The Fal
con is also being considered for an

puter games show that's to

be

shown Monday to Friday at 6.30pm

in-studio

competition,

on Sky One. The program is set to
start at the beginning of March and
is to run for five months; both

time - the DSP chip processes the
sound sample data as it is being
played. Voice samples can be
echoed, lowered in pitch, raised in
pitch and harmonised to produce a

starting with five contestants on

chorus effect of several voices at

Hewland International, are working
on the Sky show which is to be

Gamesmaster and

Bad Influence

challenge

the Monday show and eliminating

once. Contact Compo on « 0480

one a person a day until there is a
winner on the Friday.

891819 for more details.

•

Perhaps the most impressive

thing we've seen, however, is a

SUPER CAULDRON
Not so
much

of an

RPG.
more of
an arcade

plenty of collectibles in
the form of spells - useful

tions to be combined with CD

for beating the goblins the
Evil Sorcerer sends your

quality sound samples to produce
brilliant animations. The quality of

with a key which enables

casts you in the role of Zmira, a

a Magic Book and pass on
to the next world. Super

worlds for you to negotiate with

photographic true colour anima

some of the computer generated

way. At the end of each
world you are rewarded

adventure,
'x
Super Cauldron
cutesy witch who has to rescue her
kingdom from the forces of evil.
There are three different

Desk Accessory animation player
from France. The animation player
is part of an animation program
still being worked on enabling

and raytraced animations is easily
as good as anything seen on Chan

nel 4's Formations series. Digitised

you to unlock the secrets of

Cauldron is available now
from Titus Software ® 071
700 2119, price £25.99.

video or TV sequences can be
imported and combined with
sound to create stunning demos.
• The spell collectibles in Super Cauldron

enable you to unleash fireballs, lightning and

These animation demos impressed
the TV shows producers more
than anything else - see top left.

circular saws.

Joystick ports

SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH?
LCL have sold so many of their

children to make learning fun,

Don't worry about the inaccessible
joystick ports on the Falcon. A 21

button joypad style controller is
being developed which uses the

GCSE educational courses in

puzzles and graphic adventure

analog joystick ports at the side of

other subjects on the ST that
they have produced Micro Ger
man and Micro English. Both

sections alternate with more se

the machine. It is similar to a Sega
or Nintendo control pad, looking

verbs. Excellent graphics and

consist of 24 program courses

digitised speech are also featur

which are suitable for beginners
from the age of eight through to
GCSE level standards. The pro

grams easier to follow.

grams cover writing, reading and

Micro Science, a National Cur

oral communication, with sub

vocabulary, grammar, advanced

riculum Integrated Science
course which takes beginners in
science up to GCSE level. The

spelling and note making. The

program is aimed at older pri

Micro German program also cov
ers other aspects such as travel

Development machines

mary school children and GCSE

There are now over 100 leisure

programs dealing with spelling,

ling, signs, students and business
German for enterprising young
sters who plan to take advantage
of the single European market
this year.

The programs contain

aspects designed to appeal to

ous programs on grammar and

rather like a mini Lynx without a
screen. Game developers have

in an effort to make the pro

prototype versions of the con
troller which feature a direction

Also on the way from LCL is

pad similar to a Lynx, three fire
buttons, pause and reset buttons
and 16 programmable buttons laid
out like a numeric keypad.

students, covering Physics, Biol

developers in the UK working on
Falcon games, that's over 150
leisure developers working in

ogy and Chemistry GCSE

• This young lady is obviously

courses. Micro Science is due to

STs and cost £24 (plus 99p

keen to get to grips with the Ger
man language using Micro Ger
man. Her mother has already
bought her the appropriate national

ers before Christmas to ensure

postage), call ^ 0491 579345 to

costume to enhance her mood

that plenty of software is available

order direct from LCL.

while learning the language.

for the machine.

be released in May.
The Micro series runs on all

Europe. Another 50 machines
were sent out to new UK develop

Dracula, The
Frankenstein Monster,

I The Mummy, The Wolff Man,
The Bride of Frankenstein and
the Creature from the Black Lagoon.

Classic monsters from a movie age

gone by* But more than that***

creatures from our oldest dreams
and our darkest nightmares*

They have met and battled before,
but now they are back* Back to form
an unholy alliance to make our worst
fears turn into a terrifying reality*

ATARI ST . CBM AMIGA
TM &B Universal Cily Sludws. Inc. All rights reserved. Licensed byMCA / Universal Merchandising. Inc.
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THE

» TRANSARCTICA

Calamus font editor
Fonty is a program designed to
create or edit Calamus CFN outline

fonts and contains all the tools

required to create new fonts from

of a nuclear winter.

scratch. Features include manual

Hundreds of years later, the

world is controlled by the Viking
Union - an organisation which

• Looks cold, here - you'd think

only means off transport for the iso

controls the only means of trans

they'd have heating at the HQ.

lated populations in a frozen world.

port, huge snow-beating trains.
You are the captain of one of

By the beginning of the 21st Cen
tury, the earth has been badly rav
aged by the Greenhouse effect. In
a bid to create rain and deflect the

these trains - the Transarctica and determine to save the world

from its unenviable fate.
Transarctica has been devel

heat from the sun, a team of scien

oped by Simarils, the master

tists take the drastic step of deto

minds behind Storm Master and

NEWS

ST SNIPPETS

nating nuclear devices at the two
poles. Unfortunately, the opera
tion goes terribly wrong and the
planet is plunged into the depths

• Trains like the Transarctica are the

LATEST

Ishar. A cross between a strategy
game and a simulation, the game
uses the familiar click-and-point
mouse interface. Transarctica is
available from Daze ^ 071 490

2944. It should be in the shops
right now, priced at £25.99.

and automatic kerning, grids and
grid lines and all the usual creation
tools. A separate program enables
Postscript Type 1 font files to be
converted to Calamus CFN format,

and when used in conjunction
with Fontkit Plus or C-Font, Fonty
can also generate bit-mapped
fonts for use in other major ST
applications. Fonty is a bargain at
£11.95 and can be obtained from

the ST Club on » 0602 410241.

SLEEPWALKER

HERO QUEST 2:
THE LEGACY OF SORASIL
•

Here we have

the plans for
the new out-of-

town shopping
centre at the

Ocean Software have teamed up
with Comic Relief to produce the
first Red Nose computer game.
Sleepwalker is

foot off the

Shadow Moun
tains.

to feature

A friendly modem?
A new easy-to-use range of
modems has been announced by
Racal-Datacom. Instead of mess

ing about setting up the modem
from within your comms package,
you can simply select one of eight
previously defined settings by
pressing a button on the front of
the

modem.

There

are

three

modems in the Maxam MXF range
offering speeds from 300 baud up
to 38,000 baud using compression
routines and are suitable for use

voice-overs from Lenny Henry, fly

with fax software. The price of the

ing noses and celebrity "guest"

modems ranges from £275 to £645

appearances with about £5 from

making them just a tad overpriced
for logging onto the ST FORMAT

the sale of each game going to
Comic Relief. Every copy of Sleep
walker comes with a sponsorship
form and suggestions for raising
more money by organising game
challenges and school matches.
Ocean are hoping that game
sales alone will raise £500,000 for

the charity. If you want more info,
phone Ocean on » 061 832 6633.
Red Nose Day 4 happens on Fri
day 12 March 1993. Sleepwalker
should be on sale now, for £25.99.

BBS. Call Racal on « 0734 669969

Just when you thought it was
safe to hang up your trusty sword

dungeons for you to explore in
your search for the lost Healing

for more information.

and toast some ores over a heart

Amulet of Tambor-Rin and the Ora

Nude spot

warming log fire, you're called to
retrieve two magic talismen and

cle Stone of Legend.
The game retains the graphi
cal and gameplay qualities of the
original which received an STF rat
ing of 78% when it was first
released. Hero Quest 2 is being

There's now a transparent mouse
available from Spectravideo that
you can add to your bizarre
peripherals pile. The rodent has a

released by Gremlin Graphics
s 0742 753423 in mid-January,

Thru mouse costs just £22.95 from
Spectravideo on = 081 902 2211.

save the land of Kolcoth from dis

appearing up its own bottom.
The Legacy of Sorasil is a
new chapter in the Hero Quest
saga. Up to four players can take
part in this RPG adventure which
now features forests, swamps and

resolution of 200dpi, large friendly
buttons and is smooth and accu

rate in operation. The Datalux See

price £25.99.

• Clerics, rangers and
paladins hoping to
embark on the Hero

Quest 2 must first enrol
• ... All the red noses settled down

for a peaceful night, dreaming of
erotically shaped vegetables.

on a 18-week City and
Guilds course in Medi

aeval Bricklaying.
ru mouse is

n piece;

place it in a prominent position

SHORTIES

and wait for a reaction.

Music-tivity

while a sample issue with disk costs

How would you like to know more
about Cubase? Well, now you can,
there's now a bi-monthly newsletter
and ST formatted disk dealing with
all things Cubase related; Proteus
Communications have set up an

£2.75. Proteus are on v 0642 300903.

independent Cubase User Group,
which aims to provide advice, tutori
als, reviews, examples, mixermaps
and MIDI files.

A one year subscription costs
£14.95 for six newsletters and disks.

FIGP has a double

Apologies go to Microtime Media on
behalf of MicroProse for the screen-

shots and accompanying captions of
the Formula One Grand Prix cheat

that appeared in Gamebusters in STF
42. Unfortunately the screenshots
came from another game entitled
FIGP but originated from a lesser
known company. Micro Value.

Microtime Media would like to point
out that, while they do incorporate
relevant product brands into games,
they would never consider including
tobacco products into any of their
games in any shape or form.
They also emphasise that the
apparent quality of the game pic
tured is far below that of MicroProse's Formula One Grand Prix. You

can be assured, however, that the

cheats we featured are applicable to
MicroProse's version.

Rubysoft don't have it in
for the ST
Following our article entitled
"Who's got it in for the ST7" in

STF 41, Cliff Clark of Rubysoft
points out: "We haven't stopped
supplying ST software and proba
bly never will - we've only
stopped supplying ST machines.
We have a large selection of soft
ware and peripherals available for
the ST."
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THE

LATEST
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Not just another fairytale
Squirrel

Soft

have

m

recently

relaunched their animated story
maker. Magic Storybook, which we

jsa,
<r=4

gave away with STF 39's Cover Disk
- turn to page 66 to order your copy
if you missed it.
The Magic Storybook Collection
now

costs

£12.50

and

•

GRAHAM GOOCH
WORLD CLASS CRICKET

5S r C

F8j ffi sar

m pici.eLAss o

includes

0.5MByte and 1MByte programs,
five complete stories and two demo

• Let's Spell's main icon screen.

stories. The Collection also comes

Click on any of the icons to access

with an illustrated 20,000 word
manual, a tutorial and teachers

the themed spelling screens.

guide. For further information con
tact Squirrel Soft on v 0926 833311.

Complete spell out
Those busy Squirrel Soft people
have also recently added another
title to their popular Let's Spell
series of spelling games.
Let's Spell 1st S00 Words fea
tures 500 words in English and

French, 25 spelling screens, synthesised speech and a comprehensive
editor which enables you to alter or
replace any screen or word. There's
also a customisation option so you
can use the game as a spelling or
vocabulary tutor. The program costs
£10 and is again only available

through Squirrel Soft. A playable
Shareware demo of the program is
available from Goodmans Enterprise

500,000 people can't be
wrong

Europress Software recently cele
brated half a million sales of their

Fun School educational programs
with a kids'tea-party.
Local children, school Informa

tion Technology advisers and par
ents were invited to Europress's
offices near Macclesfield to try out
some of the software and take part

• If you're sick and tired of playing football or managing football teams you

might find that a game of cricket is precisely what you need - especially with
the thought of the long hot days of summer... this game is the place to start.

in the fun. Sales manager Clare
Barnwell explained that the com

pany had taken the lions' share of
the educational

software market,

with ST owners accounting for 11%
of Fun School sales.

from

upon us - long lazy afternoons
spent sipping tea and listening to
the crack of leather upon willow.

sides, including a World XI. Other
menu options enable you to pick
your favourite players. When
you're playing the game, you get

But that's enough about next
door's sexual habits, how's young
Graham getting on?

The Fun School series is aimed

at children from 3 to 11 years while
the ADi series - developed by Coktel

Vision, the company responsible for
Gobliins - take them up to GCSE
level. Europress were keen to stress

World

Class

Cricket

from

Audiogenic (* 081 424 2244) looks
like being a real stormer, and a
pleasant change from all those
footy games. It can be controlled
by either mouse or joystick and up
to two people can play. You choose

that all their software has been

t=^it

Summer is soon going to be

developed in conjunction with edu
cationalists and meets the needs of
the National Curriculum. For further
information about Fun School or

a

number

of

international

both a 3D and bird's eye perspec

tive, so you can see what's going
on on the pitch. Depending on the
outcome of the toss, you either
control your batsmen or bowlers.
Look out for the full review in a
future issue of STF.

World Class Cricket is going

on-sale in February, price £29.99.

i, phone *r 0625

f. >j FRJ
I "For Heaven's

sake, can't you
hurry up and

• The spelling screen. Use the

bowl that

m

mouse so you can choose the let

ters you want to include in the
word. Click on the flags to toggle
between English and the French
language versions.

bleedin' ball?

•
•B

:

>'•','

My cucumber

ij i'i ©

sandwiches are

going all dry

• Adi's the lovable alien who fea

and curly at the

tures in Adi's Maths and English.

edges."

WEIRD CITY
Cheetah continue their tradition of producing

strange looking joysticks with the advent of
the Argostick and the Bollistick. The Bollistick is shaped like those strange kidney

shaped joypads that console freaks make
such a fuss about, while the Argostick looks a
little like something H R Giger dreamt up dur

ing a particularly bad nightmare; the whole
thing is designed to have that distinct biomechanical look pioneered in the Alien films.

The Argostick is £12.99 for the standard ver
sion and £14.99 for the microswitch version,
while the Bollistick costs a reasonable £9.99.

• Is this (a) the main control column the ore refinery freighter Nostromo (b) the rarely seen longnecked Hereford stag beetle or (c) another weird
joystick from Cheetah?

....

Next month we will be having a full review of
both of these joysticks, and five lucky readers
will have the chance to win a Bollistick. If you
can't wait for the compo to try and get one,
you can contact Cheetah on ^ 0222 867777.

• This is the new Bollistick joypad style game

controller from Cheetah. Looking rather like a
stylish remote controlled boomerang, the Bolli
stick is the latest addition to the ever-growing

range of joysticks and controllers.

e READY 4THE IMVASION
Play the game for...
COMIC
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THE

FACT

THE
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COMMUNICATING
DAYS

AND

BUY

IT'S

HOPE

THEM

A

IS

GOING

BLOOMING

INTO

PROJECTS

WITH

THESE

GAMES

-

REVELATION WHICH

THEY

PLOUGH

ALL

WORTH

COMPUTER
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AT LAS-
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TO

COMIC

MAKE
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OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMIED • 2 CASTLE STREET • CASTLEFIELD • MANCHESTER • M3 4LZ
TELEFJHONE: 061 832 6633 • FAX: 061 834 0650

I

Over 120,000 people have joined Special Reserve -the Gaines Club with no obligation to buy,
r.iu-Nifjiij.ira

PRINTERS FOR ATARI ST

JOYSTICKS

m BUBBLE JET
64 NOZZLE, 80 COLUMN, 83LQ CPS
2LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 1 YEAR
WARRANTY. A SMALL, PORTABLE
PRINTER, VERY QUIET IN

219.99

QUICKSHOT 127 STARFIGHTER REMOTE
CONTROLLER WITH TWO INFRA-RED
JOYPADS
29.99
QUICKSHOT 128F
MAVERICK 1
JOYSTICK
12.99

POWER SCAN HAND

CITIZEN 224

SCANNER FOR ATARI ST 100-400DPI (INCLUDES

12.991 ~"-^»>

SOFTWARE)

COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 3LQ/1
DRAFT FONT, 2 YEAR WARRANTY.

A

FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST WITH

224.99

BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER AND

CITIZEN 240C

JOYSTICK

dfe
QUICKSHOT 149
INTRUDER 1
JOYSTICK

COMPETITION PRO

CLEANING KIT FOR COMPUTERS (INCLUDES VACUUM)

YEAR WARRANTY. ADVANCED
VERSION OF 24E WITH AUTOSET

1QCIQ
19.99

EXTRA JOYSTICK

DUST COVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR PVC)

;«;

10.99

FEATURE AND LCD CONTROL PANEL

HI-FI LEAD FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST (STANDARD PHONO INPUT)

3.99

FFIEEPRINTER LEAD

MONITOR LEAD FOR ATARI ST TO PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 MONITOR
MOUSE MAT

7.99
4.99

COMPETITION PRO
STAR EXTRA

POPULOUS/FALCON LEAD (NULL MODEM CABLE)
RF SWITCH FOR AMIGA, ATARI ST OR CONSOLE

7.99

GG5785

til
4.99

DUST COVER FOR AMIGA 500 OR ATARI ST (CLEAR PVC)

FREE MEMBERSHIP ifJQ QQ
CITIZEN SWIFT 200

(CLEAR BASE)

22.99

- ".

'^MS f
QUICKSHOT 155

AVIATOR 1
JOYSTICK
22.99

14.99

WITHOUT DISCONNECTING)

216CPS/72LQ 6 LQ/1 DRAFT FONT,
AUTO SET FACILITY, INPUT DATA
BUFFER, AUTO PAPER LOADING,

3.99

TROJAN LIGHT

PHAZER GUN FOR

TILT AND SWIVEL MONITOR STAND

(FITS 14" MONITORS AND TELEVISIONS)

14.99

ATARI ST WITH
SKEET SHOOT AND
ORBITAL DESTROYER

GRAVIS JOYSTICK FOR
AMIGA OR ATARI ST

ENVELOPE PRINTING, 2 YEAR

FREE MEMBERSHIP

•.••.,£»«•>

(SWITCH BETWEEN TV AERIAL AND COMPUTER

WITH COLOUR KIT 24 PIN, 80 COLUMN,

WARRANTY.
FREE PRINTER LEAD

| NEW - THE LATEST IN HAND

234,

WITH FOAM PADDED

GAMES (OTHER GAMES AVAILABLE • SEE

GRIP, ADJUSTABLE

"TROJAN" INATARI ST SOFTWARE LIST)

HANDLE TENSION AND

24.99

PROGRAMMABLE FIRE

CITIZEN SWIFT 9

HELD ENTERTAINMENT

WITH COLOUR KIT 9 PIN, 80 COLUMN,
192CPS/48NLQ, 3NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 2

SBON (COLOUR) FORCITIZEN SWIFT 9,24, 200, 224 OR 240C
BBON FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 24, 224 OR 240

14.99
6.99

3BON FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 9 OR 120D+

6.99

INTER LEAD(PARALLEL) FOR AMIGA, ATARI ST OR PC

7.99
4.99

1ST COVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC)

MOUSE MAT
4.99
PORT EXTENSION ADAPTOR FOP AMIGA OR

23.99

LOGIC 3 SIGMA-RAY

QUICKSHOT
SUPERVISION
HAND-HELD
CONSOLE

179.99
19.99

BUTTONS

ATARIST (CHANGEJOYSTICKS WITHOUT

JOYSTICK

YEAR WARRANTY. A 9 PIN PRINTER
WITH COLOUR FACILITY AND FULL
PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS.
FREE PRINTER LEAD
FREE MEMBERSHIP

K CARTRIDGE FOR BJ10EX

BANX DISK BOX 3.5"

(80) STACKABLE
9.99

NEEDING TO REACHBEHIND COMPUTER)5.99

11.99

ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE
FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST

OUICKJOY FOOT PEDAL.
TRANSFERS ANY JOYSTICK
FUNCTIONS TO FOOT
PEDALS. IDEAL. FOR
FLIGHT AND CAR SIM'S.

(PLUGS MOUSE & JOYSTICK INTO ONE

PORT)

ATARI ST|3 METRES)

£2000 WORTH OF
PRIZES TO BE WON IN

2 IN 1 (HASH BLOCK AND
EAGLE PLAN)

10.99

-ALIEN
BLOCKBUSTER
CARRIER
CHALLENGER TANK

DISK BOX 3.5" (120) LOCKABLE,
9.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (80) LOCKABLE,
DIVIDERS

7.99

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

3.99

iwm

_

(96 TPI, 720K)

mm

CHIMERA

COMPATIBLE WITH MOST AMIGA AND ATARI
ST GAMES.

DENSITY DISKS (1.2 MEG)

3.5" DSDD

HlGH DENSITY

VERBATIMDISK

DISKS (1.4 MB)

WITH LABEL

99p each

69p each

PACK OF 50 VERBATIM 3.5" DSDD DISKS
WITH LABELS
22.99

9.99

P52 SEA BATTLE

15.99

3.5" GOLDSTAR

7.99

[OLYMPIC TRIALS

3.99

PACK OF 20 3.5" GOLDSTAR HIGH
DENSITY DISKS WITH LABELS

7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99

7.99

JHONEYBEE

10 PACK GOLDSTAR 5.25" HIGH

7.99

9.99

!>m+Jm%\ JHEROKID

2.99

THE BIG COMPETITION!
FULL DETAILS IN THE
NRG CLUB MAGAZINE

9.99

GRAND PRIX

10 PACK GOLDSTAR 5.25" DSDD DISKS

6.99

EARPHONES,

DELUXE DISK BOX 1

DISK BOX 3.5" (10
CAPACITY)

7.99

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE FOR AMIGA OR

3.5" (80), LOCKABLE, ;

DIVIDERS 1^^. "^*SS?

14.99

FOUR PLAYED JOYSTICK ADAPTOR FOR AMIGA
OR ATARI ST

WITH STEREO
BATTERIES AND
CRYST BALL GAME.
FREE GRAND PRIX
GAME

ISKS, BOXES ETC.

DIVIDERS

JOYS1
JOYSTICK

ML.

34.99

WITH COLOUR KIT, 24 PIN, 80 COLUMN,
240CPS/80LQ, 9LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 2

QUICKSHOT
QUICK
137F PYTHON
9.99

^mW"

VOLUME CONTROLS.

i||

A

safe

12.99

ZYDEC STEREO SPEAKERS

_

PJjB

CHEETAH BUG

OR ATARI ST

FREE PRINTER LEAD

_

ftfc
•

SQUIK MOUSE FOR AMIGA

CAPABILITY (360X360 DPI).

FREEMEMBERSHIP_._. -

|

U £

24 PIN LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
WITH EXCELLENT GRAPHICS

M.2D0 J M-2HO

12.99

NAKSHA MOUSE
FOR AMIGA OR
ATARI ST WITH
OPERATION
STEALTH
24.99

WITH COLOUR KIT 24 PIN, 80

GoldSb GoldStar

JOYSTICK

49.99

OPERATION YET GIVING
OUTSTANDING PRINT QUALITY.
FREE PRINTER LEAD
FREE MEMBERSHIP

t

CHEETAH -ALIEN 3"

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE FOR ATARI ST
WITH SONY/CITIZEN DRIVE MECHANISM. 1 MEG
CAPACITY WITH COLOUR MATCHED METAL
CASE AND LONG REACH CONNECTION CABLE.

S*flfl CANON BJ-10EX

7.99

„ rf^ IPAC BOY AND MOUSE
»c,n »***. JPENGUIN HIDEOUT

7.99
9.99

POLICE BUST

7.99

SUPER BLOCK (3 GAMES IN ONE)

7.99

SUPER PANG
TENNIS PRO '92

9.99
9.99

PACK OF10 TDK 3.5" MF-2DD DISKS

(DSDD) i
8.99 r^

ii———ill

PACK OF10TDK !
3.5" MF-2HD DISKS

(HIGH DENSITY)

<g?> <g?>

13.99

ATARUYNX2

CALL 0279 600204 FOR OUR 8
PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE

BATMANPACK WITH
BATMAN RETURNS

CAME

SCART TELEVISIONS GIVE MONITOR QUALITY PICTURES
WITH REMOTE CONTROL,
AUTO PROGRAMMING, 2
YEAR WARRANTY. ENABLES
MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE

FROM AMIGA, SUPER NES,
MEGADRIVE OR MASTER
SYSTEM 1 VIA SCART
CONNECTION. ALSO SUITS
ATARI ST AND ALL
CONSOLES VIA NORMAL RF
INPUT. INCLUDES

SONY KVM1410U 14
FST COLOUR

TELEVISION/ MONITOR

199.99

FFJEBSPECIAL RESERVE EMBERSHIP

AWESOME GOLF

CONNECTION. ALSO SUITS

BASEBALL HEROES

i ATARI ST AND ALL CONSOLES
•VIA NORMAL RF INPUT.

I INCLUDES REAR SCART/EURO
• OR FRONT A/V INPUT (FROM

(CHANNEL. 60CHANNEL TUNING,
BLACK TRINITON SCREEN.
INCLUDES INDOOR LOOP AERIAL.
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY.
FREE SCART LEAD

MAINS ADAPTOR
MEMBERSHIP

LYNX GAMES
APB

SYSTEM 1 VIA SCART

IVIDEO CAMERA) TO A/V

CHANNEL. VERY SMART.

(STATE AMIGA,ATARI ST, MEGADRIVEOR SNES)

PICTURE FROM AMIGA, SUPER
NES, MEGAORIVEOR MASTER

J SUPER NES STEREO LEAD OR

SCART/EURO TO A/V

FREE SCART LEAD

£*ih

WITH REMOTE CONTROL.
ENABLES MONITOR QUALITY

17.9

23.9
-23.9

HOCKEY

23.9

ISHIDO

19.9

JIMMY CONNORS'
BAD BOY TENNIS
CHALLENGE

23.9

ROBOSQUASH
ROBOTRON 2084

15.9
16.9

ROLLING THUNDER

23.9

23.9
23.9
17.9
19.9

KLAX

16,9

LEMMINGS

23.9

RYGAR
SHADOW OF
THE BEAST
SHANGHAI
SL1MEWORLD

LYNX CASINO
MALIBU BIKINI
VOLLEYBALL

23.9

SPACE WAR

23.9

23.9

STEEL TALONS

23.9

MS PACMAN

16.9

SWITCHBLADE 2

23.9

23.9

NFL FOOTBALL

23.9

CHECKERED FLAG

23.9

CHIPS CHALLENGE
CRYSTAL MINES 2
DAEMONSGATE

16.9
22.9
23.9

NINJAGAIDEN
N1NJANERD

23.9
23.9
17.9
23.9

23.9

23.9

PAPERBOY
PINBALL JAM

RAIDERS

DINO OLYMPICS
DIRTY LARRY •

RENEGADE COP

23.9

PITFIGHTER
QIX

27.9
16.9

VIKING CHILD
VINDICATORS
WARBIRDS

23.9
23.9
23.9

RAI-DEN
RAMPAGE
RAMPART

23.9
21.9
23.9

XENEPHOBE

23.9

ZARLOR MERCENARY

23.9

BASKETBRAWL
BATMAN RETURNS

23.9
27.9

BATTLEZONE 2000
BILL AND TED'S
EXCELLENT

23.9

ADVENTURE
BLOCK OUT
BLUE LIGHTNING

23.9
16.9
23.9

CABAL

(STATE AMIGA, ATARI ST. MEGADRIVE OR SNES)

DRACULA

27.9

ELECTRO COP

16.9

F/75ESPECIAL RESERVE EMBERSHIP

GATES OFZENDECON

17.9

PACLAND

16.9

TOKI

23.9

TOURNAMENT
CYBERBALL
TURBO SUB

19.9
17.9

ULTRA STAR

(all 0279 600204 for aFREE colour catalogue

F1 GRAND PRIX

QUEST 8, GLORY

14.99

13.99

VROOM

AWESOME

CRAZY CARS 3

TITUS THE FOX

12.99

7.99

9.99

9.4S

THUNDERHAWK BATTLEOF BRITAIN SIM CITY & POP

9.99

12.99

C&e€\, At \€4€4,4/€

PRINCE OF PERSIA GRAHAMTAYLOR'S MICROPROSEGOLF

16.99

9.99

10.99

HEIMDALL

9.99

SPACE CRUSADE RAILROADTYCOON

13.99

12.99

^^M^J

CAPTIVE

LOTUS TURBO 2

CHAMP MGR

JIMMY WHITE

CORRUPTION

12.99

14.99

3.99

13.99
MJCi'»MANIA

5S?Mi
LJyuHfjjiili'J
XENON 2

LEANDER

—

•
LEMMINGS

BLUES BROTHERS

7.99

10.99

12.49

8.99

HARLEQUIN FIRST SAM S MEGALO

12.99

13.99

UTOPIA

F15STREAGLE2

JINXTER

11.99

11.99

3 99

CHOOSE YOUR ATARI ST GAMES BELOW ALL AT AMAZING PRICES - NO HIDDEN POSTAGE CHARGE TO THE UK !
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT

14.6

DUNGEON MASTER & CHAOS STRIKES BACK 19,49

INDIANAJONES 2 ACTION(FATE OF ATLANTIS) ,..17.49

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 2

32.4

NICKY BOOM

DYNA BLASTERS

A320 AIR-BUS
ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG)

21.9
16.9

ELITE
EPIC

INDYHEAT
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE

16.99
19.49

NIGEL MANSELL'S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ...18.49
NITRO
,
:6.99

ADI ENGLISH (12-13)

16.9

ISHAR - LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS

1049

JAGUAR XJ220(1MEG)

12.99

NODDY'S PLAYTIME (EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN AGED 3+)

19.99

...10.99
.....19.49

ADI ENGLISH (13-14)

16.9

ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET
OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS

ADI FRENCH (11-12)
ADI FRENCH (12-13)

16,9
16,9

ESPANA-THE GAMES 92 (1 MEG)

ADI FRENCH (13-14)
ADI MATHS (11-12)
ADI MATHS (12-13)
ADI MATHS (13-14)

16.9
16.9
16,9
16.9

ADVANTAGE TENNIS
AFTERBURNER
AIR BUCKS

16.9
6-9
17.9

6.99

....19.49

F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
F16 FALCON

..........11.99
„..10;99

FANTASY PAK

(COLORADO, BOSTON BOMB CLUB.
CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA)
FIRESFORGET2

13.99
7.99

FIRE& ICE
FIRST SAMURAI - MEGA LO MANIA

16.99
13.99

AIR SEA SUPREMACY

FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2)

11.99

(GUNSHIP. SILENT SERVICE, P47, F15 STRIKE
EAGLE, CARRIER COMMAND)
19.9
ANOTHER WORLD
169
AQUATIC GAMES
169

FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX
FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6)
FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-8)
FUN SCHOOL 2 18+)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7)
FUN SCHOOL 3(7+)
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5)
FUN SCHOOL 4 (5-7)
FUN SCHOOL 4 (7*)

14.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99 •

FUTURE WARS
GAUNTLETS
GAUNTLETS
GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS
GOBLIIINS
GOBLMINS2

9.99
6.99
16.99
6 99
15.99
17.99

ARCHER MACLEAN'S POOL
AWESOME
BAT. 2

17.4
7.9
22.9

BARBARIAN 2 (PSYGNOSIS)

14.9

BATMAN THE MOVIE

6.9

BATTLE ISLE

19.9

BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S
BATTLEHAWKS 1942

12.9
10.9

BEACH VOLLEY
BEYOND 20RK (INFOCOM)

6.9
4.9

BLUES BROTHERS
BOXING MANAGER

8.9
6.9

BREACH 2 (ENHANCED)

17.9

GOLDEN AXE

8.49

BUNNY BRICKS

15,9'

GOLF WORLD CLASS LEAOERBOARD

6 99

CAESAR

17.9

CAPTIVE
CASTLES

9.9!
16.9

GRAHAM TAYLORS SOCCER MANAGER
HARLEQUIN
HEAD OVER HEELS

CHAMPIONS (MANCHESTER UTO. BOXING
MANAGER, J.KHANN SQUASH)
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER

CHAOS ENGINE
CHUCK ROCK
COOL WORLD

HEIMDALL (1 MEG)
12.9:

.^HEROQUEST * DATADISK

..12.99
16.99

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

CRAZY CARS 2
CRAZY CARS 3
D-GENERATION

OEJAV
DUNE

1

^k^Lm

19.99

HOME ACCOUNTS 2

jm^m^LWr HUMANS
4-W-W IK+

W INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE

10 9!

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

14.99

6.99
16.99
4.99
16.99
8.99

SPECIAL FORCES
STARCROSS
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER
STORM MASTER

22 9!
13,9!
4 9!

KINGS QUEST 4 (SIERRA) D/S

10.99

PANG
PARASOLSTARS
PICK 'N' PILE
PIRATES
PLAYER MANAGER

KNIGHTMARE

19.99

POPULOUS & SIM CITY

16.99

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG)

22.99

POPULOUS 2(1 MEG)

19 49

LASTNINJA2
LEANDER
LEATHER GODDESSES
LEGENDS OF VALOUR

6.99
10.99
8.99
23.99

POWER UP

STUART PEARCE'S SOCCER SELECTIONS

(CHASE H.Q, TURRlCAN. X-OUT,
ALTERED BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS)

{KICK OFF 2. MICROPROSE SOCCER. MANCHESTEF
UNITED, INTERNATIONAL SOCCER)
19.99

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

3.99

JOHN BARNES EUROPEAN FOOTBALL
KICK OFF 2 D/S

15 49
8 99

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 VALUE PACK
WITH SPACE QUEST 3 AND HOYLES BOOK OF

GAMES 2 (TRIPLE PACK)

18.99

LEMMINGS
LEMMINGS DATA DISK - OH NO!
LEMMINGS 2 (OUT FEBRUARY)

12.49
9,99
20.99

LETHAL WEAPON (1 MEG)

16,99

LOMBARDRAC RALLY

6.99

LOTUS3-THEFINALCHALLENGE(1 MEG)

...16.49

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2

7.99
11.99

LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS (1 MEG)

19.99

MAGIC POCKETS

16.99

MAGIC WORLDS

17.99
6.99
7.99

9.99
3.99
19.49

POWERMONGER WW 1 DATA OISK
11.49
PREMIER MANAGER
16.99
PRINCE OF PERSIA
9.99
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
16.99
PROTEXT VERSION 4.3 WORD PROCESSOR ,,.39.99
PUSH-OVER
16.99

QUEST & GLORY (BLOODWYCH, MIDWINTER,

CADAVER, IRON LORD)

13.99

RAGNAROK

21.99

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)
...13.99
RAINBOW COLLECTION (BUBBLE BOBBLE,
RAINBOW ISLANDS, NEW ZEALAND STORY)
...
RAMPART

15.99
.......7.99

MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE

.16.99

MCDONALDS LAND

17.49

16,99
.16.99

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)
MICRO GERMAN (BEGINNER TO GCSE AND

16.99

POWERDRIFT
POWERMONGER D/S

3.99

(STORM MASTER, DRAGONS BREATH,
CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA)

(SUMMER GAMES 1 S 2, WINTER GAMES)
MICRO ENGLISH (8 YRS TO GCSE.
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)
MICRO FRENCH (BEGINNER TO GCSE.

37,99

;;

SPACE CRUSADE DATA DISK

5.99

18.99

tm INDIANA JONES ACTION, BATMAN
THEMOVIE)D/S
9.99

.rfdHHOOK

6.99

15 9!

SPACECRUSADE

6.99

PAINTWORKS (ART PACKAGE)

MEGA SPORTS

% (RBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2,

SIM CITY & POPULOUS

17.99

OPERATION WOLF

11.99

8.99

7 9!
19 9?

22.9!

16.99

MANCHESTER UNITED

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

6.99

SHOOT-EM-UP CONSTRUCTION KIT
SHUTTLE

SILENT SERVICE 2 (1 MEG)

JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD

10.99
12.99
6.99

,:.;' HEROQUF.ST EXPANSION : RETURN OF THE WITCH LORD ...10.99

.8.99

JAMES POND

16.99

..16.99

BUSINESS LEVEL. CONFORMS TO NATIONAL

CURRICULUM)

16.99

MICRO MATHS (11 YRS TO GCSE.

STRATEGY MASTERS (POPULOUS, HUNTER.SPIRIT OF
EXCALIBUR.CHESSPLAYER 2150 DEUTEROS)
20 9!
STREETFIGHTER 2

18.4E

STRIKER

15.99

SUPERCARS2

. .

7,99

SUPER HANG ON

6.99

SWITCHBLADE 2....

7.99

THE MANAGER

19.99

THUNDERHAWK
TITUSTHEFOX
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TROJAN- CYBERASSAULT(LIGHT PHA2ERGAME) 9.99
TROJAN-FIRESTAR (LIGHT PHAZER GAME) .9 99
TROJAN - THE ENFORCERfUGHT PHAZER GAME) .. .9.99
TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)
4'J9
TURRlCAN

6.99

TURRICAN2
ULTIMA5

6.99
.099

ULTIMATE GOLF
UNINVITED

16.99

UTOPIA
UTOPIA NEW WORLDS DATA OISK

RODLANO

16.99

VROOM DATA DISK

REACH FOR THE SKIES

19 99

WARHEAD

REALMS
RICK DANGEROUS
ROBOCOP3
SABRE TEAM

18-99
6.99
14.99
15.99

WIZ-KID

RAVING MAD

(MEGA TWINS, JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD.

SCRABBLE DE LUXE
SECRET OF MONKEY

8.99

VROOM

11.99
10 99

12.9S
12,49

6.99
1699

WWF WRESTLING

WWFWRESTLING2

16.99

XENON 2 MEGA8LAST

7.99

ZAKMCKRACKEN

9.99

i-

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN.
ISLANDd MEG)
16.99
SENSIBLE SOCCER ('92/93 I "i-ERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS.
SEASON)
H (PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)
«.SHADOW OF

CONFORMS TO NATIONALCURRICULUM)

16.99

THE BEAST 2

MICROPROSE 3D GOLF

....13.99

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE

6.99

SHADOWLANDS

NEW ZEALAND STORY

6.99

SHADOWORLDS

SHADOWGATE

16.99 |
3.99 I Name
19.49
15 99
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RAYTRACING

FROM
SINGLE
CELL TO
PIXEL
The art of film directing well, nearly - has come to

your ST. Follow Chris Lloyd
and Clive Parker in their
search for fame and fortune

INTRODUCING INTROS
Some of the best ani

mations you can see

on your ST are
tacked onto the front
of commercial

CATCHING SOME RAYS
The exclusive domain of computers, raytracing is a horri
bly complex and mathematically intensive process
capable of producing some of the most impressive
screens going

• The wondrous world of the GFA

I Mirrored balls on checkerboard

Raytrace editor, 3D objects built
from primitives, attributes assigned

can produce an unlimited number of

and lunches with wine taken on

frames and features simulated grav

expenses a speciality.

ity, so they bounce beautifully.

Welcome

your screen. Don't worry if you're
not a whizz at pixellated painting,
there is more than one way to skin

other

"Director" written on the back, it's

a cat. So they say.
Many of the graphics you see

time to get animating. With your
ST you can take complete control
over your own animations. Let

in ST programs consist of static or
scrolling pictures with little sprites
bouncing around. That's all well

and

a

•

Frames zoom

swirliness of
the Mandelbrot

set using Frac

tal Engine from

of the first and
last frame and

Mandelbrot set named after the clever-

snazzy graphics and
a reasonable smat
• A

ride over a

world of fractal

cloggs who coined the term "fractal." The
result is a seemingly chaotic swirling mass
of colours with an order all of their own.

mountains

using Fractal
Landscape.
Frames can be

rate from the main

generated as

game, perhaps

you zip about

there's a chance here

between way

thafs you, that is.

Fractals are beautiful graphical representa
tions of some horribly theoretical maths
involving impossible things like the square
root of minus one- The most famous is the

ST, mixed with

ented ST artist -

with

into the organic

intro sequences
show off what your

for a budding and tal

chair

TOTAL CHAOS

the parameters

programmers sepa

Get that

canvas

dred K iong, these

together by freelance

your artististic bent and imagina

with the green-tinted
peak on your head, a huge mega
phone in one hand, a cigar in the

STF 41. Just set

•are often put

Toon

tion out of the box and loose on

affairs a few hun

do. These sections

to

hat

Town.

games. Often hefty

tering of talent, can

floors, eh? Pearfe lacks finesse but

points you've
defined in your
fractal scene.

jfr

J#
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FRACTALS

First you need a 3D scene to work with. These
are built up from objects and shapes such as
spheres or cylinders. Each object is assigned a
texture, reflective value, colour, then the allimportant light sources and observer positions
are added. You can then let fly with the heavy
weight raytracing algorithms. These trace the
paths of rays of light working out how they
bounce around your 3D world before they
reach your observer viewpoint. All the sub

ANIMATION"

tleties of the lighting are worked out - shad

mation editor. You can move the observation

ows, reflections, refractions and the works. The

point, lights or objects over a series of ten
frames making gorgeous graphics. Another

result is a stunning realistic image. You can
add in a ground, sky and even texture-map pic
tures onto objects. Start animating the scene
over a few frames and things get impressive.
By far the best raytracing number is CFA
Raytrace, as featured with STF 35. It has a
sophisticated 3D editor and the final piccies
boast 512 colours - there's even a built-in ani

raytracing program capable of animation is
Pearle from Cover Disk 33. Although it only
offers 16 colours and you have to construct
your scene using a script file, it does enable
you to make animations of any length and pro
duces standard Degas Elite PI1 screens you can
use and manipulate in other programs.

• Using time and the GFA

Raytrace animation editor
you can send your ray
traced scenes into the

fourth dimension - that is,

time. But sorry, packed
lunch not included.

and good, but they can't hold a
candle to full screen animations,
where you are free to change any
detail you want on each screen.
Adding the dimension of time

breathes life into your graphical
creations and it's no harder than

Adding time
breathes life into

your graphical

producing a static screen - er,
apart from the fact you have create
lots of screens instead of just one.

creations

Imagination's the key
Get an idea in your head of the
effect you're looking for and plan a
simple storyboard. Use a big dol
lop of imagination here - it's pretty
pointless trying to recreate the
work someone else has already
produced. Since the number of
screens or frames of your anima
tion is going to be limited, it's a

Because the pictures are mathematically
formed, you can zoom in on them indefinitely
revealing more swirling mystical views.

stunning animations. Well, not quite stunning,
the maths is intensive and your ST is likely to
be kept busy for quite a while.

The are dozens of fractal generators
around producing these wacky wonders, from

Another way to persuade the fractal
dimension to work for you is within the world
of fractal landscapes - that's the weird world
of fractals mimicing the real world. Again it's
just a question of setting up the parameters
and encouraging your ST to do all the hard
parts. On this month's Cover Disk is a rather
spiffing fractal landscape generator that takes

the amazingly speedy Handy Bendy Mandy from
Cover Disk 34 to the comprehensive Fractal
Zoom (Goodmans PDL). Fractal Engine from last

month's Disk also has animation. Animating
fractals is just a question of generating a series
of screens using different parameters - instant

good idea to design sections for
the whole thing to loop cleanly. An
animation of a man running might
only take a dozen frames, but you
can repeat it quite a few times
without anyone noticing how few
frames there are. You don't get the
restrictions of more conventional

graphics; you don't have to have a
static background or keep your

you on your own

exhilarating sweeping
helicopter rides over
crisp and clear fractal
mountains and lakes.

Fractal animations make

a great place to start
building up a
psychedelic animation,
swooshing colours and
shapes, lovely.
~

' '

• The three dimensional power of the Cyber series - a com
prehensive 3D editor and rendering package. A world of
spinning and tumbling 3D objects awaits

you enticingly. Once you've designed
the objects with Cyber Studio you
can write script files using Cyber
Control, the whole lot is then ren

dered and saved as a large file
containing delta compression
frames of your animation.
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BUT DO

SCAN?

An excellent way of getting graphics
into your ST is with a scanner. These
clever devices convert any picture
you've got on paper into a digital
equivalent ready to be toyed with
There are a healthy number of scanners avail
able starting from around a ton for a hand
held scanner capable of scanning at up to 400
dots per inch. Scanners either scan in mono
chrome, which is then converted in greyscales,
or in greyscales directly. If you want colour,
you can add it. Once you have captured your
images, distort them as you want. If you are
handy with the analog system employing the
graphite interface device - otherwise known as
I

main

characters small.

armed

with

an

ture and tidied up and animated using Deluxe Paint.

a pencil - you can draw and plan your anima
tions on paper first, then scan them into your

ST. Or get a series of photos showing an ani
mation, scan them, retouch them and you have
an instant and realistic animation. The work of

Edward Muybridge, the pioneer of animation,
makes an ideal start. He took a series of pho
tographs showing people and animals in
motion. Artist's reference books are also worth

a look. Any visual that's on paper now can
come within your damp animating grasp.
• The final result

I The raw scan -

after plenty of fid

'

dling by trained fid

running horse taken

1 to settle whether all

dlers. Each horse

I a horse's hooves

can be cut out and

I leave the ground at

saved as an individ

*

ual screen and then

once. Ideal source

You

scene

books you find in the Oversize section. Each scan
was converted into a greyscale low resolution pic

I photographs of a

can

sweep around a scene at will, cre
ating weird angles and surreal
effects. Now you're inspired and
through your head, it's
approach your ST.
The simplest way to
the full screen animation
to just draw a series of

• This series was scanned from one of those library

using your favourite art package
and use a slideshow to display
them. Not bad but there are two

You can sweep

running

main problems. Slideshows load in
pictures from disk and display

around a scene at

time to

them on the screen one at a time -

will, creating

that's fine if you want to look at
get into
game is

screens

static screens. Animations need to

surreal effects

be displayed at at least six frames a
second, though to achieve film-like

The easiest way to get a smooth and

I A video digitiser in full flow,

pletely and swipe the whole thing
directly from a video

part of a 100
frame anima

tion. With frame

With a box of tricks securely plugged into the

rates of 12 or

cartridge port, you can convert any compos
ite video source into its digital equivalent.
This is where lots of memory comes into its
own - the more you have the more you can

results are most

capture. If you can lay your hands on a video
camera you can get just the shots you need,

You lucky, lucky

over a second

greyscales, the

pleasing indeed.

although your budget probably doesn't reach
to Hollywood proportions. It's an ideal way to
capture natural movement. Your ST can digi
tise in 16 greyscales and at up to 25 frames a

bastard-

second; the final result is suitably impressive.
You can use these directly, just showing clips
from films, but the real fun begins when you
use them as a basis for your own creative
efforts - you are now the film editor. If you
don't like the way a scene is cut together,
then rearrange it.

If you then add a few zany effects, things
start to come together. Each frame can be
saved as an individual picture file and then
loaded into an art package and reworked,
palettes changed, sections tidied up and sec
tions copied and moved around. You can mix
and match graphics from different sources,
video sequences, scans, fractals or your own
drawings. Fancy adding the Predator to the
Sound of Music or little flowers sticking out
of a newsreader's head? No problem. You
need a bucket-full of patience however, since
extensive editing of each frame of a
sequence a few dozen frames long takes
time, but the results can be truly stunning.
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can display your creations from
memory. Slideshows can be run
from a RAMdisk or better still pro

grams like BlastRAM from Cover

NICE ONE, CENTURIAN
realistic animation is to cheat com

quality you need around 12. This is
far faster than you can load them in
from a floppy disk, so the screens
need to be held in memory. No
problem, there are plenty of pro
grams in the Public Domain that

JtrK

7*
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VIDEO

Disk 34 (turn to page 66 if you
missed it) can load a whole string
of pictures into your ST's
memory and then display
them in sequence.
• Animation Tool compacts and la;£=displays animations. Import

You need loads of memory
Cue problem number two, mem
ory. An ST screen takes up 32K.
The 520 ST has 512K, however
after the operating system is
loaded in, you are left with about

330K - and that's only enough to

Degas Elite Plls and play them in

get animations of ten or so frames

sequence. It uses delta compression

running. Enough for an interesting
little loop but to get flashy you

to keep things compact and bijou.

need a

ANIMATION

lot more than that. With

1MByte you can get 26 frames or
so, move up to the heady heights

of 4MBytes and you can start play
ing with over 100 screens at once.
That's much more like it. The price
of memory has been steadily
falling. Upgrading an STE costs
around £20 to £35 per MByte, not
much to shell out for a much more

(ANIMATION

GET

STARTED

mlAii

Here are a few programs
to get you going -

£59.99

Ani-ST

^

0753 549442

ST FORMAT Cover Disk 8 and
Disk GD 480

Fractal Engine
ST FORMAT Cover Disk 42

Animation Tool

Fractal Landscape

This issue's Cover Disk

This issue's Cover Disk

57 FORMAT Cover Disk 41

Crack Art
Goodmans Public Domain Library
Disk GD

£39.95

Cambridge Business Software
s 0763 262582

flexible and powerful machine. If
you are going to start branching
out into animations, especially digi
tising from video and are only
packing 512K, then more memory
is a priority. We showed you how
to upgrade your memory in issue
35, so flip back to that.
Another way to squeeze more

number of frames depends of the
complexity of each picture. There

frames out of your ST is to com-

are two main methods. Programs
• Deluxe Paint has a pow
erful block animation edi
tor. You can cut a section
of a screen out and send

it spinning and flipping
around the screen. Each

frame is compressed, as

long as you keep things
reasonably small or sim
ple, you can squeeze

SET

dozens of screens out of
even a 512K ST.

POS

FSoMir^rfol |

into

much

trouble.

Start

Domain libraries or, horror of
horrors, trying to earn a couple

Play

TweenP

PJay All
B
aij„LojQo__

• Ani-ST, originally a

like Deluxe Paint compress each
individual frame, the less complex
the frame, the bigger the saving.
Animation Tool from this month's

Cover Disk - turn to page 22 for full
details - uses delta compression.
This compares each frame with the
previous one and saves the differ

-n n l u o n n

-

rtnf

.at-

a

fimp

I Trip-A-Tron from Cover
Disk 40 has a sophisti

cated video sequencer.

filter, pixellate and mor
phine]. Each function can
be assigned to operate
over several frames, then

use the KML program

ming language to write
display routines.
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Volume from Cover Disk 34

tracing also make ideal subjects to
work with. Design the world of
your choice, take your virtual cam
era in hand and get shooting. A
brilliant time-saver is tweening, a
term taken from traditional cartoon

sequences

where there are small variations,

the points in between over a set

ences,

excellent with

but not very effective with rapidly
changing frames. Whichever way
you choose, you can easily double
or quadruple the maximum num
ber of frames in your animation;
things are starting to look good.
You are still need some radi

ant graphics to show off in the first
place. If you fancy yourself as an
ST artist, then it's just a question of
booting-up an art program and
drawing away. Programs that
enable you to work on multiple

using a scanner or video digitiser
and using the results as your

does the rest.

before-

making. You define the start and
end points of a shape or position of
a block and your ST works out all

ics from somewhere else directly

and the program happily

the

twisting all over the shop.

perform tricks on them

the start and end points

of

and wonderful shapes and then

including rotate, scroll,

Disk 8. It uses polygons
and tweening. You define

behalf

animate them, spinning and

Load in low res pics and

costing a wacking £80,
was featured on Cover

ttiAkO

on

objects in a myriad of weird

roughly drawing your frames and
then playing the animation to see
how it hangs together - there's no
point in adding details you're going
to have to change later. There are
dozens of competent art packages
around, including DPaint, Canvas
and the Shareware program Crack
Art, that fit the bill perfectly.
If the prospect of tackling it
head on - sitting down grasping
the mouse and artistically wiggling
it around, doesn't fill you with joy
then there are plenty of ways to
cheat. The simplest and certainly
the cheekiest is to steal the graph

commercial product

dozen

enables you to produce 3D

screens at once are best. Start by
Tine
Color
Next Tween

four

mentioned Mr Arnie and flicking
you with wet copies of Private
Eye. Well, not at all really, but
you get the picture. Who wants
to do blind copies of someone
else's work anyway? It's much
more fun to use it as a spring
board into your own creations.

•

needs to be in memory, the exact

with

bed

ST FORMAT Cover Disk 34

press each one, the software uses a
few mathematical pieces of magic
to squash each picture down. As
you display them, your ST springs
into action decompressing each
frame. The whole sequence still

raid,

of the law. Under the laws of

Volume

count :K30
FRAME:I

dawn

Copyright, it is illegal to copy
other people's work, right? For
your own personal use in your
own home you're not going to

Remember, if you don't have a
particular issue of ST FORMAT for
the Cover Disks, you can order
back issues of the magazine from
page 66.

Cyber Paint

Actually you will probably
be at the unpleasant end of a

hefty lads dragging you out of

run

Trip-A-Tron

ST FORMAT Disks 30 and 34

of quid out of it and you might
get your collar feit.

ter, and that's the little matter

spreading them around to Public

Canvas

f®

•

There is one small thing you
might like to consider before
you start digitising that Arnie
bloke in his most delightful por
trayal of the terminator charac

Deluxe Paint
Electronic Arts

Goodmans Public Domain Library

Alkllt Tllir

source

material.

Or

how

about

using those nutty fractal numbers,
either in straight animations of the
fractal sets or using them to create
landscapes? 3D modelling and ray-

J*
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number of frames which saves a

whole heap of time. The Shareware
effort Ani-ST can do tweening but
you can't export the result. More
useful is Cyber Paint, a paint pack
age with some excellent animation
facilities. The sequences are delta
compressed and you can save any
frame out as a low resolution pic
ture. Any animation takes a little
more time and effort to create than

a static screen, but the results are a

hell of a lot more impressive.
Once you've completed your
masterpiece, it's time to get your
friends around and impress them.
And how about sending your ani
mations

into

a

Public

Domain

library and letting other people in
on your imagination? How about
dumping it down to video? For the
best results, connect your ST's
monitor port to the composite or
SCART input on your video. This
gives a better picture than using
the modulator. Meedmore (•=• 051

5212202) have a range of leads to
connect anything to just about any
thing. You can record an animation
in sections since you are no longer
limited by your ST's memory.
Feeling inspired yet? Are your
creative juices starting to flow?
Your ST is ready and waiting to
take up the challenge, so get in
front of those keyboards and get
animating. That's all folks, da-dada-daa-da-daauuuah.
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VIDEO

DIGITISING

ANIMATION

• All the gear

ANIMATING
WITH A VIDEO
DIGITISER
and the Rombo Vidi ST (briefly

many mail order companies are
still selling the Vidi ST, Vidichrome
and the RGB splitter as separate
items - look through the pages of

reviewed in STF 8). The Videomas

STFto find one.

ter is a

Videomaster can grab live TV
pictures at up to 25 frames per sec
ond in monochrome from any
composite video source, while Vidi
ST makes grabs at speeds up to
12.5 frames per second. In real
time, Videomaster can only grab
quarter-size screen images while
Vidi ST can grab full screen pic
tures which produce higher resolu
tion grabs, 320 x 200 pixels
compared to 160 x 100 pixels on

There are just two video digitising
packages available for the ST,
Videomaster (reviewed in STF 41)

brand new device from

Microdeal, while Vidi ST has been
around for a few years and has a
few

accessories

and

utilities

to

complement its operation. Videomaster is available from Microdeal

(* 0726 68020) for £69.95 and the

Vidi ST Complete Colour Solution
can

(w

be

obtained

0506

414631)

from

for

Rombo

£179.

The

Rombo set is more expensive - it
includes an electronic RGB splitter
to enable colour images to be digi
tised

from

still

video

Videomaster. Both can create full

screen still image colour grabs
using
a
video
camera
with
coloured filters or an RGB splitter
and using software to merge the
three grabs. Merging software is

sources,

either from a still video recorder

image or from a video camera.
Rombo are only selling the Com
plete Colour Solution, although

•

you need to do

your own digi
tising - a video
digitising
package, a
camera, a

video and a

willing art
assistant to
show it all off.

built

into the

main

Videomaster

program and a separate program is
available

for

Vidi

ST

called

Vidichrome. Full screen colour stills

can also be made by both digitisers
from a video recorder with a per
fect still frame pause facility, that
means

no

noise

lines

on-screen

when paused. The Rombo RGB
splitter is required by both digitis
ers to enable colour grabs to be
created from still video images. 2Bit Systems are working on their
own RGB splitter and are going to
be releasing it later this year.

although Vidi ST only loads
Neochrome or Degas files. This
means you have to draw each
frame by hand individually in the
art package - a time-consuming
process at the best of times. You
could use a package to create
"tween" frames, this is where you
draw frame one and frame ten by
hand, and the software then cre
ates all the frames in between.

,4n/-ST and Cyber Paint v2 are
two graphics packages that have
tweening options - see page 18 for
details of where you can get this
software from.

Making cartoons
The easiest way to create cartoon
style animations with Videomaster
or the Vidi ST package is to load in
individual Degas, Neochrome or
IFF pictures you have previously
created using an art package,

Stop-motion made easy
One of the excellent functions built

in to Videomaster is the ability to
create stop motion animations
using a video camera. Traditionally
stop-motion animation has been

•'I.
A black and white (monochrome)

video digitiser works in exactly the
same way as a standard sound sam
pler, this is because both light and
sound are composed of wave-forms
but at wildly differing frequencies
A sound sampler converts sound waves into
digital information by means of an ADC (Ana
log to Digital Converter), this information can
then be used by the ST. The ST uses software
to process the data, store it, play it back at

higher or lower frequencies and generally have
a good time with it. Playback is usually by
means of the built-in DACs (Digital to Analog
Converters) inside your machine, except for

higher frequency samples over 32KHz which

must be replayed by the sound sampler's own
DACs, your ST is simply not capable of replay
ing higher frequencies through its own inter

play the picture pixel by pixel and line by line
on the screen. There is no need to convert the

data back to its original frequency to replay it

nal hardware.

because the information is in a form that the

A video digitiser works in almost exactly
the same way, the main difference being that

ST can use directly, so the normal monitor or
TV output of the ST is fine.

video signals are broadcast at a much higher
frequency. The highest sampling rate possible
for sound sampling is around the 192KHz
mark, with video we are talking about frequen
cies in the MHz range (millions of cycles per
second) - around about 6.5MHz, in fact. An
ADC converts the video signal to a form that

your ST can use, the digitising software then
has to convert the digital information to a
screen image. The data has to be converted to
the correct brightness levels required to dis-

• Video signals can be input to the digitiser from
any sfeifiee that can transmit a composite video
signal,, this can he a TV with video output, video
camera, video recorder or satellite receiver. The

digitiser plugs directly into the ST where the data
is processed by the digitising software. The
resulting animations can then be saved to disk,
viewed on the monitor and even output to a video
recorder and recorded- The RGB splitter is an

optional accessory and can only be used to cre
ate colour still frames.

VIDEO SOURCE

VIDEO DIGITISING

MONITOR

VCR

m

CAMERA
ca«

VCR
TV
OUTPUT

OPTIONAL
RGB SPLITTER

&

J&

7&

aft

Jtt•

DIGITISER

*£

7f Jrt

4t

.«£

•ANIMATION

VIDEO

DIGITISING
«!*•••••••••••••••

created by photographing a model,

to show off they can be loaded in
in any order and played back.

moving it to a slightly different
position and then photographing it
again. Famous Plasticine anima
tions such

as

Creature

set from the Rply option on-screen
and display the pictures with either
the Animate, Rply or Carousel com
mands. The Carousel option is
probably the best one to use if you
want to show high quality coloured
pictures in your slide show

and Trapdoor were made using
this method. Videomaster enables

you to create stop-motion anima
tions using the grab and toggle
buttons of the video edit screen -

you can grab quarter screen pic
tures one at a time. Using the Tog
gle button enables you to switch

because

last one grabbed. You can then
the

exact

amount

it

uses

the

of

movement needed for your next
frame and grab it.
Making a slideshow using
Vidi ST

With Vidi ST, you can create
slideshows of up to 119 frames,
you can import any Neochrome or

Degas picture into any frame of
your sequence, so if you have a
series of brilliant pictures you wish

could

through all the screens
held in memory, you can
then choose which

absurd kind.

1>LSK

hlLt

OPTIONS

in Vidi ST. Almost all
functions are available

from the menu bar at the

bottom of the screen,

from the drop-down GEM
menus or from keyboard
shortcuts. The grab is
taken from the 1991 ST

FORMAT Christmas party

EEg3CBjMJLIMggjMi: ••• -ftimzB^zwT^X'M*jgjHHPJ video
«
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It is much easier to save your

you can digitise video from within
your own STOS Basic programs.

soundtrack to disk in chunks that

Videomaster enables

Full details of the new STOS com

sound and video can

individual frames to be

mands and how to use them are
included with the Vidi ST manual.

into the sequencer later. Any sound
sample can be added to a film you are not restricted to what you

is video editing made

Making a slideshow with

have recorded with Videomaster.

easy, if there is a section

Videomaster

you wish to remove, sim

Making slideshows with the Video-

The sequencer screen en
ables as many video screens as
memory permits to be loaded,

from

added, deleted, grabbed,

a

STOS extension

moved about. This really

ply define the start and

master

end frames and select

than using Vidi ST, because it has a
built in editing facility for the Video
card and the Sequencer card. The
edit screen enables you to cut out
blocks of frames from your record
ing, edit out unwanted shots, add
in shots saved to disk, adding
Degas, Neochrome and IFF shots
and insert frames anywhere you
fancy in your sequence.

delete block.

0:06.5

I The built-in video

sequencer enables

-

blocks of frames to be

0:06.7
0:06.8

specified and assigned to
keys. If you have several
video clips you wish to

merge together, this is

Star*:41 | I End:20
IZoor.|JResetir- ■■»■♦

•STOl

the place to do it. You

I

Save

3Q

so that

slideshow

inserted and generally

[0:06.6 r]

• The main menu screen

SETTINGS

vided

a

within STOS loading in graphics
and digitised sounds into memory

ilrrall

see Brian Cohen having a
close encounter of the

can play at its original sample
speed, the sound can be matched

create

wrnm n t n .casi tw^

screens to save. Here we

m\m:w:m

banks. If you have STOS (given
away with STF37, if you don't have
it then turn to page 66 for details of
how to get it) Rombo have pro

• The edit screen in

|o:06.4

able in the Vidi ST soft

ware enables you to page

individual

palette of each picture; the other
options use the master palette set
by Vidi ST.
The sequence can then be
saved to disk, remember though,
you need a hard drive to save
sequences greater than 20 frames
long. This is because Vidi ST saves
a sequence as a series of standard
Degas or Neochrome files, each
frame taking up 32K of disk space.
There is no option to include sound
with your creations, although you

between the current frame and the

determine

mimm^m

The playback speed can be

Comforts

• One of the options avail

can assign sound sam
ples to video clips here.

software

is

much

easier

Of course, Videomaster can
record sound as well as video, but

the sound is not totally in sync with
the video. If you chop out frames
or change the replay speed of the

video, the sound part of the film

later but it can be an awkward task.

match the video clips, both the
be loaded

these can be still frames, video files

or film files. Up to 24 keys can have
sections of the sequence assigned
to them, this can be in the form of

still frames, frames running for
wards, frames running backwards
and sequences of frames with
sound assigned to them. All
sequences can be saved to disk
and played back by a separate Pub

lic Domain player program so you
don't have to hand out copies of
the Videomaster software to enable

any of your stunning animations to
be played, stf

CONNI
Right, so you've got all the bits and pieces
together; video recorder or camera, monitor,
TV, ST, digitiser and RGB splitter (perhaps).
Now you want to get them connected
together. First check out the diagram on page
19. The TV and video can continue with the

normal RF (Radio Frequency, or aerial) con
nection, so you can cue your videotape to the
correct position for digitising using the TV
screen. The connections between the video

recorder/camera and your digitiser depends
on the outputs of your particular machine,
both digitisers use phono connections for
video input and Videomaster also has a
phono input for recording sound. All quoted
part numbers for leads and connectors are
from the 1993 Maplin's catalogue.
If you have a SCART output socket on
your video recorder, then you can use the

sound input can be ignored in the case of
Vidi ST. A SCART socket can be recognised
easily because it is an oblong shaped socket
with 20 connections. You need a

SCART to

phono connector, Maplin's supply one for
£8.95, part number JW38R.
If your video recorder has phono connec
tions, you can use a straight phono to phono
lead, Vidi ST is supplied complete with a
phono to phono lead but Videomaster isn't.

For Videomaster you need a twin phono to
twin phono lead (for both audio and video),
Maplin's can provide one for £1.20, part num
ber RW50E. Generally SCART or phono con
nections are all that you're going to find on

(plug-in and twist connections). If you have
strange connections on your machine, the
best bet is to get a mono video dubbing kit.
All video shops stock these and they enable
you to construct different leads with various
plug-on connectors. The Maplin's kit costs
£7.95 (RK71N) and enables six audio and six
video leads to be constructed, this covers

most videos on the market. If you are using a
portable video camera or camcorder, you are
likely to find that they are usually supplied
with a connecting lead to enable recordings
to be transferred to a normal video recorder,
in most cases this lead is suitable for connec

same connector lead to link to the Videomas

(screw connections), UHF connectors (large

tion to your digitiser. Most TV and hi-fi shops
should be able to supply you with the leads
you require if you provide them with the cor
rect information, but if you don't have a local
Maplin's, Tandy or other electronics supplier
nearby, call Maplin's on *? 0702 554161 to

ter and Vidi

screw

make a credit card order.

^

ST

cartridges,

.t$

although

„t£

the

modern video recorders and there should be

no problems getting things going. If you have
an older video, then you might encounter
unusual connections such as TNC connectors

Tift

connections)

and

BNC

aft

zti.

connectors

r%

rf

ft

tft

fft
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•

Four ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Ergonomically designed control handle
for supreme comfort
•

Auto-flre function

• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising
suction cups

• +2/+3 selector connector
• 8 directional control

• Automatic centering

• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum
+2/+3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad
computers and video game systems.

• Sega Master Series version
available

. ONLY £9.99
STAR PROBE
•

Four ultra-sensitive microswitched fire
buttons

• Ergonomically designed custom control
handle for supreme comfort
•
•

Auto-fire function
Indestructible metal shaft

• Ultra-light 8 directional microswitched
control

• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising
suction cups

•
•
•
•

+2/+3 selector connector
Automatic centering

High impact robust body
Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum
+2/+3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad
computers and video game systems.

•.•,.'•:••••.•..•••.••

.ONLY £14.99
MACH I
•

Four ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Ergonomically designed control handle
for supreme comfort
•
•

Auto-fire function
Indestructible metal shaft

• Ultra-light 8 directional microswitched
control

• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising
suction cups

• Automatic centering
• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Commodore, Atari and
Amstrad computers and video game
systems.

.ONLY £12.99

EXTERMINATOR
• Two ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Ergonomically designed control handle
• 8 directional control

• Automatic centering

• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising
suction cups

• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Commodore, Atari and
Amstrad computers and video game
systems.

.ONLY £6.99

TURBO FIGHTER
i Ergonomicallydesignedfor supreme

THE BUG

i 2 ultra-sensitive fire buttons

> Ergonomically designed body for
supreme comfort
> Suitable for right or left hand

i Heavy duty base with strong stabilising

> 2 ultra-sensitive microswitched fire

suction cups
i Robust clamp for secure desktop
mounting

i Auto-fire function

comfort

buttons
i 8 directional microswitched control

• Indestructible metal shaft

• Automatic centering
• +2/+3 selector connector
• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum

+2/+3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad
computers and video game systems.

. ONLY £14.99

• 8 directional control

i High impact rugged body
i 'X' and 'Y' axis trim controls

shown.

branches of

i Automatic centering

i Additional JoystickB'Y* axis control
(for PC users only)
i Analogue to digital converter included
for compatibility with F*Cs as well as
Amiga, CM, Atari ST,Amstrad CPC etc.

• 12month warranty on all products

• Older computers may require interfaces
and/or adaptors - not included.
• Prices include VAT, postage and
packaging.
• Dealer enquiries welcome.
• Cheetah products available from

THE NEW GENERATION

IN JOYSTICK TECHNOLOGY

-jzx-*~.*?
CURRYS
'^iSC' SUPERSTORE

Dixona -TpVyuwIs
'** BBS

WH SMITH

landq gaZEEa

ONLY £49.99

High Street stores and all good computer

THE TORTOISE

shops.

• Three ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Ergonomically evolved control shell
• Automatic centering

• Heavy duty body with strong stabilising
suction feet
• 8 directional movement

• Cage sold separately
• Versions include ZX Spectrum, I6K. 48K,
I28K,(interface sold separately), +2, +3,
C64, Amstrad, Atari. Sega and Nintendo.

. ONLY £9.99

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD
All specificatio i and prices subject to change
without notice

Cheetah House, Bedwas Business Park, Bedwas, Gwent NPI 8DU
Tel: 0222 - 867777 Fax: 0222 - 865575
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There s just
one Disk

stuck to the

cover this

month, but
what a Disk it

is! What

NODDY'S PLAYTIME

ANIMATION TOOL

STOS FIX

A hat with a bell on it, a paint set,
a puzzle game and little yellow
car. Playable demo from the
Jumping Bean Company.

Terrific stuff, compacts and plays
your lovingly created animations.

Fix those compiled programs to
work with Mega STEs and TTs.
Page 29

Page 22
•

Check out our full review of

Noddy on page 101

sectors! Chris
Jl

Lloyd gets all
gooey at the
thought of it,
pulls himself
together and
puts the Disk

STOS LISTING
Super smooth scrollers exposed.

Page 29

FRACTAL LANDSCAPE

CENTIPEDE

BACK-UP

Fly through animations in the

The arcade classic wriggles onto
your ST.

Copies the disk with minimum of
fuss and does lots of charity work.

fractal dimension.

Page 25

delights lie in
the tracks and

Page 27
_ For more details on animations,
turn to page 14 if you've already
skipped past it.

Noddy's
Playtime
BY: JUMPING BEAN
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: NODDY

FILES: PLAYTIME.PRG, PRE-

Page 27
VIEW.D0C AND DATA FOLDER
READ: PREVIEVU.DOC

GET STARTED WITH: PLAYTIME.PRG

The man in the silly hat is back,
in Noddy's Playtime. The little
chap, his car and friends feature in
a creative and educational program

Page 29

from the Jumping Bean Company.
On the Cover Disk is a playable
demo version with Noddy's Paint
Pot and Noah's Ark to play with as
well as driving around Toy Town.
There are four minute time-outs on

each

section

and

then

you're

returned to the main menu. It's all

bright and colourful - it's playtime!

in the drive.

Walk this
way...

• The Noah's Ark puzzle game. Pick up the pieces with the mouse from the

jumbled selection and try to complete the picture in the right-hand box. If
you're successful the animal pops its head through one of the port-holes you even hear a sampled sound effect, too. Click on Noddy in his car to exit.

• Noddy and his car go cruising in

Toy Town looking to see if they can
pick up a soft toy or two.

NODDY'S MAIN MENU
Difficulty level - just click on the level yo.
want from the easiest to the hardest.

Noddy's Paint Pot - click here to go directly to
Noddy's junior art package, throw pixellated
paint in all directions and never have to clean up.
Driving - take the motor out for a spin around
1 Toy Town, used as an alternative menu in the
• A fine example of painting
prowess, courtesy of Noddy's Paint
Pot - what an exciting use of colour
and form. If you make a boob, click

on Noddy to get rid of your last
effort. Click on the splodges of paint
to change colour.

•

full version by stopping at the taxi spaces. You
control his cute little car by using the joystick or
the cursor keys.

Auto drive - Noddy takes his car out and auto' matically drives to the games. The demo only
has one of these, Noah's Ark. Click on him to drive

there automatically.

Auto DHue

^•H
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Before you take even one step further, read this carefully
Tread carefully
To keep your STF Cover Disk safe,
write-protect it by moving the black
tab so you can see through the hole.
Nothing can now be written to your
Disk. Write-protection also keeps
your Disk safe from viruses.

Study the map
Space on the Cover Disk pages is lim
ited, so you may find text files for
some programs on the Disk. These

have the file

extension

.DOC.

It's

always a good idea to read these for
more information on a program.
Double-click

on

them

and

select

Show to display the text. If text dis
appears off the screen when you try
to read a DOC file in low res, change
to medium res and try again.
Avoid the pitfalls
To keep your ST FORMAT Cover Disk
safe you should make a backup, so if

anything goes wrong you still have
the original. Because we use a spe
cial disk format to squeeze programs
on to the Disk, you can't do a direct
disk to disk copy. But we've made
life easy for you with this Back-up
program. Follow the instructions on
page 29 and you can't go wrong.
Now there's no need to risk damag
ing or losing your disk again!
Some programs are compressed
to fit on the Disk and cannot be run

directly from it. Follow the instruc
tions here and it'll all be fine.

Is your drive obsolete?
We use a double-sided disk format. If

you only own a single-sided drive
you can't read STF Cover Disks, or
much new software since singlesided

drives

are

obsolete.

We

showed you how to fit internal drives
in STF32 - turn to page 66 to order a
copy if you missed it.

NODDY'S PAINT POT
Part of Noddy's Playtime is a fully-featured junior art package. You select options With the left mouse button and
return to the main screen with the right mouse button

*zB

Select Sprite - use the left and right
arrows to select your character and
click on it with the left mouse button. You

are then taken to the drawing screen and the
sprite can be pasted anywhere you like.

using the current colour and pen shape. Click
once to start the box, move the mouse

draws circles - but, of course, you probably
worked that out for yourself.

around until you are happy with it, then just
click again to draw it.

Filled Circles - same as filled box but
makes filled circles.

Filled Box - same as the outline box, but

right arrows to choose your pattern. You
use this option when you decide to create a
filled shape.
"

Colour Selection - use the left and right
arrows to select your colour; the rain
bow coloured splodge uses all the palette try drawing with it.

Pen Shape and Size - use the left and
right arrows when you want to change
your pen's shape and size.
Outline Box - this option takes you to
the drawing screen ready to draw a box

Fill - floods an area of your choice with

draws a filled box instead.

Select Fill Pattern - use the left and

the current colour.

•

Spray Can - click here and you're taken
to the drawing screen armed with a
spray can. Click once to start spraying and
then again when you've finished.

Pattern Fill - floods an area with the cur

rently selected fill pattern and colour.

Rub Out - wipes the whole drawing,
Draw - click once to start doodling and

•*•

again when you've finished.

click on one of his heads.

Draw Straight Lines - click once at the
start of your line, move the mouse
around and click again to draw the line.

Outline Circle - this option works in the
same way as the filled box but instead it

Noddy asks if you are sure, if you are,

Outline Pictures - click on these to put a
ready made outline picture on the draw
ing screen to get you going.

Quit - sends you back to the main menu
- see the details opposite on page 22.
r—
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Includes
Windowing
GEM
Operating system, Stereo sound

Datanet Network Hardware

•

Cartridge

Ladbroke
Computing
itemational are one of the longest
establshed home computer deaters in the
UK We have developed an extensive
customer service policy which involves
testing ol all Hardware prior to despatch
to ensure that goods arrive in working
order, offering free advice and support
over the phone and keeping cutomers

Includes Mouse and built
modulator to connect to TV

in

•

Compatible with ST(F)(M), Mega
ST STE, Mega STE.

•

4 Great games 9 lives, Escape
from the planet of the robot
monsters. Final fight, Sim City.
1st
Word
wordprocessor,

•

Connects via Coax and BNC

•
•

software.

£

229

informed. Although our prices are not

2Mb STE

£

275

always the cheapest we do endeavour to
otfer consistently good service and
backup.

4Mb STE

£

329

520 STE

•

Educatbnal

subject to change without prior notice. All
prices includeVAT but exclude delivery.

•

for 5yrs to GCSE level.
Business pack consisting

How to Pay

software

Wordprocessor,
•

Spreadsheet

£ 250

2Mb 1040STE

£ 295

4Mb1040STE

£ 359

•

Full metal case measuring
300mm x 285mm x 51mm (wdh),

Ethernet compatibility and E-Mail
coming soon.
£

99.99

LanNet with PowerNet

£

89.99

MidiNet with PowerNet

£

59.99

Will fit any ST(F)(M) or Mega ST
Solder in design for higher
reliability.

•

Extremely compact in house
designed

Multi-Layer

circuit

£

165

Star LC20
Star LC24/100
Star LC24/200 colour

£
£
£

124
179
259

months on site warranty.
StarJet SJ48 Bubblejet
£
SJ48 Sheetfeeder

210

£

69

software.

512K Board

£

39.99

2Mb Board

£

79.99

4Mb Board

£ 129.99

512K SIMM's STE

£

7.99

2Mb SIMMs STE

£

57.99

4Mb SIMM's

£ 109.99

2xSIPP to SIMM adaptors £

Citizen
Citizen 120D+
Citizen Swift 240 Colour

£
£

119
270

£
£
£

339
449
580

£

224

Hewlett Packard

HP Deskjet 500
HP Deskjet 500 Colour
HP Deskjet 550 Colour

3.00

Our Servbe department can repair
ST's in minimum time at competetive

rates. We can arrange for fully insured,
courer pbkup and return delivery of

Data-Pulse + 127Mb

£

429.99

Seikosha Drum Unit

£

79

Data-Pulse + 213Mb

£

569.99

Ricoh LP1200

£

759

12

months

Triumph Adler
JPR7825 Bubblejet
Seikosha OP104

£

549

Add £3 for Centronics cable and £5 for

next working day courier deivery.
•

Stores over 20Mb of data on a

3.5" Floptical disk, Reads/Writes
720K and 1.44Mb 3.5" disks.

•

Average

access

time 65ms.

Data transfer rate 200K per
second (6 times (aster than
Floppy disk).
•

7.99

£

2.98

Please add £2 for P&P on mice.

instructbns and memory test

Star LC100 Colour

We offer a Quotatbn service for

include

£

come packaged in a 10 capacity
disk box, complete with full fitting

Lasers

warranty & free expert support.

Jin Mouse

Don't be deceived by the low prbe of
this mouse. Mass productbn of the Jin
mouse has resulted in a high quality

All Aries RAM upgrade boards

19

All drives

Optical Mouse
£ 24.99
The Golden Image Optical Mouse is a
high quality, 3 button, replacement
mouse. The fully Optbal mechanism
means no moving parts offering far
higher reliability. Includes Mat.

Ladbroke's Mouse mat

£ 289

69

•

was

base 512K to 2Mb then 4Mb.

1040 Midi Master Pack

£

ICD

Mouse

Opto/Mechanbal mouse featuring 290
Dpi resolutbn.

£

quality

£ 14.99

Image

Upgradeable in stages from the

Seikosha Toner (2 units)

use

Golden

offers while stocks last.

Seikosha 1Mb RAM

only

19.99

recently given an Amiga Format Gold
Award with 90% and offers 290 Dpi
resolutbn, 2 high quality mbroswitched

299.99

We

controllers with clock.

£

LanNet devbe.

£

•

Gl Brush Mouse

The

Data-Pulse + 42Mb

providing good shielding and

package with full manual.
Gl Brush + Dpaint ST
£ 24.99

Golden Image Mouse

your machine to ensure it's safety. We
even have a same day servbe whbh
will ensure your machine is given
prbrity and subject to fault, completed
the same day. We can fit memory
upgrades, PC Emulators, Security
devbes, ROM upgrades, hard drives to
Mega STE's etc.

monitor stand.

DELUXE PAINT ST art

board, smaller than a credit card.

All Star Dot Matrix printers include 12

Out port.

Direct Mouse replacement.

Includes the exceptional

Above Curriculum packs are special

Star

DMA device selector & On/Off
switch on front of case, DMA

•

•

Full Falcon compatbility using

DataNet with PowerNet

•

1040 STE

Tek 9 am- 5:30 pm (5 Lines)

•

•

•

All Data-Pulse Plus Drives are

150Dpi resolutbn.
Opto/Mechanbal mechanism.
500mm/SEC tracking speed.
Switchable between ST/Amiga.

MidNet devices.

Creativity
pack
including
Hyperpaint and Music maker

Fax: (0772) 561071

formatted, partitioned and tested
before despatch.
Autobooting and Autoparking
Extremely low noise.

•
•
•
•

buttons and a free mouse mat.

of

software.

TbEu

MultiTasking Network software
allows applications to run on the
server while drive and printer
accesses take place in the
background.
Allows the mixing of Network

"The Natural way to draw"

types, ie DataNet, LanNet and

catering

and Database.

details over the phone.
Deivery

•

•

•

All prices are correct at copy date
07/12/92 (write stocks last) and are

•

•

Basic Language and Tutorial

1Mb STE

Dat

connectors.

Powernet Network Software

Neochrome Art & Ani ST

219

Postal delvery is available on small items
under £40 (Normally £3, phone for details).
Add £5 for courier delivery, Next working
day delivery on Mainland UK subject to
stock (£11 for Saturday delivery).
Open Mon-Sat 930am to 5:00pm.
Ladbroke Computing Ltd Trading As
Ladbroke Computing Intematbnat

speed

•

£

You can order by mail Cheques/Postal
orders made payable to Ladbroke
Computing. Or give your credit card

high

network solution.

output.

33 Ormskirk Rd.
Preston, Lanes,
PR1 2QP

based

Atari SC1435

£

179.99

The SC1435 comes complete with
cable and tilt/swivel stand.

Philips 8833MKII

£ 229.99

£15 for whbh we will examine your

machine and report back with an
exact prbe for repair. If you do not
wish to go ahead with the repairs then
just pay the £15. However if you do go
ahead then the charge is included in
the minimum charge.
Please note: The minimum charge
covers labour, any extra parts are
chargeable.
Quotation

£

15.00

£

35.25

•
•
•

720K formatted capacity.
Double sided, Double density
Daisy Chain Through port lor
compatbility with older ST(M)

•
•

External Power Supply.
Attractive case design.

machines.

Gl External drive

£

54.99

ST Internal drive

£

39.99

•

100.200,300,400 Dpi resolutions.

•

1 letter mode, 3 photo modes.
105mm scanning head.

•
•

Includes the excellent MIGRAPH
TOUCH UP 1.8. This is the full

•

Includes DELUXE PAINT ST full

package with manual.

package with animation and
manual. One of the best

available art packages for the
ST

•

MIGRAPH's OCR Package
available as an Upgrade to all
Golden Image Scanner Owners.

Golden Image Scanner

£

119.99

(8&D
•

Autotraces bit image graphics to
resolutbn independant vector
graphbs.

•

Produces Bezbrs. B-Splines,
High resolutbn grey scales.

•

Imports IMG, DEGAS. TINY

•

Exports IMG, GEM(1,3). SGF DXF
EPS(Postscript) files.

•

Requires 1MbST Hi-res monitor.

Available as a stand atone unit.

Includes 12 months on site warranty

Minimum repair charge

an upgrade to Data-Pulse(Plus)

and free Lotus Turbo challenge II.
Philips 15" FST Tv
£ 229.99
Philips 15" Cube Teletext £ 259.99
•
SCART input Tv

Same day service

£

15.00

STFM(E) PSU

£

39.99

1Mb Internal drive

£

39.99

TOS 2.06 + Switch STFM £

65.00

TOS 2.06 + Switch •*"

£

65.00

Courier Pickup

£

11.00

Silhouette

Courier return

£

6.00

Calamus CVG support coming scon.

or as a combination unit with

Hard drives. 21Mb Floptical
diskette included with every
drive.

21Mb Floptical Drive
£ 399.99
Datapulse upgrade
£ 299.99
21Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk £ 24.99

•

Fastext teletext

8833 MKD-Amiga cable
Philips SCART to Amiga

£
£

9.99
9.99

"

MacPaint, GEM, SGF files.

£

60

GUIDES

RESOLUTION: LOW OR HIGH

realistic-looking mountainous land
scapes. It's neat enough to earn a
round of applause on its own, but
Fracland also enables you to define
your own viewpoints and create

FOLDER: FRACLAND

smooth animations, hurrah. It's a

FILES: FRACLAND.PRG,
FRACLAND.DOC, FRACC.RSC,

FRACM.RSC, DEMO.STR,

fairly complex program, but here's
a quickie start.
Open the FRACLAND folder

FRACPLAY.PRG

and run FRACLAND.PRG. An alert

READ: FRACLAND.DOC

box appears asking if you want to
generate or load a contour, choose
generate and enter the number 169

* Fracland
BY: DAVID BILLINGTON

GET STARTED WITH:
FRACLAND.PRG

in the Random Seed box then click

Fractals are wacky graphical rep
resentations of mathematical mon

sters made from numbers that only
exist in theory. Hang on a second,
we've been

before,

haven't we?

Over the months we've had quite a
few fractal programs and this is the
last one ever. Well, probably. And
it's a goodie.
Fracland, as the name confus
ingly suggests, uses fractal mathe

matics to

produced staggeringly

on OK with the mouse. Before your
very eyes a 2D fractal landscape is
generated in a window. Go on up
to the Contour menu and select 3D

view. This is where you enter your
viewpoint from. Either by entering
the coordinates directly, using your
2D map - or, and this is probably
the best option - using a wireframe
representation of your map, pick
the viewpoint directly. Click on
Visual to get to this bit, but one

word of warning - don't move the
mouse when you click on the but
ton or your ST is likely to crash
because the Video Shifter chip gets
a current surge and blows. Your
RAM may also get damaged, so be
careful. Only kidding, folks, it is
impossible to damage the hard
ware using software. All that hap
pens if the mouse is moving when
you click on the button is that four
little bombs appear on-screen and
you have to reset and start again,
so keep the mouse still and every
thing is hunky-dory.
You're now looking at a wire
frame contour that you can move
around with the mouse. Clicking
the left button switches between
movement modes - either move or

tilt. Wiggle the mouse around until
you're happy then press the Space
bar. Your 3D view is now rendered,

well, it is after a couple of minutes.
Bingo! an instant landscape with
lots of potential as a ski resort. You

COVER

DISK

want to see it move? From the File

menu select Load Story and use
the file selector to load DEMO.STR.

Now pop to the Animation menu
and select Do Rendering. If you
choose to

shade the

contour

about six minutes to the rendering
time. When it's all done, you have
a

nine

viewer

frame

animation

zooming

across

of the

a

lake

towards some mountains. Go to
the

Animation

menu

and

select

Play Animation to see it fly past.
The FRACPLAY.PRG can be used to

play back your animations once
you've rendered them.
There that didn't hurt, did it?

This fractal landscaping lark is easy
to get into and there are plenty of
parameters to play with enabling
you to create a near-enough-toinfinity-to-be-uncountable number
of variations. Get fractal, get land
scaping, get that disk in the drive
and start whirring.

THOSE MENUS IN FULL
of menu and dialog boxes, but
here's a quick guide. For a more
detailed explanation, try reading the

element to the zone boundaries. Colouring en
you to muck about with the colours of each I
Finally, the 3D option takes you to the box dealing
with your viewpoint - you can enter these directly
as a series of numbers, take the position fror

text file FRACLAND.DOC on the

2D map or visually using a wireframe moc

disk which has all the juicy details
on getting the most from this gem
of a program

your landscape.

Fracland is controlled from a series

Con-tour

ANIMA1

Story Board
Play Speed

AninatiDn

Mode
Load
Save

Contour
Contour

Load
Save

Story
Story

Load

Anination

Save

finination

Do

Renderim

Here's where things get moving. Playback plays
your animations, the Story Board takes you to a
box where you enter the viewing positions of your

From here you can load and save all your efforts.
Save View saves the current 3D view as a Degas
Elite picture, PI1 if you are in low resolution or PI3
if you are working in high resolution. Click on the
map to see the 3D view. Contours are your 2D
maps of the world you have generated. Stories are
the paths of your animations as they fly through
the landscape, while Animations are the actual

animation and the number of frames to be drawn

up to a maximum of nine waypoints.

the mouse. Click with the left button to switch

between movement modes, either move or tilt.

When you're happy with it, press the Spacebar.

screens you have rendered.
CONTOUR
An i n a t i o n
lenerate

Shade
Detai1
Contour

Zones

Colouring
3D

Uieu

This is where you create your landscapes. Gener
ate takes you to the box controlling the fractal gen
erating parameters, here you get to do the good
bit. Shade adds realistic shading to your contour,
though it takes a few minutes to complete. Detail
enables you to pick the amount of detail in the
landscape, more detail equals better results and
slower rendering. Contour zones enables you to
set the sea level and how much of each landscape
falls into each band. Friction just adds a random

This is where you fiddle with the parameters in a
god-like fashion. The two little graphs switch
between linear and normal distribution. Linear is

quicker but less realistic. The Random Seed is a
number up to 9,999, each one gives a different

landscape.

The

Fractal

Dimension

can

vary

between 2.00 and 3.00, the nearer to 3.00 it is, the
more mountainous it gets. Real landscapes have
values between 2.00 and 2.40. The Initial Deviation

is the amount the landscape is allowed to move
from the initial flat plain, the default value of 128
gives a good realistic landscape.

it

looks more realistic but it does add

The results are amazingly life-like. Here we are sit
ting in a boat on a lake surrounded by high moun
tains - a fjord perhaps. With zillions of possible
landscapes and viewing angles, you're never going
to get the same scene twice.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

COMPUTER

mma^

SUPPLIES

Suppliers ofDiscount Software since 1984
Educational, Local Authority and Government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E & 0 E.
Prices include VAT and delivery by post.
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.
Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance
TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed

FUN SCHOOL
The all time best selling educational
software from Database Educational.

A number of programs per package
covering a range of subjects.
FUN SCHOOL 2
8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

MJC SUPPLIES (SF)

follow the National Curriculum for a

£6.95
£6.95

For the over 8's
FUN SCHOOL 3

£6.95

6 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

£15.95
£15.95

For the over 7's

£15.95

FUN SCHOOL 4
6 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

£16.95
£16.95

For the over 7's

£16.95

and casual programmers.

RRP£79.95

environment.

Hisoft C features over 460

library functions, fast and powerful Gem
based editor and built-in help for quick and
easy reference.

OUR PRICE £54.95

RRP £59.95

OUR PRICE £39.95

HIGHSPEED PASCAL
Highspeed Pascal is designed to be compatible
with the hugely successful Turbo Pascal on the PC.
It features a fast single pass Compiler, Compilation
speed of more than 20,000 lines per minute.

HISOFT LATTICE C V5.5

Window Editor.

Lattice C V5.5 is a versatile and powerful

Compile to memory or disk and anintegrated multi
RRP£99.95

OUR PRICE £69.95

NEW-HI SO FT DEVPAC 3
Hisoft Devpac 3 is the latest version of the popular
assembly & debugger package for the ST. Packed
full of features it is the ideal programming environ
ment for beginners and professional programmers
alike. It contains an editor, assembler and a debug

development system for the popular C pro
gramming language, adhering extremely
closely to the ANSI standard. It contains
the most complete set of C libraries to be
found on the Atari 68000 computers, Gem
based installation program, multi window
editor, project manager and lots more.
(Requires1 Meg)

ger.

RRP £79.95

RRP £149.95

OUR PRICE £59.95

OUR PRICE £99.95

SOUND SAMPLERS
STEREO MASTER

STEREO REPLAY

StereoMasterisa lowcost, highquality sound sam

This system can record in high quality
stereo from its twin phono input sockets,
taking sounds from any suitable Stereo
equipment such as a Portable Cassette or
CD player. Editor features include Mark,
Hide, Cut, Loop, Paste, Insert, Delete, Fill,
Clear, Overlay, Reverse, Fade and many

plerforthe ST. Itsfeatures include: Sample rates
from3.0 to 27.9 KHz, Mix sample with full or half
volume, hifi stereo playback option using the
Playback cartridge. Full STE stereosupport.
RRP £39.95

OUR PRICE £29.95

more.

REPLAY 8

RRP £89.95

Replay 8 features powerful sampling and playback
commands such as Sample, Pre-Sample, Auto
Record Trigger and more, as well as the usual editing
commands. Replay 8 also contains some Special
Effects software and a 2 voiceprogrammable Drum
Machine called Drumbeat 8.

RRP£59.95

OUR PRICE £64.95

REPLAY
PROFESSIONAL

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
AnswerbackSenior Quiz(12+)
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
FactfileSpelling (6-11)

£14.95
£14.95

£7.95
£7.95

Factfiles are for use with the Answerback

Junior Quizonly.

REPLAY 16
The first 16 bit sound sampler for the Atari ST.
Contains an Editor, Midiplay Sequencer and
Drumbeat 16. Samplesat ratesupto 46 KHz.
RRP£129.95 OUR PRICE £95.00

nel Drum Machine and Midiplaywhich turns
your ST into a powerful sound sampling
synthesizer. It can sample at rates between

£14.95

German Master

£14.95

Spanish Tutor

£14.95

Italian Tutor

£14.95

NAKSHA

SQUIK

FRENCH 11/12

Covers verbs, Pronouns, Numbers 1-100
Days, Dates & Months & much more.
FRENCH 12/13

Features Time, Ordinal numbers, Price &
quantity, Future tense and much more.
Includes The verb avoir, the verb aller,

Reflexive verbs, money & much more.
**More age ranges to be released soon **
**Please phone for details **
£17.95 each

LCL SOFTWARE

Eachpackageis designedas a complete
course, including a 100 page +
paperbackbook, with24 programs.

Primary Maths (3 to 11)
Micro Maths (12/adultto GCSE)
Micro French (12/adult to GCSE)
Micro English (12/adultto GCSE)
Micro German(12/adultto GCSE)
£19.95 each or £38.00 for any two
Forfurther informationon our range of educational
software for the ST please send or phone for our free
EDUCATIONALSUPPLEMENT.

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

COOMBE VALLEY SOFTWARE

Coombe Valley producea rangeof
educationaladventuregames whichdevelop
Reading, Keyboard Skills, Logical Thought
and Planning. Inaddition, most of the games
also improve specific skillsin Maths and
English etc.
Maths Dragons (5-12 years)
Cave Maze(8-13 years)
Reasoning With Trolls (5-12)
FractionGoblins (8-13+)

Picture Fractions (7-10 years)

Deluxe Paint ST

£44.95

Spectrum 512

£22.95

TidyThe House (5-9 years)
£12.95 Each

or £24.00 for any two

PROGRAMMING

or £34.50for anythree

Hisoft Basic 2

£54.95

DATABASES

Tempus 2
Hisoft C Interpreter

£29.95
£39.95

SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL

Lattice C Version 5

£99.95

NevadaCobol (inc. CPM emulator) ...£33.95
Hisoft High Speed Pascal V1.5
£69.95
HisoftWERCS Plus (inc GDOS)
£33.95
NEW - HisoftDevpac3
£59.95

A fully relational database that can take
graphic files as well as text.
91% rating in ST ReviewOctober 1992
OUR PRICE £69.95

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2

£29.95
£24.95

COURIER DELIVERY SERVICE

STOS- Compiler

£13.95

STOS- 3-D

£22.95

STOS - Creator and Compiler

£29.95

The Game Makers Manual

£11.95

A next day courier delivery service is avail
able on all orders - prices start from £3.00 Please call for details

NEW - ROBOSHIFT
Word Writer

£36.95

Auto Sensing joystick/ mouse switch box

First Word Plus V3.1

£39.95

OUR PRICE £13.95

Concerto

£29.95

Quartet V1.5

£36.95

VIDI ST

OUR PRICE £79.95

MICE

MATHS 12/13

or £34.00 for any two
or £49.00 for any three

5 and 48 KHz

RRP £99.95

try, quadrilaterals and numbers.

FRENCH 13/14

comes complete with Editing software as
well as the Drumbeat Professional 4 chan

Covers geometry, algebra, statistics, symme

proportions, mental calculations.

Replay Professional is probably the most
complete Sound System for the Atari ST. It

OUR PRICE £44.95

ENGLISH 12/13

Using dictionaries and reference books
construct adverbs, punctuate sentences.

Covers fractions, transformations

HISOFT C INTERPRETER

Hisoft C lets you develop, debug and (est
programs quickly and easily in a simple

ENGLISH 11/12

Features pronouns, verbs, adverbs, spelling,

MATHS 11/12

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

French Mistress

HISOFT BASIC VERSION 2
Hisoft Basic 2 comes complete with a Compilerand
a Debugger. The package is a complete develop
ment system which is ideal for both professional

particularschool year.

synonyms, prefixes/suffixes.

KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS

HISOFT PRODUCTS

ADI is a friendly alienwhich appears on
this latest range of educationalsoftware

from Database (the manufacturers ofFun

School). Each package isdesigned to

For 2 to 6 years
For 6 to 8 years

below to place credit card orders (Access/Visa) or
send cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Herts. SG61UJ.
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines)

LAUGH & LEARN
WITH ADI

Vidi ST + Vidi-Chrome

Mini Office Communications

£15.95

Harlekin 2

£39.95

Hisoft Diamond Back 2

£31.95

MECHANICAL MOUSE

MECHANICAL MOUSE

Our most popular mouse. Includes
Operation Stealth, Mat and Holder
OUR PRICE £22.95

A great value replacement mouse

NEW - True Paint for Falcon 030

OUR PRICE £12.95

Forget-Me-Clock 2

NEW - Hisoft Diamond Edge

CALL
CALL

£17.95

Rombo RGB Splitter
Vidi ST Complete Colour Solution

£84.95

£49.95
£129.95

SPECIAL OFFER
PROTAR HARD DISK DRIVES

We currently have a limited stock of Protar
40 megabyte hard disk drives. Allthe drives
come complete with 12 months warranty.
MJC PRICE ONLY £249.99

GUIDES

* Animation
Tool
BY: MARTIN PACKER
RESOLUTION: MEDIUM
FOLDER: ANIMTOOL

FILES: ANIMTOOL.PRG, ANIMTOOL.TTP, ANIMTOOL.DOC
READ: ANIMTOOL.DOC
GET STARTED WITH:
ANIMTOOL.PRG

The Animation Tool is an ideal

utility for animation; any series of
Degas Elite low resolution screens
can be turned into full-screen full-

motion

animations.

It

uses

is produced. There are two ver

the

dead clever delta compression
method to compact loads of
screens into one big file and then
replays them at animation speed.
Delta compression is a method
where each screen is compared
with the preceding one and only
the differences are stored -

and

can

only carry out one function. ANIM
TOOL.TTP uses a lot less memory,

folder, that's a folder called AUTO
- surprise, surprise. It must not be
inside any other folders.

however, and can be used to create

larger animations, as well as autobooting animations.
The first thing you need, of
course, is a wonderfully imagina
tive and creative series of pictures
for your animation, that bit's down
to you. Once you've got your pics,

it's a

dead smart way of getting more
screens out of your ST.
The first screen you load in is
stored as a screen dump - that is, a
complete screen, each subsequent
one is analysed and a delta record
created unless there are too many
differences to make it worthwhile,
in which case another screen dump

I S

You can make auto-booting ani
mations by renaming the ANIM
TOOL.TTP program ANIMTOOL.
PRG and putting it inside an AUTO

has a friendly front-end although
doesn't

D

Auto moviru

sions on the disk, ANIMTOOL.PRG
ANIMTOOL.TTP

COVER

Now put your animation on
the same disk, making sure it's not
inside any folders and that you've
called

it

SEQUENCE.TAT.

Now

when you turn on your ST with
this disk in the drive, the program
is automatically run and the
sequence loaded and played - an
instant graphics demo.

Animation Tool can do the biz and
turn them into a smooth animation.

Read the text file ANIMTOOL.DOC
for detailed instructions.

CONTROL OF THE MOVEMENT
Here's the screen where it all hap
pens - Animation Tool uses some
smart compression methods to com
pact and play your animations

8 mm in fmmp wig
Ihrax's flnination

Tool

"1 Current flnination

enabling you to get many more
screens than you would normally
have memory for, thank you.

SEQUENCE.TAT

Nunber of franes:

B

Default Speed:

1

Repeat:

Animation Tool

I Load I
Menu - not really a lot here apart from
the ability to quit and other useful pro

|

Speed • l]

NO

Save

I

Edit ftnination |

ISave fls I

f Snou hrat?e"TTfyo"T—™"^

Show Info on Frane [£]

the repeat is set. These details are saved
along with your animation.

|T|

Disk stuff - click on these when you
want to load and save your animations,
click on Save As should you want to save
your animation using a different name from

mM going, press <Esc> to stop things again.

the name that's shown in the animation

The speed is measured in fiftieths of a sec

details above.

mation Tool, it grabs the largest chunk
of memory that it can for your animations
and then tells you how much you have left -

ond. If the delta files are large, then it may
not actually be possible to play the sequence
at its maximum speed. If you've entered a
number in the To Frame parameter, the ani
mation stops at this point. If Yes is selected
for Repeat, then the animation constantly

considerate, eh?

repeats. If Pause is selected, it waits for a

of your animation, whether it's a screen
dump or delta and what size it is. Use the +
and - buttons to select your frame.

Centipede
BY: SINISTER DEVELOPMENTS

fl

Play Animation - click here to set it all

H

I

Count Q

I Delete Last Frane

HI

I

ture's name to bring up the file selector to
pick a new one. If the name contains a num
ber, you can use the + and - buttons to move
through the sequence. The Dump Frame but
ton forces the next picture loaded to be
stored as a picture dump rather than as a
delta record.

every frame.

is the number of times it loops.

Add Frame - click here to add the indi

Delete frame - zaps the last frame of

cated Degas picture. Click on the pic

your sequence.

of course from the dim and distant

past, well, a few years ago, any
way. This is a fairly faithful Share
ware
conversion
by
Sinister

Developments and has you battling
with centipedes, flies, snails, bees,
scorpions and those little devils the

Long thin wriggly creepy-crawly
things, centipedes, ugh. Quite
understandably when you see then
snaking down towards you, it's
blast-'em-to-bits time. Centipede is
based on the arcade game Space
Invaders - er, no, sorry, Centipede

Loop l-rane

keypress at the end of the sequence; and if
Step is selected, it waits for a keypress after

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

FILES: CENTI.PRG, CENTI.HI

I noa

Loop To [^

QLoop controls - you can build loop
frames into your animation. Loop To is
the number of the frames you want to loop
back to and Loop Count, rather predictably,

FOLDER: CENTI

GET STARTED WITH: CENTI.PRG

Add Degas Inage Frane |~

Freei3558792

Details on the current animation, file
name, default speed and whether or not

Show frame info - this gives you the
inside information regarding each frame

[JJ

TforTspace*^^

gram information.

Workspace - when you're running Ani

|T] To Frane Qjj]

Repeat [Tel EQ Pause EH EH Step US KM

to the disk - not your original
Cover Disk because you've writeprotected that to safeguard against
disasters by moving the black tab
so you can see through the little
hole, haven't you? Use your back
up copy instead.

spiders that come bouncing on

The horrid crawlies come at

from the edge.
Open the CENTI folder and

you from all sides, you shoot at

run CENTI.PRG, press the Spacebar
to get past the intro screens and

select <F1> to <F5> to get playing,
<F1> being the easiest level and
<F5> being damned difficult. Press
ing <F9> saves the high score table

them as well as the mushrooms

that get in the way. Each time you
finish off all the segments of a cen
tipede, another one appears at the
top of the screen and things get
harder. Have a go if you think
you're hard enough. We dare you.

• An old favourite reappears, inviting
you round for a game and ready to
wop the the pants off you. Centipede

- brilliant, mindless fun except for
the bits where you die and it wasn't
your fault and it wasn't fair excuses or what?

K

•

3(?U<B<y'C9<^^VB(UScItB(R3
AMIGA

ST

A TRAIN •

N/A

29 99

A320 AIRBUS

24.50 .24 50

AV8B HARRIER ASSA JLT •
ABANDONED P-ACES

23.99
2399
17.99 — 1799

ABANDONED P-ACES 2 •

17.99 ..17.99

ALIEN BREED SPFOIAL LDII 'ON 92

N/A

9.99

LINKS BOUNTIFUL DATADISK

17.99

17.99
19.99
17.99
17.99
17.99

'17.99 ...17.99 MAUPITI ISLAND

AQUATIC GAMES (JAMES POND)
ADVANTAGE TENNIS
ADDAMS FAMILY
AIR BUCKS

17.99 .17 99
17.99 ..1799
20.99 ..20 99

AIR SUPPORT (PSYGNOSIS)

'17.99

AMBERSTAR
ARCHER MACLEANS POOL

-.1799

20.99 .20 99
17.99 ..17 99
17,99 ..17,99
N/A -.25 99
:....N/A ..1799

ARSENAL '

ASHES OF EMPIRE
ASSASSIN
BARDS TALE THILOGY •
BANE OF THE COSMIC FORGE

N/A
23 99
N/A .2399

BAT 2
BATTLE ISLE

23.99 ..2399
20 99
N'A

BATTLE ISLE DATA DISK
BIRDS OF PREY 1MEG
BLACK CRYPTS
BUSHBUCK'

13 99
N/A
23 99
N/A
N/A . 16 99
N/A .1999

CALIFORNIA GAMES 2

17.99

CAESAR
CAMPAIGN
CARL LEWIS CHALLENGE
CARTOON COLLECTION ;COMP|
CASTLES

19.99 ..19.99
N/A .22 99
17.99 . .17.99
16 99
16.99
19 99
19.99

17 99

CASTLES DATA DISK
CASTLE OF DR BRAIN

'13.99 ..1399
24 99
N/A

CELTIC LEGENDS
CHAOS ENGINE'
CIVILISATION 1 MEG
COVERT ACTION
CRIME CITY
CRUISE FOR THE CORPSE
CURSE OF ENCHANTIA '
CYBERSPACE'
D'GENERATION
DAILYSPORT COVCR STRIP POKER
DARKMERE'
DOODLEBUG
DUNGEON MASTER + CHAOS
DYNA BLASTER BOMBERMAN
DAGONS LAIR 3 '
ELITE 2 *

20.99
17.99
'22.50
22.99
19.99
18.99
N/A
N/A
12.99
N/A
N/A
17.99
19.99
20 99
TBA
22.99

.20 99
.17 99
22 50
. 22 99

..19 99
.1899

.2399
..1999
..1299
...1799
...17,99
...17.99
.1999
.20 99
...TBA
...2299
N/A ..23.99
19 99
19.99
17.99 ..17.99

EVIRA 2 THE JAWS OF CERBERUS

FOOTBALL 80SS '
FOOTBALL MANAGER 3 '

16.99
16.99

.1699
..1699
17.99 ...17.99

GLOCK
GLOBAL EFFECT
GOBLIINS
GOBLIINS2

19 99
'24.99
17.99 ...17.99
1999 1999

17.99
...19.99

.17.99
.17.99

MIGHT AND MAGIC III
MIDWINTER 2 1MEG
MOONBASE

N/A„ 22 99
N/A.' 22.99
N/A. 2599

MOONSTONE
MONKEY ISLAND 7 1MEG
NIGEL MANSELLS WORLD CHAMP CNSHIP

'20 50
20 50
N/A. .23.99
19.99. .19 99

NO SECOND PRIZE GREAT! GET THIS'!!
NOVA 9 1 MEG

'17.99. .17.99
N/A. 22 99

OUTLANDER '
PAPERBOY 2

T B A. .TBA
'17.99. .16.99
17.99. .17,99

PARASOLSTARS (RAINBOW ISL21
PGA TOUR GOLF - DATA DISK

N/A.. .19.99

PGA TOUR DATA DISK
PINBALL DREAMS
PINBALL FANTASIES

N/A. .1299
N/A. .16.99
N/A....19.99

PERFECT GENERAL
PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE

POPULOUS 2 CHALLENGE

11.99.. 11.99

POWERMONGER

19.99... .19.99

POWERMONGER WW! DATADISK

11.99.. .11.99

SPECIAL FO':.

KICK OFF 2 1 MEG

.17.99
.17.99
22.99

N/A

KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE
KICK OFF 3 '

N/A
N/A

22.99 .22.99
20.99 .20 99
N/A .19.99

LASER SQUAD 2 -

17.99

..17,99

LEANDER

17.99 -.17 99

LEGEND

20.50

LEGEND OF VALOUR •

25.50

20 50
.25 50

N/A

22 99

LEISURE SUIT LARRY V
LETHAL WEAPON 3
LEMMINGS 2
LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK XMAS SPECIAL
LINKS H/D ONLY
LINKS FIRESTONE DATADISK

17 99
'17 99
T B A TBA
19.99 .1999
N/A .2399
12 99
N/A

A M O S
AMOS COMPILER
AMOS 3D
BARS AND PIPES PRO RRP C299.00
DELUXE PAINT 4
DELUXE VIDEO 3
DIGICALC

N/A.. 34.99
N/A.. 20.99
N/A.
24.99
N/A ,,235.00
N/A.. 59.99
N/A
54.99
N/A.
29.99

24.99
45.99

DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO
HOME ACCOUNTS 2

N/A
44,99

79.99
44.99

MINI OFFICE
STOS COMPILER

N/A
17.99

49.99
N/A

WORLD CLASS CRiCKET 1MEG '
WORLD SERIES CRICKET PACK

FUN SCHOOL 2 6-8 YEARS
FUN SCHOOL 2 8* YEARS
FUTURE WARS
HEAD OVER HEELS

•r

IK+
INDIANA JONES LAST CR'JSADE (ARCADE). .5.99 .

INDIANA JONES LAST CRUSADE (ADVENI . .13 99
JACK N GOLF

17.99.

N/A.

ZOOL A1200 VERSION A GREMLIN 1ST!

N/A..

FUN SCHOOL 3 OR 4 (UNDER 5)
FUN
FUN
FUN
FUN
FUN
THE
THE
THE
THE

7.99

SCHOOL 3 OR 4 5-7
7.99 .
SCHOOL 3 OR 4 7-11
7.99 .
SCHOOL SPECIAL PAINT S CREATE
N/A .
SCHOOL SPECIAL SPELLING FAIR...
N/A..
SCHOOL SPECIAL MERLINS MATHS .N/A..
FRENCH MISi RbSS
5.99..
GERMAN MASTER
5.99 .
SPANISH TUTOR
5.99 .
ITALIAN TUTOR
1 5.99..

ANSWER BACK JUNIOR QUIZ 6-11 '...

4.99 .

ANSWER BACK SEN QUIZ 12-ADULT '
MATHS ADVENTURE
PENPAL
WORDSWORTH 1,1

N/A..
NA

KINDWORDS V3

NA

'All FactFiles tor Answer Back available @ £9.£

5 99 .

..5.99

1399
5.99

JAMES POND
JET SET WILLIE

N/A.

KICK OFF 2 EUROPE
KICK OFF EXTRA TIME
MANCHESTER UNITED

5.99

7.99
599

5.99

5.99

MIDWINTER

PRINCE OF PERSIA

6.99 . ..6.99

RAINBOW ISLANDS

5.99

SOCCER PINBALL
SUPERCARS2

N/A .
5.99
7.99 . ...7.99

SWITCHBLADE 2
TRIVIAL PURSUIT
TURBO CHALLENGE 1
ULTIMATE GOLF
WLD CHAMP BOXING MANAGER

7.99
6.99

ZAC MCKRACKEN

6.99 .
7.99 .
5.99

SUPERFK3HTER

VOLUME 1 (THE BITMAP BROS)

XENON. CADAVER AND SPEEDBALL 2

THREE AMAZING GAMES ONLY £17.99

ALL THREE GAMES ONLY £17.99

FOOTBALL CRAZY CHALLENGE

KICK OFF 2, PLAYER MANAGER, AND FINAL WHISTLE
YOU'D HAVE TO BE CRAZY NOT TO BOY THIS!!

PRICE ONLY E17.99

.17 99
17.99
.17,99

ONLY £17.99
THE DIZZY COLLECTION

FAST FOOD, KWIX SNAX, FANTASY WORLD DIZZY,

RAVING MADII

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY. MAGIC LAND DIZZY.
FIVE GOOD GAMES ONLY £16.99

RODLAND, ROBOCOD (JAMES POND 2)
AND MEGA TWINS

ALL THREE GAMES ONLY £17.99

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES
DIZZY PRINCE OF THE YOKEFOLK, SPELLBOUND DIZZY

19 99
1999
20 99
2099

BUBBLE DIZZY, PANK DIZZY. QUICK SNAX, GOOD FOR

TBA
21 99
17.99

SHANGHAI (MAI YONG)

RAINBOW COLLECTION
BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLAND AND NEW

19.99

BIG COMP FOR ONLY £19.99 GREAT VALUE

ZEALAND STORY.

20.99
18.99
17.99

MAGIC WORLDS
STORM MASTER, DRAGONS BREATH

GREAT COMP FOR THE YOUNGER ONES
THREE FANTASTIC GAMES ONLY £13.99

1299

AND CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA,

20.99

SOCCER MANIA
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, GAZZAS SOCCER.
MICROPROSE SOCCER AND FOOTBALL MANAGER 2
WORLD CUP EDITION
FOUR GAMES ONLY £13.99

24 99

17.99
19 99

17.99

STRATEGY MASTERS

'DEUTEROUS, POPULOUS, HUNTER, SPIRIT OF
EXCALIBUR AND CHESS PLAYER 2150
ALL FIVE GAMES FOR ONLY £21.99
•DEUTEROUS ONLY ST. BATTLEMASTER ON AMIGA.

press date but willbe dispatched within 24 hour of release
subject to availability. PLEASETELEPHONE FORANY
TITLES NOT SHOWN AS WE CANNOT SHOW ALL TITLES
AVAILABLE. ALL TITLES CAN BE PUT ON BACK ORDER.
REMEMBER WE HAVE NEVER DEBITED A VISA CARD YET
FOR GOODS NOT SENT!!
ST OWNERS - WE KNOW THE PROBLEMS YOU ARE
HAVING A TTHE MOMENT OBTAINING SOFTWARE AND

BIG BOX 2
BACK TO THE FUTURE 3, THE REAL GHOST BUSTERS,

R-TYPE, SINBAD, IK+ ARMALYTE, TV SPORTS
FOOTBALL, BOMBUZAL, DEF OF THE EARTH AND

THE YOUNGER ONES ONLY £16.99

I

A NEW GENERATION HAND HELD GAMES MACHINE
AND GAMES AT POCKET MONEY PRICES.
QUICKSHOT SUPERVISION 39.99
WIDE CHOICE OF GAMES AT ONLY £12.99

ALIEN, BLOCKBUSTER, BRAINPOWER, CARRIER,
CHALLENGER TANK, EAGLE, HASH, GRAN PRIX,

HEROKID, HONEY BEE, LINEAR RACING, OLYMPIC
TRAILS, PAC BOY, POLICE BUST, SEA BATTLE, SNAKE,
SPACE FIGHTER, SUP BLOCK AND TENNIS PRO.

FANTASTIC WORLDS

•

ALL THREE AMAZING GAMES ONLY £17.99

REALMS, PIRATES, WONERLAND, POPULOUS 1 AND

BUY 4 GAMES AND CHOOSE 1 OTHER FREE.

MEGALOMANIA
GREAT COMP FOR ONLY £23.99

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FOR HANDHELD
GAMES MACHINES - PLEASE PHONE.

WE ARE CONCERNED, BUT WE WILL TRY TO OBTAIN
ANY TITLE THAT YOU MAY REQUIRE JUST ASK. WE WILL
STILL SUPPORT THE ST TO THE BEST OF OUR ABILITY.

96 Lillie Road, London,

SWe 7SR. England
NAVIGATOR
-o™™*.,,....,-. •.•JTORRE
ERPRO
"DELTA 3A ANALOGUE AMIGA ONLY
GUICKJOY JET FIGHTER

1MEG UPGRADE AMIGA 500+
512K UPGRADE AMIGA WITH CLOCK

20.50

HANDYBOYTHEBIZH

80 CAP DISK BOX
""QUIDKJOY MEGASTAR SV133 ARCADE STYLE..20.99 GAME GEAR TV TUNER
.QU1CKJOY TOPSTAR SV127 TOP RATE

10.50 >

ZVDEC MOUSE ST AMIGA GOOD REPLACEMENT ...13.99
1MEG UPGRADE AMIGA 600
49.98 '

12.50
9.50
12.50
16.50
11.99

.46.99
28.99

.9.50 ,
59.99
25.99

Tel: 071 381 8998
or: 071 610 1703
Fax: 071 610 1703

'Shop prices will differ from
those advertised

Credit sards debited only on day of despatch, lei: 071 381 89?8/071 610 1703 fa^: 071 610 1703
ase charge my Acess/Visa No:

..Expiry date:.

Valid from:

DERFORM ES 2E lE S®Date

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

jse supply me with thie following for Name
nputer
Address..
3S

Business hours

10am-5pm
Monday to Saturday
After hours + Sundays
Ansaphone order hotline:

Price

..Postcode.

Tel.

5.99

Check out our prices on budget title, cheapest around

nNALRGHT.WWFWRESTLEMAMIAANDPITFIGHTER.
DREAM TEAM
TERMINATOR 2, THE SIMPSONS AND WWF

.18.50

* PLEASE NOTE: Titles asterisked may not be released at

9.99 MANTA RAY AUTOFIRE GOOD HANDHELD

7,99

6.99
699
7.99

12.99. .12.99

RUBYSOFT. (DeptSTFJ
CRUISER (BLACK)

5.99

coMpijljz<iio?a&

.19.99
17 99

N/A.
N/A.

W W F EUROPEAN RAMPAGE '

13.99. .13.99
8.99 . ...8.99
8 99
.8.99
5.99 . ...599
5.99 . ...599
5.99 . ...599
5.99 . ...599
5 99
599
11-99- .11.99
5-99 .599
5.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 UNDER 6

'

ZOOL (IT RIVALS SONIC) 1MEG

5.99
N/A .
6.99 . .6.99
5.99 . .5.99
7.99 . ...799

FALCON COUNTER STRIKE
FALCON FIRE FIGHT
FIRST DIVISION MANAGER
FORGOTTEN WORLDS

TBA
'

7.99.
5 99
.5.99
5 99.
.5.99
12.99 . .12.99

FALCON

...17.99

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY
KNIGHTMARE
KYRANDIA

17.99

N/A
N/A.

BLADE WARRIOR
COUNT DUCKULA 2
DEMON BLUE
F16.COMBAT PILOT

17.99
N/A

17.99 ...1799

17.99
N/A
N/A
TBA

1799

EASY A M O S
AMOS PRO

ADVANCED DESTROYER SIM
ARCADE FRUIT MACHINE SIM
BADLANDS
BATTLEHAWKS 1942

17.99... .17.99
'17.99... .17.99
19.99... 1999
22.99... .22.99
19.99.. .19.99
'17.99 . .17.99
N/A... 24.99
'19.99... 1999
1799.. .17.99
17.99.. .17.99
N/A... .17.99
17.99. .17.99
19 99.
17.99.
19 99.
17.99.
'19 99.
20 50.
22 99
N/A
N/A
19.99

G U N S H I P 2000 '
GUY SPY
HAGAR THE HORRIBLE
HAND OF ST JAMES '
HARLEQUIN

J0HW8ARNES FOOTBALL
JOHN MADDENS AMERICAN FOOTY
JONES IN THE FAST LANE '
KGB •

39.99
17.99
17.99

• 1

N/A... 20.99
17.99... 17.99
17,99
N/A
'19.99 .1999

SUMMER CHALLENGE'

SPACE CRUSADE
SPACE QUES1'IV

E^£r*~

N/A... 22.99
N/A... 21 50
24,99,,, 24,99

PUSHOVER (PUZZLE)

AMIGA

'22.99... 22 99

POOLS OF DARKNESS
POPULOUS 2 PLUS

PREMIER 1MEG
PREMIER MANAGER
PROJECT X I MEG
PROPHECY

ST

3D CONST KIT 2 '
39.99
AD1 ENGLISH 11<12-12'13-'3<14-14/15 ...17 99
ADI MATHS 11/12-12/13-13/14-14/15
.1799
ADI FRENCH 11/12-12/13-13/14-14/15

.17.99
20 99

N LA.

SPORTS BEST ICOMP)
16.99
SPORTS MASTERS (COMP)
N/A
STALINGRAD
N/A„
N/A .23 99 STREET FIGHTER 2 (BACK ORDER THIS ONE) '.18.50..
STRIKE
FLEET
'
17.99..
.'9
99
'19 99
STRIKER
17.99..
N/A ...17,99
'17.99..
19 99 ... 19.99 SUPER TETRIS
'17,99..
17.99 SWORD OF HONOUR
17.99
N/A..
HARPOON V 2 WITH BATTLE SET 2
N/A .22.99 TV SPORTS BOXING
N/A..
HARPOON BATTLE SET 3
N/A ...11.99 TV SPORTS BASEBALL
'9 99.
HARPOON BATTLE SET 4
N/A ...11.99 TEAM YANKEE 2 IPACiF C ISLANDS)
N/A..
HARPOON EDITOR (NOT PLUS)
N.'A 1399 TENNIS CUP 2
19.99.
HEAD TO HEAD F',9 . MIG 29 S.FULCRUM
'23.99 23 99 THE GAMES iF.SPANA) 92
N/A..
HEART OF CHINA
N/A .23 99 THE HUMANS
THE
LOSTTREA3
0=
INFOCOM,TEXT
BASED
ADV)
N/A..
N L A 24 99
HEIMDALL 1MEG
'20.99.
HEROOUEST 2 '
T B A ..TBA THE MANAGER
T B A..
HOOK 1MEG
17.99 1799 TRANSARCTICA '
N/A..
INDIANA JONES FAIL OF ATLANTIS ADV 1MEG* 24.99 .2499 TREASURES OF THE SAVAGE FRONTIER
'17.99..
INDIANA JONES FATE OF ATLANTIS ARCADE ....17,99 .17 99 TRODDLERS
19.99.
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE
19.99 . .1999 UTOPIA TWIN PACK
20.99.
ISHAR LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS 1MEG
19.99 .19 99 ULTIMA 6
N/A.
JACK NICKLAUS UNLIMITED GOLF 1MEG
N/A 20 99 VIKINGS FIELD OF CONQUEST
VROOM
17.99.
JACK NICKLALS COURSES VOL 4
N/A 11
12.99.
JACK NICKLAOS CCURSFSVOL5
NA .13.99 VROOM DATA DISK
N/A.
JAGUAR XJ220
N/A ....17.99 WESTERN FRONT '
N/A.
JIM POWER'
17.99 ..17.99 WING COMMANDER
17.99.
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER
19.99 19 99 WIZKID

GRAHAM TAYLORS FOOTBALL CHALLENGE

fL KU3Y SE-RIOUS/EVUCATIONAL

.12.99
17 99

MEGAFORTRESS
N/A... 20.99
MEGA SPORTS
18.99. 16.99
MEGA TRAVELLER 2 "MEG
'19.99. .19.99
MICROPROSE FOHM 1 GRAN PRIX ;ThE BEST")2299
22 99
MICROPROSF GOLF
22.99. 2299

PUTTY
PSYCHOS SOCCER SELECTION COMP
RAILROAD TYCOON
REACH FOR THE SKYS '
RED ZONE
RISE OF THE DRAGON
ROAD RASH
ROBIN HOOD ADVENTURE
ROBOCOP3
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
SABRE TEAM
SECOND SAMURAI *
N/A 20 53 SENSIBLE SOCCER 9293 ISSUE 2
N/A . 22.99 SHADOWLANDS
SHADOWWORIDS
19.99 .19.99
22-50 .22.50 SHADOW OF 1HE BEAST 3
24.99 .24,99 SHUTTLE SIM
19.99 1999 SILENT SERVICE 2 1MEG
17.99 ...17.99 SIM EARTH*
N/A .17,99 SIM ANT 1 MEG
'20.99 .20.99 SIM CITY/POPULOUS

EPIC1MEG
EUROPEAN FOOTBALL CHAMPS
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 2 1MEG
EYE OF THE STORM '
F 15 SRIKE EAG-E 2 1MEG
FALCON 3'
FASCINATION
FIRE AND ICE
FIREFORCE
FLOOR 13

N/A

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2

LOTUS 3 THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS 1MEG
MACDONALDS LAND '
MAGIC POCKETS
MAGIC WORl DS

071 610-1703
* This number is a fax/tel

switch system. Listen to the
announcement and wait

Please make cheques & PO payable to RUBYSOFT. Credit card
orders cashed only on despatch. (Please note we do not make any
charge for credit card orders). Please add 75p p&p per item for all
UK orders, EEC countries add £2.50 per item, non-EEC add E3.50

per item, all other countries add £4.50 per item. Allitems are subject
to availability. All prices subject to change or manufacturers price
reviews without notice. E&OE. Please note mail order companies

may take up to 28 days to deliver goods from receipt of orders.
Please allow for cheque clearance. (Dept STF February 93)
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• STOS Fix

fell

over.

The

latest

version

of

STOS is 2.6 which is fine for every
ST with TOS up to 1.62 - that's the

BY: M J HORWELL

latest STE. On STF 41 we had a

RESOLUTION:

program to fix the STOS inter
preter for machines sporting TOS
2 and higher. On this month's Disk

ALL RESOLUTIONS
FOLDER: STOS FIX

FILES: FIX_ST0S.DOC,

is another little wonder that does

ST0SFX11.PRG

the same for compiled progtams.
Don't modify your compiler

READ: FIX STOS.DOC

GET STARTED WITH:
SEE BELOW

STOS is a powerful and flexible
BASIC programming language
that we featured on Cover Disk 37.

There was one teeny catch, how
ever, because of the way it was
originally written it suffered from
deadly incompatibility problems.
Every time a new version of the
operating system was released, it

itself - you'll muck it up - and
don't modify original copies of
your compiled programs. Always
work from a back-up. This fix
modifies the code of your program
directly, making it compatible with
those new-fangled Mega STEs and
TTs. We can all sleep a little
sounder in our beds safe in the

knowledge that STOS is now fully
compatible - makes you feel warm
all over, doesn't it?

ROBLEM?
1. This Disk won't load!

Before you do anything else, check that you don't have a single-sided drive
(one older than 1988, that can't format any disks to more than 360K) - they
can't read ST FORMAT Cover Disks. Single-sided drives are obsolete and it's
well worth upgrading. Replacement drives are easy to fit and cost as little as
£35. We covered fitting new internal drives in STF 32 - turn to page 66 to
order a copy if you missed it. So your drive's spanking new, or at least it's
double-sided? ST FORMAT duplicates hundreds of thousands of Disks every
month so unfortunately some are bound to be defective or damaged in
some way - the Disk just won't load, or you can't open a window at all,
there's nothing in it, or the folder names are gobbledegook. It doesn't hap
pen often, but if you're unlucky, please accept our sincere apologies. You're
guaranteed a free replacement if you return the Disk to:

ST FORMAT February Disk Returns, DisCopy Units 2
and 3, Omega Technology Centre, Drayton Fields,
Daventry, North Hants NN11 5RT.
Enclose a sturdy self-addressed envelope (unstamped - we'll pay the
postage) and a brief letter explaining the problem. If you're worried about
trusting your precious Disk to the mails, the Royal Mail's Recorded Delivery
service costs only 30p on top of the normal postage. Please don't send your
defective Disk to any other address - we have no stocks of Disks in Bath.

2.1 can't work out this Cover Disk program!

STOS
Scroller
BY: BILLY ALLEN

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: STOSLIST

fond

of

meaningless

scrolling

messages. In answer to the small
flood of requests we've on the
subject, comes this listing which
does a good line in fast and

smooth scroll lines.,Y

First just load'INSTALL.BAS
into STOS Basic and run it. Put in a

much about them as the programmers, but we'll do our best to sort your
problem out.v Please note that this line is for Cover Disk problems only. If
you have any other queries, read onl

FILES: INSTALL.BAS

name at the file selector and it

GET STARTED WITH:

then depacks the listing from a

SEE BELOW

memory bank ready to run so - er,
load and run it and be impressed

dJSE

Your Disk seems OK; everything loads, but you've got a problem with one of
the programs. Make sure you've read all the relevant Cover Disk pages and
any document files on the Disk. Try consulting your ST Owner's manual that may have the information you need. Still got a problem? Then give us a
ring on Wednesday afternoon. Telephone the ST FORMATCover Disk Hot
line n 0225 442244 on Wednesday 2 - 6 pm only.
We don't write the Cover Disk programs ourselves and don't know as

For some strange rea
son, a lot of STOS pro-

scrolling. See page 64 for that ST

grammers are extremely

question and answer in full.

at the

slick smoothness

of its

3.1 have a problem with this other program I've bought!
The best place to start is the distributor of the program. Most software
houses run some kind of helpline service - check the bumph that came with
your software for the number.

I You want scroll text that

4. I've still got an ST problem!
If you've still got a problem - you suspect your machine may be faulty, or

doesn't use much processor

you're not sure about some procedure, or you need an answer to a more

time? You want extra lettuce

general query - then you have two options, (a) Ring the official Atari
Helpline w031 332 93233 on any day from Monday to Saturday 6 pm - 11 pm

with that? You got it, apart
from the lettuce bit.

or on Sundays from 8pm to 11pm. (b) Write to ST Answers, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW - and let ST FORMAT'S team of

Cover
Disk

Back-up
BY: BRIAN TILLEY
RESOLUTION:

ALL RESOLUTIONS
FOLDER: BACK UP

First, write-protect your Disk so
nothing can be written or deleted
from it. Move the black tab at the

How to get rich(ish) quick!

corner of the disk so you can see
through the hole. Now get a spare
disk and run BACK_UP.TOS. Up

We'll pay for your software - games, utilities, demos - anything good,
original and short. If you've written anything worthy of STF's Disk, send it
with this form and full documentation to: Chris Lloyd, ST FORMAT Cover
Disk Editor, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Then please be
patient: we get absolutely loads of submissions, and we try to give them

pops a menu, press <1> and things
start; swap disks when you're
prompted. Soon you have a clean,

fresh copy. The source disk is the
one you're making a copy of and

FILES: BACK UP.TOS
GET STARTED WITH:

the destination disk the one you

BACK.UP.TOS

disk drives, drive A is used for the
source disk and drive B for the

You reach for your disk box one
day only to find the cat has eaten
your Cover Disk - an all-too-fre
quent occurance. Still, don't panic

destination. Back-Up uses all the
available memory, so if you have

because, like all good citizens,
you've made a back-up copy to
banish away the-cat-has-eaten-my-

experts tackle your problem in the pages of STF. Please could you indicate
what subject your problem concerns on the envelope. Cheers!

are copying it to. If you have two

1MByte or more, then you only
need to make one disk swap. BackUp can be used to back up most

all a fair testing I
Name

Address

_Daytime phone
Program title

Total size in K

On a separatesheet, explain concisely what the program does and whyyou think
it's so brilliant.

other disks - press <2> to see if it's

Remember to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Write
your name and address on the disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a

Cover Disk blues. Because ST FOR

possible. Don't bother trying to
make back-ups of commercial

•

MAT Disks use a special extended
format to pack in more goodies,

game disks unless the manual tells
you to, since they use some clever

copy of your program, because contributions are non-returnable
Enclose an attractive bribe. Not that it makes a difference.

you can't do a standard Desktop

copy-protection tricks to stop you.

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for
publication in ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I hereby
agree to indemnify Future Publishing against any legal action should

copy. An easy solution is to use
Back-Up from the Cover Disk, it

Apart from them and a few of the

copyright problems arise.

weirder disk formats, Back-Up can
duplicate any disk in a trice. Thank
you and goodnight..

Signed

can

handle the whole process

without making a fuss about it.

See the
Falcon for the
first time
Come and find out what's new and pick up

show bargains at the same time.
Music, Business, Education, Games
it
UlS WEMBLEY

Purchase

your fast

WW

COMPUTER

lane tickets

VEIUUE OR LEGEIUOS

Sponsored by:

SHOW

by 12th
February to

19, 20 & 21 February 1993
Wembley Conference and Exhibition Centre, Hall 1

Nearest Tube station - Wembley Park (Metropolitan and Jubilee Lines)

save money

3000 car parking spaces

and avoid

Major feature areas including Virtual Reality, Electronic

the queues.

Music and The Home Office, Competitions, Advice centres
and terrific bargains. Also on show -

Ticket prices on the door: £6

products for PC, Acorn, Commodore

Under 10's, Students, OAPs

machines and games consoles

and unemployed: £4
(identification required)
In advance: £5
and
Under 10's: £3

Ticket '

hotline: |

WeSuTtiriSter
EXHIBITIONS
Westminster

To: International Computer
Show, POBox68,

Please send me

St Austell PLZ54YB

I enclose a cheque / P.O. / Credit card details for £ .

Fast Lane Tickets @ £5.

Exhibitions

Under 10's Fast Lane Tickets @ £3

made payable to
International Computer Show

Name

Surrey
Postcode

Credit Card No.

68020I OR phone 0726 68020 to book with credit card

34 Eden St.,

Kingston,

Address

0726 I

Limited,

Surrey House,

KT1 1ER

Expiry date

All trademarks and

m

tradenames are the

property of the respective
manufacturers

BE

SAFE!

D I S K Si

HELP! A VIRUS
Viruses are small programs which
copy themselves to floppy disks and

tected disk.

re-write the boot sector. Viruses can

nn If you think one of your disks may have a

be harmless, mostly harmless or
downright catastrophic in their

— virus on it, turn on your ST without a
disk in the drive and wait for the Desktop to
appear. Use a virus killer to check your disks.

affect on your data, depending on
what they are designed to do. What
is certain is that a boot sector virus

destroys any disk which loads auto
matically - in general, this means

games disks. Here are ten things
you need to know about viruses

virus is not able to work its way onto a pro

THE ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER
Version 5.5GB

Hritten by Richard Karsnakers

I 5 I Viruses are not infectious in the classical

Douglas Connunicat ions

— sense; leaving an infected disk in a pile
of floppies cannot infect the rest of them.
nn If you use a virus killer on a games disk
— you can kiss the game goodbye, the code
used to load a game looks exactly like a virus
to a virus killer program.

P.O. Box 119

Stockport
Cheshire SKZ 6HW

England

nfT Be wary of disks that have been loaned

pn A virus is just a small program and can—

not physically damage your machine in

any way.

to you, this is how viruses get passed on.

it cannot remain in the machine and come

— given, although most PD libraries check
their disks, mistakes and errors do happen,
nn Always check the disks you pass on — you don't want to upset anyone, do you?

back later. Simply resetting your ST may not

Pfgl Always make sure that your virus killer

get rid of the virus, the machine must be

— disk (and your backup virus killer disk) is
kept write-protected at all time, this ensures
that you always have a virus free killer disk

nr| Because a virus is a program, it disap—

pears when your machine is turned off -

completely turned off for at least 30 seconds.
pn Always keep disks write-protected (so
— you can see through the little hole) - a

to hand.

PROTECT
AND
SURVIVE
Last

month

on

the

Cover

of this issue of ST FORMAT at

Disk we gave you the latest

some of the mail order prices, disks

version of Knife ST, a disk

are not really that expensive.
Always use branded disks,
although unbranded disks are

and memory editor that enables
you to repair and recover files from

faulty disks. Obviously it would be
better if the data wasn't lost in the

offered with a "lifetime guarantee"
the lifetime is often that of a mayfly

first place, so here are some hints

- about one day. It is not unknown

and tips on how to protect your
floppy disks so they don't become

for batches of duff disks to

corrupted or deleted by mistake.

be

released onto the market.

Always make a backup copy
of your file to a second disk or even

Simple rules for preserving
data

The most common way to lose a

file is to delete it by mistake or by
design; you might find you erase a
file and find you need it a few days
later. So the first rule, silly as it
may sound, is to never delete any
thing, you never know when you're
going to need it. "That means I

have to buy more disks," you cry
with horror, thinking of a dimin

I Fl

nn Always check PD disks you buy or are

to three disks. Once you have
started a habit of backing up your
disks the procedure easily becomes
second nature.

Write-protect your data disks!

We have many letters along the
lines of "I have formatted a disk

with database files for my crisp
packet collection on it, how can I
get it back?" The answer is that

you can't, so write-protect those
disks and make a backup copy.
Don't stack disks on top of

ished bank balance. And why
shouldn't you? Branded floppies

your monitor or TV, next to a

can be bought for 50p or less each,

phone or on top of a loudspeaker.

just take a look through the pages

Disks are magnetic in nature, if you

Search ' n ' Destroy viTUSeS
Repair Disks
UUK 5.5 Infornation

Systen Status
Quit to Desktop
• We've said it before and we'll say it again, UVK
is the best virus killer you can get for the ST, TT
or Falcon. It only costs a tenner and you can
order it on page 108.

expose your disk to a magnetic
field caused by any of the above
items it may become corrupted.
Never turn your machine on
or off with a floppy in the drive; a

rubbing what is the ST equivalent
of wire wool over them.

When you're formatting a
disk, stick to a maximum setting of
ten sectors and 80 tracks, format

brief surge of current to the disk

ting disks beyond these parame

drives can cause the drive head to

ters makes them

momentarily create a magnetic
field which can blank out spots on
your disk. The same type of prob

prone to data loss.
Most of all, just use a touch

lem can occur with hard drives.

Be careful how you store your
disks. Always make sure that you
keep them in a disk box to prevent
dust from getting onto the surface
of the disk, this can be transferred
to the disk read/write heads and

cause them to get dirty and make
them unreliable.

Head cleaning disks are avail
able but you shouldn't need them if
you look after your disks. Disk

heads are delicate things, it seems
rather an odd idea to clean them by

unreliable and

of common sense. Think carefully
before you ever erase anything
and make sure that your brother,
sister and the dog leave your disk
collection alone. Oh yes, it's not a
good idea to let your mum polish
your disk drives, disk boxes or

your disks. Any cleaning liquid or
anything like that can completely
ruin your disks if it seeps into
important places. Take care - you
know it makes sense, s t f

CLIVE PARKER

HOW CAN I BACKUP MY DISKS?
If you have Knife

Knife ST

ST from last

Version 1,18

month's Cover

Disk, you can
use the copy
and repair
option from the
Format/Copy
menu. If you only have a

512K machine then you may
have to swap disks twice to
back up a complete floppy. If
you don't have KnifeST (turn to
page 66 to order it if you missed
it) then almost any PD disk

copying program is OK, we rec
ommend Fast Copy 3 which is
available from any of the PD
libraries listed on page 107, or

jj Copy S Repair Disk 1
•

Source d

H Destin d

m

•

m I

Report Errors to

1 PRINTER 1

I copy 1

Q^ncfTj

I The exciting and much-talkedabout copy and repair option in
Knife. This makes pristine backup

how about using the Backup

copies of your valuable data, and

program which we include on
every Cover Disk?

remember, pirates, you cannot use

Knife to copy games disks.

LOWEST
PRICES
•

•

OFFER 1 •

Philips CM8833 Mk II + on-site maintenance
+Lotus Turbo Challenge II + lead + tailored
dust cover £225.99

r DISKS DISKS DISKS
100% certified error free
50 3.5" DS/DD
£22.99
100 3.5" DS/DD
£40.99

150
200
300
400
500
1000

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

DS/DD
£56.99
DS/DD
£73.99
DS/DD
£109.99
DS/DD
£144.99
DS/DD
£175.99
DS/DD Call forlatestprices

All prices include VAT/freelabels

£3.50

Citizen Swift 24 cover

£3.50

ACCESSORIES

Mouse Mat

£2.50

£9.50

31/2" CleaningKit

£2.75

Jetfighter Joystick

£12.50

£8.00

£11.00
£7.50

Competition

ProJoystick

£15.00

KonixNavisator

£13.99

Cheetah Bug

£12.99

I.WHJ

400 3.5" DS/DD+5x80 Cap Banx Box
500 3.5" DS/DD +6x80Cap Banx Box

£449
£799

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE

STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS

£187.99
£224.99

Allprices include VAT/free labels &freedeliveryJ

NEW FROM ATARI
Falcon
Falcon 4Mb RAM 65Mb HD

y

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE
PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS
503.5" DS/DD+ 80 Cap Banx Box
£31.99
100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box
£48.99
150 3.5" DS/DD +2x80Cap Banx Box
£72.99
200 3.5" DS/DD+ 2x80Cap Banx Box
£90.99
300 3.5" DS/DD+4x80 Cap Banx Box £143.99

21 p each
39p each

5.25" DS/DD Disks
5.25" DS/HD Disks

REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY

£3.50

QuickshotPython 1

£25.99
£43.99
£60.99
£78.99

All prices include VAT/freelabels

Philips CM8833 Mkl/ll cover

Atari Naksha Mouse...£22.50

lOOcap box
loocapbox
100cap box
2100 x cap boxes

£ call

Citizen Swift 9 cover

Zipstick

DS/DD +
DS/DD +
DS/DD+
DS/DD+

MM

tailored dust cover

£295 (Limited stock)

/DISKS + 80CAP BANX BOX ^

1000 3.5" DS/DD+ 10x100cap boxes

£3.50

Cheetah 125+

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

Microswitch joystick + tailored dust cover

v

£117.99

Star LC-24 200 cover

1000 Tractor Labels ...£10.00

dust cover £(95

£154.99
£186.99

£3.50

OFFER 4 •

+ disk box + mouse mat + Microswitch joystick +

400 3.5" DS/DD+ 4100 x cap boxes
500 3.5" DS/DD+ 5100 x cap boxes

Star LC-200 cover

•

Atari 1040STE Music Master + 10 3.5" DS/DD disks

300 3.5" DS/DD+ 3100xcap boxes

£3.00

Atari Cumana Drive....£72.00

OFFER 3 •

Atari 1040STE FamilyCurriculum Pack + 10
3.5" DS/DD disks + disk box + mouse mat +

mouse mat + Microswitch joystick + tailored

50
100
150
200

Atari dust cover

Printer Lead

•

Atari 1MB STEArt Pack + Family Curriculum

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE
PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS

DUST COVERS

£8.00

OFFER 2 •

£3.00

Software +10 3.5" DS/DD disks + disk box +

Disks + 100 cap lockable boxes

Remember these prices
include free delivery

1000 Labels

ATARI
DUSTCOVER

Crazy New Year Offers From BCS

3.5" DS/DD Disks

60p each
100

3.5"DS/HD..£61.00INC. P&P

60 Cap 3.5" Stackable Box....£10.00
80 Cap 3.5" Banx Box
£9.95
150 Cap 3.5" Posso Box
£15.50

^3.5" 10 Cap boxes
3.5" 40 Cap boxes
3.5" 100 Cap boxes
5.25" 50 Cap boxes

5.25" 100 Cap boxes

£1.00 each
£4.10 each
£4.50 each
£5.10 each

£5.90 eachJ

ORDER HOTLINE

0273 506269 / 0831 279084
All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance.

Citizen 120D 9 pin mono
Citizen Swift 9 pin colour

£124
£179

Citizen 200 mono
Citizen 240 mono
Citizen 240 colour
Star LC -100 colour
Star LC - 200 colour
Star LC - 24 200 colour

£209
£245
£268
£169
£199
£259

BCS Ltd.,
349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton,

Sekoshka SL-90 mono 24 pi n

£185

All offers subject to availability. E&OE

All printers come with Lead & Dust Cover
Citizen Printers have 2 year warranty

Call or send cheques /postal orders to:

East Sussex BN1 6JJ
% .Due to shortagesof 3-" DSDD disks, prices
may change without notice

r,
j

ATARI REPAIRS
JUST £49.95 inc.

-*- Atari registered

* Over 10 years experience with Atari computers

* Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal
* We will undertake to repair or service check your Atari 520 ST (FM) computer for just
£49.95 including parts, labour, VAT and post & packing
* Some computers may be repaired within 24 hours of booking in.
* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power
supply unit if necessary

* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25extra if these units are
unrepairable and require complete replacements)

[\l<\\

* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty

Upgrade the operating of your Atari 520ST (FM) to that of the moreadvanced Mega ST computers.
We can supply and fit the TOS 1.4 operating system to your computer increasing its overall performance
by approximately 20% and disk accessing speed by 30%. Also gives MSDOSdata compatibility
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
All this can be yours if you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this advert along
with just an additional £25.00 we will supply and fit TOS 1.4 operating system
at no extra cost!

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing
payment and this advert, and we will do the rest. (Important, please
include a daytime telephone number and fault description).

*Ifyou require 24 hourcourier toyourdoor, please add£5 elseyour
computer will be sent back by contract parcel post.

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE
CHAUL END LANE

LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines)
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in their opinion
are beyond reasonable repair.
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FEEDBACK
Go on, tell us what you think about well, anything
really - we want to know. Write to The Editor, Feedback,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW
What are you on?
This is Cindy Crawford writing
from LA. Actually it isn't, but I had
to make sure the letter got read
somehow. STF has, we know,

stf: As you've probably noticed,

seems only right to include infor

there have been even more staff

mation about it as and when we

changes with me moving from my
position as Production Editor to the

have it. But this hasn't dampened

Editor's

remotely. Just read what members
of the team had to say about their
STs: "My ST has always done
everything I've ever wanted it to
do. Apart from some things it's not
designed for," said dive Parker.
Chris Lloyd, despite several nights
of working on ST animations
through to the early hours of the
morning (see the results on page
14) was still bubbling with enthusi

chair.

This

also

means

undergone some changes recently,

more changes - yet again - to the

both in the layout and the staffing
of the magazine, some for the bet

magazine - for the better, I hope. If
you don't agree - or even if you do
- please write and let me know. ST

ter, and some not. For a start, the

new ratings bars. The flashy per
centage scores make the magazine
look like a comic. The red boxes

were neater and more readable,
and the comments that appeared
in the box were clear and useful. I

also feel that, since the Public
Domain will undoubtedly become
more and more prominent with the

demise of the ST games industry,
far more effort should be devoted

to reviewing as many PD or Share
ware disks as possible.
It seems that the tone of the

magazine has changed as well, in
several ways. First, it has lost the
enthusiastic and happy tone that it
always had as regards the machine

FORMAT

wouldn't

exist

without

you, so we want to make it what
you want. There's a coupon on

page 36 so you can express what
you really feel - use it!
As you've also
noticed,

there

have

small alterations -

probably

been

some

there are now

programming, graphics and sound

and there is to be more space for
readers' contributions. If you have
an idea for a feature, something whether it be a picture, a tune, an
opinion you want to share with the

(Roll of drums,

rest of the readers, do write in and
tell us. Next month we shall be fea

turing a selection of readers' art

itself. I know the facts are of pro

work -

the

promise, wait and see. We want

proud ST community really want
to hear Jon Hare "ranting" on
about how crap the ST is?
STF is becoming Falcon For
mat, with more and more space
being devoted to a machine that
has already lost the marketing race

you to be creative, to use your ST
for its full potential - and we hope

but

do

with Commodore. I'm sure that the

this

is

not

an

empty

power

without

nently dropped? How about includ
ing two or three pictures a month
on the Disk, or a tracker tune a

month? This would undoubtedly
encourage more creativity in the
ST community. Anyway, the ST is
not dying, simply moving on to

reached

the

shelves

Battletoads wasn't to be, but if

Mead sounds as it he would be

content to give up everything in his
life for his ST: "Having an ST has
changed my whole outlook on life a car, a girlfriend, a social life, a
house, sleep - who needs 'em? I'm
happy playing on my ST 24 hours a
day." Er, yes, perhaps a bit too

Rob Fellows

Wolverhampton

much dedication there.

going to be like - there is a huge

does this leave us? Some games
publishers are abandoning the ST.

ST gaming"
Brilliant.

Fab.

But

where

stf: What a plea from the heart,
eh? Go on then, get writing! Grem
lin Graphics live at 2 to 4 Carver
Street, Sheffield Si 4FS or you

For instance, Electronic Arts are no

could telephone them on & 0742
753423, and Mindscape are at Pri
ority House, Charles Avenue, Matt
ings Park, Burgess Hill, West

longer making games for the ST. I

Sussex RH15 9P0 or call

WHAT YOU SAY ABOUT... "SECOND" DISKS
... I just want to say that I believe it is definitely
worth paying the extra pound for ST FORMAT to get
a commercial package.

... I am losing confidence in the second

Cover Disks... I feel they are becoming
too much of a price burden. The ide- '•

G Duke, County Durham

great to encourage people into usin
their ST for other purposes... diff

... After all, isn't it ST FORMAT that gives away soft
ware that ultimately damages everyone - both con

areas need to be explored, for example,

I feel that more show should

be given to ST readers' work. Has

even

enough people write, I'm sure they
would - and could - do it. So, all
those people out there, ST owners
that you are, please write. Even if
you've got an ST in a sound studio
please write anyway for those of
us who do want these games.

Great.

family, it

hasn't

yet. Anyway, if it can work once,
then it can work twice. Is there any
way you could run another cam
paign for two more games? These
are Zool by Gremlin Graphics and
Battletoads by Mindscape. I rang
Gremlin today and they said that
Zool would be released in early
1993, if at all. If enough people
write, I'm sure they would pro
gram it since it is the Sonic and
Mario of 16-bit computers. Mind
scape said that the ST version of

It's

to know what this new machine is

member of the ST's

case, that of Civilisation, but that

price." Rob

"The Falcon - the future in

to serious owners, but Atari need

the Gallery section been perma

cue cliche).

the

As for too much coverage of
the Falcon, well, many people want

amount of interest out there, and
since it appears to be a natural

about the ST.

without spending an arm and a leg.

to encourage you to do that.

machine will fulfil all expectations
to target first time buyers as well,
and the price war against the 1200
has not got off to a good start. I, as
I'm sure many others are, am
dying to get hold of a Falcon, but
until then I would prefer to read

asm: "My ST's enabled me to get
into all aspects of computing like

summary boxes at the end of each
game review which will be useful,

found

importance,

our enthusiasm for our STs, not

have heard that Mindscape are
also leaving and even possibly
Domark. The campaign you ran for
more ST games worked in one

sumers and producers of ST software?
Peter Rogers, Boston, Lines

Talespin was great... however, I also
appreciate that the availability of such
programs is limited.
Chris Pritchett, Wales

...I am a very strong supporter of your initiative in

offering free commercial packages with your maga

pastures new.

the same, I will undoubtedly upgrade with software
improvements.

stf: You have probably noticed that this month STF is
back to a single disk, but that doesn't mean the quality
of the programs we're giving you is any less —we're still
committed to bringing you the very best software we can
- if there's anything you'd like to see on the disk, please

Chris Pritchett

Reg Chiswell, Edinburgh

write and let me know.

Gwynedd, Wales

zine. I have bought more than one manual because I
liked what I had tried, and like others who have done

KHP

nalogic Computers (U.K) Ltd
6, Ashway Centre,
Crescent,
Iston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH

Mon-Fri 9am to 7pm Sat 9am to 5.30pm

TEL: 081-546-9575
FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

OFFICIAL ATARI REPAIR CENTRE

COMPUTERS • PRINTERS • MONITORS
REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES
Loy.yo

1040ST/STM/STF/STFIV1/STE
ed charges to saveyour valuable time

ETAbsolutely FREE diagnostics. Not even a

iting for quotation

penny charged if you decide to postpone

or to door service for pickup and delivery repairs for your own personal reasons and no

computers insured in transit

questions asked.

ry fast turnaround

ET90 days warranty

itus for *while-u-wait repairs at no extra charge 0"Technical helpline 6days aweek for all customers
pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for Next Day delivery by Courier service for only £5.00 +VAT

MEMORY UPGRADES Lp

UARPET DEVELOPMENTS OFFICIAL XTRA-RAM Deluxe INSTALLERS

iT/STFM to 1 Meg
I7STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg
r/STM/STF/STFM to 4 Meg

*£59.95 520 STEto 1 Meg
£89.95 520 STE to 2 Meg
..£139.95 520 STE to 4 Meg

*£17.<
*£59.95
*£114.<

MULATORS and ACCELERATORS
....£89.95

eed
eed 8
eedC16.:

Vortex 386 SX-16

*£299.<

..£134.95 AD Speed ST
..£199.95 AD Speed STE

*£144.<
£169.95

rE,MEGA STE, FALCON 030 COMPUTERS
Discovery Xtra Pack II
E Family CurriculumPack II

512k

1Meg

2Meg

4Meg

224.95

239.95
274.95

279.95
334.95
P.O.A

339.95
394.95
P.O.A

rE

-

P.0.A

30

-

P.O.A

OTAR HARD DRIVES (New Protar Series 2)1
0DC
5 DC...
20 DC

PO.A.
PO.A.
P.O.A.

144

£579.00

All Protar Hard Drives with Disk Cache have

2 year replacement warranty.
New Protar series 2 accept a second internal drive

• support up to 7 extra SCSI devices• Autobooting
• DMA Throughport • Device Number Switching
? Disk Management Software

MONITORS
146 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

1435 ColourMonitor

ACCESSORIES andENtlERFACES
POA ste/STFM Scan Lead
£199.95

M8833 Mk II

£14.95 MouseMat

£4.95

STBSIWI Lead toPhilips CM8833II .£14.95 10B!ankDisks

POA Philips CM8833 Dust cover

E6.95

£5.95

adscsi

£69.95

TV /Monitor (Designer Model) +Remote Control +Scant Cable....£255.00 Ti* Joystick/Mouse Port Extension Lead ...£5.95 AD SCS| wim clock
£14.95
TV/Monitor+Remote Control +Scart Cable (Model 3332) ...£239.00 s"uik m"™
ForgetMe Clock
" TV/Monitoras above with Teletext (Model 2331)

..£269.00

OWER SUPPLIES
TE PowerSupplies(ServiceExchange)
=M/STE Power Supplies with ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

£79.95

£16.95

.£4.95

DISK DRIVES

£34.95 High Density 3.5" Internal Drive
£44.95 1 Meg3.5" Internal Drive
1 Meg 3.5"External Drive with its own PSU

£54.95
£44.95
£59.95

PRINTERS
20 Mono
200 Colour
24-20
24-200 Mono
24-200 Colour
120D+

£139.95
£199.95
£204.95
£254.95
£279.95
£129.95

Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9

£179.95
£189.95

Citizen Swift24E (Colour)

£289.95

Please ring for Canon, Panasonic and HP range

All prices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERYsubject to availability
Fixed charge for repair does not include Disk Drive replacement & Keyboard
Allprices subject to change without notice
We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair

YOUR

them on " 0444 246333. Inciden

tally the bad news it that it really
doesn't look as /TZool is going to
be released on the ST. Sorry, folks.

been totally misled, reading the
wrong magazine and completely
drunk. You see, data cartridges are
devices you use to back up your

PC's hard drive. They're nothing to
do with STs at all, so they won't be
What's that then?

When I was reading STF 41 I
noticed a rather interesting advert
courtesy of Computer Mates Ltd
concerning data cartridges. Now,
I'm fully aware of sampling car
tridges and the like, but I'm bug
gered if I know what these are.
Perhaps you could fill me in:

(a) Are they just for improving the
capability of the ST or do they
have a deeper secret?

(b) Could it be possible that they
are another way of storing info,
instead of a disk?

(c) If they are another form of infor
mation storage, could I store Mid

any use to you. Still, it was a good
idea - perhaps someone would like
to invent something like this for the
ST, especially tweaked to cope with
the Midwinter 2 problem.

just one other

little thing. An

original game
for my ST"

winter 2 on one so that I don't have

Ben Heyworth
Worcestershire

stf: Er, sorry to disappoint you,
Ben, but I think you must have

We've seen it all before

B A

C

available

after getting
halfway through
the game ( Xenon 2
et al). Not just a fan
tasy RPG with an 80
level dungeon and the
usual dwarves, ores and so

on - there are too many of
these to name and they're
Dungeon

Master clones.

Please, no more sodding driving
games with feeble ee-ee-ee chip
noise for skidding, an engine that
sounds like an elderly vacuum
cleaner and other vehicles on the

just

track which can drive straight
through obstacles - like Lotus

with

Turbo in particular, but there are
many other offenders. No more

graphics.

gramming disguised by tacking
some famous name on it (Gazza,

ods in the game?

(d) If they are what I think they are,
will they work with my 1040ST and
why are they so cheap?
(e) Have I been totally misled, read
ing the wrong magazine, com
pletely drunk or hopefully correct?

E D

are only

football games with appaling pro

to go to sleep during loading peri

F

which

mostly

'This year I want

LETTERS

different

Please, soft
ware houses,
game designers,
anyone who has

Lineker, Man Utd, for example. No

hand in defining what

more horrendous attempts at con
verting
coin-ops
like
G-Loc,
machines with huge memories and
dedicated graphics chips.
There were a few original

we end up playing, think

Apart from a Falcon and a Ferrari,
this year I want just one other little
thing. An original game for my ST.
Yes, that's right, original. Not just
another cutesy vaguely Japaneselooking platform game (Rodland et
al) or a scrolly shoot-'em-up with
the standard pixel-splitting space

games in 1992, but the number is
greatly in decline. Another World,

Please give us value for money.
I know every game cannot be an
original idea, but if you must
release a shoot-'em-up, give us a

Pushover, Epic and Robocop 3 are
all games that spring immediately

Star did on the Spectrum ten years

ship, and the by-now obligatory
megadeath
bolt-on
power-ups

to mind, and even the latter two

ago so we can set the lot; mission

featured the same basic engine,

difficulty, enemy strength, the lot.

for a

bit before the next

game for the ST trickles out.

user-definable front-end like Dark

WAKE UP OUT THERE!
First I would like to comment on your article on
the state of ST games. The general flow of the

to comment on the Atari market in general.
Both the ST and the Lynx have suffered

article seemed to be blaming the lack of games

because of a lack of marketing. I hope Atari will
learn from their mistakes and launch a signifi
cant advertising campaign, perhaps including

on the fact that the people in the ST market
are more selective than that of, say, the Amiga
market. Why, then, are ST owners deprived of
the best games available such as Dune or Mon
key Island 2?
Software houses tend to blame this on two

things: lack of sales and the inadequate capa
bilities of the ST itself. Contrary to these ideas,
I would like to say that

(a) all sales figures in the article are percent
ages. I don't think that the actual number of

sales has dropped, just that the percentages
compared to Amiga or console sales has
dropped.
(b) the "capabilities" of the ST seem confused.

All STs sold in the last four years have been the
STE which have the same gaming ability of the
Amiga, but we have yet to see a game which
uses this ability significantly. If the number of
games has actually fallen, it is probably to do
with this lack of commitment on the part of
the programmers than anything else. Isn't it

an attempt to persuade TV shows such as
Camesmaster and Bad Influence to feature
Atari machines more often. Even with the bril

liant research and development department,
AtarKcannot expect to be able to carry on the
way they are without a significant improve
ment in the amount of advertising made. On
the subject of advertising, have you noticed
how the latest Amiga advert uses graphics
from AnotherWorld, which are exactly the same
as the ST version? Perhaps Atari should make
an advert commenting on this fact, therefore

losing Commodore some of its credibility.
Finally, as a point of interest to Atari, why
not license Amiga hardware intensive games
such as Project X and convert them to the STE

to own an Amoeba are often blissfully ignorant of.

Consideranyway that The Secret of Monkey
Island 2 would have to come on such a huge num
ber of disks if it was converted to the ST that the

constant disk swapping you'd need to do would

surely affect your enjoyment of the game.
Thehome computerindustry has changed
enormously in the past couple of years and this
has been exacerbated by the console boom. Con

soles are all about fashion and image - and unfor
tunately fashion isn't something that takes heed of
sense or reason - fashionable marketing of a prod
uct gives it "street cred" whether or not there is
any logical reason for it or not. Fashion, while it
can give people credibility in the eyes of their

peers, is often incredibly expensive, just because
people are prepared to pay over the odds for
famous names. Thismeans more expense for the
consumer and higher profits for the manufactur

ers, despite greater overheads. Is it surprising,

as a way of proving what the ST is capable of?

therefore, that lured by the attraction of more
money, programmers are more inclined to support

Paul Talbot

consoles? The downside for these programmers is

Burton-on-Trent, Staffs

that the console boom is just that, a boom. Booms

stupid that there has been this new machine
out for nearly half a decade, and there has not

stf: You make some interestingpoints Inyour let
ter, Paul, and I must say I'm inclined to agree with

been a single game released specifically for it?
The ST games industry will pick up when peo

are usually pretty shortly followed-by declines.
Since the STmarket is a mature market, and you
know that you can do all this other stuff with your

you in the most part. However there are some

ST that you wouldn't even dream of with a con

other aspects to consider. Ifit is true to say - and

sole, it's likely to remain that way. Programmers

ple start to make games for the STE and not
for the outdated STFM.

I would also like to state that in a recent

Gallup figure shown on Channel 4 teletext, ST
games sold 5.9% of the total games sold in

1991, whereas PC games made up only 4.8% of
the market. Despite this, programmers seem
more interested in making games for the PC
rather than the better-selling ST market. Next,

it seems to be generally agreed- that ST owners
are more selective about what they do with their

STs, then you must agree that they want to do
things other than play games. Yes, playing games
on your ST is a popular thing to do, but it's not

the only pastime —DTP, making music,program
ming, creating artistic pictures and animations
are, to name but a few, things you can do on an

STand which people who are unfortunate enough

will realise that there is a stable ST market, wake

up and make the most of it. They'd be stupid not
to - you never know, we might even get some STE
only games! Not all programmers have aban
doned the ST anyway-look at Kev Bulmer, for a
start: "I've been an Atari fan since the first mono
ST came out... and I've been an ST fan ever since."

For news on Atari's PR effort for the Falcon, turn

to page 7 - you might be pleasantly surprised!
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FEEDBACK

YOUR

LETTERS

SMALL BUT PERFECTLY FORMED
Free blanks?
I have found that, because so
much of the stuff on the Cover

Disk is compressed, I do not have
enough blanks to decompile them
on to. This may seem to be rather
a silly suggestion, but would it be
possible to occasionally put a third
blank disk on the cover at an extra

cost of the usual £3.95 of 50p or

variety of prices from the high street
stores, and you tend to find that
their quality increases with the price.
Your best bet, if you want to find
reasonably cheap disks, is to search
through the pages of STF - and
we'd also recommend always using
branded disks; while you pay a little
more for them, you're likely to find
that they're more reliable.

DIY disks

stf: These home-made high density
disks do work, as you rightly say, but
they tend to be unreliable after
they've been used several times.
Commercially-produced high density
disks are made using better quality
materials than double density disks
to give a finer coating so that disks
can be formatted to a higher num
ber of sectors -18 sectors on a high
density disk, as compared to nine
sectors on a double density disk. Of
course, there's also the commercial

If you punch a square hole
through a normal double density

reality that if people are willing to
pay more money for a high density

disk so it looks like there are two

disk than a double density disk, com
panies are going to continue to
charge the higher rate for them.

55p? This would obviously make
the total cost either £4.45 or

£4.50. I doubt that many readers
would mind paying this small
amount for a reasonably cheap
unbranded disk.
Alex Tibbies

Tunbridge Wells, Kent

stf: I believe that many people would

complain massively if we increased
the cost of ST FORMATeven though

they would get a blank disk for the
extra money. You can get disks at a

Give us a strategy element; do you
shoot the radar bases to decrease

the number of enemy ships who
can find you or do you blow up the

weapons bases to decrease the

write-protect holes and format it
on a 1.44MByte drive, this makes
the disk a high density format. My
technology teacher tried this and
the disk works perfectly, so why
do we get charged extra for high
density disks?
Paul Verity
llford, Essex

Imprisoned for copyright
breach?

I am thinking of writing a textbased adventure game based on
the cult '70s TV series The Prisoner

amount of ground fire? Give us
Save Game options on arcade

-finished all the levels? Then make

games. Give us level designers like

- send them to STF for the Cover

Oids did on the ST seven years ago
for an infinite extension of interest

Disk! Give us games that use the
stereo output and the extended
output of our STEs. Give us games
that recognise that some of us
have enough memory to load the
whole game at once, that recognise

SPEAK TO US!
We want to know what you think of ST FORMAT - it may be
Britain's best-selling ST magazine, but it doesn't mean we're per

fect. Fill this coupon in and post to February Reader Survey, ST

your own! Trade them with friends

and releasing it into the Public
Domain. Can you tell me whether
I would be breaking the law or
contravening copyright at all?
Ben Seaman

Orsett, Essex

stf: In theory you could risk getting
unpleasantly entangled with the
copyright laws since you want to
release your game to the public, so

your best bet is to get in touch with
the copyright holders. Since Channel
4 are showing the series at present,
they would be holding the copyright

- get in touch with them on =•077
631 4444 and check with them

before you release it into the Public
Domain. In practice, however, you
are unlikely to risk prosecution, espe
cially if you add your own unique
touches to the program or even if
you just play the game in the com
fort of your own home.

and a memory upgrade since I
already had disks full of clip art and
fonts. I sold the OKI printer to some
idiot who wore a wig and told him
it was worth over £200. I hope he is
not reading this. I now had £130
and, looking through the small ads
in the local paper for a good
printer, I eventually picked up a

the second disk drive, that can run

Canon BJ10e with autosheet feeder

from hard drive. Give us games

for under £130. I have had three

FORMAT, Future Publishing, Freepost, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW - you

that make us think that there is

customers in one week and, with

don't even need a stamp!

more of a difference between one

the money I have made, I have

release

How much do you like this issue?

• It's great!

• It's pretty good

• It's lousy

• It's absolutely terrible

• It's alright

Does this month's animation feature make you want to get animat
ing immediately?

• Yes! I've already started

and

the

next

than

the

graphics. If the game features a

• I'm thinking about it

central character, let us choose to

be black or white, male or female.

I don't think any of this would
require enormous amounts of work
on the parts of the game designers,
but the changes could breathe
much needed new life into very

bought some

more paper and

some colour ink cartridges; all I
need now is a memory upgrade.
So if you want to start print
ing, get hold of a cheap printer - a
good price for a 24-pin printer is
around £75 to £100, put a wanted
ad into STF - someone is bound to

be selling one. Even better, get
yourself an inkjet - they cost more
to run but give a better quality, you

• No, I'm not interested in it at all

tired and decrepit formats.

Is there anything missing in this issue as far as you're concerned?

Edinburgh

should be able to pick one up for
around £150. Get yourself a good

stf: Thanks for your letter. Does
anyone else have the perfect game

DTP package such as Calamus or
PageStream, then get some clip art
from a PD library. All you need

Derek Richardson

If so, what?

idea they'd like to share with us?

now are some customers.
Paul Brandon

What do you least like about this month's issue?

What do you most like about this month's issue?

Do you have any suggestions for future features or improvements
to ST FORMAT?

All you need are customers
After you published the feature on
desktop publishing in STF 41, I
decided to set up my own small
business; there was one small
hitch, though, I was skint - I didn't
have a penny, and I am also a 17
year old computer student, so any
income I do get goes straight to

buying tubes of spot cream and
cans of that cola drink. I thought,
"How the hell can I make some

money with just a 9-pin OKI printer
and my humble 1040 STE? I asked

my parents if they would buy Cala

Now just cut out this coupon or take a photocopy and post it to the

mus 1.9 for me as an early Christ

address above. Thank you for your time.

mas present and they agreed. I
then only needed a decent printer

Whitefield

stf: It's good to see that we've
managed to encourage your busi
ness enthusiasm - and we'd like to
see if our DTP series has encour

aged anyone else to start their own
business - or get into DTP in a big

ger way. We'd like to see what
you've done; the business cards
and broadsheets you've produced
and hear about how you managed
it. Tell us how you got on.
If there's anything ST you'd like
to share with us, write to The Edi
tor, Feedback, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmoutth Street, Bath, Avon
BA1 2BW.

ivesham Micros]
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REFERENCE HARD DRIVE

[<A1

COMBINING EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCE WITH QUALITY

AND HIGH CAPACITY, OUR HARD

JmFI

DRIVES OFFER EXCEPTIONAL

VALUE FOR MONEY!

IfBI

FAST ACCESS SCSI
MECHANISMS FOR OPTIMUM

PERFORMANCE • HIGH QUALITY
METAL CASING • AUTOPARKING
• DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY • COOLING FAN

• ICD INTERFACE & SOFTWARE • DMA THROUGHPORT

520STE A ATARI 1040ST
/a/rc/e&> C?t
Pa*£

Pa*£
- PLUS -

categories, from Early School to GCSE revision.

•

'NeoChrome'* 'FirST BASIC •

'Atari ST Tour'

POJQ QQ inc.VATand
delivery
WITH 1MB RAM FITTED
WITH 2MB RAM FITTED
WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

DD I KITE DC

r l V i n I EK9

ONLY E269.99
ONLY £309.99
ONLY £369.99

1 2 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY
£ 129.99
C 168.03
Z 193.88

NEW!Star LC 24-100 24-pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps
C 196.23
Star LC 24-20 24-pin. 5 fonts, 192/64cps, excellent features
E 204.45
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour 24-pin, 5 fonts. 200/67cps
E 269.08
Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers {pis,state model)....E 64.95
Star FR15 COLOUR powerful 9-pin colour, 31k buffer
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 col, power printer

Irol

E 249.99
£ 369.00

Citizen 240 Colour 24-pin colour with 3 LQ fonts. 192/64cps,
2-Year manufacturer's warranty, optional sheet feeder

E 249.99

Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet good quality - exceptional value

g

E 249.99

Olivetti JP-350S Inkjet excellent high speed 300dpi printer
Canon BJ-10EX award-winning inkjet. Epson compatible

E 349.99
E 222.08

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500

E 327.83

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR

£ 410.08

NEW! Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 550C COLOUR
Panasonic KXP2123 Profesional 24-pin Colour Quietprinter

£ 527.58
£ 299.00

glass screen for improved contrast, plus
full range 3-way speaker sound output.

£261

fi

ONLY £409.99

• Fits Atari STF, STFIVI and MEGA series computers
• Uses SIMMS RAM Modules for Effortless Upgradeability
• Full kit with detailed instructions- no specialist
knowlage needed

• Probably the neatest ST RAM Upgrade available!

With 4Mb RAM Installed, gives4Mb total

NeoDesk 3

First Word Plus

Data Manager Professional
Cyber Paint 2.0 .
Cyber Sludio (CAD 2.0)
Degas E' te

£ 29.95

£ 57.95

C 29.95
.. £ 37.50
£ 37.50
£ 22.50

Deluxe Paint...,

£44.95

Digita Home Accounts 2..
Personal Finance Manager Pro

£49.95
£ 32.95

Timeworks DTP Version 2

£ 89.95

ReplayB

£63.95

HiSoft Devpac 2 23

£44.95

LalticeC 506.02

£ 115.00

Power BASIC

£29.95

Alari Fas!rarr 2
AtariArchive

£ 34.00
£30.00

Mavis Beacon Teaches Tyrjmg

£ 22.50

We are offering a complete
Wordprocessing and Desktop
Publishing package complete
with graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase
over £75.00.

_r-> ,ArJ

powerful editing features and
excellent compatibility with
most DTP and Paint Packages
eg. Deluxe Paint. Touch-Up.

ZT.

ONLY £99.99

a*

3

TRUEMOUSE
WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive
and accurate replacement mouse you
can buy for your Atari ST. Excellent

performance, with a 300dpi
resolution. Amazing low price!

£ -I A QQ SATISFACTION

520ST PLUG-IN 1MB

GUARANTEED

SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADE
Allows easy upgrade to a total 1Mb RAM• Simple, fast and effective RAM
upgrade path • Suits almost any 520ST model (not suitable for STE

| machines) • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
NEW LOWER PRICE!..

TRACKBALL

Only

High performance trackball which operates from the
ouse or joystick port. Super-smooth, accurate and

£49.95

versatile, allowing total one-handed control. Top

quality construction and opto-mechanical design,
delivering high speed and accuracy every time.
No driver software needed !

N.B. Duo to the large variance in design of Ihe Atari ST. there is a small

minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

ONLY £29.95

520STE 1Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)

£ 30.00

520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS)

£ 70.00

520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1Mb SIMMS)

£ 140.00

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering

£49,00

520STFM 1 Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

£ 79.00

Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

£ 149.00

520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full fitting
instructions. Requires very slight case modification

FIRST WORD PLUS ♦
TIMEWORKS DTP 2
OjSJIY

200 / 300 / 400dpi resolution.Daatascan Professional scanning and editing
software allows real-time scanning in either line art or in grey scales. Provides

£199.95

OTHER RAM UPGRADES

SPECIAL !!!

Ata genuine 400dpi scanning resolution,this new scanner produces trulysuperb
quality scans. Has a lull 105mm scanning width, variable brightness control and 100/

N.B. Due to the large ariance in design ot the Atari ST, there is a
minority of boards i existence which may require a little solderit

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (Genuine UK version, stereo sound) -

£74.95

Representing outstanding value for
money, this package combines top quality
scanning hardware with the distinctively
powerful DAATASCAN PROFESSIONALsoftware.

Upgrade unit unpopulated
£ 44.95
With 512K RAM Installed, gives 1Mb RAM total.... £ 74.95
With 2Mb RAM Installed, gives 2/2.5Mb total
£119.95

monitors without the m

ST SOFTWARE

£52.99

QUALITY SCANNING THE RIGHT PRICE !

GIVE YOUR ST THE BENEFITS OF SIMMS RAM
EXPANSION WITH OUR SIMPLE-FITTING UPGRADE I

Monitor Switch Box -

£ 229.00
£ 139.95

» of other makes of drive that fake

400dpi HANDY SCANNER

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's

Including VAT,
delivery & cable

including cable, 1 year on-site maintenance
and 'Lotus Esprit Turbo 2' game
NEW! Atari SM146 14" Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

LOWEST PRICE

t power from the joystick port I

WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

With its dedicated monitor input, this model
medium resolution colour monitor with the
convenience of remote control Teletext TV
- at an excellent low price! Features dark

INCLUDES ITS OWN
EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU

5.25" External Drive 40/80 Track Switchabie

ONLY £349.99

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
combines the advantages of a high quality

Citizen Drive Mechanism

of drive ° Long reach connection cable
for location either side of computer

delivery

WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE

•-

• Convenient On / Off switch on rear

inc.VAT and

£289.99

EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

Capacity a Quality Panasonic /

• Plus! Hyper Paint, Music Maker and FirST BASIC

delivery and cable

NEW! Star LC 100 Entry level 9-pin colour, 4 fonts
Star LC 200 9-pin colour, 4 fonts. 180/45cps

ONLY £449.00

Very quiet" Slimline design
• Cooling Vents * Sleek,
high quality metal casing

• Productivity Software featuring Wordprocessor,
Database and Spreadsheet (RRP over £100)

Prices include VAT,

Star LC 20 Successor to the LC 10, 4 fonts, 180/44cps

ONLY £299.00

• Full 1Mb Unformatted

1040 STE including educational & productivity software :
• Educational Software modules, split into three age

'Sim City'* 'Escape from the Planet of Robot
Monsters'* 'Final Fight'm 'Nine Lives

100MB VERSION

W

fa
c c/fr

Excellent STE starter package from Atari including the 520
STE with 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM, Digital Stereo sound,
•

40MB VERSION

£ 49.95

ZY-FI Amplified Stereo Speaker System
VIDI-12 ST incorporating VIDI-Chrome
VIDI Complete Colour Solution

VIDI-RGBautomatic colour separator add-on for colour input
AT-Speed / STFIVI Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with
DR-DOS 5.0 and maths co-processor socket.
Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS
Atari Lynx Pouch Accessory
Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter

£ 199.95
£ 9.95

For STF/STFM/STE machines

Fixed rate repair service, includes disk drive faults

£ 54.95

£ 39.95
£ 99.95
£ 160.00
£ 64.95

£4.95

Dust Covers - available for any ST
£ 4.95 for any MEGA
£ 9.95
Atari LYNX-2inc. 'Batman Returns' and Power Supply
£ 99.99

Please contact us on 0386-446441
Please note that we reserve the right to refuse any

Chips Challenge

Crystal Maze II
Robo Squash

Switch Blade

Robotton

Slime World

machine which is beyond economic repair

Xybols

Blockout

Oix

Cyberball

Kung Food
Shanghai

Pacland

Klaxx

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ 17.5% AND DELIVERY
Same daydespatch whenever possible. Express Courier Delivery (UK Mainland Only) £6.50extra.
•MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT-

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs WRl 1 6TD
Mon-Fri., 9.00 - 7.00; Sat. 9.00 - 5.30

19*I

Unit 9 St. Richards Rd
Evesham

Worcs WRl 1 6TD
S" 0386 -765180

"S 0223 - 323898

Milton Keynes MK9
<R 0908 - 230898

251-255 Moseley Rd
Highgate
Birmingham B12 OEA

fax:0223 - 322883

fax : 0908 - 230865

"E- 021 - 446 5050

fax : 0386 - 765354

Open Mon -Sat, 9.30-6.00

Open Mon - Sat, 9.00 - 5.30

Corporate Specialist

Open Mon • Sat, 9.30 - 6.00
Corporate Specialist

fax : 021-446 5010

IEvesnam Micros]

5 Glisson Road

322 Witan Gate

Cambridge CB1 2HA

Open Mon - Sat, 9.00 - 5,30

Fax: 0386-765354

Technical support (open Mon-Fri, 10.00 - 5.00): 0386-40303

Call us now on © 0386-765500

£d

Send an Order with Cheque, Postal Orderor

Government, Education and PLC orders welcome

ACCESS/VISA/SWITCII card details. Please

AHproducts covered by 12 Months Warranty
All goods subject to availability.

allow 5 banking daysfor Cheque clearance.

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING 'TIL 7PM, WED - FRI •

Evesham Micros]

POWER

HEAVENS

ABOVE!

• "How are we going

to pay this Council
Tax bill?" "We could

always do a spot of
raping and pillaging,
my lord."

If power is the
ultimate

aphrodisiac
why don't
hydro-electric
plants have
girlfriends?
Rob Mead
throws his

weight around
and discov

ers, with the

help of his ST,
what it's like

to be a big

was

much wielded for the people, but in

one of the bloodiest

yet historians attribute the cause of

spite of them in many cases.
Power is not just confined to
the political sphere either. What
about the power religion exerts
over people? You could argue that
the population boom in the Third
World is a direct consequence of

the war to a handful of very power

the Vatican's policies on contracep

ful European leaders whose per
sonal political and colonial am
bitions outweighed any demands

tion and abortion. And the Protes

World

War

One

conflicts of the 20th

Century - millions of people died, it
led to the rise of Communism and

Nazism and also helped shape the
political map for the next 80 years,

Every day decisions are made
for us which shape our daily lives how much tax we pay, which

attack and unrest and ensure your

ment is in.

citizens are prosperous and happy.
Similarly, Utopia (Gremlin £25.99)
places you in charge of a fledgling
space colony with only your skill as

Get in on the act

ing a decent job. We may live in a
democracy, but how much power
can you, as an individual, wield in
the political process?
The major political parties all
have broadly similar agendas for
running the country, all of them
support Europe. So what choice do
you have if you beg to differ? How
many times have you heard the
argument that we don't need a ref

Because power takes on so many

the

manifestly different forms, it's
refreshing to know you can get in
on the act yourself with the help of

little world

enables you to wield political and
religious power or - if you really

for size as you wage war on every
one and his brother in a bid for

want to louse people's lives up - to

global domination. If you see your

do a spot of town planning. A god
game puts you in

self as a bit of an Adonis, or even a

charge of the for
tunes

treaty because we voted in its

groups like businesses and ^r*

the unions - you only have to ^

equivalent of
walking down

of

thou

sands

of

people - how

Tory government?
And how impartial can
politicians be when they are
funded by large interest

mediaeval

disaster. For a bit of bash-'em-up

your ST. There's a whole host of
"god games" you can play which

Maastricht

• This is the

an administrator between it and

action you could always try Power
Monger (Electronic Arts £29.99) or
Mega-Lo-Mania (UBI Soft £30.99)

favour when we re-elected a

cheese in a

There are many types of god

game - from city-scape simulations
to global war-mongering. In Caesar

England for the mess the environ

or not we stand the chance of hav

on

obsessions.

you could blame the Church of

as a prime reason for the Industrial

schools we can go to and whether

erendum

either to use it for the benefit of

your subjects or you could go mad
and squander it all on your own pet

(Impressions £29.99) you play a
Roman legionnaire responsible for
the successful running of one of
Rome's provinces - you have to
build a capital city, defend it from

tant work ethic has often been cited

Revolution of the 18th Century, so

for common sense.

you choose to use that power is
entirely up to you. You can decide

S

I "Oh 'eck. If s

jflf tha' Sealed

jST Knot society
r

look at the recent Arms for Iraq
scandal to see how the process

come for the

Zeus, check out Populous 2 (Elec
tronic Arts £29.99) - the ultimate

god game - where you command
the elements, help your worship
pers to flourish and invoke divine
retribution on your enemies. Sim
City (Infogrames £29.99) gives you
responsibility for planning major
conurbations in an attempt to cre

ate the perfect cityscape.

Castlemoat XXXX

grog again. Good job I

a staircase on

works. Did you vote to sell arms to

saved the water from the lavatory -

a chat show -

Saddam Hussein? Power is not so

they won't notice the difference."

Benign dictators
Which type of god game you
decide to play depends on your

trip over your
scabbard and

you'll be the

—-q -j..'"'*y«'':jL ••Lrunrv':i3rn:li-tf

^"rf^'fijir

laughing
stock off the
Round
Table.

When you're the boss -

CAESAR

ing for anything else and you're

you call the shots. You
can go beserk and blow

The quickest way to dispose of
your loot and give your empire-

soon being hassled for your
annual tribute by Rome and

to charge around the provincial

make certain of your fate, whack
up the tax rate and draw a mas

in one afternoon in a god

game... just make sure
you're not around to pick
up the pieces afterwards.
Here's a quick look at a
couple of possibilities

thnco l u a u n l c Qtart tn rfiuolt. To

level and blow all your money on
roads and Cohorts - this also has

sive salary. If that doesn't finish

the added benefit of improving

vou off, nothing can.

your peace rating. Unfortu
nately, you don't get a rat• In Caesar, why not splash

out and build madly? It's one
sure way to ruin.

HEAVENS

ABOVE

POWER

E

• If you get in trouble or want to see how well

• The mighty Roman Empire - one day, ny son, all

• Unfortunately your province is constantly

you're doing, you can always turn this bunch of

this could be yours. And, if you're really lucky,

attacked by barbarians so build up adequate

louts - er, rather, to your advisers for help.

you could win a weekend break for two in Rhyl.

forces to protect your citizens from them.

The ultimate
criteria is is

how well or

badly you wield
the power

invested in you

motivation - if you're a hopeless
idealist who wants to give a good
life to everyone, you're obviously
going to have a very different strat

induce them to stay. In Sim Ci:y,
you're offered different scenarios,
ranging from traffic crises in mod

Power crazee

hail of fire, whirlwind or earth

OK, so you've played the game
straight and helped your subjects,
but now you want to have some
fun - after all, what's the point in
having all this power if you can't
use if for your own ends?
It's easy to be a complete
bastard in god games. With Utopia,
Caesar and Sim City you can tax
your citizens up the eyeballs, pro
vide little in the way of amenities

quake on your opponents - with
that kind of power at your disposal,
who needs to be bad? In Mega-LoMania you can forge lots of shady
allegiances with your enemies and

the lions.

and unleash all kinds of disasters -

yourself - just look at what hap

Sim City even has a Disasters
option where you can subject your
city to earthquakes, typhoons, air

pened to Julius Caesar, Idi Amin,
Pol Pot... poor Mrs Thatch.

Because both Power Monger
and Mega-Lo-Mania are combina

tions of war games

and

god

double-cross

them

or

in

Power Monger attack neutral settle

ments or savage sheep. But
remember, if you treat your citizens
like something you've stepped in,
you only create more problems for

crashes and even B-movie mon

He, who is without sin...

sters. It's possible inflict gridlock
on your city by designing a horribly
complex road network or blight
whole areas by planting
an airport in the city

OK, so you've had a good ram
page, smitten the baddies, champi
oned the people and bought
yourself a new set jk

you are at doing battle with the
enemy and inventing new forms of
technology to bash them with. In

Mega-Lo-Mania, for example, you
start off with sticks and stones,

good quality of life, you're going to
be a hit. However, if you're crap at
coping with impending disaster like Norman Lamont - you face
rebellion, rising crime and have a
popularity rating lower than Robert
Maxwell at a Mirror pensioners
reunion. Once you're on a down
ward spiral, your subjects leave

space technology as you
rampage your way through
the ages.

sports stadia, for example - can

then

cess depends upon on how good

by your popularity rating. If you

incentives - no taxes or loads of

use on the next level.

games, the measure of your suc

can ensure your subjects are welldefended, prosperous and have a

you to your fate and no amount of

2, Mega-Lo-Mania and Power Mon
ger enable you to inflict vast
amounts of damage on your ene
mies and their people. As a good
god in Populous 2 there's nothing
quite so satisfying as unleashing a

ern day Switzerland, to coping with
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.
You're given a time limit to satis
factorily reach your objective and
sometimes have to literally take a
city apart before you can get it back
to some kind of normality. Fail and
you won't get asked to take charge
of a city again. The stakes are just
as high in Caesar- make a success
of defending your province and
Rome looks favourably upon you,
but handle things badly and you
could end up being carted away by
a couple of legionnaires and fed to

egy in mind from someone who

wants to get rich quick and then
scarper. In either case, the ultimate
criteria is how well or badly you
wield the power invested in you.
With games like Sim City,
Utopia and Caesar the success or
failure of your rule is determined

shoots up and, once you've con
quered a world, you're rewarded
with experience points which you
can convert into divine energy to

Hk centre. Populous

but can graduate to nuclear
• Trying to keep

Hamburg's
streets clean

In Populous 2 your
success

is

measured

has always

in

been a rather

terms of the number of wor

shippers you have and, conse
quently, how much divine power
you are able to exert. If you're
good at sprogging, providing land

for settlers and bashing the oppos
ing god's subjects your manna

SIM CITY

always send in a mem

The easiest way to the top is to slap build
ings, railways and roads everywhere, then do

ber

as politicians do - cheat. Simply hold down
the Shift key and type in "money" or "fund"

of

our

own

right impossible as the city falls
under constant bombardment.

tonstsr

ner's nightmare come true - Bern

is heavily congested - could you
solve its infrastructure problems?

nas

been

siqhted

dis

afterwards.

• The Japanese aren't

on building. However, every tenth time you

content to have natural

do this an earthquake is unleashed upon you.
And for the quickest way back to the gutter?

else - oh no, they have to

before
explo
out of
could

• A town plan

sailors. Now it's down

traught Royal Family
to console everyone

for an extra $1,000 - this enables you to keep

Unleash the Very Big Disaster mode you know it you've got earthquakes,
sions and monsters ripping the heart
your city. For a finishing touch you

unenviable job
with all those

disasters like everyone
have pollution-seeking
dayglo monsters attack
their capital.

pa c

g

••POWER

HEAVENS

ABOVE!

Just look at what

happened to-

poor Mrs Thatch

of laurel leaves, but do you feel
morally corrupted? Has being in
control turned you into an egomaniacal, greedy Little Hitler? More to
the point, do you think you should
dare risk offending religious group
ings by pretending to be god? To
be fair, Populous 2 is the only
game in which you actually take
the part of a god - a Greek god and
one of many. The game's program
mers, Bullfrog, have obviously

• It's Take That - top beat combo of

• You come face to face with your

the '90s; they're not five minute won

opponent for the island. You need to

come the baddie's managed to for

ders or a record company's market

invent plenty of weapons and fortify

tify his castle, when you're left with

ing ploy. No, they have good looks,

your castle if you're going to stand

a poxy tent? That's it - no more

they've had hits... they're crap.

any chance against him.

weekends spent down the DIY shop.

than some of the nutters around

matters, while Utopia's control
mechanism is awkward and aggra
vating. Of the war-mongering
games, there's not much to choose
between either Power Monger or

who are doing it for real.
The buck stops here
Now you've looked at all the types

of god games and how you can

taken great care to avoid compari

win - and lose - with each one,

son with contemporary religion -

which is the best? As an original
god game, Sim City still has the

you can't imagine anyone bringing
out a game called Salman and the
Curse of the Ayatollah, anyway,

can you?
The others - Utopia, Caesar,
Mega-Lo-Mania and Power Monger

- merely place you in control of a
city or tribe. You are a leader, no
more, no less and have just as

much right to tinker around with
the trappings of power as anyone

else. One thing's for sure - you're
going to do a lot less damage to
the world acting out your mega-lomaniacal fantasies on

your ST,

• All is fair in love and war, so how

edge over other upstarts like Cae
sar and Utopia - what Sim City
lacks in gameplay it makes up for
in ease of of use and sheer brain-

taxing properties - try managing
Hamburg during the peak of the
Allied bombing campaign in 1944
and you soon start to realise what
a hard job the authorities some
times have. Utopia and Caesar

have a great deal in common and
both have drawbacks - Caesar's is

the limited battle option - although
a link up with Cohort 2 can improve

Mega-Lo-Mania - both are graphi
cally superb, addictive and frustrat
ing - Mega-Lo-Mania just pips the
post for its sound samples. But the
one that sits of the highest and
biggest cloud of all has to be Popu
lous 2 - it's great fun, easy to get
into and play, but terribly hard to
stop. It's also got a wicked sense of
humour - guffaw at those screams
as your opponents get smothered
in columns of fire or get whisked
around by whirlwinds. With over
1,000 worlds and 32 deities to do
battle with, even the most hard

ened game player is going to have
trouble completing this in one
afternoon. Brilliant, s t f
• Another one of your

• One way to dispatch

divine powers is the

your opponent's people

ability to create earth

is to unleash a column

quakes. Others

of fire on them. The

include whirlpools,

more of their settle

VENI, VIDI, VICI
They ruled with a rod of
iron and terrorised the

world, but every last one
of them came to a sticky
end. We take a look at

the world's top despots
Margaret Thatcher
Undone by her own megalo-mania and the Poll Tax, Mrs T

now ekes out a rather pathetic
existence which only serves to
remind people why she was
booted out in the first place.
Not so much a Has-been as a
Never-was.

~1 Adolf Hitler

OK, so he made the trains

run on time and united Europe
in a way the Maastricht bill
never could. But you only had to
look at him to realise he was no

Aryan model of perfection something he murdered millions
for not being. Like Mrs T he was
mad, bad and never listened to
a word his advisers told him.

volcanoes, tidal

ments you destroy the

waves and lightning.

better - it stops the

population expanding.

~| Josef Stalin
I He didn't so much pervert
the course of Communism as

with a number of

complete what Lenin had
started. Chiefly remembered for
sending millions to their deaths
in the Gulags of Siberia and for
sporting a moustache Ian

experience points

Botham would be ashamed of.

• When you have

• Inflict a Rain of Fire on

defeated your oppo-

your enemies and

3

nent he rewards you

their buildings burn
down, while they turn
to ash.

which you can use in

[7j"| Richard Nixon
I Tricky Dicky helped to pro

the next level.

long the Vietnam agony, got

MAKING DEITIES

caught doing dodgy deals by his
own surveillance devices and

Populous 2's Deity

ONGST Tl

Creation screen.

There are a number

of options for
changing the way
your god looks and
what powers he has.

FACE ICON

gave the world Gerald Ford.

You can give your

Cheers, Rich! Now somewhat

god a variety of
facial expressions
which help deter
mines how clever or

critically rehabilitated by an
America so long without a
decent president that it thought
Ronald Reagan was one of the

aggressive he is.

good guys. Sad.

LIGHTNING BOLTS:

ELEMENTAL ICONS:

Earth, Fire, Water,

represent the
amount of experi
ence you have.

EXPERIENCE

;#:Kit:DMEUftD-F:cHAiD

Air, Vegetation and

These can be con

ROGEEDI

Hitler's predecessor to the
march on Moscow and another
renowned shortie. It must have

powers by clicking

been like having Danny DeVito
as President. Still, any man who
could spurn Josephine's affec

on the Elemental

tions must have been a bit of a

verted into divine

People

Napoleon Bonaparte

loony, right?

Starts 10am
Mon 28 Dec
Fantastic Savings!
Britain's No. 1 Discount
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Mail Order Music Specialists
• 1992/3 Full Colour Catalogue out now
D Expert Orderline Stall to advise you
• FREE Alter Sales "Helpline" Service
• All instruments fully guaranteed
• Fast &Free Delivery to your door

Technics

Synths • Multi-Timbral
Synth Modules
Portable Keyboards
Digital Pianos

FREE SS 0752 346200
PO BOX 222, PLYMOUTH, PL1 1BG

Trouble

Exactly how many awards
will it take before

you own a copy of
Sid Meier's Civilization?

Sound Processors

Digital Drum Units

finding good

Sid Meier's

Build An Empire To Stand The Test Of Time

music software?

Ask for the new MUSIC SOFTWARE EXPRESS Catalogue.
Hundreds of software programs, disks, registrations packs and

musical performances for:

YAMAHA SYNTHS

CLAVINOVA PIANOS
ATARI COMPUTERS
YAMAHA KEYBOARDS ROLAND SYNTHS
DIGITAL PIANOS
TECHNICS KEYBOARDS

FjLLJ

GENERAL MIDI DISKS TEL: 0752 339400
jv&Rj^QrRDSE

l\/IlMsiC orFAXwrite0752
347598
for full Catalogue stating the

m&

keyboard instruments you own
PO BOX 222, PLYMOUTH, PL11BG

Winner!

Best Consumer Product 1991
INCREDIBLE
NEW RELEASE

3$

FOUR GREAT GAMES
and all this Maths revision...
Times Tables
Addition
Subtraction

MATHS

ADVENTURE^

Best Strategy Program 1991
Winner!

Best Entertainment Program 1991

National Curriculum Maths for Ages
BS6-14
6-14 ^

Multiplication

<j ruUk-> /WO

^S

Division
Fractions

Decimals

Using calculators
Shape & Space
^
SUPER
FREE GlFTl
Money problems only
for Kosmos mail order customers m
Measurements

Winner!

CASIO SOLARl

Number patterns ICALCULA TOR\

&Compatibles
MATHS ADVENTURE tori
/n

rOf clg6S 0 "14

Winner!

Most Original Game 1992
Civilization

Foryour
ATARI ST

Also available for Amiga and IBM PC Compatibles

Price £25.99 inc. VAT

Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos.
Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of

Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type)
Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406

,43CR0PROSE
SIMULATION

.

SOFTWARE

MicroProse Ltd. Unit 1 Hampton Road Industrial Esate Tetbury Glos.
GL8 8LD. Tel 0666 504 326.

Unit 2

Millmead Business Centre
Millmead Road
ALFA
kDATA

|QQ mrnm £N£ PQWE&
AATARf

GOLDEN!

COMPUTERS

AATARI'

V/OTTfiX

London N17 9QU
Tel: 081 365 1151

PHI LIPSFax: °818851953

GASTEINER MEGA DRIVE
For ST, STE, MEGA ST, MEGA STE

520 STE l/2Mb

£219.00

and FALCON

520 STE 1Mb

£230.00

520 STE 2Mb

£265.00

520 STE 4Mb

£305.00

All mega drives now comes with:* ICD host adaptor
* High quality metal casing
* Backup software
* Power cable with plug

1040 STE 1Mb

£299.00

MEGA^IE

* Comprehensive manual
* 12 months back to base guarantee.
•DMA in and out (with thru' port for an extra drive/laser printer)

0Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 379.00

1Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 399.00

Feature :- Fully Autobooting ,Autoparking, Fast Access SCSI drive.

2Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 429.00

50 Mb 24Ms (Seagate)

£289.00

4Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 465.00

52 Mb HMs (Quantum)

£309.00

OMb With 48Mb Seagate H/D
1Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D
2Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D
4Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 579.00
£ 599.00
£ 629.00
£ 665.00

87 Mb 14Ms (Quantum)

£399.00

105 Mb HMs (Quantum)

£429.00

125 Mb 14Ms (Quantum)

£479.00

0Mb With 120Mb H/D

£ 679.00

1Mb With 120Mb H/D

£ 899.00

2Mb With 120Mb H/D

£ 929.00

4Mb With 120Mb H/D

£965.00

1Mb With 170Mb H/D

£999.00

Note

2Mb With 170Mb H/D

£1029.00

ICD Controller With Clock For The Above Drives,

4Mb With 170Mb H/D

£1065.00

Please Add £15.00 Extra.

170Mb 17Ms

£459.00

All Quantums have minimum 64K Cache

Gasteiner Floptical 20Mb Drive £399.00
Gasteiner Floptical 20Mb Disks £20.00

Bare Drives

Mega STE Hard Drives

SIBQQK
1Mb 40Mb Hard Drive

£1275.00

50 Mb Seagate

£179.00

1Mb 80Mb Hard Drive

£1475.00

52 Mb Quantum

£199.00

105Mb Quantum

£279.00

170Mb

£349.00

20 Mb Floptical disks

£20.00

limited quantity available

FALCON
1Mb Without Hard Drive
4 Mb With 65Mb Hard Drive

Ad Speed ST

£140.00

Ad Speed STE

£160.00

NEW

AdSCSI Micro Host Adpt £ 55.00

GOLDEN IMAGE MOUSE

AdSCSI Plus (with clock) £ 69.95

MKII 400dpi
Made In Japan
Launch Offer

£14.95

£199.00

105Mb

£300.00

170 Mb

£389.00

Prices include official Atari

Mega STE Kit, Atari HostAdpt and Software

ICD Products

£ 499.00
POA

50Mb

AdSCSI ST

£

59.95

Metal Case for H/D

£

35.00

Power Supply

£ 35.00

SCSI Cable

£

5.00

DMA Cable

£

5.00

ICD - THE LINK
Connects an Atari ST

computer to an exeternal SCSI
hard drive, floptical drive, CD
Rom

£65.00

Please add £3.50 postage and packing toaU orders under £100.00 and Orders over £100.00 add £5.00 postage and packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. AU prices inckide VAT.
GaAtdru*. accept*. payment*, by VUa, Aooe**, Cheque ok puLaL otdet,
E.&.O.E. Rioov iubjoot t» change Without notice. Good*. -Subject to aVoJabiity. SpeocfkwUon Aubjeot to change Without, notice.AM. Ittdema**.
Acknowledged.

Unit 2

GASTEINER
PhiHong <SP Seagate Quantum"
Optical Pen

Millmead Road

London N17 9QU
Tel: 081 365 1151

Fax: 081 885 1953

5t«inb«rgC-LfiBGST
tical Mouse

Millmead Business Centre

GOLD

Trackballs

Mouse

GOLD
AWARD
WINNER
IN AMIGA

Mouse

AWARD
WINNER
INST

FORMAT

FORMAT
A stylish Pen mouse with
quality construction and

with effortless micro switch
buttoni.Fktt smooth and

smooth feat movement Micro

Stylish three button trackballs.with
third button supporting auto fire

switch buttons. Ideal tor

and click and hold

reliable. Includes Optical

DTP,artwcrk,etc Includes

Mouse Pad and Holier

Optical Pad

Superb 300dpiOptical Mouse

£26.00

PC 720P External drive£50.00

Mouse with hard mat

Mouse only

and mouse holder

£34.95

Monitors

D386 Emulator runs at 16

movement,with micro switch buttons.

with duel colour

£29.95

Vortex
£25.00

A 290dpi high resolution Opto-Mechanical Mouse. Top
quality construction ensures rapidand smooth

Crystal Ball

£35.95

Power
Bfitz Turbo

90%

92%

St Format 81%

Cu Amiga 79%

£10.95

£14.95

Auto Mouse/

SM124

£139.00

SM146

£149.00

Real Time Clock

Joystick Switch

MHZ. True multitasking in
PC mode on ST

PC 720B with Blitz

£65.00

51/4" Disk Drive

£95.00

Power scanner

£95.00

The ulitimate Cartridgc£25.00

386 SX-16

£279.00

387 Co-Pro

£115.00

Fast RAM Cache

PhiHong

£30.00

Goldenlmage Mouse

Replacement Power Supply
for ST, STF and STE

with Mat.

Multisync Monitor for ST,
STE, Mega STE and
Falcon

£349.00

0121.

Drive £45.00
At these price and not at
echange prices

mouse

£23.95

Marpet

Gasteiner STE and

XTRAM Deluxe Simm

Mega STE Upgrade

Upgrade for ST STF
and Mega ST
£ 39.00

2 Mb

£75.00

4 Mb

£115.00

£29.95

Peripherals

£59.00

Goldenlmage Optical

1/2 Mb

£12.00

2 Mb

£50.00

4 Mb

£100.00

TOS 2.06
STFM

£49.95
£49.95

STE

Automatic Switcher

between two input devices
with click of a button. E.g.

St Format 80%
This clock is equipped
with a thru partes to
connect other

mouse/rnouse,nxu5e/

joystick.

peripherals.

stick

aor

£14.95

Word Processing Software

t'W.OO
Goldenlmage External 3.5"
Drive

St Format 78%

Multisync Switch

Goldenlmage Hand Scanner Box

Official Atari Internal Disk

1/2 MB

Atari SCI1435 £209.00

The Brush Mouse with D-

£WL

£29.95

£13.95

Philips 8833II £195.00

lStWord +

£55.00

Calligrapher Pro

£79.00

Calhgiapher Gold

£109.00

That's Write VM

Monitor Switch Box Colour/
Mono
£13.95

Multisync Switch Box£29.95

£19.00

DTP Software

Pagestream V22

£149.00

Timeworks Publishing 2

£80.00

Printer Cable

£6.00

Calamus V1.9

£129.00

Modem Cable

£6.00

CalamuSL

£339.00

Serial Cable

£6.00

OCR Software

£165.00

Touch Up

£49.00

Philips/Atari STE
£10.00

Cable

£7.00

10 Disks
Cordless Infrared

£45.00

Mouse

256 Greyscale Scanners
Total solution for scanning A4 images
Features:- True greyscales, 100-400 dpi, 105mm head,
OCR option

Easy Draw

£34.00

CyberStudio

£25.00

Cyder Control

£25.00

Cyber Paint

£25.00

Human Design Disk

£10.00

Rituie Design disk

£10.00

Aichitechtural Design Disk

£10.00

3DR»tl

£10.00

CAD 3D

£10.00

CAD 3D Developers Disk

£10.00

NooDesk3

£28.00

Thats Hinrtoe

£18.00

features. CompatibleOmports/exports) FF,IMG,PCX,TIFF and

Signs + Banners

£15.00

MACPAINT formats.Compatible with all Atari's

Calender + Stationary

£15.00

Top quality hardware with the latest version of software from
Migraph.Allows real time scanning, provides powerful editing/painting

dealing Cards

Touch UP and

Touch UP , Merge
It and Special OCR

Merge It Software

software.

C-LabNototor

£279.00

C-Lab Creator

£179.00

Minmum system requirement
2Mb RAM, and a Hard Disk

£119.95

£199.00

£15.00

Music Software

Full OCR Version
Software Available
£165.00

Cubeat

£150.00

Cubase

£279.00

Cubase Light

£150.00

Please add £330 postage and packing to aU ordersunder £100.00 and Orders over £100.00 add £5.00 postageand packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. AU prices inckide VAT.
GoAt«ru* accepts, payjnonlA by V/ifta, Acoeu, Cheque or. paUxJi otdeH

E.&.O.E. Piioc*. 4ubjeot to change Wctheut notioc. GoocU subject to ctOnJnMitii, SpecifiHiuaa -Subject to change wWioul rurtixiAH fecUimaifc&
Aokriowtodgod.

PRINTERS

ROUNDUP

THE PRESS!
We decided it

was about
time to have a
look at some

of the printers
that were

available,

what you
need them for
and how well

they stand up
to each other.

So we did.
Clive Parker
does the

honours

9-pin printers are rarely used in
businesses because of the con-'

tinual fall in price of 24-pin
machines. So, while the quality
of 9-pin printers has been
steadily improving, they
haven't been rising in price at a
comparable rate. 9-pin printers work by a
series of pins bashing
against a ribbon in the correct
»kis
sequence to produce all the usual
flrtfeASCII characters on the paper, in a
similar way to typewriters. Because
haracters are made up from a
of dots, the final output has a
ct rough "dotty" look about it,
this can be remedied by printing in
• This bit of the
NLQ mode (Near Letter Quality). In
space shuttle was
this mode, the print head makes two
printed using a 9-pin
or more passes over the paper, while
the paper itself moves position slightly so the gaps
between the dots are filled in, creating higher quality
output. Dot matrix printers have always
been noisy and always will be S/"
St this is, perhaps, their greatest

*>

Memb

' ' ' O r h) •? a,
drawback. 9-pin dot matrix printers
2 1 ~, / *- V are an ideal introduction to printing
in

i n
L.
Me nib

• This is the sort of

24-pin printers are enhanced
9-pin printers. Because of the
smaller pin size, much better
print quality can be achieved
because the 24 smaller pins
output text at the same size as
a 9-pin printer. The output is
excellent in draft mode and in

NLQ mode the output is almost of laser
quality; only the closest scrutiny reveals that the text
is made up of dots. The extra quality
translates as extra cost

when you buy the
machine, but if you want
or need higher resolu
output, you have to
the price. These machines
can also be noisy, although
there has been an improve
introduction

"quiet"

of

newer

machines.

Some

businesses now use 24-pin

shuttle to that of the

9-pin output.

machines for DTP, CAD and

These printers are often
preferred over lasers as
you can get wide carriage
machines so you can use

enable you to emulate Epson or IBM
printers, you can just plug in your
machine, load up the software and

Sea below

picture of the space

other graphics output at resolutions of up to 360dpi.

at home. And because most printers

print. Buying a 9-pin printer can cost
type quality you get
as little as £120 if you shop around; all
from a 9-pin printer.
the prices given here are recom
mended retail or the supplier's price, so get yourself
a printer and get that newspaper on the streets.

• Compare this

ment in noise reduction with
the

16

inch

and

A3

size

paper. Some 24-pin print
ers are cheap enough for
home users; some home
I 24-pin printers are

capable of producing
tfiiis sort of text output.

based businesses rely on
just an ST and a printer.
See page 46

9-PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
PANASONIC
KX-P1170

CITIZEN SWIFT 9

FROM: PANASONIC UK LTD

PRICE: £198.58 INCLUDING

FROM: SILICA SYSTEMS

PRICE: £217.38

COLOUR KIT

CONTACT: * 0344 8535511

CONTACT: o 081 309 1111

A reasonably priced reliable 9-pin
printer
from
Panasonic,
this
machine is packed with features
and has a reasonably fast draft
speed of 192cps and four built-in
NLQ fonts. Because it uses Epson
FX-86e and FX-800 emulations, you

The Swift 9 has proved to be a reli
able workhorse.

It

is

a

versatile

machine and Silica include a free

should be able to run it with all ST

colour kit as part of the deal, so you
can make it into a colour printer if
you like. Capable of both Epson
and IBM emulations, the printer can
output graphics at 240 dpi (dots per

software. Can be used with DTP

inch) enabling excellent results to

and CAD software, but it is more

be obtained from graphics pro
grams and graphics-based word
processors. Good value for money.

suited to text output. One of the
best 9-pin machines you can get.

ROUNDUP

COLOUR PRINTERS
If you use your ST to pro
duce colour graphics and

LASER stHIbYTeHo

INKJET PRINTERS

The professional end of the
market is dominated by laser

This is a strange development
in printer technology; instead
of a ribbon being struck by the

print head, ink is actually
sprayed onto the paper from a
series of small holes in the printer head. The print
head is built into the print cartridges in most inkjet
printers, hence the relatively high price of replace
ment cartridges compared to standard ribbons for
dot matrix printers. The main advantages of the
inkjet series over dot matrix printers are speed, reso

PRINTERSf

would like to be able to pro

printers because of their ability
to produce high quality output at F
high speed. Laser printers work ."

duce the same results on

by a laser beam scanning the drum with the image of
the document to be printed. A charge is created on
the drum which attracts the toner; when paper is

passed over the drum, the toner is transferred to it
and fused into place by heating the paper up.
Because the transfer process is extremely fast,

paper, you need a colour
printer. In the last few years,

colour printers have become more popular with
prices not much higher than the mono equivalent and some of the more expensive 24-pin machines
now have colour capability built-in as standard.
The first mass produced colour printer was the
now

laser printers are ideal for producing high quality doc

famous

Star

LC-10

Colour (not to be confused

whisper and at least twice as fast as the swiftest dot

uments at high speed. The main problem, however,
is the high price. Lasers cost a fortune - or at least

matrix machines - and some can offer better than

more than most of us can

had a special Commodore

r e c e n afford, and once you have

64 interface) which is a 9-

lution and noise - the machines literally print with a

laser printer resolution.
Drawbacks with inkjets can be
that there is no provi
-1^
IS
sion for multiple-part
paper (for invoices and
receipts) but lasers

ht

P1

n

uggested

the machine, the cost of

ovels-in

very high when compared
to inkjets or DMPs. If you
want professional quality
copy and can afford it, a
laser is the only choice.

ii\tl

i

also have the same

problem. Prices are now

ierS

directly compatible with
24-pin machines with the

the

Canon BJ-10exand
•

clones are available for

Look at that

about £250.

quality! And prices

See page 46

keep coming down...

a

• This inkjet

printout

nsight in
ommending
nderstate
ecause

eally t

henge used
to look like.

Well, per

haps it
wasn't quite
so angular.

• This 9-pin colour

atellite
as

has

books

pin, 24-pin, inkjet and
laser printers, although
i fs OK for a first buy.
the price of colour lasers
places does tend to place them well out of the reach
of most home users. Despite this, there are many
affordable colour printers available that are ideal for
home use. Graphic design studios are likely to use
print isn't really all you

these

• At

the top left you can
see laser text quality
output...

• ...and below is the pic

colourful

ture of the shuttle again,

newsletters.

now output from a laser.

FROM: SILICA SYSTEMS

FROM SILICA SYSTEMS

PRICE: £135.13

CONTACT: v 081 309 1111

CONTACT:

«081 309 1111

is

a

reasonably

priced 9-pin machine that
works with the bog-stan
dard

Epson

machines

are to hobbyists - and
that could be you who delight in printing
out their graphic cre
ations designed in art
packages, or the ardent
home desktop publisher
who wants to produce

PRICE: £158.63

This

FX drivers,

letters

and
• 24-pin output is

See page 49

much more solid.

The Citizen 120D+ has been around

for years; it is a basic 9-pin printer,
and, while output is not that bril
liant in draft mode, using bold or
NLQ improves results. It is perfect
for printing out document files and
producing the occasional picture or
letter. Complete with only a couple
of fonts and Epson and IBM emula
tions, the 120D+ is an ideal budget
buy for use in the home and

although the FX-1050 and

is excellent value for

FX-850

money although there
aren't many fonts and it
prints in low resolution.

are

cited

in

the

manual. This printer has a

very high super draft
mode of 300cps, so all
those document files fairly fly out
of the machine. It also has a rea

sonable 240 x 144 dpi resolution in
graphics mode which can produce

pretty good output from something

Printer speed*

Fonts

Draft/NLQ

Draft/NLQ

Emulations

like GFA Draft. With the five built-in

Citizen 120D+

144/30

Epson/IBM

Citizen Swift 9

192/48

Epson/IBM

looking letters and documents,
although we found the

Panasonic KX-P1170

192/38

Epson/IBM

Seikosha SP-2400

Epson/IBM

control panel harder to

Star LC-20

Epson/IBM

master than some of

the other printers.

O.

7£
V

V

Max res
DPI***

fonts you can produce some natty

ft^

printers;

could ever want, but

CITIZEN 120D+

SEIKOSHA
SP-2400

colour

machines? Well, most sales

ome po
ike Arthu

is

for

there are now colour 9-

who uses the cheaper 24-pin and 9-pin

ttent

he

which

started the home mar

ket

of

ut

LC-10C

the more expensive colour inkjet and high-end 24-pin
machines to produce example output for clients, but

e thouci
rovide

iction

the

pin machine. It sold in
huge numbers and really

accessories like toner is

shows you
what Stone-

with

•measured in characters per second **NLQ - means Near Letter Quality ***dots per inch

PRINTERS

ROUNDUP

24-PIN PRINTERS
PANASONH

in a touch sensitive front panel.

cope with most

KX-P1123

You can set all the fonts from here,

situations. A

along with all other functions of the
machine, for example, setting the
Epson LQ-850 and IBM Proprinter

printer
designed

FROM: PANASONIC
PRICE: £282

CONTACT: * 0344 853551

Panasonic machines are easy to

use and set up - you can find all
the controls that you need to set up
the machine conveniently situated

for the

X24 emulations.

office

The NLQ script font is excel
lent for producing classy-looking

that is

letters and, with three different

for the

paper paths, the Panasonic can

home.

perfect

<K

CITIZEN SWIFT 240

PANASONIC

FUJITSU DL1150

FUJITSU DL1250

FROM: SILICA SYSTEMS

KXP2624

FROM: FUJITSU EUROPE LTD

FROM: PANASONIC UK .LTD.
PRICE: £581.63

PRICE: £464.13 (OPTIONAL
COLOUR KIT £41.13)

FROM: FUJITSU EUROPE LTD
PRICE: £645.08 (OPTIONAL

CONTACT: a 0344 853551

CONTACT: u 081 573 4444

CONTACT: a 081 573 4444

*

A wide carriage

This is an excellent
\,
wide carriage 24-pin

This is a wider version

K

machine with more ^

PRICE: £280.83 (£304.33 FOR

LSION)
CONTACT:

081 3091111

This is one of the

new Swift 2 range of £,

24-pin machines and
it is swift!

\

In draft

mode it churns out text at

^K >

300cps and prints out graphics

fairly swiftly. It is not so fast when
printing in NLQ or graphics mode normal with 24-pins. The control
panel has an LCD readout and a
slider control to switch

between

modes, so you can select 16 func
tions from four buttons. Epson LQ
drivers can be used here giving
great printout quality.

options than the KX-

»

y,

P1624. This printer is
</
extremely quiet - some
of the laser printers were far nois
ier. It's also faster than comparable

printers with a top speed of 300cpi
- this machine printed out several

pages of text without anyone in the
office even noticing. Ideal for CAD
and graphics, this machine could
live very happily in any office with
out disturbing those important
'phone conversations.

machine that can use 16

<,

Y

of the DL1150 enabling

^'

^

inch paper to produce reports at
360 dpi, making it ideal for com
puter aided design, desktop pub
lishing and other related graphics
utilities. It can be driven with Epson

you to print full A3 sheets in land
scape mode, apart from this the
specifications are exactly the same
as the other machine. This printer
is designed for use by companies

LQ and IBM Proprinter XL24 drivers
and achieves better quality output
than either laser printers or other
Deskjet compatible inkjets. Not
really for the home user, but an
impressive machine and its com
pact dimensions enable it to fit
neatly into any office.

who are specialising in drafting or
other graphics-oriented work such
as desktop publishing or graphic
design. The Fujitsu DL1250 is not a
cheap machine by any means, but
it is meant - and is ideal for - pro
fessional use. Don't invest in this

just for the occasional letter.

m INKJET PRINTERS
STAR SJ 48
BUBBLEJET

II

|x^*

FROM: STAR M3CRONICS
PRICE: £351.33

CONTACT: w 0494 471

This little marvel is practically a
clone of the famous BJ-10e from

Canon, and produces output that's
as good as the original. The SJ-48

produces 360 x 360 dpi output (bet
ter than laser quality) and is simple
to set up and use. Most ST soft
ware is now supplied with a Canon
BJ-10e driver, but if you should
find that you don't have one with
your package, there is no need to

worry because this machine uses
Epson LQ or IBM ProPrinter emula
tion instead. Brilliant.

PRICE: £586.33

expensive than other comparable
machines but packed with features
- worth considering for the office

CONTACT: « 081 573 4444

or smaii home

This is the big brother of the B100
and also provides a standard 300 x
300 dpi resolution and has the
same emulation options, HP
Deskjet, IBM and Epson FX-850.
The machine is also capable
of 600 x 300 dpi for
improved graphics output
and has a very fast draft

business.

FUJITSU B200
FROM: FUJITSU EUROPE LTD

based

text mode of 360 characters

per second.

The printer is sup
plied with a cut sheet

feeder and is also capa
ble of handling con
tinuous paper,
making it an excel
lent all-round
workhorse. This one

is slightly more

PRI NTERS|

ROUNDUP
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SEIKOSHA SL-130AI

SEIKOSHA SL 90

STAR LC24-100

PANASONIC
KX-P1624

FROM: SILICA SYSTEMS

FROM: SIUCA SYSTEMS

FROM: STAR MICRONICS

FROM: PANASONIC UK LTD

PRICE: £182.13

PRICE: £292

PRICE: £280.83

PRICE: £522.88

CONTACT: w 081 309 1111

CONTACT: « 081 30$

CONTACT: « 0494 471111

A compact 24-pin machine that's
ideal for use in cramped condi
tions. The controls aren't incredibly
easy to understand, but the output
quality is excellent. There are only
two fonts supplied as standard with
seven others available as optional
extras. Not as fast as some 24-pin
printers, but at just over £180 this is
an excellent budget buy. Uses
Epson LQ-850 or LQ-800 drivers.

This is definitely a business printer,
wide carriage 24-pin and designed
for output from CAD packages,
large spreadsheets and other busi
ness programs. It has draft printing
speed of 216cps and has eight NLQ
fonts built in. It uses Epson LQ-1000
and IBM emulations. You can pro
duce excellent large printouts with
16 inch paper format documents.

This medium range printer offers
excellent text and graphics output,
to help produce that perfect letter,
helped along by the 360 x 360 dpi

CONTACT: » 0344 853551

This is the big brother of the 1124
printer - which we don't actually
cover in this roundup so don't try
and find it - and is really the same
basic machine in a wide carriage
format. Designed primarily for pro
fessional office use, the KX-P1624's

360 x 360 dpi makes it an obvious
choice for DTP, CAD and graphics
purposes. The main draft printing
speed is just under 200 characters
per second which is reasonable but
not brilliant, and the usual Pana

sonic front panel makes setting up
simple. If you need a versatile wide

carriage printer with a variety of
fonts, then this has

got to be a con

*v

tender.

An excellent machine.

resolution.

Speedwise

it

has

fonts. This rate is much higher than
most 24-pin machines. Epson 24-

pin drivers should get this printer
working with most ST software.

THE ESSENTIAL 24-PIN DETAILS
Price

Printer speed* Fonts

Emulations

Draft/LQ*

Draft/LQ**

Width

Rating

Citizen Swift 240

£280.83

300/80

1/11

Epson/IBM/NEC

360x360

llinch

82%

Fujitsu DL1150

£464.13

240x216

2/9

Epson/IBM

360x360

16inch

77%

Fujitsu DL1250

£645.08

240/216

2/9

Epson/IBM

360x360

16inch

77%

Panasonic KX-P1123

£282.00

192/63

2/5

Epson/IBM

360x360

11 inch

88%

Panasonic KX-P1624

£552.88

192/63

2/5

Epson/IBM

360x360

IGinch

77%

Panasonic KX-P2624

£581.63

300/100

3/8

Epson/IBM

360x360

16inch

^KTjXv^M

Seikosha SL-90

£182.13

240/84

1/2

Epson

360x360

11 inch

73%

Seikosha SL-130AI

£292.00

216/72

1/8

Epson/IBM

360x360

16inch

73%

Star LC24-100

£280.83

192/64

2/10

Epson/IBM

"measured in characters per second "LQ - means Letter Quality ***dots per inch

CITIZEN PROJET

FUJITSU B100

FROM: SILICA SYSTEMS

FROM: FUJITSU EUROPE LTD
PRICE: £410.08
CONTACT: a 081 573 4444

This machine uses HP Deskjet emu
lation, so it's compatible with all
serious software. It is quite easy to
set up and run, although the man
ual could be a little clearer, espe

This bubblejet printer has 300 x 300
dpi capability from its 50 nozzle
printhead giving near laser quality
when you're using the default HP
Deskjet Plus emulation. If your soft
ware lacks Deskjet drivers, then
you can select IBM or Epson FX-

cially regarding how to install the
ink cartridge and paper tray. Works
quietly and well and is a definite
contender in the inkjet world.

extra fonts available on plug-in
cards, there is also an optional cut
sheet feeder.

PRICE: £405.38
CONTACT: s 081 309 1111

This printer is ideal for profes
sional high quality DTP and
graphics work, the only
problem being that the
ink soaks the paper on

heavy black areas and
takes a little while to

dry. Apart from
this, results are

half a

excellent and at a

dozen built-in fonts with optional

reasonable price.

850 emulation. There are

ESSENTIAL I
Emulations

Max res

Draft/LQ**

DPI***

Citizen Projet

£405.38

360/120

DJ500

300x300

Fujitsu B100

£410.08

160/80

Epson/IBM/DJ500

300x300

Fujitsu B200

£586.33

360/120

Epson/IBM/DJ500

300x300

Star SJ 48

£351.33

100/100

Epson/IBM

360x360

* measured in characters per second ** Letter Quality *** dots per inch

a

graphics output rate of 192cps draft
and 64cps NLQ with ten built-in LQ

. VIKECT SOFTWARE

SPACE.
CHJN
ONLY £5.99 •

HIGHWAY
PATROLZ
£599

^FOR THE CHEAPEST PRICES ANYWHERE.
ANY 4 £5.99 GAMES FOR ONLY £15!!

ACTION MASTERS

First Samurai
Wolf Pack
Kick Off Z

£5,9?
f.599
£59?

PlayerfAanagcr
Teenage Mutant Ninjo Turtles

[399
£599

Welltrls
Murders in Venice

£599
[599

Light Corridor

£599

Kult
Full Metal Planet
Drakkhen

£5.99
[599
£599

Jumping Jackson
Voyager
Victory Pood
Plotting
Penegade. .

SUPE-RSPACE
INVAVEPS £5.9?

PITFIGHTEK £5.99

COMPILATION £199

.....

[599
£599
£599
£5.99
£5.99

Pambo 3

Man Hunter Z
Gold Rush

. £599
[599
£599
£599
£599
£599

X Audio Sculpture
Colonels Bequest
HoylesBook of frames I
HoylesBook of Games2

£1.99

£599
£599

Micro Prose Golf
Sensible Soccer

£1699

£599

fAicroprose GrandPrix

£21.99
£19.99

£2/59

£599
£599
£599

Wz

A\onry Pythor.

£599

Pobocod {Jarr.es Bond 2)

£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599

R>kocop3
Populous 2
£p/c
Addam.s Family

[169?
[IH99
£1999
CI5.99

Hook..
Parasol Stars
Shuttle

£15.99
£15.99
[1999

WWF

11599

Lotus 3
Heimdahl
Silent Service 2

£15.99

£599
£599
£599
£599
£5.99

.

£599

Total Recall

£5.99

£599
£5.99
£5.99

Chase Ha Z
Wore

[599

£5.99
£5.99
£5.99

EI199
m$9

Lemminas

OW
[1199
[1599

£599

Varkman

Jimmy Whites Snooker
Lureof the Temptress

[599

Oh no not more Lemrr.mq

£IW

Carl Lewis Challenge
Knights of the Sky

U.I99
[1999
[1699
£21.99

Ml Tank Platoon

Push Over

[1199

TheGamesEspana 92

£W99

Archie Macleans Pool
Universal Monsters
Cool World

U199
[1199
[1199

SportsCollection

[1199

COMPILATIONS

Action Masters Compilation (Welltrls. Turbo

Outrun. Fli Combat. Italy 1990. Double Dragon 2)

American Dreams Compilation (Super Ski.
Hostages. Operation Neptune. "Bubble Ghost)

Future Dreams Compilation (Genisis,

Spldertronlc Warlock Purple Saturn Day)
High Energy Compilation (North &South. Tin
Tin. Fire* Forget. Te

"

!i

10 Great Games (Ferrari Fl.Kick Dangerous.

Pick 'ri Pile. Great Courts. Satan. Chicago 90. Xenon
Z Night Hunter. Carrier Command. Super Ski)
r\

j. . /-ii

/-

.i_iL_ **. ,

......

Iron Lord. 3loodwych)

Light Force Compilation (Voyager, Ik *Bio

Challenge. R-Type)

All £.799 or 3 for £1999

T5L.ANK -DISKS -

EDUCATIONAL.
SHAPES AND COLOURS
TELLING THE TIKE
FIRST LETTERS

SMASH TV

Flames of Freedom

£599

Operation Thunderbolt
Flightof the Intruder
Killing Cloud.
LightForce Compilation
Sly Spy
Midnight Resistance

VUNGEON

KASTEP. £.999

FUN SCHOOL H UNVER 5...
FUN SCHOOL H 5-7
FUN SCHOOL H OVER 7

50...
100...
250...

. £15.99
...£15.9?
....£15.99

_.£ 17.00
...£ 30.00
.110.00

inc labels (Please add £2.00

pc\p for Visk orders)

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT
(inc video) LW99

CONFLICT IN EUROPE

£599

KICK. OFF 2
£5.99

Please send orders to:

ST DIRECT

Unit 3, Cross Keys Shopping Mall, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 2AU
Tel: (0908) 379550
P6VP is F~R.EE. Within the UK

IMPORTANT

auno
SHOP DBir-ne
PRICES MAY

DIFFER

MAKE YOUR ST EARN!

ANNOUNCEMENT

Yes making money with your STbecomes incidental when youknow how!
Your ST i.s, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant.
Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

The latest edition of the Goodman International

Shareware Guide is now available.
Over 150 pages, with screen shots and descriptions for hundreds of disks
of the very best in ST & STE Public Domain and Shareware.
Him-

ORBIT SKVMAF

UwulJVti ' T*ftU>K ™i£'l » ;

New Loose Leaf Format
££,l£ (iHSS"\"KfTtaB/

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playing games.
The benefits are many and varied.
Full or part time.
For FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. to:

For Easy Updating
Divided Into 10 Main

^™nUr~m?.™^"'S1.°i^ '

™^V-V™io/*fn,ta(ETi^«;'

•Mil tbe prcjnn opinu. but aoBxi

- . . .1

:.'\c

^_ *.•"-,••.-'

'— '*,""".""".' .

1"-

ii.

- <_... rh

"

tomeWased

Reference Sections

Complete with Card

ASTROCAL
it** ... r~,—.

smess.

31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street, STF43

Index Dividers

Walworth, London SE17 1DR.

Subscription Available
For Updates &
Amendments

Includes the Official STOS
SMART

g&. ~1 &_• Jut

bSSb, ^lE^^iST™"*
•

Source Code Selection

& NCHtAD

['^'"X

SB?fS'-?~iB:

Su[<". V-.Up 'Z, ™uu£»n, Tv,

liiH' —a.
*"**' "™" P™",M-

pra!"m-

Discover why thousands of ST users.
worldwide, have, for over six years
chosen Goodmans for all their public

Send for your copy today
250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness IV2 4PT

Only

VISA

£2.95

Inclusive of t.K Carriage

GM-132 Reflector - Laser & Mirrors strategy game
GM-135 Tower Power - Stunning strategy game

domain and Shareware needs.

With a Caledonia Prestige Discount Card
20"'i discount on lopo/ mil- usualijiianlitvdiscounts

6 FREE disks ofyour choice pityear (Worth CI5.00)
Priority over non-card holders
GM-137Outrageous Fortune- Great Puzzlegame (1Mb) Aunique
plastic credit-card type card with your own
GM-136 Tower Power - Data disk for above

Goodman International (DEPT STF)

16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1SW

(0463)225736

Thousands of Shareware. PD & Licenceware titles (or ST / STE / TT and Atari Porllolio
Latest PD titles • £2.50 each • £1.90 each for 10 or more
Save even more on your PD & Shareware

hhi
VISA

Tel: 0782 335650 Fax: 0782 316132

GM-138 Match Maker - Addictive puzzle game
personal IDnumber
GM-139 Light Cycles -1 or 2 player strategy!
send115.00for 1styear orcall(or(millerdetails!
AU-198 Amazing comprehensive Labelprintingprogram
Easy Text.
The [deal DTP System for all
Professional
AU-202 BJ Chrome - follow-up to HP Chrome
your Publishing needs. Require
Desktop
1Mb RAM/I xD/S drive
DEMOS
Publishing
D-207 No Cooper demo by 1984 - Superb effects!
JUST £39.95
System
D-209 The Snork demo - 2-disk extravaganza!
D-210 Disk2 of the snork demo (both disks - £5.00) Send £1.00 or a blank disk for our

Amazing NEW Disk Catalogue

LASER PRINTERS
IRICOH

LP1200

FROM:

PRICE: £821.33

CONTACT: n 081 309 1111
The Ricoh laser is an unusual look

ing machine to say the least, but it
is as capable as the other lasers we
looked at. The printer uses Epson
FX, IBM Proprinter and HP Laserjet

mal emulations enable 300dpi to
be
obtained,
but using the
machine's own internal capabilities
you can achieve 400dpi.
Everything we tried - and we
tried everything! - with this

printer resulted in excellent

•*

results and, because it is one ^
of the lowest priced lasers

\

3 emulations to ensure maximum

around and comes complete
' I.
with 2MByt.es of RAM, it has to be

compatibility with software. Nor-

the best of the bunch.

FUJITSU VM800

problems getting your DTP soft
ware running. The resolution is the
standard laser 300 x 300 dpi and
output quality is crisp and clear
using either the numerous built-in

FROM: FUJITSU EUROPE LTD
PRICE: £1674.38

CONTACT: » 081 573 4444

The VM800 is an eight page per

fonts or graphics output from DTP

minute (PPM) machine which uses

package. There is 1MByte of sys

HP Laserjet 3 emulation as stan

tem RAM installed

dard. Because HP 3 emulation

as standard making
the machine quick

is

practically the standard

,

FROM: PAMAfOl
PRICE: *9?
CONTACT:

software you
•

rj ,. „1-vi

compares well with

you

but a

0s

^__^

the

shouldn't

• IAL

tSER DE

C

toner and drum is simplicity

sive side.

*^— T* ~Tf* *~ ' ^

1

tain - even the installation of

expen

have any

anything

from Calamus, straight text from
the Desktop, output from GFA
Draft and word processors all
printed at 300dpi and were all
of excellent quality. The printer
' is quiet, easy to use and main

•^ little on

where, so

Of

course, lasers are really for pro-

I else on the market. DTP pages

machine

tucked away some

may have.

I

: fessional use and this machine

from your ST. A
great quality

software should have

• E*

Panasonic range of professional
laser printers, and with five sepa H
rate emulation modes it is practi
cally guaranteed to work with any

to process data

laser driver for machines

these days, all recent

the relevant driver

This is an excellent addition to the

PANASONIC
KX-P4410

itself. Recommended.

M

'•••/'

"••':-»••

Issl

S

If 4 1

Machine

Price

Printer speed

Fonts

Fujitsu VM800

£1674.38

8ppm

14

1MByte

Panasonic KX-P4410

£992.88

5ppm

14

0.5MByte

Epson/IBM/HP DJ2

Ricoh LP1200

£821.33

6ppm*

14

2MByte

Epson FX/HP DJ3/IBM

Emulations
1
n

n

3

C

"pages per minute *» RAM inside the printer - the more there is, the quicker the printer operates *** measured in dots per inch

J
3

COLOUR PRINTERS
HP DESKJET 500C

500,

except this

one

prints

in

FROM: SILICA SYSTEMS

colour. HP printers are all pretty

PRICE: £633.33

easy to set up, and this one is no

CONTACT: * 081 309 1111

At first sight this printer is almost
exactly the same as the Deskjet

exception. Not many ST programs
support the 500C as yet, but using
HP Chrome by Rufus Develop
ments (see the review in STF 38)

u „ . enables you to out
put 16-colour Degas
or Neochrome pic
tures perfectly and
very easily.

PRICE: £609.83

CONTACT: « 0494 471111

Now this is definitely a machine to
hanker after, the XB24-200 is a seri-

ous 24-pin business printer with
both colour and mono ribbons sup
plied as standard. The print speed
is phenomenal when you compare
it to other 24-pin machines at over
300cps in draft mode. If you want
even better quality output than the

^^^Hbs^H norma' 24-pin stan
I dard, this machine

I has a 48-pin emulaI tion mode which uses

I a special mathemati-

tridge for standard
Deskjet 500 output
for DTP or CAD work

I really does produce

be

used

with a black ink car

or plain word pro
cessing. If you want
high quality colour
prints then, without
a doubt, this is
the

v

«

FROM: STAR MICRONICS

I
f
I
I

Can

X

STAR XB24-200

cally created font.
This is imaginitively
named Super Letter
Quality mode and
excellent professional

I qualityoutput.
This is a rather

pricey machine, but

R^a it's well worth it for
the high resolution

machine

you need.

\

colour output.
pa'

•TI

RINTERS

ROUNDUP

listings. As usual, Star have
included Epson and IBM emulation

STAR ZA 200
FROM:

as standard features, so it can run

PRICE: iA9:

CONTACT:

)494 471111

with practically any ST software
from scratch.

This bottom of the Protocol range
of Star machines is classed as a

"professional" 9-pin printer and is
designed to produce huge volumes
of printout at high speed, at 420cps
to be exact. This is an out-and-out

office machine and is extremely
robust,
fast
and
reliable

absolutely perfect for continuous

PANASONIC
KXP2123
FROM: PANASONIC UK LTD
PRICE: £399.50
CONTACT: -a 0344 853551

A colour addition to the Panasonic

24-pin range of machines, the 2123

All Star Protocol printers
have colour capability as stan
dard

because

colour

is

so
O

widely used in business these
days, this feature is fast
becoming common with the
majority of dot matrix printers on
the market. Very expensive but a
great machine.

is a quiet machine which can chug
away quite happily to itself without
disturbing anyone. All the colour,
font and general setup options are

printer has above average draft
printing speeds and the usual Star

STAR LC24-200
COLOUR
FROM: STAR MICRONICS

PRICE: £410.08

electronic dip switches are oper
ated from the front control panel.
The printer is easy to set up and
use with its built-in industry stan

accessed from the front panel of
the machine, so you can print text

CONTACT: « 0494 471111

in any colour without much hassle.
Printing graphics, however, is a dif
ferent story because the

If you need a colour printer with

dard

24-pin quality, then the Star LC24-

means practically all ST software

200 is

will

machine

uses

PQ-860

or

emulations

a serious contender. The

PRICE: £304.33
CONTACT: v 0494 4711'

much

more

in colour. Intended primar
ily for business use, this
^K
printer is out of the

'&^nS&//\/ Pr'ce ran9e °f most

good, without

•i>„

tod much obvi

|fe

J51 users
can

although

be

found

it

at

lower costs from mail

order companies.

STAR LC-100
COLOUR

Star and has a reasonably low rec
ommended price, although you can

FROM: STAR MICRONICS

bothered to shop around.
Printing speeds for text are
the same as with the LC-20, 180cps
draft and 45cps NLQ. Setting up
the machine is simple because it

get it a lot cheaper if you can be

PRICE: £257.33

than the LC-100 and very versatile.

CONTACT: « 0494 471 111

This machine is the bottom of the

range 9-pin colour printer from

has a built-in Auto Emu

lation Selection feature,

built-in. The LC-200 operates
both a mono or colour printer

the printer detects if
your software is using

as standard and is capabl
of very good output for
a 9-pin. Draft output

one

of

the

standard

Epson or IBM printer
I drivers and switches to

is pretty fast and

i. /s

there is also a

the correct mode for

printing. Not as

T-

speed

draft mode of

\

manyfeatures as

^

some

6f

225cps for those
urgent
print-outs.

y

Cs- ft

iy7

Simple to set up and
use, once it is con-

m

:ia !

c - -

Print speed

Emulations

Max res

Rating

draft/La***

HP Deskjet 500C

£633.33

Inkjet

3ppm/1ppm*

6

None

300x300

85%

Panasonic KX-P2123

£399.50

24-pin

240/80**

3/7

Epson/IBM

360x360

75%

Star LC-100

£257.33

9-pin

180/45**

1/8

Epson/IBM

240x240

68%

Star LC-200

£304.33

9-pin

225/45**

1/8

Epson/IBM

240x240

75%

Star LC24-200

£410.08

24-pin

222/67*

1/10

Epson/IBM

360x360

75%

Star XB24-200

£609.83

24-pin

332/100*

1/18

Epson/IBM

360x360

81%

1/8

Epson/IBM

240x240

78%

Star ZA-200

are

impressive when produced

printer which operates well with
almost any software because it has
both Epson and IBM emula'

:: '

is

graphs, charts and presen
tations

This is another Star printer 9-pin

high

machine

I ing business graphics -

are

nected you simply select an Epson
9-pin mono or 9-pin colour printer
driver from your software, load in
your file and print. More features

FROM: STAR MICROWiCS

This

X24E

IBM
which

ous banding. All
round this is a very
capable machine.

STAR LC-200

it.

which

absolutely perfect for creat-

screens were very

£}

drive

emulations,

Epson

not really very well sup
ported in ST software.
Colour print
outs of graphics

'/i

printer

£492.33

9-pin

'pages per minute " characters per second

420/84**

•Letter Quality

of

the

other machines,
. ,

but its a very
good budget buy.

Next month

we're going to

be showing you how
to create your own

incredible graphics once you've chosen
your printer you'll
be able to get them
onto paper

U

P

G

R

A

D

E

S
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SOFTWARE

REPAIRS
Free fitting on all upgrades

Any 520 STFM upgraded
to 1Mb only
£39.95

YOU'LL WANT

DOUBLE UPGRADE l/2Mb RAM

TO GET YOUR

+ 1Mb Drive only

£87.00

XTRA RAM DELUXE FOR ST, STF, STM, STFM

To- 1Mb
To-2.5Mb

£54.99
£89.99

To- 4Mb

£137.99

If you have any problems with fitting, return to us and we will be happy to do it for free.
Return delivery for machines only .£5.00

STF

1Mb Kit
2Mb Kit

.„„..„.

£14.99
£47.99

4Mb Kit

£92.99
Includes comprehensive fining instructions, lest disk and delivery

KIDS INTO
NOTOUTOF

REPAIRS
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. FREE WRITTEN QUOTATIONS.
DISCOUNTS ON REPAIRS IF ACCOMPANIED WITH AN UPGRADE.
Ever wished your children were

T H E U P G R A D E SHOP

getting top marks instead of top scores

37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK11 6QF. TEL: 0625 503448

•••h

9am to 6pm Mon to Sat. Please ring before you bring.

jgrnuj1

from their computer games?

^^ SUPPORT LINE 6.30pm to 8.00pm Mon to Fri ra
SAME DAY SERVICE ON SATURDAYS

With our range of educational
software, that wish becomes reality.

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE WHAT YOU PAY.

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE UPGRADE SHOP.
ALL PARTS ARE THOROUGHLY TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH.

THE ADI JUNIOR RANGE

We've swopped Shoot-'em-Ups for

For 4 to 7 year olds.

Add-'em-Ups and science fantasy for

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR SPECIALS
science fact with our brilliant packs that'II

^^5<i

specialist software
have them glued to their homework.

VIDEO TITLE!?
VIDEO TITLER ST V.2

Our Fun School packs cover many

£29.95 ££4rf5

favourite topics, while the Fun School

PROFESSIONAL TITLES FOR ALL VIDEO FORMATS

SMOOTH TEXT/FONTS, FLIPS, COLOUR-CYCLES, VENETIAN, WIPES, FADES,
DISSOLVES, INTERLOCK, SCROLLS, SPEED CONTROL. SUPPORTS G.DOS &
FSMG. DOS, NEO. DEGAS, & PI I. THE MOST ADVANCED TITLER. ST REVIEW

THE ADI RANGE

Specials teach children all about

For 11 to 15 year olds.

ESSENTIAL BUY 92%.

subjects like Maths and Spelling.

Complete with GDOS fonts system

ART MASTER ST/STe

£24.95 £29.'95

For older students, our ADI range is

SUPERB NEW ART PACKAGE FOR THE ST

3D GRAPHICS ADVANCED BLOCK MANIPULATION, DISTORTION & MORE. NEO,
DEGAS, AMIGA IFF COMPATIBLE, 9 WORKSCREENS, 4096 COLOURS, RAY,
GRADIENT, 3D CONES, SPHERES, SHAPES & IT'S USER FRIENDLY

every bit as much fun but has a more

Complete with colour print driver.

academic bent, helping kids sail through

VIDEO TITLER & ART MASTER - Combined price £54r95 £49.95

PRINT MASTER ST/STe

£19.95

their GCSEs.

ULTIMATE COLOUR DRIVER FOR COLOUR & MONO PRINTERS

PRODUCE COLOUR ON A MONOCHROME PRINTER. FULL COLOUR SHADING

SUPPORTS MOST PRINTERS, TRI-COLOUR AND PROFESSIONAL COLOUR
SEPARATION, LABEL ROUTINES, SUPPORTS EPSON, CANON BUBBLEJET, STAR,
CITIZEN, 9/24 PIN, HP DESKJET, IBM, NEC ETC.

FUN SCHOOL 4

And for tiny tots with big brains, look

For 3 to 11 year olds.

out for the ADI Junior range.

SUPERB FULL COLOUR SCREEN DUMPS MADE EASY

Europress Software. Just don't let

VIDEO TITLER VERSION 3
UPGRADES AVAILABLE FROM JANUARY

them know you approve.

**FALCON SOFTWARE SOON**

UFOPRESS

ACCESS, VISA& SWITCH NOWAVAILABLE

e.

LASER DISTRIBUTION LTD, Dept STF,
PO BOX 1, CALLINGTON PL17 7YZ
TEL 0579 82426

SOFTWARE

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS

l^wyrfv

For 5 to 13 year olds.

CREATIVE

EDUCATION

Europress Software. Europa Housi , Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP.
T E L : Technical/Administration:

0625

859333.

FAX:0625

879962.

RST COMPUTER CENTRE (Leeds) Tel:0532 319444
COMPUTERS

NEW!!'

JE ATARI FALCON
>chnology for fast processing. Please ring for
more details

from £469.99
THE ATARI FALCON

THE FIRST
:OMPUTER CENTRE

from £469.99
k now comes with: Sim City, Final Fight, 9
irst Word word processor, Neochrome,

MON - SAT
9.30AM-5.30PM
AY OPENING
I I.00AM-3.00PM
SDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM;7.30PM

now only £229.9
♦

REE DELIVERY!

OWTO ORDER
r by telephone quoting your credit
lumber. If paying by cheque please
payable to the:
FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE

f correspondence please quote a
ct phone number and post code.
/ 5 working days for cheque
ince

prices include VAT and
ndard Delivery
hardware/computers are
mine UK spec.
;e Fast Standard 4 to 7 day
livery

We can also upgrade

ir convenience

erseas orders welcome

All monitors come complete

nTM HEWLETT <§£.«.,,»

WJ PACKARD ISPE
All our printers come with ink
cartridges or toner. All printers come
complete with printer drivers (where
available), paper & all cables.'.'

532 319444
FAX: 0532 319191

urns & Despatch enquires
Tel. 0532 637988

1 Meg
2 Meg
4 Meg

version
version
version

£244.99
£284.99
£339.99

THE 1040 FAMILY

)EPT. STF, UNIT 3
MLEY PARK COURT

tereo monitor. 600*285 line resolution,
een facility, one years on site maintenance

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 225 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, A4
landscape printing.

' with Lotus Turbo Esprit

Star LC24-20

ly £224.99 UK Spec

£199.99

24 pin, 222 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, 10 fonts, A4
landscape.7k buffer expandable to 39K

Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99

but restyled, rebadged & colour coded to match

Colour version with 30K buffer expandable to 62K

your Atari, inc. built in tilt & swivel stand.

Star Laserjet 4 MK3

ly£ 129.99 UK Spec.

Panasonic Printers
£ 189.99

£539.99
£569.99

ior to a standard TV set with full remote

£POA

ANGE OF ARCHIMEDES

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarant( e
£179.99
.ended

Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities

Automatic Sheet feeder....£79.99

£219.99

Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the
StarSJ48Canon/Star bubblejet cartridges
£ 17.99

NEW!! Canon BJ200

IMA IBM COMPATIBL

£347.99 !

40 Mb HD & VGA monitor

PC386-40 DX 40 Mhz only £766.09
40 Mb HD & VGA monitor

6-33 DX 33 Mhz only £1092.74
._ HD, 4 Mb RAM 8c SVGA mor:'
These are just 3 examples of our full rangi
compatibles. Please ring for more details on this i

Canon BJ330

£519.99

Wide carriage version ofthe BJ300

BJI Oex Autosheetfeeder...£49.99
HP500 mono

ic Rambo 3 game, Alex Kidd & Light •

HP 550 Colour..now £554.99

4times faster thanthe HPSOOC'.'I

SEGA GAMEGEAR PLUS inc. Sonic The

HPS00 mono cartridges....£l 4.99
Double life 500 cartridges....£24.99
All HP printers come with a 3 year warranty

hase HQ, Arkonoid, Super H
Zealand Storey, Operation ^
ey Cars, Super Cars, Skitz, S
lade, and Axels Magic Hamm

r £ I 9.99 with any Atari

JOYSTICKS

only £29.99

£8.99
£8.99
..now £12.99
£28.99
£13.50
£9.

nONITOR

COVERS

£5.9

MICRODEAL PRODUCTS
CONCERTS
PLAYBACK Si
REPLAY 8
,
REPLAY 16
STEREO MASTER

£119.9
£29.9

VIDEO MASTER VH
SAMPLER.

SUPRA MODEMS^
e Supra-Fax Modem /

132 bis (14400 baud.'.'.') (™R'
u to send & receive fax messages. This nefrom Supra has full 14400 baud capability.
Spec includes V.32bis, V.32, V.22bis, V22, V21, MNP45, V.42, V42bis, Class I & 2 commands, 9600/14400
"

ix. Inc. free comms software & modem

only £259.99///

Hedgehog & Mains Adaptor..only 124.99

The First 10 Games Pack!!

11

now £319.99

HP 500 Colour..now £41999

MEGADRIVE 16 bit...only

SPECIAL OFFERS ON ACCESSORIES
•"" 1 BOUGHT WITH A MONITOR
. SWIVEL STANDS
£11.9

Hewlett Packard Printers

CONSOLES
ER SYSTEM PLUS
only

ic Sonic the Hedgehog or Olympic G

controls. FAST TEXT

now only £269.99

Citizen Printers

Canon BJIOex

ACORN

Acorn Archimedes 3010

>ntrol 15" TV/monitor

5 page per minute, 2 years on site warranty.'.'

Commodore A600HD Epic pack NEW.'.' Swift 240 Colour....£269.99
with 20 Mb HD 4 games, D Paint 3, 24 pin, 240cps draft, 10 fonts, quiet mode, 240cps.
£459.99 NEW!! Swift 200 Colour.£217.99
Language Lab & Dictionary

•"'k Shot Flieht r„

HILIPS REMOTE

Panasonic KX-P 2123..£229.99

Citizen Swift 9 Colour

;d pack inc Grand Prix,

Ouick Shot Python I,

lage and razor sharp quality. The obviou:
ice for demanding screen intensive applications

Panasonic KX-P44IOLaser..£609.99

nodoreA600
£279.99
nodore A600 Wild Weird &

Quick Shot Maverick I.

lution mono monitor.640 * 400 resolution-

£739.99

ultra quiet 24 pin colour, 192cps draft, 64 cps LQ, 32 cps SLQ

nc 3 games & DPaint3...£294.99

Quick Shot Aviator 5....

h 14" high res screen

£49.99

ultra quiet 9 pin colour, 192 cps draft, 38 cps NLQ

COMMODORE
Commodore A500 cartoon c

....ick Triple Fire

JEW Atari SM 146

4 page laser, I years on site maintenance

Panasonic KX-P2180

COMPUTERS & CONSOLES

- Black

ly £209.99 UK Spec

£209.99

Star SJ48 Autosheet feeder

NON ATARI

- Multi Colour....

_ jereo Colour Monitor
Same tube & resolution as the CM8833 Mk II

Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible & portable

r>w only £279.99

Commodore A600 60 Mb
Commodore A600 80 Mb

The Atari 1435

Star LC24-200 mono...£219.99

Star SJ48 Bubble jet

MT?T^P?T7TiM? I' " BvffPgTiTTtTJiT

I a t i o n a l packages. Inc. ST Word,
it 2, Music Maker 2, First Basic, Mi.
istress language tutor, Reading
iowledge tutor, Mouse & manuals

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE
without notice. E&OE.

ereo colour monitor

Star LC200 colour..£ 195.99

Professional quality with On-site maintenance, very quiet.

CURRICULUM PA

FF CECIL STREET
ANNINGLEY ROAD
rices are subject to change

ILIPSCM8833mk2

Star XB24-200 colour....£379.99

WITH MEGADRIVE!!

IRRESPONDENCE TO:

it hasafullUKspec.Youmightbebuying whatyouthink
isa similar monitorat a lowerprice but it islikely to be
a"GREY" import&does notcomply withBritish safety
standards or coveredbyanofficial warranty

24 pin quality, 210 cps draft, 60 cps LQ, I6K buffer
expandible to 48K, 10 fonts and LCD front display.

A

IUST £15.00 TO INCLUDE STREETS O

LEASE ADDRESS ALL

WARNING: Beforeyou purchasea monitor make sure

£ 132.99

3 pageamin speed,360dpi,smallfootprint 8c80pagesheetfeeoV" '

VLES&Technical

with a free Atari lead.

180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, quiet mode and multi
fonts, push button operation.

•im-% »J ^Tf7T* «* f* A'l'J

y £2.50
aranteed Next Day Delivery
y £4.90
en seven days a week for

MONITORS

Canon
Panasonic lEgjBlgl

ATARI DISCOVERY PACK Star LC20

EN 7 DAYS A WEEK

HORISED DEALERS FOR STAR,
ZEN, COMMODORE, ACORN,
MO, ATARI, SUPRA & PRIMA

PRINTERS

FIRST XMAS PACK

Supra Fax Plus (Upto96ooBPs,

With the FIRSTEXTRAS Pack you can make sure you
have every thing you need when buying an Atari. All
the essentials required for the first time buyer and at
a bargain price!!

With the ability to send faxes! and even faster than the
standard 2400 from Supra with auto dial and auto receive.
9600 bps Hayes compatible. V22, V42 Bis, MNP 5 and auto

Comprises:
•Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick
• Mouse Mat

•Dust Cover

• 10 high quality Blank Disks
• Plus 3 extra games.'.'

only £29.99

adjusting facility to maximise transmission speeds. Spec
Includes free modem cable and comms software.'.'

now only £139.99

Supra 2400
_ with this incredible value fast modem wit...

i dial & auto receive. 2400 baud Hayes compatible.
Includes modem cable and comms software)

only £79.99
upraModemscome witha 5 yearwarranty.'.'

raigtfaxsoftware....only £34.99

THE COMPLETE
COLOUR SOLUTION

SCANNERS' ACCESSORIES
THE POWER SCANNER

BYROMBO
As official dealers for Rombo, we are now able to

offer this excellent package at a great price. The
Complete Colour Solution comes with RGB
Splitter,VidiST,Vidi Chrome and Power supply

This scanner comes with the latestversion 2 sofware.

With bright & sharp grey scale performance &
flexible scanned image display manipulation options.
Options include Clean up, embolden, resi '

now only £119.99

The Zy-Fi StereoSystem

only £94.99

stereo amplifier. It will plug into an Atari STE,
Commodore Amiga or Acorn Archimedes. The
speakers are optimised with reflex ported
cabinets. Complete with its own power supply the
Zy-Fi system can also be powered by batteries

NAKSHA SCANNER

only £38.99

ghly rated Touch Up software enab
er and manipulate high resolutior
ds I Mb of RAM and runs in mono only

Highqualitydigitizing. IncVidi chrome colourising
software

only £79.99

only £119.99

RGB SPLITTER

MICE&TRACKERBALLS

Enablesyou to Colour Digitizein asecond. Replaces
red green blue filter set Can be used with all
Rombo products

NAKSHA MOl

GENIUS Happy mouse

PROGATE
HARD DRIVES

...£39.99

MUSIC/SOUNC 1
..£29.99
...£24.99

CARTRIDGE

...£49.99

The ultimate cartridge for the Arari ST.
Essential tool for programmers and game
playersalike,givesyou the Ability to rip into
any Atari program on the market

only £19.99
New concept in mice. Held in a similar wa

As authorised dealers for PROTAR

we can offer these high performance
drives at truly realistic prices

OPTICAL MOUSE

GOLDEN IMAGE

disk accessing time by 50% Standard
warranty I year, The DC range
comes with 2 years

Progate 20
.40ms
only £215.99
Progate 40DO... 19ms
only £289.99
Progate 85DC... 19ms
only £429.99
Progate 120DC. 16ms
only £479.99
Progate 240DC. 15ms
only £919.99
Progate 440DC. 15ms
only £1389.99
Progate 500DC. 15ms
only £1589.99

RAM CHIPS

PROGRAMMING

Devpac 3 ST
£POA
GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5....£39.99
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5
£24.99

FORGET ME CLOCK 2

This is a real time clock that plugs into the

cartridge port. Includes a through port
and software for setting time and date. AH
Frontier products carry a full 2 year
guarantee

only £17.99

DISK DRIVES
ec 3.
External Driv
I meg external drive, high quality low nuiJC u,...
Inc PSU

only £52.99

Quantum 120Mb

£POA
£POA

Neodesk 3 Desktop

Internal Drives.£49.99/
Monitor Switcher Box (switches
between mono & colour monitors, such

as SM144 &8833 MK2)
only £ 17.99
Mouse/joystickswitcher (put joystick
and mouse into one port)..only £ 13.99
Video Scart Switch
only £ 19.99
2 way Parallel port sharer box with
cable
only £ 17.99
Joystick and mouse double extension

CALLIGRAPHERDTP

£4.99
£3.99

a grammar checker.

25 CAPACITY DISK BOX

£2.99

40 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£4.99

£139.99
£|-

ROM SHARERS
Upagade your Atari to TOS 2.06 with this
easy to install add-on. Gives you the capability
to switch between your old TOS and 2.06

inc TOS 2.06 ROM

ONTIER
RAM EXPANSIONS
where the quality counts

Vortex ATonce 386SX

4 Mb unpopulated
£37.99
4 Mb populated to 512k
£52.99
4Mb populated to2Mb
£94.99
4 Mb populated to 4 Mb....£ 149.99
Frontier offer a seven day money back
as new condition. All Frontier

products come

\rst STE RAM exP-

only £224.99

IK

11 i.yy

Fitting service available and
full repair service on all

lb

£55.99

b

£111.99

First STE RAM products comes wi
full 2 year guarrantee

Calligrapher Pro
Calligrapher Gold

only £74.99
only £ 105.99

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£6.99

Protext 4.3

90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX

£8.99

Fast, flexible and reliable, this is the best

£16.99

sub £100 WYSIWYG word processor for
the ST. Wide range of printer drivers,
columns and box mode and spell check as
you type. With mail merge, Help, English
dictionary and lightning fast operation,

150 CAP STACKABLE POSSO
ATARI 520 DUST COVER

PRINTERCOVERS

only £64.99

STFM Deluxe SIMMS modules

Atari Product/.'

WORD PROCESSING & DTP

leads

£3.99

from£4.99

14" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

£6.99

12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

£5.99

ST TO SCART CABLES

£9.99

Protext is the one!

only £39.99

STD 1.8 METRE PRINTER STAND..£4.99
MODEM & NULL MODEM CABLES..£9.99

PAGESTREAM

2WAYParallelportsharer..

VERSION 2.2
A powerful DTP package. This is the very
latest

for the older STFM must be the best available on the

l6Mhz AT SPEED

£24.99

Flexi Dump Plus
£31.99
Spectrum 5 I 2
£9.99
Touch Up scanner software..£27.99

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

Atari. Expandable to 4 Mb by the use of I*8/9 SIMMS
modules, the 512k expansion is ideal for the user
who may need more RAM later on.

only £149.99

Deluxe Paint ST inc mouse

32k static RAM

Ad Speed ST
1 Speed STE

I
in

£9.49

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS

access Includes

Selectablee 8/1 6 MHz ROM

EMULATORS

8Mhz AT SPEED

£34.99

Multi Print

The Deluxe range of RAM expansions by Frontier

only £299.99
PC Speed 8Mhz PC/XT
only £95.99

UTILITIES

DIAMOND BACK 2

Probably the best word publisher on the
market for the ST. Includes many features
notfound in more expensive DTP packages.
The Gold version also comes with powerful
text manipulation, formula editor and even

ICDACCELERATORS [

£POA

£9.99
£ 16.99

ST Straight Fax..£34.99

only £39.99
Atari Original

Golden Image Trackball £37.9'

£29.99

only £34.99

Power Supplies

Zydec Trackball..£29.99

STOS 3D

STOS Interpretor
STOS Compiler

The ultimate backup utility for the Atari
by HiSoft. Essential for users of hard drives.
Recently reviewed in ST Format (August)
and awarded GOLD status (92%)

Atari ST

only £29.99

BARE HARD DRIVES

...£66.99
..£119.99

1 MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards as used in the Atari
STE and Frontier Deluxe expansion modules

ty 3 button mouse with ful

cache as standard that can reduce

...£47.99
.£109.99

.£119.99
..£29.99

only £22.99 (perMb)

mouse with Deluxe pai

These drives are autobooting, high
spec, fast access and VERY QUIET.
The DC range come with a 64k disk

Quartet Sequencer

...£39.99

GOLDEN IMAGE Br

only £24.99

.

..£59.99
..£69.99

SBA Cash

only £23.99

inc mouse mat. Same quality as the Naksha n

Seagate 50Mb

...£59.99

THE POWER RIPPER

only £

only £54.99

Ilowp
...£37.9V_

'ersionofthisfamous400DPIscanner •"•

VIDI-ST

Quantum 42Mb

BUSINESS

I his is a ,. _

All our 3.S" disks are GUARANTEED FOR A LIFETIME and are

CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREEdouble sided, double density disks arehigh
quality magnetic media and areextensively used byduplicating houses

TDK/SONY

QTY

I BRANDED

10

£4.99

£5.99

30

£14.29

£17.99

100....£39.99

£54.99

200....£72.99

£99.99

500......£ 169.99

£ 189.99

version

which

includes

10

compugraphic fonts, spell checker,
comprehensivetext manipulation and effects
and much more.

only £139.99 UK Spec
TIMEWORKS 2
PUBLISHER
ST this new version boasts over 40 new

I 000..£339.99

£POA

significant features.

now only £82.99
First word Plus v3.2

only £29.99

Thats Write V.2

£109.99

TDK Branded disks come

Write On word publisher

£44.99

complete with labels
Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99
Disk Labels.. 1000....now only £9.99

Protext Version 5.53 W/P

£109.99

DTP

MASTERCLASS

DOWN AT THE
You

know

how far you
can go with
the things
you've
already
learned about

DTP, but
there's a

I n previous articles we have

make a film version of this copy.
This is done by placing the copy
under a process camera using stan

concentrated mainly on desk
top publishing fundamentals.
You might be quite content to pro
duce your final work on desktop
printers or photocopiers, and for

3. The film is placed against a presensitised plate, usually chemically

many tasks these machines are

coated aluminium, and then sub-

more than adequate. In fact, if you
read the article on advertising
sheets in issue 42 - turn to page 66
to order your copy if you missed it
- you can see that a reasonable

income can be earned using just an
ST, laser printer and access to a
photocopier.
If you intend to tackle more
exacting work such as business
stationery, or projects that require
the application of more than one
colour, then it is useful to under

dard photographic principles.

printing - that
technical side

of things that
involves

chemicals 'n'
machines.

Paul Hughes
unveils the

mystery

Let's assume the colour that

second colour. This entails allow

ing the ink to dry and passing the
job through once more. However,
before making our plate, the part of
the image to be printed in red has
been temporarily masked-out on
the film leaving only the black part
of the image showing through.
This masking procedure is reversed

To reproduce
photos as seen in

STF entails using
a four colour
process

to print the red. It also follows it is
necessary to produce a different

with getting your work into print.

jected to a powerful light which
exposes the plate through the

What print process do I

image on the film.

need?

4. The plate is then washed leaving
behind only the image.
5. The plate is then affixed around
a cylinder on the printing press. By
using a roller system, water and
then ink is applied to the plate. This

You may well have heard such
words as lithography, flexography,
gravure, screen-printing, letter
press and hot-foil. These are all
important print techniques used for
particular jobs. For our purposes
we shall concentrate on lithogra
phy, or offset litho as it is more
commonly known. Most of the high
street print shops and small to
medium print businesses employ
one or more offset litho printing
press. The working principle is:
1. You supply your local printer
with the artwork to be printed. This
can either be on paper, bromide or
film, (usually a negative).
2. If you supply paper or a bro
mide, then the printer needs to

but you should have a rough idea
of what happens in a single colour
Offset Litho press.
has just been printed was black
and we now need to print red as a

plate for each colour. You will now
see why it starts to get expensive
when you want to print in more

stand some of the basics involved

mysterious
aspect of

Two or more colours

There is a bit more to it than that

is

the clever bit. Water and

than

one colour.

There

is

more

work involved at the film stage
(masking-out), the job has to be
run twice or more (depending on
how many colours used) and more
than one plate has to be produced.
We have described a single
colour printing press, many print
businesses employ a two, three or
even a four colour press. It does
not necessarily follow that a com
pany which specialises in colour
work can produce your job any
cheaper. In fact, it would probably
be more expensive because these
are very expensive machines to
buy and to run, and have very large
operating overheads

ink

don't mix and the image area on
the plate, because of its chemical
composition, repels the water but
accepts the ink. The rest of the
unexposed part of the plate repels
ink but accepts water. This sounds
crazy, but it works.
6. The plate cylinder is in contact
with a rubber covered cylinder (the
blanket cylinder) and transfers, or
offsets, the image to this blanket
which, in turn, offsets the image
onto the paper.

Full colour

To reproduce colour photographs
as

seen

Text

vIcm

in

ST FORMAT entails

PRINTING WITH TWO COLOURS
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MATERNITY WEAR

MATERNITY WEAR
I I Here you can see the image and text

1that require separating - part of it has

I

I

x

The next step then is to remove the text

—I leaving behind the cartoon image -

to be in red and part of it in black as you can

although this might look as if it's rather unfin

This leaves you with just the text and

crop marks. These can now be grouped
together and copied back to the first page, in a

see from the picture. Your first step is to cre

ished, upon closer examination you can see

lower position. You now effectively have an A4

ate crop marks as we showed you in STF 39 -

that this is because the text forms such an

sheet with two pieces of artwork. When a film

turn to page 66 to order your copy if you

integral part of the design. The next step, as

has been made, either by your bureau or print-

missed it, then save this page and make a

you might have predicted, is to go to the next
page and remove the cartoon image.

shop, these two separate images can be over

complete copy to a new page.

laid and should match up perfectly.

MASTERCLASS

DTP!

PRINT SHOP
using a four-colour process, utilis
ing a mixture of primary and com
plementary colours. Four process
colours are used; black, yellow,
magenta (red), and cyan (blue).
The original colour photo
graph, or more usually a trans
parency, is placed in a scanning
device which interprets the various
intensities of the four process
colours evident in the photograph.
An imagesetter then produces a
separated film (either negative or
positive), of each process colour
that you've used. A plate is made
for each separation and when run
on the press builds the image into
a full-colour reproduction.
This all sounds very simple
and straightforward, but it's not! A
good bureau, or more commonly a
repro house, is worth its weight in
gold. Very expensive equipment is
used in colour separation which
normally makes any short-run jobs
prohibitively expensive.
Are there cheaper

things as key-fobs, pens, pencils,
book-matches,
mugs,
coasters,
diaries and other promotional
materials. It also lends itself well to

producing high quality letterheads,
compliment slips, envelopes, busi
ness cards and the like.

On supply of your artwork a
chemically etched block costing
around £10 is produced, this is
then placed behind a roll of
coloured foil. There are many block
makers around who provide a mail
order service. The business card, or

whatever, is then placed on a a flat
metal plate called a platen, which is
then followed by the operator
pulling a lever.
On more expensive machines
this process happens automati
cally. The foil is then pressed onto

handy bit of income. There are
many
established
businesses
around the country who specialise
in hot-foil supplies.
As an original piece of art
work, a good laser print can quite
often give excellent results with

the business card via the block,

the foil method. This has the rather

which has been heated, leaving an
impression of the image. A good
basic machine can be acquired for
a few hundred pounds and, if you
market your services successfully it
can be used to provide a very

pleasant effect of saving on bro
mide or film costs. Always check
with the block maker in respect to

layout of artwork. Crop marks are
not normally required. Now you're
ready to get going. Good luck! stf

CHOOSING THE RIGHT PACKAGE
If you're going to get seri
ous about all this desktop
publishing lark, you need
to make sure you have a
decent package to support
you in the first place. The
most popular package for
professional use on an ST
has to be Calamus, but it's
not the only choice...

range of commercially available
fonts. This package has brilliant
graphics handling capabilities,
too, featuring a wide range of
import and export drivers.

nan

STF Rating: 96%

^

M

CALAMUS SL
MACHINE: 1 MBYTE AND HIGH

HOE

RES MONITOR, 4MBYTES
RECOMMENDED

I Calamus looks complicated but

alternatives?

PRICE: £587.50

ifs a brilliant DTP program if you're

Yes, there are. Colour laser copiers

FROM: HALCO

serious about going professional.

have been around for some time

CONTACT: w 0734 441525

now and are ideal for short-run

jobs where reproduction of colour
photography is not too critical. A
good example would be the owner
of a holiday home who wishes to

PaqeStream 2 Revie

Calamus also has a system Colour

I PageStream 2 - ST FORMATS

leaving an empty box, for sticking
in the colour photograph, and then
placed in the colour copier so it
can be reproduced. The results are
surprisingly good. Many estate
agents are finding this process par
ticularly useful.
One

useful

bonus

is

that

when placed on the machine, por
tions of your text can be high
lighted (with a special light-pen)
and printed in different colours.
Most of the quickprint shops found
in the High Street can supply you
with colour laser copies at around
£1.50 per A4 sheet. Don't confuse
colour laser copiers with colour
photocopiers, the end results are
far superior on the laser version.

This form of printing is definitely
a

favourite DTP package. It's just
amazingly excellent, OK?

PAGESTREAM 2
FOR: ALL STs, BUT 4MBYTES
RAM RECOMMENDED
PRICE: £169

FROM: SOFTLOGIK/SILICA

for

CONTACT: tr 081 309 1111

Complex and detailed. Calamus

endless

screen

re-draws.

is ideal for professional use.

PageStream 2 is STF's favourite
DTP package if for no better rea
son than it can handle a variety
of four colour separation sys
tems including CMYK (Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow and BlacK) and

STF Rating: 89%

iimeworks Publisher 2

Pantone. This gives your docu
ments a really professional look
when you take them to the print
shop for processing. You can dis
play four different colours ii
medium

resolution

and

two

mention

in

this

article

because many printers have begun
their careers by using this method.
Hot-foiling is usually the
method used to print on such

vector

or

outline

fonts

since

PageStream 2 can handle Post
Script, the page description lan
guage. This makes it accessible
to DTP bureaux, typesetters and
printers and gives you a large

MACHINE: ALL STs,
> 1 MBYTE RAM

„ -

• Timeworks is a good program and
its price and easy to use interface
makes it an excellent intro to ST

desktop publishing.

|

RECOMMENDED
PRICE: £99.99

FROM: ELECTRIC
DISTRIBUTION

m, 3 CONTACT:
•a 0480 496666

If a simple DTP package is what
you're looking for, Timeworks
Publisher 2 is definitely the
package to go for - although it's
not in the same professional
league as Calamus and PageStream 2, there's a place for it in
the middle ground. It lacks
colour separation and text rota
tion facilities and you need to
have plenty of memory for the
typefaces since it doesn't use
vector fonts. Positively, how
ever, it does have many of the
standard text and graphics han
dling capabilities - it can import
pics in a variety of formats and
there's

in

high res. It also has an advan
tage over Calamus regarding

Hot foil
worth

Raster

tions and grey-scale processing,
but it isn't PostScript compatible
- a bit of a problem if you want
to send your stuff to the print
ers. It also has virtual memory so
you can dedicate a section of
your ST's hard drive to RAM this should mean that you should
never run out of memory. Cala
mus also has a font caching
facility so you don't have to wait

leaflets, featuring the premises, to
is typeset

and

Generation Modules - enabling
you to cope with colour separa

send out a several hundred colour

prospective tenants.
Firstly, the text

Separation

TIMEWORKS
PUBLISHER 2

also

a

text

runaround

option. You can also create style
sheets and import text from vir
tually any file format. When you
want to print, you can even print
with PostScript printer types - in
rough too, if you like, so you can
see a draft copy first. Ideal for
the beginner to DTP.

STF Rating: 88%

AMAZING PRICES FOR
GAME

PRICE

2-Hot 2-Handle (Comp)

20.95

3D Construction Kit 2

33.95

3D Pool

Edd the Duck

7.95

4 Wheel Drive (Comp)

17.95
17.95

Leeds United Champions
Legend
Lemmings (Original)
Lemmings 2
lemmings Double Pack
Lemmings Levels
(add-on version)
Lemmings Levels
(standalone)

17.95

Leonardo

6.96

Elf
Elvira - Arcade Game

17.95
17.95

Elvira II

23.95

ErnlYn_HugiffisJn
[fifc-Soccer-7rr^.JL9 5

20.95

Action Masters (Comp)

20.95 ^EpicTTT
-Epic
„

Addams Family

17.95 ^Sspaf»-JFr«£tames-,927r^r^2u.95

ADI English (11-12)
ADI English (12-13)

17.95
17.95

ADI English (13-14)
ADI French (13-14)

17.95 Exile
17.95 F-15 Strike Eagle II
17.95. -f°t6-eombathPUot
17.95- •F-tSSteaittrKgnter
17.95 F-29 Retaliator
17.95 Falcon

Euro Football Champ
European Championships 1992

20j

17.95
20.95
17.95
17.95
20.95

Robin Hood

17.95

RobocopI
RobocopII
RobocopIII

6.96
15.96
17.95

13.95

Rugby- The World Cup

Roadblasters

6.96

Rotox

7.95

17.95

Run the Gauntlet

17.95

6.96

Sabre Team (1Mb)
Savage

6.96

17.95
7.95

17.95 Scrabble
19.95
23.95 Lethal Weapon
12.95 Secret of Monkey Island (1Mb). 17.95
.^^^735) Life & Death
17.95
20.95 Lineker Collection
13.95 Sensible Soccer 92/93
17.95 Seymour Goes to Hollywood
6.96
17.95 Liverpool Football
6.96 Shadow of the Beast n
17.95
11.95 Lombard RAC Rally
ADI Maths (13-14)
Lotus
Esprit
Turbo
Challenge...7.95
Shadow
Sorceror
19.95
Falcon
Counterstrike
Advanced Destroyer Sim
7.95
6.96
Advanced Fruit Machine
5.95
Data Disk
7.95 Lotus HI - The Ultimate Challenge 17.95 Shadow Warriors
20.95
17.95 Shadowlands
7.95 Lotus Turbo Challenge n
Advantage Tennis
17.95 Falcon - Firelight Data Disk
17.95
23.95 Luxaof.theJTemptress(.lMb)
20.95 Shadoworlds(lMb)
After Burner
6.96 Fantastic Worlds (Comp)
6.96
ZZT^ZSM^ Sherman M4
6.96N -Ml Tank Platoon
Agony
17.95 Fantasy World Dizzy
19^5 Shoe People
17.95
Air Sea Supremacy (Comp)
20.95 Fast Food
5.95 TMagfc-MaTrrs-(4'8-)
7.95
17.95 Shoot'em up Construction Kit
17.95 Magic Pockets
•Air Supporter.
..' .20.95 Final Blow
20.95 Shopping Basket
.„„„
13.95
6.96 Magic Storybook
Alcatraz
17.95 Final Command
ZZZZ. 20.9TK
17.95, Shuttle
17.95 Magic Worlds
Alvin's Puzzles
13.95 Fire and Ice
6^D Silent Service II (lMb)-^7r^rr20n35
17.95 Magicland Dizzy
Amberstar(lMb)
20.95 Fire Force
20.95" SilkwornTg^IL-T
6.96 Magnetic Scrolls Collection
-7-J35
Ancient Games
6.96 First Letters (under 5's)
7.95 Sim City/Populous
20.95>
Another World
17.95 Fists of Fury (Comp) (Not STE)15.85 Manchester United
aaay
17.9£ Sim safli)
m.flB Manchester United Europe
Answer Back Junior Quiz (6-11).15.99 Flight of the Intruder
17.95 Slightly Magic
6.96
Answer Back Senior Quiz (12-AD)15.99 •gignTSimulatoTZ
^23.95. Match of the Day
10.95 Smash TV
17.95
AquaticGames
17.95'-Elimbeis-ettestr
.TZ7.95 Maths Dragons
Soccer
Stars
(comp)
17.95
Maths
Mania
(8-12)
19.95
8.95
Archer Maclean's Pool
17.95 Flood
20.95 Sooty & Sweep
6.96
17.95 Maupiti Island
Armour Geddon
17.95 Football Crazy (Comp)
17.95
20.95 Space Crusade
23.95 Max (Comp)
Award Winners (Comp)
17.95 Formula 1 Grand Prix
17.95 Space Gun
17.95
10.95 Mcdonald Land
Ball Game
6.96 Fraction Goblins
17.95 Special Forces
23.95
6.96 Mega Sports
Barbarian II (Budget)
6.96 Fun School 2 (6-8)
20.95
6.96 Mega-Lo-Mania/First Samurai...20.95 Sporting Gold
Barbarian II (Psygnosis)
17.95 Fun School 2 (over 8)
Sports
Best
17.95
Mercs
17.95
Fun
School
2
(under
6)
6.96
Bat 2
23.95
13.95
18.95 Sports Collection
17.95 Micro English (8-GCSE)
Batman - Caped Crusader
6.96 Fun School 3 (5-7)
13.95
17.95 Micro French (Beginners- GCSE) 18.95 Spot
Batman - The Movie
6.96 Fun School 4 (5-7)
6.96
18.95 ST Dragon
17.95 Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
Battle Chess
8.95 Fun School 4 (7-11)
20.95
23.95 Steel Empire (1Mb)
17.95 Microprose Golf
Battle Toads
17.95 Fun School 4 (under 5's)
6.96
6.96 Steg the Slug
10.95 Midnight Resistance
Battlehawks 1942
10.95 Future Wars
20.95
10.95 Storm Master
17.95 Midwinter
Beach Volley
6.96 G-Loc

ADI French (14-15)
ADI Maths (11-12)
ADI Maths (12-13)

Beastbusters

17.95

Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-adult)
Bitmap Brothers - volume 1
Bitmap Brothers - volume 2

19.95
19.95
17.95
17.95

Blue Max
Bonanza Brothers
Brain Blaster
Brides of Dracula
Bubble Bobble

11.95
15.96
6.96
17.95
6.96

Bunny Bricks

17.95

Cabal

Cadaver - The Payoff

11.95
20.95

Gauntlet n
Gauntlet III

17.95

German Master

15.99j Monty Python

Ghostbusters 2
Gobliiins
Gobliiins2
Godfather
Gods
Golden Axe

6.96
17.95
20.95
20.95
17.95
7.95

Golden Eagle
17.95
Graham Soilness Soccer Manager ...6.96
Graham Taylor's Soccer (1Mb) 17.95
Great Napoleonic Battles
20.95
Guy Spy
20.95

6.96

Caesar

6.96 •Midwinter-II

17.95
6.96
17.95'
12.95
23.95
17.95 Heimdall
17.95
Carrier Command
7.95 Heroquest
20.95
Cartoon Collection
17.95 Heroquest - Twin Pack
Castles
20.95 Hitchikers Guide to the Galaxy ...7.95
17.95
Cave Maze
10.95 Hook (1Mb)
6.96
Celtic Legends
20.95 Hoversprint
17.95
Champions (Comp)
13.95 Hudson Hawk
20.95
Championship Manager (1Mb).17.95 Humans
7.95
Chaos Engine
17.95 Hunt for Red October

Captain Dynamo
Captain Planet
Captive
Carl Lewis Challenge

Ian Botham's Cricket

Chart Attack - vol 1 (Comp) ....20.95
Chase HQI

Chies-Ctoitengu
•Chuck Yeager_2
-GrsctrHelit

6.96 IK+ (Not STE)
17.05. Imperium
....8.95 Sndiana Jones &
Fate Atl. (ACT)
15 96

Civilisation '(lMb)'!!!!!!!!!!"!"""..23.95

Indiana Jones &

Continental Circus
Cool Croc Twins
Cool World
Count Duckula
Creatures
Cruise for a Corpse

Indiana Jones &

CJ in Space

Crystal Kingdom Dizzy
Cyberconlll
D-Generation(lMb)

L Crusade (ACT)

6.96

7.95
17.95
17.95
6.96
17.95
19.95

L Crusade (ADV)
IndyHeat

Olympic Challenge (Not STE) .6.96
Deluxe Paint
Demon Blue
Deuteros

Snooker
John Barnes Euro.

Dream Team

17.95

DnUer
Dune

6.96
20.95

Kult
KwikSnax

Football (1Mb)
Junior Typist (5-10)
Jupiter's Masterdrive

17.95

Narc

6.96

Narco Police

6.96

New Zealand Story
Nigel ManselTs World
Championship
Nightbreed - action game
Ninja Collection

6.96

No Second Prize
North & South

17.95
6.96

23.95
6.96
6.96
17.95

Pacific Islands

20.95

Pang
Parasol Stars
Picture Fractions

Pinball Dreams

21.95
7.95
19.95
6.96

Strider2
Strike Fleet
Striker

7.95
17.95
17.95

Striker Manager
Super All Stars
Super Monaco G.P
Super Off Road
Super Sega (Comp)
Super Space Invaders
Supercars
Supercarsn

7.95
17.95
7.95
7.95
20.95
17.95
6.96
7.95

Superfighters (Comp)
Suspicious Cargo

17.95
17.95

Switchblade 1
Swiv

6.96

Panza Kick Boxing

20.95

Strategy Masters
Street Fighter
Street Fighter 2
Strider

20.95
6.96
13.95

Omar Sharifs Bridge
Operation Thunderbolt
Operation Wolf
Outrun Europa

13.95

STOS The Creator

7.95

6.96
7.95

Team Suzuki

6.96

Tennis Cup 2
The Manager

17.95
10.95

17.95

23.95- Thunderhawk

.T^TTS^ •qSdy-tfre-BattBO

17.95
20.95

"""2o.95

8.j£5- Tip Off

Total Recall

6.96

12.95
17.95

6.96
6.96
4.49

6.96
17.95

20.95

14.99
14.95
6.96

6.96

Powermonger
20.95
Powermonger Data Disk (WW1) ..11.95
Predator 1 (Not STE)
6.96
Premier Manager
17.95
Primary Maths Course (3-12) ..18.95

Trivial Pursuit
Turricann

17.95

6.96
6.96

U.M.S. II (1Mb)

20.95

Ultima 6
Untouchables

20.95
6.96

11.95
20.95
6.96

Prince of Persia
Pro Tennis Tour 1

6.96
6.96

Projectyle

8.95

Push-Over

17.95

Utopia-New Worlds Data Disk
Utopia - Twin Pack
Venus The Flytrap

Putty

17.95

Video Kid

17.95

Puzznic

17.95

Virtual Reality 1 (Comp)
Virtual Reality 2 (Comp)

20.95
17.95

Viz
Volfied
Vroom
Vroom - Data Disk

7.95
17.95
17.95
12.95

Warriors of Releyne
Ween - The Prophecy

20.95
20.95

Quest and Glory (Comp)
20.95
Quest for Adventure (Comp)...23.95
R-Typel
6.96
R-Typell
15.96
RaceDrivin'

R.B.I. Baseball 2

20.95
18.95

13.95

Ragnorak
Railroad Tycoon (1Mb)

26.95
23.95

Kid Gloves II

17.95

Rainbow Collection

13.95

Which? Where? What?
Wild Wheels

13.95
17.95

Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1Mb)

20.95
23.95

Rainbow Islands

6.96

Winter Supersports '92

17.95

Wizkid

17.95

Wonderland

20.95

Dungeon Master/Chaos Strikes

Last Ninja II
Last Ninja III

Back

Leander

6.96

6.96
6.96

Rampart
Raving Mad

17.95
17.95

Realms

20.95

World Class Leaderboard

10.95
6.96
6.96

World Class Rugby
World Cup Soccer

6.96 Reasoning with Trolls
17.95 Renegade
17.95 Rick Dangerous 1

PRICE

10
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
80
100
120
150
200
250
300
400
500
1000
2000

£5.30
£10.35
£12.65
£14.75
£16.90
£18.95
£21.10
£22.95
£36.35
£41.70
£49.40
£60.95
£78.75
£97.30
£116.30
£154.50
£184.65
£364.30
£728.50

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY

BOXES
(with keys & dividers)
10
40
50
80
80
100
120
140
150

Slimpack
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity Banx
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity

0.94
4.95
5.60
6.30
14.95
6.80
8.75
9.95
10.95

150 Deluxe stackable

21.95

JOYSTICKS
Python 1 (QS130F)
Maverick 1 (QS128F)
125+

9.25
13.75
9.00

The Bug

13.50

Star Probe

13.50

SpeedkingA/F
Navigator A/F
Topstar (SV127)
Supercharger (SV123)
Sting Ray A/F
MegastarA/F(SV133)

Touring Car Racer
Toyota Celica
Treasure Island Dizzy

6.96

17.95

QUANTITY

17.95
17.95

Powerdrift

Double Sided

Double Density

Competion Pro 5000 - black..13.75

'Populous 11(1meg)^^rrrrr2Tr95 Toki
20.95 Top Banana
Power Pack (Comp)

pT

4feS5-^

Kick Off II (1/2 Meg)

Kick Off + Extra Time

20.95

Myth

20.95
6.96
12.95

Postman Pat 3

6.96

Joe & Mac - Caveman Ninja....l7.95

Devpac ST V2.25
31.95
Dizzy Collection
17.95
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures..17.95
Doodlebug
17.95
Double Dragon I
7.95
Double Dragon II
7.95
Double Dragon m
17.95
Dragon Ninja
6.96
Dreadnoughts
25.99

'.

^

23.95

STOS Compiler

17.95 PopuiomTTfti72 meg)

Jimmy White's Whirlwind

40.95
6.96
20.95

Moonstone
Moonwalker
Motorhead

STOS 3D

.Z&95
^rr^T95

Plan 9 from Outer Space
6.96 PJatfettm-fetrriTpT.....
8.95< Topulous

13.95 Ishar - Legend of the Fortress.20.95
6.96
17.95 Ivanhoe
17.95
14.95 Jaguar XJ220 (1Mb)
James Pond
Jim Power

Mig 29M Super Fulcrum

20.95

International Ice Hockey
6.96
international Rugby Challenge .17.95
International Sports Challenge..20.95

Daley Thompson's

_23.95

3^2

7.95

17.95
7.95

11.00
13.75
21.50
9.00
12.50
22.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Zydec disk drive

49.90

Mouse
Mouse mat
Mouse house
Head cleaner

14.75
2.95
2.95
3.75

Dust cover
Dust cover
Dust cover
Dust cover

(Atari)
(monitor)
(LC10)
(LC24)

3.65
6.99
7.65
6.99

Trackball
28.75
Philips CM8833 II monitor with
Lotus Turbo Challenge II, Dust
Cover, Scart Cable, 1 year on
site warranty, free next day
delivery
£224.95

All Prices include UKpostage and VAT and axe effective until Ja,__

Overseas orders - Postage charged at cost. New titles will be sent as they are released and are subject to manufacturers price i

Credit Card orders:(10.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not ananswer phone)
Fax Orders: 071-608-0688
New Extended Opening ForChristmas - From November 7th -

O #1 •

^L——^

608 •

Showroom open 10am - 8pm Weekdays 10am - 4pm Saturdays
Cheques/Postal Orders to

DataGem Ltd, Dept STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London, Nl 6HB

Showroom open Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm Exit 2, Old Street Tube
E & OE

ah orderstaken subject to ourstandardterms &conditions

'"'^i"'"—- ^ u
0O24
w-^r
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But what does it all
mean?
BEGINNERS - if you haven't
had your ST for very long,
you might need this sort of help.
j<r-s COMMS is getting more pop-

•^ ular with the opening ofthe
STF BBS, so come & join in the fun.

w^% DISKS are a vital storage
"••' medium so you need to look
after them carefully. Find out how.
mm GAMES-the best place to
"™ go is Gamebusters, but we
chuck in the odd question here just
to confuse matters.

O

GRAPHICS answers are indi

cated by this pencil, whether
it's about software or technique.

<

BILLY ALLAN

CLIVE PARKER

MAC MARSDEN

• Whatever you do, don't ask

• Clive takes the bus to STF's

• Mac is so tall that the only way

Billy about the Stockton to Dar

offices. We hope he's soon going

he can drive his Mini is by sit

lington railway. He knows noth

to realise that there isn't any

ting in the back with his head

ing about it whatsoever.

more room in the lift.

poking out of the sunroof.

r~> HARD DRIVES-are you
<">= having probs with your hard
drive? You needn't - look here.

jg* PRINTERS - having hassles
•** getting decent hardcopy? We

THIS MONTH
Assembly pointers
GFA Basic
Music and MIDI
STOS corner

page
page
page
page

can help you out here.
58
63
61
64

gte PROGRAMMING-whatever
*" ST language you're having
difficulties with, we can help you
out-assembly, BASIC, STOS...

is* SOUND AND MIDI prob-5** lems are attacked for the last

time this month by Tim Tucker TIM TUCKER

TONY WAGSTAFF

• Megastar Tim travels ostenta

• Tony was, despite other popu

tiously into work by chopper
every day - the dayglo wonder
bike everyone had in the '70s.

lar beliefs, Britain's first astro
naut - his school chums lashed

but there's another expert lined up
so keep those questions coming in.
• We look at the insides of
machines this month.

him to a rocket on Bonfire Night.

jjP ST PROBLEMS covers those
^^ niggly little questions we
can't find a home for elsewhere.

WE BUST THESE GAMES!
Stuck on any of these?
Addams Family
page 68
Carl Lewis Challenge
page 68

Crystal Mines 2

page 68

Cybernetix
Cyberr
page 69
Fire and Ice
page 68
Hero Quest
page 69
James Pond 2
page 69
Jimmy White's Whirlwind
Snooker
page 69

Kick Off 2

page 69

Knights of the Sky page 68
Lure of the Temptress
page 69
Steg the Slug
page 69
Voodoo

James Pond 2 inspires hun
dreds of fishy jokes, but none of
posed to complete the game. We

tion to Voodoo Nightmare we
take a trip into the invitingly
named Eagle Temple. If you're

the top of a double decker bus so he

suitable interval has passed and

do, so get in plaice, click your

still stuck, well, there's another

can pretend he's the driver. Poor

you can cheat Cybernetix, OK?

eels and flip your fins. Yes.

part to the solution next month.

boy, he just never grew up.

ately, so we gave you a cnance

them tells you how you're sup

to try and play the game. Now a

ROB MEAD

Rob loves to sit in the front seat at

KJ TURN TO PAGE 68 FOR GAMEBUSTERS

!

M

HELP

ST

ANSWERS

ST ANSWERS
Once more Clive Parker and his team dive into the large tatty
cardboard box laughingly labelled technical query file" and
come up with some interesting answers. Send your ST problems
and queries to ST Answers, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath BA1 2BW stating the type of problem on the envelope
What's best?

ments are. Crack Art is an excellent

I have a 520 STE which I
wish to use for art and

design work, what is
the best art package
available for the ST? I will also be

getting the Atari SCI435 colour
monitor soon; can you tell me if

Shareware program available from
most PD libraries (see the PD library
index on page 107) which has more
functions than many commercial pro
grams available.

» • folfiic

0©

There is no TV tuner available

specifically for the SCI435 monitor,

thing else to the monitor?

but any television tuner with RGB
(red, green and blue) output should
work without a problem because the

James Armek, Lanarkshire

Atari SC1435 monitor has an RCB

stf: Probably the best commercial ST
art package you can get is Deluxe

input. Alternatively you could try the
Philips CM8833 Mk2 monitor which
has both composite video and RCB
inputs, so it is possible to connect

• As you can see from the back of this rather attractive-looking Philips

video recorders, camcorders and any
thing else with a composite video out

SC1435 even though the internal guts of the Atari monitor are identical to the

put to the Philips.

Philips offering. The choice is yours and yours alone.

Atari have brought out a TV tuner
and whether I can connect any

Paint from Electronic Arts (£39.95
v 0753 549442). That said, different

packages offer different capabilities it depends what your exact require

CM8833 Mk2 monitor, it has many more inputs and options than the Atari

rmd.'iHUk
Tony Wagstaff helps sort out your
assembly programming queries

Changing Paths
How do I redirect hyphen the input and output of
the child process when calling Pexec?
Adrian Bhagat, Peterborough

stf: To use the file selector, you need to use the VDI. A

After the call, path contains the selected file path, and

lot of people find the VDI intimidating, or too much

name contains the file selected.

bother. If, however, you're luckyenough to own HiSoft's
Devpac v2 or 3, you should have an example file called
GEMTEST.S which makes it dead simple. Simply
remove the listing between v_opnvwk and v_clsvwk
and insert your own routine. Study the gem macro file
which it uses. To find the current directory, call Dget drv and Dgetpath:

stf: There are two methods, depending on the child

process. Ifit reads itsenvironment string, simply include
"path=C:\,C:\BIN"

in your environment string

when you make the Pexec call. If you were to try this
with Devpac for instance, it would look for Mon in

move.l #path,a3

addq.l #2,sp
add.w #'A',dO
move.b dO,(a3) +

move.b #':',(a3) +
sub.w #'A'-l,dO

move. w dO, - (sp)
1

for B:

^0 for A:, J

and so on

also like to know why the palette changes when
switching from low to medium res.
M E Barnard, Worthing

stf: You can use the Intelligent Keyboard, or IKBD, to

trap #1

Failing this, you can reset the default drive with Dset -

move.w #drive,-(sp)

picture, pointing out objects in the picture. Can you
give me some basic information to start me off? I'd

move.w #$19,-(sp)

drive C:, then in the bin folder in drive C.
drv and Dsetpath:

Moiuse Tricks

I want to move a mouse cursor over a low res Degas

see what the mouse is up to. Theadvantage of this over
using the AES is that mouse packets, information on
what the mouse is doing, are returned only when the
mouse is moved. In the meantime, your own program

can be getting on with other things. The disadvantage
is that you must draw the mouse pointer yourself:

move.l #name,-(sp)

move.w #$47,-(sp)

mousevec equ 16

move.w #$0E,-(sp)

trap #1

ikbdws equ 25

trap #1

addq.l #8,sp

kbdvec equ 34

addq .1 #4, sp
move.l #path,-(sp)

move.l #name,a4

loop move.b (a4)+,(a3)+

move.w #kbdvec-(sp)

trap #14

move.w #$3B,-(sp)

bne loop

trap #1

subq.w #l,a3

lea my_handler,al

addq.l #6,sp

move.b #"\",(a3) +

move.1 dO,aO

data

move.b #"*",(a3)+

move.1 dO,save_old_base

path dc.b "C:\BIN"

addq.l #2,a7

move.b #".",{a3)+

move. 1 mousevec (aO), save_old_vec

move.b #"*",(a3)+

move.l al,mousevec(aO)

move.b #0,name

pea ikbdstring

File Selector

fsel_input #path,#name

move.w #0,-(sp)

How do I use Dgetpath and the file selector to find
the current directory, reset the default path, and

bss

*this is the length ofJ

ikbdstring-1
move.w ttikbdws, -(sp)

even

then load a file?

path ds.b 128

trap #14

Jon Walker, Bradford

name ds.b

addq.l #8,sp

128

ST

Serial printers and the ST

P R Haylock of Pinhoe
and

Eric

Nolan

of

Chichester are among
several people who
have written concerning their
problems running a serial printer
with their machines. Unfortunately
the ST has never worked properly
with serial printers because it uses
the Yamaha sound chip to drive
the serial port instead of a dedi
cated serial chip. This has never
caused any trouble with other ser
ial devices such as modems, but

serial printers have always had
problems with output. Sorry, but
the only remedy is to get yourself a
parallel printer.

On the Canvas
I use the
1

ST

FORMAT

version of Canvas from
Cover

Disk

30

own format and Timeworks loads in

been rectified with the new ver

.IMC clip-art without problems.
Any ideas?

sion, the SM146, and that I have to

Paul Westerman, East Sussex

live with it. Is there anything I can
do after paying for something that
doesn't work properly?

stf: There was a problem with the ver

David Seager, Lines

sion of Canvas which came with STF

30, which was why we gave it away

again on Cover Disk 34. The original
version saved Degas, Neochrome
and .IMG files with the wrong header
information which made them incom

patible with other art packages. The
version on STF 34 has the Degas and
Neochrome problems fixed, unfortu
nately the .IMG bug has not been
fixed and it is unlikely that it will be.
Try using That's Snap which was sup
plied on the Write On disk with ST
FORMAT 33, this utility can make
.IMG screen grabs from within other
programs. If you do not have any of
these issues, then turn to page 66 to

and

from it in Write On and Timeworks

Duff monitor?

documents. However, when I save

After buying an SM144
for its reputed ultra
sharp display I was dis
appointed to discover
that the image blurs towards the
edges of the screen, a fact not

Canvas saves and reloads files in its

contractor.

Our

technical

L

P

marked "12" which is a 30-way con
nector. There are also two positions
marked "13" for the expansion bus
connections, while the one on the
left is next to a 30-way connector

the right hand "13" is nowhere
near any connection at all.
Could you please reprint the

editor

bought one of the first SM144s to
come into the UK and had a similar

problem. He returnedit to the supplier
who then adjusted the focus free of
charge and returned it in perfect
working order after a few days. Your
supplier should be able to make the
same adjustments to your monitor, if
they can't help then contact Atari cus
tomer services on » 0735 533344.

ST FORMAT Warning: Never attempt
to make any adjustments to the inside
of a monitor or TV yourself because
there are very high voltages present

order them.

intend to use images

a Canvas picture as an .IMC file it
does not load into either program.
The file shows the correct length of
32K, but no image is displayed.
Similarly, when I save Canvas
images as Neochrome or Degas files
they load into Timeworks but they
are incomplete and corrupted.

stf: Theproblem arises from machines
that were imported without the focus
being calibrated correctly at the fac
tory, the monitors were not actually
manufactured by Atari but built by a

E

ANSWERS

even when the monitor is turned off.

Falcon motherboard picture with
the memory card and expansion
bus connectors marked, along with
details of the expansion bus if you
have them.

The Mega ST expansion bus
used a 64-way connector, the 30way connector for the Falcon030
expansion bus suggests that no
provision has been made to access
the MC68030 interrupts from an
expansion board.
A W Nicholson, Nottingham

stf: Oops, sorry. There was a slight
drifting of one of the "13"s in the
photographs published, and a num
ber 12 completely absent. There are
supposed to be two label 13s, but the
right hand one should be positioned

over the 50-way connectorjust above
the number 9.

Confusing connections

The Falcon030 memory
boards shown on page

There should also have been a

been told by Atari that this is a

tions, this conflicts with the con

number 12 marking the 50-way con
nector next to the TOS chip. This is
because both the Falcon expansion
bus and the memory boards have 30
and 50-way connectors giving a total

fault with the monitor which has

nection shown on page 107 and

of 80

mentioned in the monitor roundup

108 of ST FORMAT 41

in issue 37 of ST FORMAT. I have

have

50-way

connec

connections

to

the mother-

*rest of the program goes here

Switching Screens

rently the logical screen, then swap the logical and

exit move. 1 save_old_base, aO

I am trying to use a spare screen to load and display
a series of pictures without them scrolling downscreen as they load, but it only works for the first
picture. I've also discovered that giving the spare
screen a byte boundary causes the picture to be dis
played incorrectly.

physical screens.

move.1 save_old_yec,dO

move.l dO,mousevec(aO)

move.w #0,-(sp)
trap #1
my_handler move.b #3,d0
lea packet,al

save_it move.b

Ian Bailey, Poole

(a0)+,(al)+

Which language?
I am an 11 year old, and I have just got the hang of
ST Basic. Which language would you consider the
next easiest to learn - C, Pascal, or assembly?
James Farley, Clwyd

subq.b #l,d0

stf: STs have two screens, the logical and the physical.

bne save_it

First off, your ST ignores the low byte of both screen
addresses, which means you must create a buffer 255
the
bytes larger than you need, and then and

stf: Difficult to say; what is easy for one person may not
suit someone else. Think about what sort of programs
you want to writerather than what is easiest. If you're

address+255

into the internals of the ST, and want to access the

rts

data

ikbdstring dc.b $8
bss

packet ds.b 3
save_old_vec ds . 1

1

save_old_base ds.l 1

This moves a mouse packet into the address of packet.
The first byte is $F8, no buttons pressed, $F9 left but
ton, $fa right, and $fb both. The second byte is
the relative horizontal movement. For instance, $FF,

or -1, indicates the mouse moved one pixel to the left.
The next byte is the relative vertical movement, $02
would be two pixels downwards.
Your program needs to check now and then that
the first byte of packet is not zero. If so, it would

with $FFFFFF00

the buffer, find the screen's address with physbase,

and then call vsync followed by a call to setscreen:
move.l #-l,-(sp)
move .1 #phys, - (sp)
move.l #log,-(sp)
move.w #5,-(sp)

redraw the pointer, and reset this byte to zero. If you're

trap #1

feeling adventurous, you could do this with a vertical
blank routine. If you detect a button press, check a cou

lea 12(sp),sp

ple more times in case both were pressed, since yourfin
gers are unlikely to work that fast

The palette doesn't actually change following a
resolution switch. Medium resolution only actually uses
the first four registers which is the reason why the
olours change.

to obtain the correct

bufferaddress. This should solve yoursecond problem.
The next thing to remember is that any draw com
mands whatsoever are written to the logical screen
memory while what you see on your monitor is repre
sented in the physical screen memory. So, to prevent
scrolling, you need to load yourpicture into the logical
screen, and then switch screens, toad your picture into

with phys set to your buffer'saddress, and log set to
the screen address. This displays your firstpicture. Now
load the second picture into the old screen address, and
call vsync and then setscreen with phys sef to the

old screen, and log to the buffer. Each time you load a
file, you need to load it into the address that is cur

chips such as the MFP and IKBD, then assembly is most
suitable. For general applications, a higher-level lan
guage, such as C or Pascal would be better. Both C and

Pascal can teach you how to shape your programs,
these languages evolved partly because assembly pro
grammers discovered patterns in the way they solved
computing problems. Learning one of these means you
won't have to discover the patterns for yourself. They
are also easier to transfer between different computers,
and are likely to be around longer than 68K assembly.
It may be that you need a more powerful version of
BASIC, which, in turn, is easier to use. Thismight be the
best option if you want to learn more about using
OEM's windows and menus. Look at GFA Basic, yours
with Cover Disk 35, or HiSoft Basic (v 0525 718181)
which has a full OEM library. Sozobon C is available in

the PD, although it can be little difficult if you are used
to CEM. The ST Club (v 0602 410241) can supply you
with this as well as Modpas, a Pascal compiler. GFA
Assembler is on the same disk as GFA Basic if you
want to try your hand at assembly. Whynot take a trip
to your library to see if they have any tutorials - you'll
find the world of programming at your feet.

!
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WeS&rue
Atari Workstation

/Expansion System

Special Offer

Hard Disks

Floppy Drives

1 /2M Simm

Protar Progate

Exclusive Scoop

Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables
or mouse are included.

Special price

£27.50

New Citizens

Swift 240
24pin Colour*
£245
£265

Swift 200
24pin Colour*
Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224
replacement.) Phone for a data sheet

"optional colour. Price with cable & paper

200 Mono
200C Colour

£195
£219

Printer Packs
All printers are supplied with a printer pack
consisting of printer paper and a connection
cable.
_
,
i

Free of charge

A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer)

All Citizen printers have
2 year warranty

Citizen 1 20D +
with cable

Ci nn

& paper

12.90
82.00
164.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe
2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

44.00
112.00
194.00

Deskjet 500
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser
quality at dot matrix price.
3 year warranty.
p«oc

With cable & paper

LoZO

Deskjet Colour
300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost.
3 year warranty.
«...

Withcable & paper

20DC 20M Hard Disk
40DC 40Mb Hard Disk
85DC 854Mb Hard Disk
105DC 105M Hard Disk

£215
£315
Phone
£475

with cable Mono £155

New

Thp

Deskjet 550C
300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality, with colour
and black cartridges resident.

£269

1 040STE 2M ram

£339

1040STE4M ram

£419

1M external floppy. High quality build.
The most reliable drive you can buy.

84 tracks.

STF rating 90%
While stocks last

3 year warranty.
With cable & paper

p COQ
L O £. <3

Only with an ST

Canon BJ-10e/ex

£5

Deskjet 500 Colour

£10

Citizen Swift

£5

Printer Dust Covers
most types in stock

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

Hi Res. 1 2" Mono monitor & cable

£119
14" Colour Monitor p-i qq

with cable

L I oo

Philips CM8833 mk2
£21 9 with cable

Colour Mon

-i-game

£215 without cable

No game reduce above by £5.00

Philips CM8833 mk2
Dot pitch 0.42mm.

£165

Medium Res.

£169

Hyper Paint

£199

9.90

FirST Basic - HISoft
Atari Basic Source book & Tut.
TimeWorks Pub. 2
NeoDesk 3

9.90

Protext V4.3

134

KXP1124i 24pin

215

KXP2180 9pin Colour....
KXP2123 24pin Colour...
Epson LX400 9pin
Epson LQ100 24pin

189
229
119
189

Epson LQ570 24pin

265

Olivetti JP350 inkjet

329

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Happy Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga £14.90
Naksha Mouse
for Atari ST&Amiga p O 1 en
*-*- ' -OVJ

Squik Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga £13.90

4.00

All items subject to availability

Spin colour with cable & paper

New

49.00

Borodinogame

Star LC 100

KXP1170 9pin

9.95
4.00
69.00
28.70

Organiser - Trangle

printer available. With cable & paper

£159

£29

119

LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2420 Mono 24pin
LC24100 Mono 24pin ....
LC24200 Colour 24pin ..

175
185
175
249

Prices include VAT cable & paper

True Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga

£15. 90

Naksha Scanner
200 to 400dpi. 105mm width
with new touch up software

Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead
Atari ST Dust Cover

6.99
10.95
4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

START PACK Software:
IstWord, NEOchrome, Ani ST,
+ 4 GAMES: Missle Command,

Crystal Castles, Battlezone
& Super Breakout.

Add £ 1 0

to above for

DISCOVERY XTRA Software:
+ 4 GAMES: Sim City, 9 Lives, Final
Fight, Robot Monsters

SONY
DISKETTES
SONY branded
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
7.50
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
32.30
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
59.93
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
141.00
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
540.50

2.95

10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

5.95
21.86
39.60
94.88
379.53

40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock....

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53

Phone for our 60 page catalogue. All prices include 17.5% VAT
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.
Please phone for express clearance of cheques.
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.
Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 +VAT)
ST/Format Dept.

UUeScrue
Larger items delivered

£109

Above ST's are supplied with

{lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

Accessories

Star

£219
£229
£299
£379

SONY / DYSAN bulk

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead
5.88

LC20 Mono 9pin

512k ram
1M ram
2M ram
4M ram

DISKETTES

Power pack software
20 ST games

from £219
520STE
520STE
520STE
520STE

1 ST Basic, NEOchrome, ST Tour,

without cable

with cable

Atari STE's
with START PACK software

Special Offers

Probably the best 24pin mono

Panasonic/Epson

£47.00

14" Stereo Colour Monitor.

....

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

£169

Internal 1M Drive

£19

Rebadged as AKF1 7

Canon BJ-10ex

£52.90

Atari SM124

UK. 240V

Printer Drivers

Zydec 1M
1 M external drive for ST's

TenStar Games pack

Special Offer

Star SJ-48

Panasonic
KXP1123

1040STE 1M ram

Atari SC1435

Colour £179

with house & mat

Cumana CAS354

£69

Atari STE's

14 I t)

from £4.70

L I U»

Citizen Swift 9
&paper

£12.90
0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

FAMILY CURRICULM PACK

Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E
replacement). Phone for a data sheet
"optional colour. Price with cable & paper

240 Mono
240C Colour

Series II Hard Disks

by Securicor

40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants
P016 9UW

Tel: 0705 647000

\

0705 647000 New Telephone Number 0705 647000

5.49
7.50
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mm MUSIC AND MIDI
Tim Tucker gets on down and answers
your musical queries

MIDI file from N

you're saving th
not as a standard Notator file.

Telly welly
I have a 520 STE, and recently I have just bought an

Can't find the drums

ITT 24 inch NICAM stereo TV. I know a SCART cable

Better sound

will give me a better picture. But can it give me
stereo sound output as well?

Is it possible to link normal hi-fi speakers to my ST.

M Winn

Aftab Khan, Birmingham

stf: It is certainly possible for you to get stereo sound
output from your STE to your NICAM stereo TV. You
need a SCART lead with two phono leads attached
which plug into the audio outputs on your STE. You
can get this from the same place you bought the TV, or
any serious hi-fi shops. Theresult is a good picture and

stf: If you have an STE then you're OK. Youcan't link it
directly to the speakers, you have to go through an
amplifierlike the one you use on your hi-fi. just buy a
pair of phono leads which you can get from Tandy's or
similar hi-fi equipment store. Plug the leads into the
phono outputs of the STE and plug the other ends of
the leads into the Aux, CD or Tape inputs on the back
of your hi-fi amp. Simple.

stereo sound to boot.

If so, how?

1 own a Casio HT-3000 MIDI keyboard, but I can't
find out how to get the drums going. I've tried all
of its 13 MIDI channels, but still no luck.
James Applin, Andover

stf: You can't actually trigger the drum sounds from the

keyboard on this synth, but you can get the drum
accompaniment section to play along with your
sequencer. What you're probably doing wrong is this;
when you set up the HT-3000's MIDI channel, you're
defining the channel on which the melody is played.
The synth plays three other parts offset from the MIDI
channel that you set for the melody, and these are four

note chord, monophonic bass and rhythm, say if you
File exchange blues
Is there a way to transfer a MIDI file from my 1040

Compatibility concern

STE to my school's Apple Mac? I use Notator and the

My Atari 520 STFM has packed in and now I want to

school has Music Prose and EZ Vision. I've tried using
Apple File Exchange with a PC formatted disk, but
the Mac won't read the translated MIDI file even

buy a 1040 STE. Is it compatible with my MIDIStudio
juniorfrom Ladbroke and the other music and synth
editor librarian programs I have?

when set to open a standard MIDI file.

Paul Rodger, Dunfermline

set it to MIDI channel 1 then the chords are on channel

P Tyler, Weston-Super-Mare

2, the bass on channel 3 and the drums on channel 4.

No MIDI
Can I connect a Casio SA 20 100 sound tonebank to

my Atari 520 STFM? If so, what lead do I need?
Tony Burton, Northants

stf: The MIDIStudio junior runs fine on the STE.As for

stf: This should certainly be working, but we've some
times found problems when the disk has been formatted

on another computer. Try formatting the disk on the
Mac (when it says the disk is unreadable you get the
option) at 720K MS-DOS format, and then save the

your other programs, you should be alright, but it's
hard to tell unless you try them. If you can, try them on
an STE with them before you buy. Whether they'recom
patible or not, you're better off going for an STE as a
replacement anyway, or how about a Falcon? If you're

stf: No, I'm afraid you can't connect this to your ST
because it has no MIDI sockets. Theonly way that your
ST can talk to instruments is using MIDI. Cet yourself a
MIDI keyboard and you can use all those fantastic
music programs available for your ST.

more likely to understand exactly
what it is you want.

Dodgy drive
I have a 520 STFM and

am having trouble with
the

internal

have

to

drive.

insert

I

and

remove a disk several times before

it is read, and sometimes there is a

rather exotic crunching noise when
a disk is inserted. When stuff does

load, the drive is fine, but some of

my friend's disks do not work and I
have

been

information

unable to

in

save

Sensible

team

Soccer.

Should I get an external drive? How
much would a drive repair cost?
Mike Black, London SW7

I The main board of the Falcon030 again, with the connections for the

stf: There are no TV/monitors that can

expansion bus and memory boards marked correctly this time. It's such a

support high resolution although all
colour TV/monitors support low and

demanding schedule on STF that some errors are bound to creep in... and so
on... The two points marked "1" are the expansion bus connections and the
two points marked "2" are the memory board connections, in this picture the
memory board is installed.

board, if you look carefully at thepic
ture of the memory boards on page
108 of issue 41 you can see that the
two connectors are positioned diago

Amazing monitor
Is there any such thing

medium res. A TV/monitor costs about

£250 and most high street stores

should be able to supply one with
teletext, although this may push the

as a TV/monitor which

lows and similar shops, and ensure

access all the features of the 68030
processor.

Ian Lilley, Berks

that they know you want a TV/ moni
tor with RGB inputs and not compos
ite video, since it can be confusing for
shop assistants more used to dealing
wit washing machines. Talk to some
one in the computer area, they are

expansion bus should be ample to

supply their own internal drive for
£39.95 or get an official Atari replace
ment drive for £45. Call Power on
* 0234 843388 for details.

price up. Try Dixons, Currys, Rumbe-

supports low, medium
and high resolutions
and provides teletext? If so, where
can I get one and how much do
they cost?

nally opposite each other.
The 80-way connection for the

stf: If you want to play games then an
external drive is not much use to you,
you really need to replace your inter
nal floppy before any lasting damage
is caused to your (or your friend's)
software. It would probably cost you
as much to get a drive repaired as it
does to replace it. Power Computing

Colour me bad

^^
I have a Star LC-24-200
\V^!.\ colour printer, and the
—jSraisI on'y problem is that
none of my software
supports it. I use Canvas and Degas

•
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Every issue, GamesMaster magazine will
deliver a whole month's worth of
concentrated GamesMaster excitement.

GES

We'll have the first and finest reviews of the

{6f HOT NEW

big games, the most enormous competitions,

Vheleasesj

thrilling challenges and tips from The
GamesMaster himself.

t!

It's our aim to cover everything that moves
(fobocop a
:,Commander

on the games scene each month. First.

\V ^|
' J^^B^H

I The very special first issue comes with three

I

SSriM«n»•ll••»•«'",
Championship

I rather splendid gifts:

-33

" JJM

I

A 100-page tips bookwith codes, cheats

I and tactics for over 250 games.
EjccIus«HS

obsess

I

AGIANT double-sided calendar-poster.

I

3 sets of smart GamesMaster stickers.

MCooEoPCENO.NE.
FIRST ISSUE IS OIM SALE
EwsoNNE. E^tvMX1 _| THURSDAY 3"D DECEMBER

1EGA DRIVE, SUPER IMES, AMIGA, NEO GEO, PC ENGINE

MEGA CD, GAME BOY, GAME GEAR AND LYNX!

cnn-iwt.

ANSWERS

Elite, both of which only have 9-pin

GFA BASIC

colour drivers available. Also, the

Mac Marsden faces the bar

rage of CFA Basic questions
that arrived this month

Col$ holds the palette and res informa

The bends

Can I remove the key click from my
programs since the noise drives me
around the bend?

tion, it is best to ose the bload, bsave

and bmove functions in conjunction
with the function inline, see the Tips

INLINE

I

Load

I

Save

I Dump

IJ

Degas pictures into it?
Press <L> for load and you are pre

stf: Yes, Ray, it is possible to remove the
key click from within your programs.
Typing in the following line at the
beginning of your listing removes the
offending noise

sented with a

On track

Is there any way of checking that the
printer is on-line and ready to print

file selector box from

where you can select the picture file you
wish to include, and that's it. Now you
need a routine to place your picture

from within CM v3.5?

onto the screen, and at the same time

L Shelly, Kent

setting the palette. The routine below is
one way of doing this.

ANDJ

stf: To check if your printer is ready to
receive data, use the following small
routine in your programs:

INLINE TIP%,32066
COUNT=0

1. How do I read the RCB values of

@check_printer
COL$=COL$+CHR$ (PEEK(TIP%+COUNT)

! CALL PROCEDURE

colours in CFA Basic?

2. How can I save a screen picture in
Degas file format?
Robert Glover, Scarborough

END

! END PROGRAM

Mastersound 2, Talespin O

PROCEDURE check_printer

! GET THE PALETTE

R!=BIOS(8,0)

LOOP UNTIL COUNT>34

IF R!=FALSE

VOID XBIOS(6,L:VARPTR(col$)+2)

PRINT AT(l,22);"Printer J

not singularly - in other words, it tells
you which colour register is being used
at a particular point in the program.

on line or repair"

! PLACE 32K PICTUREJ
BLOCK ON SCREEN

The following small program should

The other menu commands are

PRINT AT(1,23);J
"Printer now on line"

REMOVE THIS LINE WHEN YOU
USE

register No 1

IT FOR REAL

IN YOUR PROGRAM.

! Informs fill whichJ

x,y with radius of 50
X=POINT(320,100)
! Get the colour at J

point 320,100
PRINT X

Tip of the month
Is there any way to tidy up programs
which use a lot of pictures that are
cluttering up the disk's root directory
and, if there is, is there any way to
include pictures within program code
so that they load with the program?

! Print colour registerJ

in use at this point.

stf: Yesand yes again. The method used
is to

2. To load a Degas picture, use the
following routine:

utilise the command inline,

which is mentioned only briefly in the
GFA manual and is a very powerful
command when you know how to use it.

OPEN "i",#l,"A:\DEGAS.PI?"

! Open File, with your J
own extension.

col$=INPUT$(34,#l)

It enables you to have pictures or code
attached to your program that is then
saved and loaded with your program
file.

! Load colour palette.
screen$=INPUT$(32000,#1)

SPUT screen$
! Place picture on screen.

VOID XBIOS(6,L:VARPTR(col$)+2)
I

inline is used in the following way:

Load in main 32K J

picture block.

Set colour Palette.

To save a Degas picture file you have
to reverse the process. The following
listing shows how:

Dump - sends a hexadecimal dump of
the picture file to the printer.
Save

colour register to use

! Draw filled circle at J

Clear - removes a file from the INLINE

J

DEFFILL 1

PCIRCLE 320,100,50

INLINE addr%,length

Where "addrV is a 4-byte integer
variable, (not an array variable) and
"length" is an integer constant which is
less than 32,700. So how do you use it?
Well, first you need a name for the
"addr%" - say "TIP%" which acts as
the address. There is no need to give this

- saves the inline statement to

disk.

You may have as many inline state
ments held in your program as memory
allows. In the above example we have
only looked at Degas picture files, but
any format may be included in this way
as long as you know where and how
long the palette information is within
the code. Even a straight 32K picture
block may be saved.
BSAVE

"picture.pic",xbios(3),J

32000

The above command saves the current

screen to disk without any colour infor
mation. Using inline it is held in your
program. But with this method you
need to set up the colours with the set-

! Open file with your -J

matically. Now we need the add length

Degas Elite file is 32,066 bytes in
length. So we can type in

! Save main 32K picture-

Now press <Return>. At this point noth
ing happens, how is the Degas picture

Cover Disk 41?

4. Why are the samples distorted
when I load them into Hyperbase?
5. Would it be an advantage to get
a hard drive because I wish to cre

ate samples greater than 720K?
6. If I sampled the voices of news
readers or TV presenters and made

a song, would I be breaking copy
right laws?
Regan Atkinson, Southampton

1. There is no reason why you cannot
use Soundmaster samples in Tale
spin if you follow the instructions in
the Talespin manual correctly. We
will be printing full instructions on
loading samples into Talespin in ST
Answers next month.

2. Sequencer One uses sound sam

sometimes works. Most PD libraries

SETCOLOR 1,3,4,5

stock sound sample utilities, call the

SETCOLOR 2,7,6,5

ST

SETCOLOR 3,1,2,3

explain what you need.
3. Most cartridges work with specific

changing the file extension to IFF, this

Use this to put picture files on-screen
BMOVE TIP%,XBIOS(2),32000

Club

on

a-

0602 410241

and

software and do not work with other

programs. However, the version of
Soundlab on the Cover Disk was a

The XBIOS calls mean:

demo and had some of its functions

XBIOS (2)

disabled.

- Returns the base address of

the physical screen memory currently in
INLINE TIP%,32066

2. Can I load my samples into
SequencerOne?
3. Why doesn't my cartridge work
with the Soundlab program on

SETCOLOR 0,5,5,5

use.

XBIOS(3)
PRINT #l,acreen$

lems.

1. Why can't I load samples into
Talespin when it was advertised as a
sampler to add sounds to my

you could set the following parameters:

variable a value since this is done auto

own extension.

PRINT #l,col$

am having a few prob

ples in .IFF format, so you need to find
a program that converts them. Try

color command. In medium resolution

of the file we are about to include - a
OPEN "o",#l,"A:\DEGAS.PI?"

Mfr'i'nM)''

adventures?

LOOP UNTIL R!=TRUE

I Sets up colour J

(vrM~j)) from Sr F0RMAT but '

! SET PALETTE

BMOVE TIP%+34,XBIOS(2),32000

off line - Please setJ

SETCOLOR 1,3,4,5

bought Mastersound 2

ADD COUNT,1

DO

stf: 1. You can read the RCB colours but

demonstrate the point.

stf: Flexidump can load Degas or
Neochrome picture files, simply save
them in this format from your art
packages. Flexidump does support
24-pin colour printers although you
may have to configure the program
with the aid of your printer manual.
Flexidump Plus is obtainable from
First Computer Centre «r 0532
319444 for £31.99.

RGB values

!

<Alternate> <Help> screen dump
routine is also configured for 9-pin
mono printers. Would I be able to
print my colour pictures if I bought
Flexidump Plus, I know that it sup
ports 24-pin printers but I am not
sure if I can load my Canvas and
V Mitchell, Glos

bit below for more info.

Ray Ives, Durham

SPOKE &H484,PEEK(&H484)

le loaded into memory? Move the curor back onto the line containing the
inline
command and press the
<Help> key, this gives you the following
small menu at the top of the screen:

- Returns the address of the

logical screen memory when writing to
the screen.

4. Samples can be either "signed" or
"unsigned," this means that a bit at
the start of the sample is either set to
zero or one. If a sample player tries to
play a signed sample as unsigned, all

ELP!
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STOS CORNER
Billy Allan creeps out to give you his

80

carefully considered answers

NUM(T),NUM(T2)

Smudged sprites
When I scroll the entire screen while displaying a

100 for T=0 to 9

90

if

NUM(T)>NUM(T2)

next T2

then

swap

STIE query
Can you tell me how the STE hardware scrolling

: swap NAM$(T),NAM$(T2)

: next T

extensions work?

Stephen Johnson, Blaina

110 locate 20,T : print NAM$(T),NUM(T)
120 next T

moving sprite, all I get is a smudge mark across the
screen. What am I doing wrong?

stf: Hardware scrolling does not enable you to scroll
bits of the screen like the scroll

Phillip Wellington, Gloucester
A borderline case

stf: Once again, STOS sprites are at fault. When a
sprite is drawn on the screen, STOS automatically
erases its old image by copying the bit of screen from
back which was underneath the sprite onto the top of
it again. But if you have scrolled the screen first, the bit
of background does not match up with the screen so
you get a "trail"left behind. Thereare several ways to
solve this problem. First of all, don't use STOS sprites!
Use the screen$

method described in STF 41 - and

see page 66 if you missed that. Also, instead of actually
scrolling the screen, you could just redraw the whole
screen every time which eliminates the need to restore

the sprite backgrounds. Alternatively, you could store
the map as a very large "picture," if you have enough
memory, and just copy the required piece to screen.

Well sorted

I am trying to sort arrays using the sort command,

but I want information linked with the array to be
sorted in the same order. For instance a high-score
table with two arrays - one for the scores and one

1. Is it possible to remove the bor
ders from within STOS?

thescreen's address in memory is moved eight bytes up

2. How do you make the text large

in memory, so the right of the screen may appear on

and colourful as seen in demos?

the left of yourpicture.
Also, when you change the screen size remember

3. Where can I get ST05 3D?

that STOS still thinks yourscreen is 320 pixels wide. If

Alan Craig, VUishaw

you are copying a 64x64 block with screen copy it

copies the 64 pixels of line one then it adds 160 bytes

stf: 1. STOS does nof enable you to
access to the sort of interrupts and timing which are
needed to remove the borders. The basic principleis to
change to and from different screen frequencies at the
correct points in the screen to "fool" the video shifter
into drawing the borders. The bottom border is the easi
est and most common border to remove. Basically you
just wait until the last scanline on the screen, change
hertz, wait a bit, then change back again. The top bor

to the source and destination addresses and starts

copying line two. But since the screen is now around

320 bytes wide, the new line is not to be copied to the
correct place.

Top Tips
Here's tip from STF reader Martin Cubitt. While

der is much the same, but the right, and particularly
the left borders are much more complicated and take a

using the Maestro command SAMTHRU, you can
read in the input from the cartridge by entering

lot of processing time since you have to "open" each
line of the screen individually. You have to write the
routines in assembly, though, as the following example

"A=peek($FB000D".

shows just how bad STOS is at border removal.

This tip comes from David Finch of the Network
Coding Croup. Further to the question from Sam
Trent (STF40), you can check if the disk in the drive
is write-protected typing "a=leek($9F8)". If A is1 then the disk is write-protected.

for the names.

Duncan "Ogg" Fawkes, Coldstream

10

wait

vbl

:

poke $FF820A,0

stf: The only way we can to do this in STOS is to write
a sort routine ourselves. This routine will sort a highscore like the one you describe using a very basic sort
algorithm.

poke $FF820A,2

for

T=0

to

242

next

T

:

:

if peek($FFFC02)<>57 then

goto 10

2. There are various methods of making scrolling texts

And finally one from us. If you want to save out
.MBK files from a memory bank reserved as WORK
then you need to add an 18-byte header to the file.

or "scrollers". The most common is to hold various

images of your font and flick between them giving the
impression of smooth scrolling while enabling you to
actually scroll in steps of 16 pixels. There is an example
of a scrolleron this month's Cover Disk, so load it up

10 dim NUM(9),NAM$(9)
15

clw

20

for T=0

to 9

30 NUM(T)=md(1000)

or screen copy

commands. When you hardware scroll the screen, you
scroll the whole screen, not just a part of it. For
instance, if you scroll the screen 16 pixels to the right,

This routine adds the header to bank number "X.

10 T$="Lionpoubnk" : TAD=varptr (T$)
20 copy TAD,TAD+10 to start(X)

50 locate 0,T : print NAM$(T),NUM(T)

and try it!
3. Your should be able to get STOS 3D from any rep

60

utable computer shop or mail-order firm. Try looking

40 loke start(X)+14,length(X)

through the pages of this month's STF.

50 poke start(X)+14,129

40 NAM$(T)=chr$(65+T)

next

T

70 for T=0 to 9 : for T2=9 to T step-1

you get is a loud distorted noise. Most
sample software can convert between
the two formats. AllAVR samples pro
duced by the Replay series of car
tridges are in signed form.

30 loke start(X)+10,X

contemptible. How can I get my
pictures printed in colour?

and a driver for my Panasonic KX-

stf: The address was in last month's

P1123 printer?

Joyce Marshall, Cumbria

Mark W Preston, Banffshire
stf: Contact the ST Club on v 0602

6. It is always best to contact the
company and the individuals involved
when sampling from the TV to clear
any copyright problems that could
possibly arise. Some companies may
require a royalty payment which can

stf: The program you need is called
HPChrome which is a Shareware pro
gram designed specifically to print
colour pictures from all HP Deskjet
printers including the Deskjet Plus,
Deskjet 500, Deskjet 500C and 550C.
The full version costs just £5 and is
available from Rufus Developments,

issue but here it is again for those of
you who have lost, mislaid or thrown
out last month's copy (what?). The
manual costs £9.95 from Microdeal,

either be a one-off fee or a share of

PO Box 562,

profits (if any).

BH21 2YD. The program can print
colour Degas and Neochrome files
and is supplied with plenty of options

5. Yes.

Colour me purple

_^__

Wimbourne,

Dorset

410241, they are registered Atari
GDOS distributors and can supply you
with the programs, 24-pin printer dri
distribute

4YB, or give them a call on a- 0726
68020. There are only a limited num
ber of manuals available so you had
better be quick.

FontGDOS, the updated version of
the program, which has many new
printer drivers available including
inkjetdrivers.

Tip: Music to groove to
If you would like to hear

vers and full documentation on instal
lation.

ST

I have a Deskjet 500C

colour printer to use
with my ST but all I can
produce with it at the
moment is coloured text using Protext. None of my paint packages
work with it, I have Canvas, Degas
Elite, AniST, Paintpot and Hyperpaint
and none of them can produce a
printout. All the software supplied
with the printer was for the PC-

Club

also

Michtron programming

- see the review in STF 38.

I

have

the

software

Get your fax straight
I have
the |oppa
Straight Fax software

print

out

write

HCS. However, I cannot

Michtron

faxes

I

receive

excellent

from

Cover

(MCL).

rxmjtau some groovy music on the
game Ozone, which was
on Cover Disk 42, simply
persuade the program LISA_4DE.PRG
to boot before anything else in the

Disk 42, but I am a bit

AUTO folder.

lost without the manual

You can do this by either using
a program like Autosort which was
on Cover Disk 20 or just by copying

because I want to learn how to

which was supplied by
any

PO Box 68, St Austell, Cornwall PL25

add-on

modules

Command
Can

you

give

in

the

Language
me

the

the contents of the AUTO folder to the

root directory and then copying them

because the program is not sup

address of Microdeal so I can send

back into the AUTO folder in the order

plied with CDOS or a suitable
printer driver. How can I get GDOS

for the manual?
Robert Hays, Berks

you want them to boot. Cheers to
David Dicksonof Glasgow for that.

Floppy Drives

Power Scanner

•Up to 400 DPI
• Real-time greyscale scanning

PC720B

•Auto scan rate detect

• Monochrome text or 16 greyscale levels
• Full image and clipboard editing
features

• Scan join feature fortaking wide scans
" Cut, paste, magnify,flip, rotate, invert,
crop, edit and many more editing
features

Power Computing Ltd
Unit 8 Railton Road

Woburn Road Ind. Estate

• Virus blocker (prevents viruses)

• Works in all three resolutions

• Save a variety of picture file formats
n High resolution printer driver with more
drivers forthcoming
• GEM menu and fast icon driven controls

• Keyboard shortcuts

Kempston Bedford

•Built-in Blitz Turbo

MK42 7PN

•Bootsfrom drive B

Tel 0234 843388

• 12 month warranty

Fax 0234 840234

Specifications & prices are subject to change without notice
All trademarks acknowledged, VATincluded

PC720B

£65
ICD
PC720I

Power Scanner.

£99

• Atari internal disk drive

Ram Expansion

m

£39.95

PC7200I

• No soldering required
•Expand to 2MB or4MB
• Plugs directly inside the ST
•Fullfitting instructions
• Uses latest capacity RAM chips

The

Link™

• External SCSI host adaptor

• Official Atari internal disk drive

£45

(No case cutting but must be small button version)

PC720P

• Disk drive inc. power supply unit ....£50

• Connect Atari ST to external SCSI

devices e.g. External HD, floppy drives,
Optical drives, CD ROM drives which
were originally designed forthe Apple
Mac, IBM PC, Commodore Amiga, NeXT
Atari TT, Falcon

2MB RAM Expansion
4MB RAM Expansion

£99
£169

1MB SIMM for STE
512K RAM STFM

£25
£45

Drive Accessories

Maxell Multi-Colour disks (10)

£9.95

Floppy disks bulk supplied

£POA

Boot from

Drive B

drive

" Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip

If you have an internal drive that is not
compatible with "Boot from drive B" this

cable will solve your problem

£9.95

Optical Hard Drive

• Back-up an ST disk in around
40 seconds

• Now you can switch between your disk
drive and Blitz Turbo without

disconnecting your Blitz interface

• Plug-in and go
• Software included

• Compact interface
•63 x76x 19mm in size

• No powersupply needed

New Blitz Turbo .

• Back-up your disks at lightning speed
• Copies from the internal to the external

• Atari ST must have a DMA port

The Link™

..£69.95

The Ultimate Cartridge
The Ultimate Cartridge will break into any
Atari ST program. Whether you're a pro

•128MB on one optical disk
• Read and write optical disk
"40ms running speed
•High power cooling fan

grammer, hacker, games player, or just
curious about your Atari ST, The Ultimate
Cartridge gives you the power that you

• 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports

ware.

need. Updates available with new soft

•SCSI ID switch

New Blitz Turbo

£25

Original Blitz Turbo

£15

Hard

(The link™ mustbe used to connect drive to Atari computer)

128MB External optical drive
£999
128MB Optical drive & The Link™ £1068
128MB3.5" Optical disk
£39.95 each

Drives

S e r i e s 9 0 0 HD

Software

• Buffered thru'port
" Optional battery backed clock
• High speed 20ms seek rate
• Write protect switch, protect your
valuable data

" Power supply
• ICD interface and utility disk
Series 900 40MB

£329

Series 900 100MB

£479

Add £10 for clock to be fitted to Series
900 hard disk

Lattice C v5.0

£89

Devpac v2.0

£29

HiSoftC

£29

Proflight

£29

Some of the many features:
• Break into any program
• Read memory
• Disassembled disk

• Edit memory
• Search for graphics
• Search for sprites
" Edit screen configurations
•Setup colour palettes
• Load and save screen displays
• Load and save graphic screens

Harlekin

£45

• Low level disk editor

Wercs

£24

• Disk analyser

Knife ST

£29

" File editor

PC Ditto

£29

• Directory editor

Neo Disk v3.0

£34

Devpac v3.0

£69.95

• Break and restartfunction

• Search for infinite lives
• Look for music

Philips CWI8833 MK2

" Play music
• Load and save music

Special Offer

•With cable

• Search for soundtracker music

• On-site maintenance

" Search for sound samples

When you purchase this hard drive you
can buy Lattice C v5 for

£60

CM8833 MK2

£199

The Ultimate Cartridge

..£25

W% £1 #* |^T Still in stock: 20 (31 programs on Disk, plug-ins guide), 21 (animation), 22 (desktop publishU*%wl% ing, word processing, recover lost data, Devpac 1), 23 (15 programs - 3D construction kits,
3D, comms), 24 (Llamatron, ST video, digitisers roundup), 25 (memory upgrades, classic
games, emulator roundup), 27 (graphic details, hard drive roundup, games to last 1,000 years)

[TWT

ISSUE 41

ThefH

January 1993
Disk: Four games;
Fractal Engine;
Improvisor demo;

shape

ofp§~«|

KnifeST, Michtron BBS
Inside: 50 best games;

things

December 1992

applications. Protext

Disk: Trip-A-Tron, the
powerful lightsynthe
sizer, Cybernetix,
Talespin, the interactive

v4.3, Sound Lab.

adventure creator.

Disk: AirSupport,
Hyperbase- create
your own multi-media

Inside: Battlemania,

samples roundup,Lynx
games roundup, inter

Rant with Archer

Falcon and Falcon

view with Archer

Maclean; inside the STF \

games reviews, films
tied intoSTgames.

ISSUE 39
October 1992

come

IST

^

g&y multi format slideshow;

Sensible Soccer demo,

iFORMATl

shakers inthe STworld, j

ISSUE 3 7
August 1992
Two Disks: STOS

sequencer;

Inside: Get closer to

Inside: Sequencer
roundup; makesome

your STwith Summer
School, Falcon and

Basic languageand
Animaster sprite
designer,International
SportsChallenge demo,
3DPicture modelling
package

noise feature; hard

MegaSTEs investi
gated, STOS tutorial,
getting professional

great games, monitor
roundup,Calamus SL

with MIDI music

reviewed and rated

' Pack Ice; Pro 12

Mapper 2

drive roundup, DTP
masterclass. We ask
Are Games Too Hard?

ISSUE 3 6

ISSUE 3 5

July 1992
Two Disks: /(-Spread
2 spreadsheet package;

June 1992

Fire and Ice demo,

YOUR Super Boot7.4, The
Financier money man
ager, and more

ST

complete database and

Plus3 complete 2Dvec
tor drawing package;
Campaign demo; Intro
Designer; sixmorefull

astrology programs,

programs

tJSrjSl Pacific Islands demo,
'~.".S

Inside: upgradesstepby-step; STastrology;
programfractals

Til

games; 120tips;

^

ISSUE 3 2
March 1992

Two Disks: Write On

Disk: Knightmare
demo; Kozmic pattern
generator- exclusive;
STOS extension and

i Inside: Find outhow

Inside: Over 20 pages
of all sorts of tips; com

•7 you can make money

j| with your ST; reviews
of STOS 3D and

* Timeworks 2;over40
ST tips!

ISSUE 31
February 1992

Disk: Ste^^aster
pre>"^

\fj/fi!t**'*i-

| more!

and more!

pleteguideto
raytracing; get the best
fromSequencer One

Inside: 21 pages of art
guides;ST Book
portabletested; weird

IMAl

FJuyer's Guide

April 1992

Penguin game;fractals

May 1992
Two Disks: GFA Draft

"YOUR MIND GFA Raytrace complete; \

soup up yourST;what
happenedto the games
heroes of yesterday?
HP inkjet printerreview

view; tworaytracing
programs;complete

ixISSUEM

'^EluD JEXtFWJMB v3'5'GFAAssembler*

and much more

package; Leanderpre

Inside: How to create

rJEj^32ggii| Two Disks: GFA Basic

Inside: 50 ways to

JF,. .>^ ISSUE 33
mtwisssr

msm

September 1992
Two Disks: Spectrum
S12, Spec Code,

Disk: Magic Story

Maclean, movers and
• r^r

Si? ISSUE 38

, Book, Captain Dynamo,

StUPGRAOS!

i FORMAT

your ST,samplesand
monitorsanalysed,

*°P

Bulletin Board.

UP

November 1992

Inside: Multi-media on

virtualreality; identify
yourTOSversion; That
was the year that was;

.:,-Hf

ISSUE 4 0

ST

\eof
les

**« togetstarted

fju need to

>'

with the ST;roundups
of top software,games
and add-ons; inside
yourSTE, assembly
language programming

How many reasons do you
need to subscribe to STF?
You guarantee your copy
each and every month
You get it delivered direct
to your front door

You get the first crack at
all those special STF offers
You get software packages

You can save money on the
price of the issues

and accessories - as a gift!

the Editor each month

You receive a letter from

Complete the coupon on the right and return it to us straight away.
Can't wait? Then phone our credit card hotline for fast and friendly service: •& 0458 740)1 1

^U^l

Please use the coupon below. Prices per issue include Cover Disk, packing and postage.

Jote that issues 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42 cost a bit more because you get two disks! Each copy costs: in
the UK £4.00, in Europe £5.45 and elsewhere £7.50. Add £1 each for issues 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42.

How important is STFto you?
Subscribe so you don't miss us!
We don't need to bribe

YOU EVEN GET SOME GIFTS! ULTIMATE VIRUS

you with gifts to
persuade you to
subscribe to STF (but
see opposite if we do) -

KILLER, TWO FREE ISSUES AMD A

BINDER

When you subscribe to ST FORMAT, you don't get a year's supply of
your favourite ST magazine. And that's because you get two free
issues, so we'll keep you supplied with
the latest and greatest ST news,

you want to subscribe

reviews and features for 14

months instead of 12! At face

because you know this
is the best ST mag
around. We bring you
definitive reviews, the
most interesting fea

value, these issues are worth
£7.90, but with the second

Disk containing a software
package, they're worth far
more than that. As if

that's not enough, we're
also giving you an
ncredible new, shiny

t u r e s and t h e latest

and greatest news.
But you knew that

red ST FORMAT binder

so, as you collect your
subscribed-for copies

anyway.

of STF, you can put
them away safely,
preserving them in pris

tine condition. Last, but certainly not
least, we're going to give you UVK
v5.4 - it's worth £9.99 and it's capable
of recognising over 60 viruses and
repairing over 450 virus damaged

^5^.

games disks. So - subscribe today!

"i r

Name

Name

Address

Address

Telephone

Postcode

12 ISSUES

UK £39.95

EUROPE £67.80

REST OF WORLD £96.85

To ensure you receive your magazine and Disk quickly and in perfect condition,
all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail

• Visa

1 Cheque

Please send me the back issues I have circled
Issue: 20
33

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

• Access

Telephone

Postcode

21

22

• P0

Expiry date

24

25

27

29

32

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

3 Access

Credit card No

23

34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
UK £4.00*, EUROPE £5.45*, Elsewhere £7.50* percopy
"(No 33,34,35,37,38,39,40,41,42:add£1extrapercopy)

Visa

D Cheque

i IPO

Credit card No

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies

Expiry date

!
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.

direct mail from other companies

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:

SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,

Future Publishing Limited.

FREEP0ST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

No stamp required if posted in UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS ONLY VALID UNTIL 28 FEBRUARY 1993

No stamp req

, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man

PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS ONLY VALID UNTIL 28 FEBRUARY 1993
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HELP!

GAMEBUSTERS

They come from a dying planet and leave black marks
when they sit down. Who are they? And what are they
doing in Shoeburyness? Rob Mead takes a shortcut,
finds an empty diner and asks one of them all about it
THE ADDAMS
FAMILY

3. Go left at the bottom floor of the

monitors and nuclear blocks. Can

Hall of Stairs and stand directly

cut through explosive blocks.
Shield: protects you from explo

OCEAN

Press "up" and an invisible door
enables you to enter a room with a

under the door on the next floor.

left and stand in front of the Stop

Umbrella: protects you from boul
ders falling on you head.
Star: enables you to shoot faster.
Shooting star: enables you to shoot

sign. Press "up" again - another

further.

invisible door leads to to a minia

Caterpillar tracks: enable you to

ture hall of stairs which, in turn,

drive on fungus.

heart and three extra lives.

Co to the top of the platform,

leads to bonus-containing rooms.

Radiation symbol: stops you from

• One of the masses of secret rooms

CRYSTAL MINES 2

getting nuked by nuclear boulders.
Large orange star: explosive bullets

in the Addams Family- The sight of

ATARI LYNX

all that money is enough to make
you give up your day job.

Kirsten McDougall of Norton
Lindsay, Warwickshire reckons
the cheat we printed in our Lynx
Roundup in STF 40 for this game

CARL LEWIS
CHALLENGE

doesn't work, and sent in some

Mark Culpan of Pogmoor, Barns-

Thankfully no-one has sent any
codes

this

month,

but

Matt

Barthel of Calverley, West York
shire has sent these cracking tips to
make sure you get some extra lives:
1. Enter L1191 on the password
screen so that you can begin the
game with five hearts (hit points)
per life instead of two.
2.

Co extreme left on the con

tinue/quit screen to discover a
secret room handily containing four
extra lives.

Garit

a coronary

unit or is

•S-MT3

someone try

MJ

ing to tell you

they love you?
Nope, this is
just another

*"™

- don't blow yourself up.

PSYCNOSIS

alternative tips, instead.

ley has discovered an unusual cheat

Fungus

for the various events in this game.
Take it away, Mark!
For this cheat you need two

Red Fungus: spreads when shot.
Use TNT twice and it turns into

people - one on the joystick in port

crystals.

one and the other on the mouse in

Black: becomes hard and indestruc

port two. As player one waggles

tible when TNT is used. Shoot it

the joystick, the other player wag
gles the mouse for extra speed and
a better start and run up. With this
cheat you can get through all the

with your cannon.
Green: spreads when shot. Use TNT
twice and the fungus turns into

green boulders. If you shoot them
they change colour and float
upwards. Use TNT again to shift it.
Orange: can be shot, but if you

• Have you
stumbled into

how much

sions.

heats in all the events and have a
chance at the medals.

RENEGADE

orange fungus turns into crystal.

Angela Barnard of
Teignmouth, Devon

SSr-rV

ik S *&C^m^ R

Power-ups

>-

Power-saw:

^\mrwM-U-M'm Ire

bonus room.

FIRE AND ICE

shoot it once then TNT it, the

ys just nine years old,
cut

but she's sussed out a

through almost anything except

cheat for this game

enables you

to

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY m.croprose
5. Richthofen scores 110 to 130 kills during the course of the

Mr N R Barry of Rownham, Hants is obviously a bit of
a closet dog-fighting ace and has come up with these
tips to help you give Jerry a pasting above the fields

to score more than this to be the top ace. Anyway, Richthofen

of Flanders:

gets killed before the end of the war, so there's no need to face

game. No-one else in the game comes close, so there's no need

him.

1. Landing without being attacked is virtually impossible, espe
cially towards the end of the game, so on Difficulty Levels One

6. You can end a mission by landing or crashing anywhere,

and Two don't bother. On those levels you don't get killed if

including behind enemy lines. Taxi back to base if you can. If
you're behind enemy lines, just quit the mission - you are then

you crash, so just nose-dive when you want to end a mission.

automatically sneaked back to base.

2. Time passeseven ifyou decline a mission, so make use of this
if you have over 130 kills. You can also beat all the other aces in
the game if you score around 130 kills.

I The Action Replay:

_±u.

"He's got a hip
flask!" "What? Let's

see it again." "He

3. Concentrate on seek-and-destroy-aircraft missions, except in
the first few missions when the game is easier.

has. There! 1 saw

him sneak it up to

his lips." "The lucky

4. Leave the German aces alone unless you're very good. They
are not machine-gun fodder.
jM

blighter."

GAMEBUSTERS

not even her Dad could figure out.
Well done, Angela!
When you have all the keys

• "Miss Mon-

What*s hap

LURE OF THE
TEMPTRESS

pened to

VIRGIN

eypenny? M?

and are ready to go into the key
hole, wait for the dog to go in
before you. Now go in and you get
loads of points and a free life.

HERO QUEST

you?" "Times

First, we gave you the complete

were hard

solution in 57"F 39 and 40 - turn to

after the Cod

page 66 to get your copies if you

War ended,

missed

so we've

Clarke of Liverpool has discovered
this dastardly cheat for destroying

joined the

GREMLIN

ingham has sent a
cheat in to get more

fishy friend to collect letters which
spell CHEAT for a cheat, LIVES for

When only colours are left on
the table, press a number from <2>

money out of this

more lives and ENERGY for, er,
more
energy.
Anyway,
Paul

to <7> to be able to hit the colour

role-playing game:
To get 9,999
gold pieces you select

Strugnell of Tadworth, Surrey
has sent in this oldie but goodie

ball whose points match the num
ber you pressed without fouling.
However, if you do foul, all potted

which characters you want to have

with a new twist:

colours return.

the

At the beginning of the
game, collect the cake, the ham

Then

select Castle

of

Mystery. With all characters, try to
get to the entrance of the mine -

-

and

now

Neil

character gets there, pick up the

get a forcefield. This also enables

gold and then kill him. It doesn't
matter how, but don't go out the

you to go in any door you like.

exit. Do this for all the characters.

clown in it. Jump up onto the two
monkeys, they go down, now land
on

Select the Castle of Mystery again.

the

exclamation

lift.

When

get a message saying the gold is

there's a big enough gap under
neath for you to fit through, walk
off the lift, double back and go

worthless when all the characters

down the hole. You find extra lives,

are out. Co to the shop and you
now have 9,999 gold pieces.

batteries and crowns.

This time walk in to the exit. You

JIMMY WHITE'S
JAMES POND 2:
ROBOCOD
MILLENNIUM

are

WHIRLWIND
SNOOKER
VIRGIN

loads

of

cheats for this popular
platform game - for a
start, you can get your

your eyes.

STEG THE SLUG

KICK OFF 2

Jonathan Hide of Thame, Oxon

ANCO

has sent in the following tip and
level codes - argh! - to give you a
hand helping slimy Steg around
this platformer. Wouldn't it just be

Ian Cramp of Thorley,
Isle of Wight reck
ons

Enter the door with a soldier and a

When the game has finished and
they are all dead, resurrect them.

If you have any problems with
the beasts you have to fight, simply
give them leprosy by pressing
<Enter> on the numeric keypad and
watch them fall to pieces before

CODEMASTERS

mer, earth and globe, the apple
and the tap in that order and you

this is more luck than skill. When a

There

them

baddies:

Gareth Jones of Birm

dosh.

HELP!"

this

works

cheat

pretty

also

well

easier to pour salt all over him and

watch him explode?

with Final Whistle:

During a match

Some

rooms

have

secret

press <F>, the number and name of

bonus rooms. Pull down the joy

one of the players appears in the

stick in corners to find them. If you
feed Tyungunz quickly, they only
need one grub each.

top left corner of the screen. From
now

on

the

screen

follows

this

player. This is especially handy if
you have selected to play in one
position since the "camera" always
shows your player in the centre of

And some level codes for this:

the screen.

Level Four: HDPFUVLCCM

The up and down cursor keys
select which of the players on the

Level Five: ODQMFUVLIC

Level One: no code needed
Level Two: RDNUHCCMCU
Level Three: EDOUTIOCKO

Level Six: MEBHETPIAC

David Harrison of Gillingham,
Kent was able to win 227-46 by
using this cheat. Can you do any

team the camera should follow and

Level Seven: LECCLDTRHK

the left and right cursors choose
the team. Pressing <F> again turn

Level Eight: NEDGFLDVRL

better? Write in and let us know:

this mode off.

Level Ten: PECTTHIGLD

Level Nine: OEFVHAGHLV

CYBERIUETIX STF 40 COVER DISK
We gave this superb shoot- 'em-up away
with STF 40 's Cover Disk ~ turn to page
66 to order your copy if you missed it.
Now here are a few tips so you can get
this game well and truly sorted:

Spinner: medium threat. Approach with caution
- without warning, it spins around firing an
alarming number of bullets. Stay well back and

blast it. Be ready for the bullet-spray.

Layer: Easy to shoot but the mess of mines it
leaves behind is deadly. You should treat these
Layers as a priority and blast them as quickly as
possible - as more attack waves appear, their
presence is restricting.

Cruiser: a definite annoyance. Cruisers deliber

The first rule is not to blindly fly around with

ately avoid going anywhere near your ship, but

your finger constantly on the <Fire> button.
Instead, apply the old Defender tactics of stealth

spew out rapid bursts of fire in its general direc
tion. A spot of joystick dexterity is needed here.

and selective shooting and you'll get more out of
the game than a quick fix of adrenaline. Here are
the characteristics of the various enemies and
how best to deal with them.

Grabber: no threat. Hang around it shooting
asteroids. It immediately dives at the blue power

Kamikaze: dangerous. They hang around inno
cently until hit by your ship, then they let fly a
ridiculously huge number of bullets. Approach
with care, get horizontally level with them, then
blast. As the bullets fly, simply moving slightly

Assassin: utterly lethal. Usually a punishment for
hanging around doing nothing. The scanner
warns you when an assassin appears, at which
point prepare to face it and, just as it's due to
arrive, duck down sharply. It should skim over
you. Turn immediately, blasting it from behind
before it has a chance to gather momentum and
turn around for another attack.

up or down should keep you alive.

capsules. Wait for it to collect two, then blast it.

This gets you a power-up.
Drone: hardly any threat. Doesn't bother to fire
- it just homes in on your ship, although rather
half-heartedly. Blast it before it becomes too
annoying.
Droid:

small

threat.

Similar to

the

Drone,

Squadron: no problem. They blindly fly left or
right, vertically wrapping around the screen.
One hit takes them out and, providing you stay
in front of them, their bombs are useless. If you
have vertical directional fire, then flying over
them shooting down is highly effective.
Bomber: most annoying. They take around ten
hits to destroy and lob dirty great bombs every

although it does fire at you. Usually attacks in
groups of four or five. Wait for them to enter the
screen, keeping an eye on the scanner, then pick

they enter the play area, flying back occasionally

them off.

to gain ground.

where. Watch the scanner and blast them as

• '"Ere, you shoot at me again an' I'll set my big
bruwer on ya." "My dad's bigger than your
bruvver." "Ah, but can your dad get to Level 40 on

Cybernetix?" "No, but he likes Bryan Ferry."

,.:..•

PREMIER MAIL ORDER
Please send cheque/PO/'Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:

,<

Dept STF41, 10 Tinkler Side, Basildon, Essex SSI4 1LE

Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. on UK orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe add
£1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £3.00 per item for Airmail. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm and
Saturday & Sunday 10am-4pm. Telorders: 0268 271172 Fax orders: 0268 271173.
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
NEXT DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE PLEASE ADD £2.50.
3D Con Kit 2 *
4 Wheel Drive

22.99
19.99

Addams Family

16.99

Airbus
Alien 3 *
Amber Star *
Another World
Archie Maclean's Pool
Assault on Alcatraz *

22.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
16.99

Bl 7 Flying Fortress *
Birds of Prey *
Bitmap Collection *

22.99
22.99
16.99

Blues Brothers
Bonanza Bros
California Games 2

16.99
16.99
16.99

Campaign
Capcom Collection
Carl Lewis Challenge

22.99
19.99
16.99

Castles

19.99

Championship Manager
Chaos Engine *

16.99
16.99

Chuck Rock 2 *
Commando War *
Cool Croc Twins *

16.99
16.99
16.99

Crazy Cars 3
Cruise For A Corpse

16.99
19.99

Curse of Enchanta (1 Meg) *

22.99

F15 Strike Eagle 2

Lemmings Double Pack

19.99

Secret ofMonkey Island (1 Meg)

16.99

16.99

Lethal Weapon 3
Lure of the Temptress

16.99
19.99
19.99

16.99
17.99
16.99

Sensible Soccer
Shadow Lands
Shadow Worlds
Shuttle

1 6.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

Silly Putty *
Sim City + Populous

16.99
19.99

22.99

F16 Combat Pilot

8.99

Final Fight

16.99

Ml Tank Platoon

First Samurai+ Mega Lo Mania

19.99

Flag *
Flight of the Intruder
Football Crazy

19.99
8.99
16.99

Magic Pockets
Magic Worlds
Man Utd Europe

Football Director 2
Formula One Grand Prix

16.99
22.99

Fun School 4 (all ages)
Games 92-Espana

16.99
19.99

Gauntlet3
GLoc
Ghouls and Ghosts
Gobliiins
Godfather Action

16.99
16.99
6.99
16.99
19.99

Gods
Graham Gooch *

16.99
19.99

Graham Taylor
Guy Spy *
Harlequin
Heimdall (1 Meg)

16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99

Fire and Ice

Match of the Day
Megasports

Mega traveller 1 (1 Meg)
Mega Traveller2 (1 Meg)

19.99

Microprose Golf

22.99

Midwinter 2
Moonstone *

22.99
19.99

Nigel Mansell World Champ *
Ninja Collection
Pang
Paperboy 2 *

19.99
13.99
6.99
16.99

Parasol Stars

16.99

Plan 9 From Outer Space
PlayerManager
Populous
Populous 2 (1/2 Meg)

19.99
12.99
8.99
19.99
19.99
9.99

16.99

Populous 2 jlMeg)

Hook

16.99

IndyJones Atlantis-Action *
Int. Sports Challenge

19.99
19.99

Powermonger
Powermonger Data Disk 1

Heroquest

16.99
19.99

19.99

19.99

Prince of Persia

6.99

Deluxe Paint

39.99

Ishar

19.99

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)

22.99

Demonsgate*
Dizzy Collection
Dizzy's Excellent Adventure
Doodlebug
Double Dragon 3
Dragon's Lair 3 *

22.99
16.99
16.99
17.99
16.99
22.99

Jaguar XJ220 (1 Meg) *
Jimmy White's Snooker
John Barnes (1 meg)
Knightmare

16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99

Rainbow Collection

13.99

Ramparts
Raving Mad

16.99
16.99

Knights of the Sky (1 meg)

22.99

19.99
19.99
22.99

Dream Team
Dune*

17.99
19.99

Dunqeon Master + Chaos
Epic
Euro Football Champ
Eyeof the Storm *

19.99
19.99
16.99
19.99

K.O 2 - Final Whistle

8.99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Reach for the Skies *
Red Baron *

K.O 2 - Winning Tactics

5.99

Renegade Vol 2 *

Last Ninja 2
Legend

6.99
21.99

Lemmings
Lemmings Construction Kit *

16.99
16.99

Lemmings Data Disk

13.99

ATARI 520ST
DISCOVERY + PACK

Comprises: Atari 520ST, Mouse, Manual, TVLead.
ONLY £239.95
FREE Software pack with every 520ST which
contains:-

Database, Spreadsheet, Spelling Checker,
Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor, KidiStory, GCSE
Maths, Spell, Alphabet, Number Round, Virus

ATARI 1040STE
FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

£139.95
£199.95

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

£129.95
£219.95
£239.95
£179.95
£189.95
£239.95
£269.95

PANASONIC KXP1123 £179.95
INC. LEAD AND PAPER

19.99

Thunderhawk
Titus The Fox
TNT2
Troddlers *

19.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

TurboChallenge
Turbo Challenge 2
Turbo Challenge 3

8.99
16.99
16.99

Turrican 2
Ultima6
Universal Monsters *

9.99
19.99
16.99

Utopia + Data Disk

19.99

Ween *
Wizkid
Wizzball

19.99
16.99
6.99

World Class Rugby
World Wrestling Fed

16.99
16.99

WWF2 *

17.99

Rotator *

16.99

16.99

Xenomorph 2 *

16.99

ACCESSORIES
£5.95
£4.95
£4.95

NAKSHA MOUSE WITH OPERATION STEALTH

GAME, MOUSE POCKET, MOUSE MAT

£24.95
PREMIER MICROS CONTROL CENTRE FOR

£4.95

THE ATARI 520/1040 ST WITH TOP SHELF

£39.95
£4.95

SERIOUS SOFTWARE
£6.95
£6.95
£6.95

Play and Learn Module:- Prof Plays a New Game,

MONITORS

',
..£109.95

JOYSTICKS

NEW!! NEW!! NEW!! NEW!!
ATARI SM146

£8.95

....£26.95
....£29.95

Quickstiot Aviator

ACCESSORIES

WHITE MONITOR
ONLY E139.95

£5.95

£2.95
£2.95

ATARI SC1435 COLOUR MONITOR

£209.95 WITH TILT N SWIVEL STAND

BONUS PACK

All items in the Family Curriculum Pack

above, plus:- Vinyl Dust Cover,
Mouse Mat, Twin Extension Lead,
Mouse Pocket, Disk Head Cleaner,
10 Blank Disks in a Box, Joystick,

PHILIPS CM8833/2 with Turbo Challenge
connecting lead and on-site warranty
£209.95

Genuine UK Specification

Eleven Game Disk

ONLY £294.95

J

|

Atari Lynx
with Batman Returns and Power Supply
Unit only £99.95 inc postage

Atari Lynx Accessori
ACCESSORIES
FORGET ME CLOCK 2, with throughport
low, low price £14.95

£29.95
£58.95
£36.95

Timeworks 2 Desktop Publisher

£89.95

Home Accounts 2

£39.95

US
.£14.95

£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£34.95

STOS

£21.95

STOS Compiler
STOS Sprites

£14.95
£10.95

STOS 3D

£26.95

Fun School 3 Under 5 years
Fun School 3 5-7 years
Fun School 3 Over 7 years
Fun School 4 Under 5 years
Fun School 4 5-7 years
Fun School 4 Over 7 years
Magic Maths 4-8 years
Maths Mania 8-12 years
Three Bears 5-10 years
Belter Spelling (8 to 14)
Better Maths (12 to 16)
Magic Story Book (5 to 14)
Pepe's Garden (Ages 3 to 7)
Shoe People (Ages 4 to 6)
ADI English 11/12 years
ADI English 12/13 years
ADI Maths 11/12 years
ADI Maths 12/13 years
ADI Maths 13/14 years
Merlins Maths 7/11 years
Spelling Fair 7/13 years
Paint N Create 7/13 years

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£20.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95

•NEW!!

Squik Mouse

NEW!!

NEW!!

NEW!!*

BUDGET PRICE
FUN SCHOOL 2

..£9.95

Pouch

£18.95

Neo Desk 3

£10.95

....£12.95

HIGH RESOLUTION BLACK AND

Concerto
First Word Plus
Wordwriter

Degas Elite

PERIPHERALS

Zipstick Profsssional

PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD & PAPER

FAMILY CURRICULUM

The Manager *

R-Type2

INCLUDES

NEW LOW PRICE
£269.95

18.99
19.99

16.99

£199.95
£269.95

ATARI 1040STE, Mouse, Manual

GSCE Module:- Micro Maths, French Tutor,
Geography.

16.99

Terminator *
Their Finest Hour

SPECIAL OFFER

",

Family Computing Module:- First Word, Ani ST,
Hyperpaint 2, Music Maker 2, First Basic, TwoGames

Junior School Module:- Primary Maths, General
Knowledge, Junior Quiz, Spelling.

Teenage Mutant Turtles 2

VINYL DUST COVERS

Star LC20 (UK)
Star LC200 Colour (UK)

Panasonic KXP 2180 Col
Panasonic KXP 2123 Col

Prof Looks at Words, Prof Makes Sentences.

16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99

16.99
16.99

COLOUR PRINTER £169.95

Killer, Label Printer, Ten Action Games Disk

Striker
Switchblade2
Team Yankee
Team Yankee 2

Robocop 2
Robocop3

PRINTER OF THE MONTH CITIZEN SWIFT 9.

120D+
224D
?24D Colour
Swift 9
Swift 9 Colour
Swift 200 Colour
Swift 240 Colour

19.99

16.99
19.99
22.99
19.99

Robocod

PRINTERS

SimCity, FinalFight, 9 Lives, Escape Planet,
Robot Monsters, 1st Word, Neochrome, Ani ST

17.99

Sim Earth *

Sleepwalker *
Space 1889 (1 Meg)
Special Forces
Streetfighter 2 *

I

with Mouse Pad and Bracket £14.95

UNDER 6, 6 TO 8, OVER 8 *
ONLY £6.95 EACH

MAIL - CENTA

38 Castlefields, The Main Centre, Derby DE1 2PE. Tel: 0332 204077

L

Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00, please add 50p. Hardware items (computers

a

printers, monitors, hard drives) please add £5.00. All other orders deliveryis free. Personal callers welcome at our
retail shop but please bring this advert as some prices willvary. Closed Wednesdays. All items despatched same day if possible.
Personal cheques may require 7 days clearance. Proprietor Martin Bridges.
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VOODOO NIGHTMARE gbh
Last month we showed you
how to complete the Spider
Temple, now we give you the
second part of Steve Rennie's
comprehensive solution for

and push the other pyramid to the

•"RWW 3W HJT"'

south-east.

this arcade adventure:

Eagle Temple
(Use your machete to
eagles).

Co

south-west

and

jump over both holes by the west
exit. Collect both of the gems and
go down the central corridor. Col
lect the gem. Push the pyramids
out of the way, kill the eagles and
exit east.

kill the

Push small boulder by south-west
of pointed rock to the south-east.
Kill eagle then enter the circle and
stand to the south-east of the gem.
Use ZZZ potion to slow the boul
ders down, then just walk north
west collecting the gems - it can be
done using the ZZZ potion, but the
timing is really tight. Leave the cir
cle and exit south.

Push second pyramid from
east door to the north-west, exit

east. Push second pyramid from
west door to the north-east, kill

eagle, exit south. Push second pyra
mid from north-door to the south

east, turn south-west and push
pyramid. Exit west.
Exit west, kill eagle, then you

Use the hour-glass from your
inventory. Use the teleport. As the
boulder starts to move, teleport
back. Teleport over again when the
boulder

• "Can I help you?" "A machete, some TNT and a voodoo doll, please." "Going

has

smashed.

Push

the

small rock by the pointed rock. Col
lect the gem and exit north.
Push the nearest pyramid to
the north-east. Go to the north

on an adventure?" "No, just out for a larf with a few of me mates." "I see."

west corner of the enclosed area

two pointed rocks and collect three
gems. Use the teleport behind the
two pointed rocks and collect three
gems. Use the teleport by the
north-west wall, collect three gems
and kill eagle. Use the teleport near
the north-west wall (by the two
pointed rocks), kill eagle and col
lect gem. Use the teleport by the

the two pointed rocks. Turn south
west and push the rock. Kill the
released eagles and walk south

and push the pyramid to the north
east. Collect the gem. Go along the
north-west wall and enter the corri

west down the corridor. Collect the

dor. Push the fifth pyramid out

gem and push the pyramid out of
the way. Exit west.

wards. Go south-west, collect the

Go north-west to the other

gem and quickly get out of the way
of the boulder. Go to the east cor

side of the enclosed area and push

ner, jump over the hole and push

the furthest pyramid to the north

the north-west pyramid to the
north-west. Collect the gem and
step back and to the side to avoid

north-west wall and collect gem.

east.

south-west

Use same teleport. Co south-east
and use first north teleport. Go
south-east to hidden teleport and

pyramid to the south-east. Push the

use it to return to the corridor and

enclosed area. Kill the eagle and
collect the gem. Go to the north
west wall and push the two inside
pyramids to the south-east. Go

furthest north-east pyramid to the

exit east.

north-east and enter the corridor

hole, follow the north-east wall and

north-west

Kill eagles and exit north. Col
lect gems and exit south. Exit east.
Collect gems and exit north. Exit
east, kill the three eagles. Collect
the gems and exit south.
Jump over the south-west
hole, go south-west and use tele
port. Push the pyramid by the eggshaped rocks to the north-east. Use

on the other side of the row of

then jump over the other hidden

pyramids. Go slowly south-west. As
you collect the gem, quickly take
one step forward and one step to

hole. Exit north, exit east, push the

the north-west to avoid the boul

back. Exit north.

can exit north.

Push

furthest

and

collect

both

trapped gems. Go north-west near
the south-west wall and jump over
the hole. Push the rock in front of

you to the north-west. Kill eagle,
jump over the narrow gap (or vice
versa), collect the gems and jump
back. Walk south-east towards the

pyramid. Turn south-west and push
the hidden pyramid. Go south-east
and exit east.

Kill

eagle and

exit south.

Pushthe east rock to the south-east

and exit north.
south, exit south.

Exit

west,

exit

Use teleport. Collect gem and
kill eagles. Use the teieport by the

teleport. Push other pyramid to the
north-east, then teleport back.
Push the small rock just north-east

der.
the
the
and

Go

back

and

enter

the

Come back and go round by
south-west wall and go along
other corridor, kill the eagle
use the same procedure to

avoid the other boulder. Exit south.

of the gem to the north-west and
collect both gems. Push the small

Do a running jump over the
gap and exit east.
Jump over the north-east hole
and use the teleport. Push the sec

rock that is south-east of the hole

ond small rock to the north-west

you initially jumped over to the
north-west so that it goes between

and then push the pyramid by the
teleport to the north-west. Teleport

the boulder. Go south-west down
the corridor and exit west.

Jump

pyramid

to

over the

the

north-west

north-east.

Go

round the other side and push it
Go north-east and stand east

of the blue gem in the rocks. Push
to the south-east. A rock moves,

collect the gem and step back. Con
tinue walking to the end of the
chasm. A boulder comes quickly
towards you as soon as you take
one step to the north-west.

To avoid it, take one step,
then rush quickly back (don't fall
down the chasm). Go forward and
exit north. Exit west, kill eagle and

FROM THE LONG BARROWS OF WILTSHIRE TO THE PYRAMIDS

• • Phew! Back on terra firma again, in

I • Watch out for these egg-shaped

' the depths of the Eagle Temple. Mind

rocks. Break them and they let off a
nasty whiff. The best solution is to poach them
in vinegar and smother them in ketchup.

you, that big chasm looks a bit ominous. Hoi.

are you supposed to get out of this one?
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GAMEBUSTERS

AND EVEN MORE VOODOO NIGHTMARE

north and north-east. Jump over

away from the south-west wall of
the group of three. Kill eagle and
collect gem. Use teleport by north
east wall, collect the blue gem and
use the teleport hidden behind the
rock by the south-west wall. Collect
three gems and use the teleport by

the hole. Jump over the other hole

the north-east wall. Collect three

the two pointed rocks and go
south-east. Follow the path to col
lect the gem, then return to the

pointed rocks. Stand on the north
east side of the pointed rocks and
go south-east. Now work your way

• "You can only cross the bridge if
you give me 50p." "50p? I'd sooner

pull my own legs off."

exit north. Kill eagle and exit east.

Push the south-west pyramid to the
north-west.

Push

the

north-east

pyramid to the south-west and col
lect gems. Jump over the hole. Push
the extreme north-east little rock to

the south-east. Jump the gap and
kill the eagles. Collect gems and
exit east.

and exit east.

gems and use the second teleport

Kill the eagles, collect the
gems and exit west.

from the south-east wall (east of

work your way north-west and hack
your way to a native's hut. Give the
native the medicine to get a pin.
Continue north-west to the store

south-west of the bridge and buy
some more ZZZ potion. Cross the
bridge and work your way north
wards (on the eastern side of the
island) until you come to a cluster
of huts in a clearing. Turn sharp

north-east just before the bridge
and hack your way to the tree

Jump back over the two holes.
Take two steps south-east and fol

the first teleport). Exit west.
Kill or avoid eagles. Go to the
cluster of six pyramids by the

low the north-east path until you

north-east wall. Push the south-east

reach the south-east wall. Push the
small rock to the north-east, then

pyramid by the wall to the north
west to open the south exit.

you a pin. Because you have snake

work your way down the south-east
wall. Don't leave by the south exit
or you end up in the room the
hour-glass was used in and the
door closes behind you. Collect the
gem by the pointed rock and then
collect the gem hidden by the
other pointed rock. Go between
the two pedestals and push the

Retrace your steps.

five snakes and walk over them.

trunk. Enter the tree trunk and give
the cub to its mother who gives

immunity you can now find those

pyramid from the right to the

An eagle takes you back to
the temple and the eagle god gives
you a pin, the jewels of eternal
light and tops your heart up to 12.
Walk off the eagle island and you
end up back in the tree trunk you

south-east. Work your way through

found the cub in.

the rocks and exit west. Push the

This time work your way
north-east until you see a tree

Exit east. Use the teleports in
the

reverse

direction

and

exit

south. Follow the north-west wall to avoid the boulders - and exit
west. Exit south. Push the second

small rock to access the teleport.
Use the teleport and exit west, exit

Use first teleport, collect gem
and return. Jump over the north
west gap onto the teleport and use.
Move onto and use the adjacent

small

to the hole. Go south-west a bit

Kill the eagles, collect the

enter from the back. A monkey asks

teleport. Collect gem and return.

and turn north-east to collect the

gems and exit east. Collect both

you to feed it - give it ten bananas

Go to the north-west edge and

gem near the south-east wall. Fol
low the path back and then go

gems and exit south. Exit west.
Push the small rock by the

to get a pin.
Continue north-east up to the

north and north-west to reach the

east exit to the south-west. Stand

top edge of the jungle, then go

pyramids. Follow the north-west

in the triangle of three rocks, face
south-east and push the rock. Turn
south-west and push the rock. Exit

north-west until you come to a

jump over the gap.
Use the teleport, walk south
east and use the other teleport. Kill
the eagle and collect the gem while
walking carefully to the north-west
teleport. Use this teleport, kill the
eagles, collect all the gems. Retrace
all your steps and exit west.
Jump over the gap, push the
nearest small rock to the north

Kill the eagles and collect all
the gems. Push the second pyramid
from the north exit to the north
west and exit east.

to

the

north-west.

Retrace your steps along the south
east wall and follow the path back

wall down to collect the blue gem

and then go to the pyramids. Work
your way to the north-east wall and
collect the last gem. Now go back
and push the rock by the south-east

north, exit east, exit north.

to the north.

Collect the gems. Exit north.
The eagle god wants you to

north-west. Before you is the Ape
Temple. Hack your way around the
the south-west edge and enter this can be tricky, just keep jacking

collect five snakes before it rewards

around the north-west and south

west areas near the temple.

Kill eagle and exit west.

Stay close to the north-west
wall and move very quickly or boul
ders get you. Exit north.
Use the teleport and collect
the gem. Use the teleport next to

out of the temple.
Walk south-west of the edge

of the eagles' small island.
Jungle

You land by a tree trunk at the
south-east corner of the jungle.

push small rock to the south-west

gems and use either teleport back.

Enter the tree trunk and collect a

and exit east. Stand south-west of

Use the teleport which is furthest

cub that wants its mother. Now

use

bridge. Cross the bridge and go

you, so you are transported back

the south-west wall, collect three

gem,

jungle. Hack your way to it and

wall back to its original position.

teleport,

Collect

trunk near the north-west of the

You can now exit north.

west. Jump over the hole and exit
west. Exit west, exit south.

rock

Can our hero solve the riddle of

the Ape Temple? What's that
lizard doing in the lounge? And
why can you never find a packet
of toenail clippings when you
need one? All these questions and
more are going to be answered in
next month's exciting episode of
Voodoo Nightmare.

..TO THE STONE CIRCLES THAT CONFUSE ALL THE SCIENTISTS

m^MlMM
U l Not more gems and egg-shaped

rocks? Don't give up - ifs not far now
to the final room and the Eagle God's lair.

• Look, ifs Eddie "The Eagle" Edwards.

' Notice his low-flying technique. Don't
think much of the bird outfit, though.

CITIZEN D

FREE'

STARTER KIT

ALL YOU NEED TO GET STARTED
WITH YOUR NEW CITIZEN PRINTER

• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable
• 31? Disk-Driver for Windows 3.1

• 3J? Disk-Amiga &STDrivers
• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
• 100'Continuous Address Labels

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER V2.0

For faster primingfromyour Amiga,withclearer
images and more vibrantcolours. Available Iree
of charge (on request) when you buy a Swift9,

• 5 Continuous Envelopes

WORTH £29.38

9x,24x, 200 or 240 printer.
Features include:

• Improved Image Smoothing

WITH EVERY
CITIZEN DOT MATRIX
PRINTER FROM SILICA

WORTH

• Gamma/Colour Correct!"

• ImageScaling
• ColourSeparation
• ReducesMmi nates Banding (incVAT - see text)V20

The Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a parallel
interface as standard. If you require a serial interface instead,
please state ref: PRI 2125 when placing your order with Silica.

0' for£12- VAT =C14.10 topurchase(ASC4572)

or £19.38 {£10 off RRP) to purchase.

STAND OFFER

9 pin

PRINTE

24 pin PRINTER

fFREEl • ON REQUEST ^H
CITIZEN AMIGA

/. . ~

\ PRINT MANAGER V2.0 P* '*
"X 3

ffREEl - ON REQUEST J

NEW

CITIZEN AMIGA

NEW.

PRINT MANAGER V2.0 J

I LOW
PRICE! i

...•iSiA-rL

SWIFT 2
SERIES

SWIFT 240m
MONO PRINTER

(COLOUR OPTION AVAILABLE)

wmm sER
STAND

SWIFT 240C

(FREE COLOUR K

COLOUR PRINTER

For Swift 9, 24, 24e, 200, 240

192 CPS

and 224 Printers

• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

• Citizen Swift 9x - 9 pin - 136 column
• I92cps Draft 48cps NLQ

• Citizen Swift 240/S40C - 24 pin - 80 column
• 300cps SD(15cpi), 240 cps Draft,80cps LQ

STARTER KIT. J25

•
•

•
•

• 8K Printer Buffer - 40K maximum

TOTAL VALUE: £36fl

• Helpskeep pace with CitizenPrinters
powerful paperhandling
•

Robust & Durable Construction

192 CPS 136 COLUMN 300 CPS

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution; 240 x240dpi

• Saves space and protectscontinuous
stationeryfromdustand damage
• Compatible with bottomand rearfeed
operation

•
•

FREE Colour Kit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

HBP
COLOUR KIT

£36
£25

SAVING: E143
SILICA PRICE: £159

WAT-E22.33 rel:PRA1242

•

E239

STARTER KIT

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP

£329

STARTER KIT

£159

•

Parallel Interface

•
•
•
•

GraphicsResolution:360 x 360 dpi
Epson, IBM,NEC P20 & CEL Emulations
Quarter PrintingFacility
Auto Set Facility- Bi-directional l/F,

•

Auto Emulation Detection
Command Vue IV Front Control Panel

£25

TOTAL VALUE: £354
SAVING: £155
SILICA PRICE: £199

+VAT= £186.83 rel; PRI 2209

80 COLUMN

£199

£339

SAVING: £125

SILICAPRICE:£239

SWIFT 240C COLOUR
RRP

£359

STARTER KIT . _£25
TOTAL VALUE: £384

• UltraQuiet Mode - 43dB(A)

SAVING:

• ColourPrinting Standard- Swift240c,
ColourPrinting Optional- Swift240

-VAT^ £233 83 ref: PRI 2309

£125

SILICA PRICE: £259

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

INKJET PRINTER I !M JAM IIJ IMS!

PRINTERS

SWIFT 240 MONO
RRP

• 9LQ Fonts + 2 Scalable Fonts (8-40pts)
• 1 x Font CartridgeSlot - forplug in Style' Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBMEmulation
• Colour Option Available

• Epson and IBM Emulation

TOTAL VALUE: £302

24 pin

80 COLUMN

ACCESSORIES
SHEET FEEDERS
PFIA1223 12«-22-!S.vT3i-

ORIGINAL RIBBONS

M20C

SERIAL INTERFACES
RIB3348 PNJ8Mulii Strike
==-•-"-

;

••:::•;.:;;

.£25.33

E

COLOUR KITS

32K MEMORY EXPN
PRA1753 1Z40/2MISwift2*, ..£13.10

PRINTER STAND
"2B

PHA1274 Sv.ift9X-2-3X

£30 66

.. ..

PN48 ACCESSORIES
PRAIUS ?:;48 Batti-v

PRA1242 124D?;MSv.r:92-:

PRA1162 PN43 CarAdaptor
pricesinc.VAT a delivery

E467D
[

E1SB0

CITIZEN PRINTERS
FREE DELIVERY
NextDay- Anywhere inthe UK mainland

270 CPS

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN 360 cps
CitizenSwill200 - 24 pin • 80 column

• 270cps SD (15cpi), 216 cps Draft.72cps LQ
• 8K Printer Buffer - 40K maximum
• Parallel Interface
• 6 LQ Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi
• Epson, IBM, & NEC P20 Emulations

• QuarterPrintingand Auto Set Facility
• UltraQuiet Mode-44.5 dB(A)
• Colour Option Available

• Citizen Swift24x-24 pin- 136 column

• 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ

8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• 50 Nozzle Head - Whisper Quiet47dB(A)

• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper
• 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts

•

• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
• Colour Option Available
•

RRP
£489
SILICA STARTER KIT £25

TOTAL VALUE: £294

SAVING:

£115

SILICA PRICE: £179

£179

V^VAT^ £210.33 rel: PRI 2490 _^

f

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

SAVING: £225

021292-M3S

•

•

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi
• HP Deskjet plus emulation
RP

TOTAL VALUE: £514
SILICA PRICE: £299

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• Optional HP Compatible Font cards

£299

SAVING £152
SILICAPRICE: £345

\jVAT= £351 33 ref: PRI 257-1J

WINDOWS 3.1

• PoweredFromMains.Batteryor CarAdaptor

Free Windows 3.0 driver with Starter Kit

FREE COLOUR KIT
With every Swift 9

£325

TOTAL VALUE: £325

£345

YEAR WARRANTY
(including the dot matrixprinterhead)

Epson, IBM. NEC P6 & Citizen Emulation

RRP

\-••-'-•>:

2

Parallel Interface

•

£496

TOTAL VALUE: £496

FREE STARTER KIT
Worth£29.38- With Citizen dot matrixprintersfromSilica

Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ

•
•

RRP

£269

• Citizen Projet - Inkjet - 80 column

80 column

•

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

SILICA STARTER KIT_£25

ao column 64 cps

SAVING:

£199

£126

SILICA PRICE: £199

:-::::••?• -•:•'. p~.: zry)J

FREE HELPLINE
Technicalsupport helplineopen during officehours

V^VAT.: £233.83 rel:PPI2100 J

FROM SILICA

^—_^^^_^^^_

[ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ~]

MAIL ORDER:
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111
Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm
No Lale Night Opening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road. London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
Opening Hours:

•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardwareorders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team oftechnical experts at yourservice.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proventrack recordin professional computersales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliableand profitable.

SIDCUP SHOP:

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

Opening Hours:

•
•
•
•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcupbranches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ofyourrequirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to youwith offers+ software and peripheral details.
PAYMENT: Majorcredit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefullyabout WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice with your new purchase. And. willthe
company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:
Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm iSat close 6.30pm)

Late Night: Thursday - 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday • 7pm

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sal 9.00am-6.00pm|

To: Silica Systems,

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea. Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 462426
STFOR-0293-55,

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 0702 462363

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
,Pl

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:....

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):

will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled

experience and expertise, we can nowclaimto meet our customers' requirementswithan understanding
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

m

Address:

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any. do you own?
ESOE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return (he coupon (or [he latest Information.

PROFILE

IMAGITEC

As one of

Europe's

leading
software

design and
development
studios,

Imagitec
have been

asked by
Atari to create
a brand new

kind of space
adventure for
the Falcon.
Rob Mead

takes the lid

off and

has a peek
inside the

workings of
the company

SPACE

JUNKIES
ased on two floors of a

former newspaper office
in Dewsbury, West York
shire, Imagitec have quickly estab
lished themselves as a major
player in the software development
and conversion

market.

Founded

just five years ago, the company
has a wealth of projects under
development including a major
assignment for the Falcon - an offworld adventure called Space Junk.
When it is eventually released
in June 1993, Space Junk is going
to feature over 200 different loca

tions, digitised backdrops and over
60 fully-animated characters with
speech samples. Unlike the sprites
in other computer games, Space

est part of designing Space Junk is
in the puzzles, which need hours of
brainstorming - and Guinness sessions to come up with some
thing that hasn't been used
before." Once he's come up with
an idea, Nigel liaises with program-

means that, as well as listening to
what a character has to say, you
can also study its mannerisms and
body language. This whole process
infuses Space Junk's characters

with a high degree of realism not
yet found in the computer games
market. So how does a company

like Imagitec go about developing a
project as ambitious as this?
What's the big idea?
Every good game starts some
where and, in Imagitec's case, it's
usually inside Nigel "Pig" Ker
shaw's head.

Nigel

is a games

designer and it's his job to think up
new games scenarios and con
cepts. For example, he based Ragnarok on an ancient Norse board

game called King's Table, which
you can buy from specialist gam
ing shops. Space Junk, on the
other hand, was an original idea

this. Imagitec's backroom boys pose
for the cameras in the lobby of Field
House. The girls from the "sunbed

parlour" are strangely absent.

physical anguish and claustropho
bia is all in a day's work." A Plas
ticine representation of the head is
then sent off to Soft Options - the
company who make the Spitting
Image puppets - and is cast into a
latex

head

and

foam

mask.

Because the masks are made to fit

pretty snugly, a wide range of
facial expressions is possible. Addi
tional hydraulic levers are then fit

"A few hours of

physical anguish

ted to the mask, so that a cat

and claustropho

twitch its ears.

character, for example, is able to

bia is all in a day's
work"

Junk's characters have been cre

ated using Imagitec's in-house
puppet animation system, Imagimation, a process normally associ
ated with high tech special effects
movies. When a digitised character
is presented on-screen you see his
whole body, not just his face - this

• The Beatles ain't got anything on

mers and the art department to
ensure

that the

end

result

is

a

game design everyone who's work
ing on a project is happy with.
Arting around
Unusually, Imagitec insist on storyboarding all of their games. This
helps to give the programmers and
the games designers a good
impression of how the final prod
uct is going to look. Storyboards
are drawn exactly to screen size
which makes the computer artists'
job of turning the sprites, back
grounds and animated sequences
into pixellated images much easier.
However, Space Junk has relatively
few storyboards devoted to screen

Programmers from hell
Once a game design has been storyboarded by the art department it
is passed onto the programmers
and computer artists who convert it
onto the screen. At Imagitec, all the
artwork and programming is done
on PCs and, for a major game like
Ragnarok, can take up to a year to
complete. Finished games are then
converted using a cross compiler
into the different machine formats

with some additional programming
necessary. A typical conversion
from a PC onto an ST takes two to

three months and mainly involves

outlines - the rest of them are used

to design the way the characters
look, thus enabling costumes and
masks to be made.

Because Imagitec are using a
digitised animation process for
Space Junk, the art department has
also been responsible for making
the puppets used in the game.
"The first stage... is to take a plas
ter cast mould of the head of the

person who will be operating the

based around a desire to use pup
pets in a computer game. "Every
thing else came from the imag
ination,
other
people's
input,
booffs, comics, films, and so on...

character, not an enjoyable task
since it involves getting your head
completely covered in plaster and
other gunk with nothing but two

straws jammed up your nose,"

• "It's Johnny!" When Kevin Macin

the plaster heads used in the

we tried to fit in as much satire as

Sharon

tosh isn't doing his Jack Nicholson

creation of Space Junk's

possible, so many of the characters
are based on real people. The hard

we're

• Nigel "Pig" Kershaw and
Imagitec's resident sculptress Dawn
Whitehead-Binns pose with some of

animated characters.

Dunsford
a

masochists

explains,

bunch

and

a

"but

of

dedicated

impersonation, he's responsible for

few

hours

converting Ragnarok onto the ST.

of

IMAGITEC

PROFIL

• The man

MAD ABOUT ATARI

behind the

cat mask and

"Pig" likes to

"The relationship between Atari
and Imagitec has been awesome.

terrorise the

We were fortunate to have been

Space Junk,

produced by the Sunnyvale office

accountancy

and John Skruch, Director of Soft

firm down

dressed as a

ware Development, at Atari has
been very, very supportive...
Imagitec intends to be one of
Atari's staunchest developers.

Human and

With the ST, the market will dic

stairs by
roaming
around

tate the scenario, but on the Fal

waving a
spear above

• Imagitec president Martin Hooley

his head.

visited the set of the American

Gladiators show in the US only to

degrading the sprites and back
grounds from 256 colours to 16.
The work of the computer
artists involves animating the
sprites and creating the backdrops

mated at two frames per second.
For more details on animation, turn
to the feature on page 14.
For Space Junk, the back

Imagitec have been one of

drops are created on paper using

the first software devel

so that the characters have some

airbrush and gouache techniques,
before being scanned into a PC.
This process makes the back
grounds look more realistic and is
also easier and quicker to accom

thing to interact against. Sprite ani
mation works in the same way as
cartoon animation, with slight vari
ations in each sprite from frame to
frame - a character animated at 20

frames per second is going to be
much

more

fluid

than

one

ani-

plish. However, there are problems
with digitised images as Hugh
David, PC programmer for Rag
narok, explains: "Once they've
been digitised, a computer artist
has to cut them up into their com

discover that half the so-called

audience were painted onto the
backdrop.

opers to get their hands
on the Falcon, so STF are

naturally curious about
the kind of relationship
the company has with

con I expect we will have
completed at least five products

by the end of 1993. There's also
the Lynx... and the looming
Jaguar to be considered.
As for the development of
Space Junk, we are developing the
product as the lead format which
will have a guaranteed exclusive
window of exposure before any
other versions of the product are

released. I believe that this prod
uct will be one of many of the
same genre that we produce for
them (Atari). In fact, Atari are so

Atari. This is what Martin

taken with the characterisations

Hooley, Imagitec's presi
dent, had to say:

in Space /unk we have signed the
toy rights with them. "

ponent parts and define areas of

depth, so the computer knows
which parts of the scenery a char
acter will walk behind or in front of.

This is more complex than it
sounds because there might often
be up to eight planes of depth in a
single backdrop." Finally, scenery
animations - such as flying birds
and flashing lights - are added to
• Imagitec managed to get their

make a scene come alive. This also

paws on a Falcon long before most

gives the protagonists something

people have even seen one, and

to act against.

Space Junk is the game to put
Atari's baby on the map.

Music to the ears

Imagitec employs its own musi
cians to write music for its games,

This is the very end of it

development market, with the in-

When Imagitec started out, they

and they also do a lot of outside
work for other companies. It's sad
to say, from an ST point of view,

were

house who were kept busy doing

house faciilities to take a product
from design to completion. If
Space Junk and the Falcon live up

other people's dirty work. Now it's
a major player in the software

to their promise, then 1993 could
be a very bright year indeed, stf

that the vast majority of the music
is written on either an Amiga 1500

a

very

small

conversion

with Protracker or on a PC with a
Roland sound card. The music is

then converted into other formats

using a utility developed by one of
the company's programmers.
Writing the music for a game
can work in one of two ways, as Ian
Howe reveals: "One way is that I
get a copy of the game design and
will then have a basic idea of what

boarded before the concept is put on

is required. When I have a piece I
think is suitable, the designer is
shown the music. If the designer is
happy, the piece is tidied up, ready
to be coded into the game. The
other, more preferable option,
involves the designer actually sit
ting in with me while the piece is
being
written,
giving
instant
response and criticism as the piece

to the Falcon.

progresses."

• Like all of Imagitec's products.

Space Junk is extensively story-

-amitr

I Richard Lodge is responsible for making sure that the graphics on the ST
version of Ragnarok are pixel perfect.
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TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 553530

PRICES INCLUD

+

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS

'^

5.25" (360K)

5.25" (1.6 Meg)

3.5" (1 MEG)

3.5" 2MEG(1.44) |

5.00

7.00

7.00

12.00

BOX/10

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER

GOLD MASTER BRANDED

..£17.05

2 FOB f LIFE IMl rVABMNTY

..£17.50

DC6525

..£15.50

DC100010Mb .£16.50

DC300EXL ..£18.70

DC1000 20Mb .£16.50

..£15.50

£13.50

LQOK! Great deals on Mitsubishi 3.5" Branded Disks<%M^L^rs
5 Boxes MF2DD (50 Disks) ..Only
..Only £26.00

10 Boxes MF2DD (100 Disks) Only £50.00
5 Boxes MF2HD (50 Disks) ..Only £45.00
10 Boxes MF2HD (100 Disks) Only £88.00

•^hfrfV..PROMOTIONS

WHERE IT COUNTS-

+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES WITH ABOVE DEALS

DSDD
£21.00
£40.00
£75.00
£175.00
£329.00

50 Disks
100 Disks
200 Disks
500 Disks
1000 Disks

DSHD
£32.50
£63.50
£125.50
£295.50
£580.50

INCLUDES LABELS

NOTE: The above disk are based on > 55% clipping level,

cheaper disks areavailable - please call.

jgjfefc 48tpi
25 DisksliEi £8.50

12.00

100 Disks
£28.00
1000+PLEASE CALL

£27.25

£36.00

COLOURED
DSHD

DSDD

DSHD

£23.00

£35.00

100 Disks

£45.00

£69.00

200 Disks

£85.00 £137.00

£27.00
£50.00
£90.00
£210.00

£38.00
£75.00
£143.00
£331.00

£27.50

NINTENDO

STORAGE BOXES
3.5" DISKCAPACITY
140
£11.50
120
£9.50

so0
50

£22.00

«

£2.50

.U.

£2.50

MOUSE STAGE

|SV

£10.00

MOUSE MAT HARD

.V*

£3.50

PAPER TRIMMER

£9.50

IUPt0 £3.00 OFF above Jo/stfcks with another pu chase above £15.00

.V>....£19.00

STACKABLE BOXES

5.25" DISKCAPACITY
140
£9.00
£8.50

120

Disk Name

Cap

3.5"

80

Banx

£12.99

::::::::i7$>
lo0.:::::::::::::!!:! 3.5
^ B^mmonm
£6 50
Bimby 200....£18.99

40

£6.00

5.25 Blmby5 200....E18.99

BIMBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 3 2.8"VIDEO TAPES, CARTRIDGES
ALLABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS.
£2 OFFBOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE

3.5" or5.25" 10 Cap...£1.50.

£5.00

5Cap...£1.15.

1 Cap...50p

Cardboard Disk Masters.. .£150/1000 or £25/100

DUST COVERS

COMPUTER DESK...£90.00

AMIGA/ATARI

12" or 14" MONITOR
80 or 132 PRINTER
LAZER PRINTER
84 or 102 KEYBOARD
TOWER CPU

12" or 14" COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN

K,

**. cnftVI\0£>
m,«<«\iE»5••"^ScVm-I
W^liSc.^.pLEfcSt.V!^
e(SWlS......*
"

£6.00

£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

Only£13.99

£25.00
£35.00

MINI VACUUM CLEANER
£7.00
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION....£3.00
3" CLEANING KIT
£3.00

12" or 14" TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB

£15.95

PRINTER STAND (Feet)
80 or 132 COLUMN
IBM PRINTER LEADS

£9
£25
£14

QS155 Aviator 1

£21.00

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES

£16.50

QS131 Apache 1
£7
QS130F Python 1
£950
QS127 Starfighter ParRswie Control £3650

^....£19.00

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH

DC2120

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: PLEASE CALL OR FAX

QS11ATurbo2
OS149 Intruder 1
QS128F Maverick I

MICE/TRACKERBALLS

ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL ..ff.

£16.50

..£17.50
..£24.00

QS130N Python 2

PS2 MOUSE

£28.00

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS

£23.00

MOUSE MAT

DC6150..

£24.00

MULTISYSTEM

96tpi
HD
£8.75 £12.00

ATARI MOUSE

DSDD

MONITOR STAND.

5.50

£16.25

3.5" DISKS

Optical Glass Filter 14"
Optical Glass Filter 20"

6.00

13.00
12.50

6.50

50 Disks 'wr£16.00

MOUSE POCKET

SAVE YOUR EYES

2 MEG
MF-2HD

Packed in 25's with Envelopes,
Labels, Lifetime Warranty

2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY

500 Disks £200.00 £325.00

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES

AMIGA/COMMODORE

COMPUTER MATES
BRANDED DISKS

50 Disks

^*tyW^

1 MEG
MF-2DD

5.25" BULK DISKS

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA
LIFE TIME WARRANTY

DATA CARTRIDGES

HEAD CLEANER 3.5" or 5.25" .£2.50
ALL THEABOVE & MORE
£11.00

DATA SWITCH BOXES
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL
4 WAY
20.00

£8.00
£5.00
JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C

2 WAY
15.00
DATA SWITCH LEADS ..8.00 each

COPY HOLDERS
Paper Clip Monitor Side
Paper Clip MonitorTop
£8.00

A4 DeskTop Anglepoise ..£15.99
A4 Anglepoise G-clamp....£15.99

LABELS 5.25" OR3.5" (5.25"WITH W/P)
100 £1.00.1000 £8.00. SINGLE ORMULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE

A4 Desk Top

£4.00
£5.00

LQ9K!
VIDEO TAPES, E180, LIFETIME WARRANTY, 3 HOURS
10 FOR £20; 50 FOR £90

P.52 Sea Battle, Grand Prix,
Challenger Tank, Brain Power,
Carrier, Linear Racing, Super
Slock, Snake, Hashblock/Eagleplan, Honey Bee, Space Fighter,
Alien, Tennis Pro, Olympic
Trails, Police Bust, Pacboy,
Block Buster
SUPPLIED WITH:
• CRYSTBALL GAME
• BATTERIES
• STEREO EAR PHONES

SPECIAL PACK OFFER
BUY 4 GAMES - CHOOSE ANY
OTHER TITLE FREE

FED UP WAITING?

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN BLUE PRINTED
CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE
3.5" 720K-880K

MF-2DD10's1 Meg
1 Box

£5.00

3.5" 1.44 Meg
MF-2HD10's2Meg
1 Box

£8.50

MF-2DD 30's 1 Meg
1 Box (30)
£14.00
BAMBI-2DD 1 Meg
25 Disks in 25 Capacity
Storage Box

MF-2HD 30's 2 Meg
1 Box (30)
£21.50
BAMBI-2HD 2 Meg
25 Disks in 25 Capacity
Storage Box

1 Box

1 Box

£14.00

£21.00

5.25" DISKS
M-2D 48TPI 360K

1 Box(10)

£4.00

M-2DD 96TPI 720K

1 Box (10)
£4.75
M-2HD1.6 Meg H/D
1 Box (10)
£5.00
10% DISCOUNT GIVEN ON
10 BOXES OR MORE

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! ON 0753 553535

ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS
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ANDY IMUTTALL

MARK WINSTANLEY

ROB MEAD

TIM (MORRIS

TIM TUCKER

I Keeps pigs in his flat.

• Keeps a python in his

• Rob had a hamster

• Tim farms clangers. "The

• Tim has a lot in comon
with Michael Jackson -

"I tickle them whenever

wardrobe to prevent the

which ate some rice,

demand from soup drag

I get a craving for pork

unlikely event of burglars
stealing his clothes.

drank some water and

ons is quite phemomenal."

his only pal is a babbling

exploded. Sad, but true.

he explained patiently.

chimp called Bubbles.

scratchings," he said.

POKED ABOUT THIS MONTH
• What's the

Bat 2

Bignose
CJ in the USA

Captain Dynamo
Dyna Blaster

Final Fight
Gobliins 2

Lethal Weapon
Magicland Dizzy

page 82
page 90
page 90
page 90
page 86
page 90
page 78
page 88
page 90

Pit-Fighter
Pool
Premier Manager
Robin Hood
Sabre Team

page 90
page 80
page 86
page 90
page 84

Sensible Soccer vl.1

biggest RPG to

I How many
people can

c o m e o u t on

play this furi

your ST? How

ously paced

many months

and addictive

will it take to

blast-'em-

complete?

page 90

Turn to page

Steg the Slug
page 90
WWF Wrestlemania page 90

82 to find out.

up? Check
Dyna Blaster
out on page 86.

mi>

JKf5
"brutilL.

• Clive col

lects horses

0 0

- he runs a

knacker's

• Take in a tour of

vineyards, come
home and fall over.

yard and pet
food factory
in Hull. And
he reviews

Turn to page 102 to check out
the latest releases into the
Public Domain

PD utilities

during his
spare time.

••SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEW

GOBLIINS
Fingus an
Winkle may

sound like the
names of two

clap-clinic

Castle, Underwater and so

on -

each containing puzzles for you to

doctors, but
heroes in

solve. You can usually get either
Fingus or Winkle to pick an object
up and use it, but the key to each
level is how you string the different
elements together to get an end

Gobliinsville.

you get to hit a chicken over the

they're local

Rob Mead puts
on his jester's
cap and
transports
himself to an
eccentric and

puzzling world

result. After all, it's not every day

• Oh dear, Fingus and Winkle have popped one drop of the old jungle juice too
many - here they are in the Beatnik dream sequence.

Ing Angoulafre's son has
been kidnapped and is being
kheld prisoner in a remote
castle by the evil Amoniak. To exact
his revenge on his old rival, the
King, Amoniak has turned the
Prince into a court jester. In desper
ation, the King turns to Modemus

K

behaved, polite and serious, while
Winkle is a joker and a loudmouth.

head with a piece of salami, is it?
For example, when you get to
Tom's tree house you have to res

cue a ball, alert the Mayor and get

Doesn't sound like the Prince has

a timepiece from the clockmaker.
However, to do all this you need to
get certain objects to do things in

got much hope, does it?
You're presented with a series
of different game worlds - Village,

the wrong Gobliin to use the
object, the end results can be

particular order, and, if you choose

the Wizard and asks him for help. A
message is sent out for local heroes

to rescue the Prince and so your
adventure begins... The first thing
you notice about Cobliins 2 is its
startling similarity to the original
game, reviewed in STF 36 - see
page 66 to order your copy if you
missed it. The same highly-detailed

&££*?
• "Oh Gobliins, I've turned into a

tree." "Stop blubbing, Kael. Your
mother told you what'd happen if

you swallowed those apple pips."

graphics and guffaw-inducing jokes
are prominent in both. However,
where the first adventure placed
you in charge of three Gobliiins,
this time there are only two - Fin
gus and Winkle. The two Gobliins
have vastly different personality
traits but together they comple
ment one another - Fingus is well-

• Vivalzart has a rather unusual hobby - he likes to spend his money on col
lecting exotic animals - piranhas, vultures, worms and... Gobliins.

Heaven knows I'm notable now, or how to get that sausage

CT1 :aSr
I On the fourth occasion
Fountain, now

. of the house - get Fingus

the wizard shakes his

bottle with Winkle on the

to pull down the rung so Winkle

head - this is your cue to send

water, Chen get Winkle to use the

can climb up. Get Fingus to

Winkle down the chimney. The

bottle of water on the toad. Col

knock on the door and talk to the

wizard invites you in...

lect the stone and send Fingus to

Wizard four times..

use it on the Mechanism.

GAME

REVIEW

SCREENPLAY

NATIONAL ELF SERVICE
Above the main screen there's a menu bar

3. Inventory

•n~1

which gives you different game options. Here
they are in all their glamorous glory:

Fingus and Winkle have a shared inventory

_ - to access it either click on this icon, or use

the right mouse button.
1. Game Management

You can allocate up to 15 places on a blank

• "It is I, Jacques Cousteau. 'Ere we

zee ze seggsy mermoid of ze deep."
"What's the matter with you, Fingus?
Are you auditioning for a part on

:t Exchange

2. Jokers

icon enables you to swap items
L ~: =;•";: between Gobliins without having to use the
inventory first.

You usually have three jokers on each
I screen that you can play if you get really
stuck. The clues tend to be rather cryptic and for
some situations you don't get a joker at all.

I^im 1 Enables you to go back to screens you have
i J visited without having to use the exit doors.

disk or hard drive for your saved games.

5. Movement

'Alio 'Alio or something?"

either comic or tragic. You also
find plenty of red herrings dotted
throughout the different worlds,
so you could end up spend
ing ages on something
only to find it has no

combination

which

clicks

-

it's

extremely easy to get frustrated,
even bored, if you get marooned
for too long, but, oddly, it
makes you even more
determined

to

crack

use whatsoever. Usu- j|

the

level.

ally though, an
object discovered

this

determination

effect elsewhere.
Double vision
When it comes to mov

and

of

• "That chap on
the left - didn't he
used to be in the
Harlem Globetrot

[ get out of playing

be used to good

Fingus

Part

springs from the
sheer enjoyment you

on one screen can

ing

Beware!
We had problems running Cobliins 2 on every ST but our 4MByte Mega STE Dl claim Cobliins runs on all versions of ST, so they'll be pleased to send you a
replacement if you have probs. Contact Debbie Durrant on s 0276 684959.

Winkle

around the screen, you can either
use them separately or in tandem for example, you sometimes need
one of them to hold an object
while the other does something to
it. This can get a bit confusing at

r the game, gawping
at the colourful graph
ics and grimacing at the
visual jokes. The sound
samples are pretty hot too,
although the music and cackling
can get aggravating after a while.
Verdict

Cobliins 2 certainly lives up to the
expectations created by the origi-

ters?" "No, Harlow
Road Menders."

"Are you sure?"

nal. It's got great graphics and can
be an addictive game to play. How

switch. The other major drawback

ever, if you get stuck on a screen

be a tad awkward to try and get
the hang of, especially when you're

for any length of time you start to
get bored and irritated - you could
even end up reaching for the Off

Gobliins 2
Digital Integration

while you decide what to do next.

w 0276 684959

Because Cobliins 2 is a linear

nd on

the cafs tail and Fingus

Highs 's

romp with a wacky
sense of humour.

' lows
Fail to solve a

\

'

puzzle on one
• It must be the nightshirt down the Gobliin car factory. "Has anyone seen me

level and you get
permanently stuck.

sprockets?" "They're in your Y-fronts, mate." "Oh, very witty."

I Use the key in the cuckoo
I clock - this has the effect
of revealing the key to the cellar.
Winkle collects it by throwing

the bottle and light it. A key is
revealed. Get Winkle to blow out

the flames and collect the key.

\. \

Graphically superb

mouth. Then fill the kettle from

to fetch the matches from its

trying to control both characters at
the same time.

I

first and you have to be positive
about which Gobliin you want to
use to do which thing, otherwise
they wander around the screen
shrugging and giggling at you

puzzle-'em-up, you can easily get
stuck on a single screen with no
short-term hope of moving onto
the next - it's not like Monkey
Island where you can choose vari
ous routes to reach the same objec
tive. Your only hope is to keep
trying the same things in a number
of different ways until you get a

is the control mechanism - it can

When you've finished
i with the Wizard, head

Place Winkl

raised area I

back to the Village. Use the bot

the house. Get Fingus to operate

tle of water with Fingus on the

the switch - this propels Winkle

the stone at it. Now go to the cel

flowers. Pick a flower and use it

onto the roof. Now get Winkle to

lar and collect the wine.

on the Notable.

collect the sausage. Now com
plete the rest of the game...
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SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEW

• "Hurry up! What's
your name Steve

POOL
There

have

not

really been many
green baize games

•

ones of note. Until now. Following
hot on the heels of Jimmy White,
the irrepressible Archer Maclean

on the ST - jimmy White's

has come up with a game which is

Whirlwind Snooker, Steve
Davis' World Snooker and

going to have eight-ball addicts
champing at the bit. Archer

3D Pool being the only

Maclean's Pool follows the familiar

Use the

'Interesting'
Davis?" "Wrong
game. Bozo, You're

going to get this
cue right between
the eyes."

3D format of his snooker game,
right down to the balls that pull
funny faces at you when you take
too long over a shot.
What makes Pool so different

from Jimmy is its simplicity - a lot
of people were put off by the
snooker game because of all the
complicated rules and cumbersome
gameplay inherent in the green
baize game. However, because pool
has fewer balls and rules, there are

View Line

less obstacles to producing a crack

option to see

stay like that

ing version for the ST.
Before you even start to play
the game, you are presented with a
variety of options - everything
from a human eight player tourna

you know.

ment to a trick shot screen. There

where the
cue ball's

going to goLook, you'll

are also three different versions of

Pool - English eight-ball, American
eight-ball and American nine-ball enough to satisfy even the most
accomplished hustler. In tourna
ment mode you can choose from
20 different ST players with names
like Alex Smartarse and Silly Willy.
Because each of your ST
opponents has different playing
abilities and styles, taking part in a
tournament becomes wildly remi
niscent of your local boozer - just
when you think you've cracked the
championship by defeating CrossEyed Chris (every pub has one),
along comes Flash Harry to wipe
the floor with the pointy bits on
your head.
To play the game you are pre
sented with over 20 icons which

OK, who's got the nine ball?
rrn Back Spin
I——I
I—I The ball
ball appears
appe
to bounce

enable you to set ball spin, angle
and cue speed and so on. It's a bit
daunting to start with and you find
that even Boring Bob manages to
thrash the pants off you on your
first attempt. However, you soon

back and travels in the opposite

suss it out and, after an hour or so,

direction.

are playing like a true pro. The
graphics are very realistic - you
could almost be playing the real
thing and the action is very slick,
you can even follow the cue ball
when you're taking a shot. How
ever, if you change your table view
while cueing up a shot, then go
back to your original perspective,
you have to start again - but this is
only a minor criticism.

There are over 20 different gameplay option in Pool, which can all make it a bit confusing.
This is the STF guide to those crazy icons
m V i e w Cue Ball
Click here to zoom in on

GOGHRGOG

the cue ball.

View Line
Plan view

This traces a path that the
cue ball is going to follow. Great
for lining up those tricky long

I—I This gives you a bird's-eye

distance shots.

of different angles.

view of the table from a number

Zoom Out

Game Control

Gives you access to the
game's control menus.

El

El

...... lP

Chalk Cue
Prevents you from mis-cue-

E

!•# __

- Gives you a wider perspec
tive on the gameplay.

-

Enables you to look down

d also has the effect of

at the table, useful when balls

Verdict

ing your opponent.

are packed tightly together and
you need to cue up a shot.

If you loved Whirlwind Snooker, then
Pool is going to make you take out
a lifetime's subscription to Mills
and Boon - it's that good, incredi
bly realistic graphics combined
with excellent gameplay make this
a joy to have on your ST. Brilliant.

J Top Spin
Enables the cue ball to fol-

.ow through on a particular shot.

• View Angle Decrease

•—I The opposite of View Angle
Increase.

I Information
Gives you various statistics
: the game in progress.

EU

0

phi J"

look at what's going on.

tangent to the original shot.

e3 0
l

1 rTl Take Shot
\

ROB MEAD

rTI Sidle Spin Left

1—J Sends the cue ball off at a

B

Zoom In

LL^J Enables you to take a closer

Cue Left

i—I Moves your viewpoint
around the table in a clockwise

Pool

direction.

£25.99

1—J A cross on the ball indi

Virgin Games

cates where the cue is going to
hit. "No" means a shot is not

possible from the angle you've

M|

« 081 960 2255

Moves your viewpoint
around the table in an anti-clock
wise direction.

Highs
Great 3D graphics and
brilliant gameplay
make Poof an even

nj"| Side Spin Right

Player One Status

better proposition
than IWWS.

Player Two Status
Screen Type

•j m# r

Toggles the Control Panel
een the left and top of the

Lows
Can be a bit con

•21 • Set Power
1—1 Enables you to change the
power of your cue shots.

fusing at first,
but you soon get
the hang of it.

t\
x

m

kV

0

o

FREE!

WHEN YOU BUY

AN ST FROM SILICA

NEW ATARI ST PRICES
Ptt

TENSTAR GAMES PACK

FREE GIFTS

FROM SILICA!
SEE PANEL TO LEFT

520ST-E DISCOVERY XTRA
HARDWARE:

8Mb RAM520ST-E COMPUTER

£249.99

8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU. 512K RAM, Mouse.
TV Modulator. Internal PSU, 1Mb Disk Drive

SOFTWARE - ARCADE GAMES:

Final Fight - Asuperbstreetfighting game. £25.99
9 Lives- Cartoonqualityplatform romp

£24.99

Robot Monsters - Arcade Shoot 'em Up ....

£19.99

Sim City- Take controlof your own city .... £29.95
SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:

When you buy your new Atari 520,1040 or Mega TENSTAR PACK:
ST-E computer Irom Silica Systems, we will give ASTERIX
you anadditional £324.75 worth ofsoftware FREE CHESS PLAYER 2150
OF CHARGE, including some great entertainment DRIVIN'FORCE
and productivity programs. These free gifts will LIVE AND LET DIE
introduce you to the world of ST computing and ONSLAUGHT
help you toget off toa flying start with your new ST. PIPE MANIA
Plus, with every ST and TT, we will give you 16 RICK DANGEROUS
nights holiday hotel accommodation for you and ROCK'N'ROLL
SKWEEK
your family toenjoy a break athome orabroad.
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

£24.99
£24.95

£19.95
£19.99

Neochrome- Artpackage
1st Word - Wordprocessor
FirSTBASIC - Programminglanguage

£29.99
£59.99
£49.99

ST Tour - Tutorial Disk
ANIST • AnimationPackage

FREE
£29.95

PLUS.' FREE FROM SILICA:

Silica ProductivityPack'

£24.99
£19.99
£24.99

£44.98

TenStar Games Pack

£219.78
Total Value: £785.59

£19.99

Less Pack Saving: £536.59

£19.99
£19.95

'D°TstnWo'rdIUde

SILICA PRICE: £249.00

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY PRODUCTIVITY PACK:
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

1st WORD'

£59.99

Every Atari ST from Silica comes supplied with Word processing package trom GST
£19.99
a free 72 page colour brochure with accom SPELL IT
modation vouchers. These entitle 2 people to

Spellingchecker to complement1st Word

hotels with accommodation FREE. All you

Basic programminglanguage withtutorial

stay up to a total of 16 nights in any of 250 ST BASIC
have to pay for are your meals (prices are

£24.99

TOTAL VALUE: £324775

listed in the brochure).

I

WORTH
NEARLY

•
e Atari pack already includes 1st Word

ATARI TT

MEGA STE

AATARI ST MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES!
1040ST-E

NEW! 1040ST-E

MUSIC MASTER

FAMILY CURRICULUM II

The Music Master Pack features ore of the

most popularcomputers used by musicians
combined with the renowned MIDI package
PRO 24 IIIto provide a perfect environment

for novice and professional alike. The
acclaimed MIDI Recording and Editing
Systemfrom Steinberg. PRO24 III is used

bymany topmusicians including Dire Straits
and PWL. Using any MIDI keyboard, PRO
24 offers the ability to write and compose

music to a very high standard. You can
record up to 24 tracks simultaneously, and
then apply real time editing to remove

HARDWARE:

1040ST-E COMPUTER

32mhz 32-Bit 68030 Processor
3'/," 1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive
2/4/8Mb RAM Versions

Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output
4096 Colour Palette

Built-in 68882 Maths Co-Processor

• Up to 1280 x 960 Resolution
• VME + SCSI Expansion Ports
• Expandable to 36md RAM
* Hard Drive Expansion Options
i FREE16 Nights Holiday Accommodation

• 16mhz 16-Bit 68000 processor
• 3W 1.44Me Double Sided Disk Drive
•

2t* RAM

8MHz '6-Bil 68000 CPU. 1Mb RAM, Mouse.
TV Modulator. Internal PSU, 1Mb Disk Drive

PRO 24 III
PLUS? FREE

Silica Productivity Pack

•

TenStar Games Pack

4096 Colour Palette

• FREE 16 Nights Holiday Accommodation

SPECIAL PROMO PRICE!
2Mb MEGA ST-E <Mo hard drive)
SILICA PRICE

j^l£499
c VAT - Ref: STC 8433

HOLIDAY ACCOM

Less Pack Saving: £475.7

Inc VAT - Ref: STC 1261

SILICA PRICE:

HARDWARE:

1040ST-E COMPUTER

The Falcon Has Landed!
16mh* 32-bit 68030 Processor

ATARI FALCON 030

32mhz Motorola DSP and BLITTER

3H*. 1.44Mb FDD
HARDWARE:

16>.!n*32-Bit 68030 CPU, 1mo RAM,

co-processors

DSP capabilities for voice
The new Atari Falcon 030 is here! It is

powerful, versatile, multipurpose
home computer, offering unmatched
performance for its price. Included in
its advanced specification are multiple
; co-processors for sound and graphics,
true colour displays from a pallet of
over a quarter of a million colours and
16-bit stereo sound input for speech

recognition

and

sound

sampling.

These all combine to provide a new

^e.

computer capable of running unrivalled
sound, graphics and
multimedia
applications. The Falcon is an ideal
upgrade for Atari ST owners who are
looking for a more powerful model, as
it is compatible with the majority of ST
application software.

£299

Total Value: £774.7
PIUS!

16 NIGHTS

• FREE Tenstar Games Pack

NEW! PRICE
ow

FROM SILICA:

• Hard Drive Options Available
• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output
• FREE Silica Productivity Pack

mistakes.

SOFTWARE:

recognition, speech synthesis and
numerous audio special effects
• True colour display: 768 x 480
• 65,000+ colours on screen at once
• Record 8 channel, 16-Bit stereo

sound and play back 4 channel,
16-bit stereo simultaneously
i SCSI II, DMA. MIDI IN & MIDI
OUT, Stereo audio & microphone

SOFTWARE:
CALAPPT • PersonalInformation Manager• Enhanced
versioncalendarallowing import/export &printing
PROCALC - Calculator

SYSTEM-AUDIO-MANAGER- An Auto Folder/

DeskAccessorycomc-malion that al'owsthe user to
recordsoundsfroma microphone and assignvarious

£299.99

8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU, 1Mb RAM, Mouse, TV Modulator,
Internal PSU, 1Mb Disk Drive

SOFTWARE MODULES:

PLAYAND LEARN- AGame withWords and Sentences
JUNIOR SCHOOL - Answer Back/General
KnowledgeQuiz. Spellingand PrimaryMaths
GCSE - Micro Maths.French,and GeographyQuiz
HYPER PAINT- FullColourPaintPackage
MUSIC MAKER tl - MusicCreationSoftware
FIRST BASIC - Powerful Programming Language

£76.59
£58.54

£55.54
£39.99
£49.99
£49.99
£59.99
£29.95

1st WORD- Very easy-to-useWord Processor
ANI ST - Animation Package
GAMES

system functions
TALKING CLOCK- Announces limeat preset intervals
AUDIOFUNMACHINE - A revolutionaryaudio

9 LIVES - Theultimate inpayability! - helpBobCatsaveClaudette
PRINCE - Dobattleinthis tenth centurygame of warfare

programusingDSP

PLUS.'

LANDMINES 8 BREAKOUT • Twofullyfeatured games

Silica Productivity Pack"

£44.98

TenStar Games Pack

£219.78
Total Value: £1035.27

£499

ports
' 1.44MbFloppy Disk
> 1, 4 or 14Mb RAM Configurations

£24.99
£24.95

FREE FROM SILICA:

£299

• Optional 65Mb Hard Disk

Less Pack Saving:

£736.27

SILICA PRICE:

£299.00

PIUS/ 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION I

Inc VAT-Ref: STC 1272

> Built-in ADC & DAC converters

'Does not include 1st Word

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND
MAIL ORDER:

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU H
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Allof your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Willbe mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.
Before you decide when to buy your new computer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it willbe like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the
company you buy from contact you withdetails of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
willhave nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled

experience and expertise, we can now claimto meet our customers' requirementswith an understanding
which is second to none. Butdon't just take our wordfor it. Complete and return the coupon now for our

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.u0pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Nighl Opening

Fax

No; 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No:

071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor). Oxford Street. London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.0Qpm (Satclose 6.30pm)

Late Night: Thursday - 6pm

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

SIDCUP SHOP
Opening Hours:

No Late Nighl Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P OBA

Mon-Sal 9.30am-6.00pm

Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Nigril: Friday - 7pm

Extension: 3914
Tel: 081-302 8811
Fax No:

081-309 0017
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GAME

REVIEW

BAT 2
You can

travel to

strange, inter
esting worlds,
meet strange

interesting
people... then
nicks loads off

Koshan Inc is holding the
planetary system of Shedishan to

ransom. The com

pany has a virtual monopoly over a
rare, but essential mineral, Echia-

tone 21, and is keen to expand its
empire. However, there is some

doubt over the ownership of the
planet Bedhin, Koshan's principal
source of Echiatone. According to
the Shedish Treaty, six people actu
ally own the planet, and two of
them are already dead.
It's your job - as a Bureau of

Astral Troubleshooters (BAT) agent
- to track down the others, reclaim
the title deeds and rescue Shedis-

stuff them
and kill 'em.

han from corporate tyranny. All
sounds like a day in the life of your
typical solicitor, doesn't it? Bat 2 is
a massive role-playing adventure -

after you've created your agent
you're dropped off at a busy astroport and wander through the
streets of Roma 2, Shedishan's capi
tal city. Your first task is to find the
hotel where another BAT agent,
Sylvia, is waiting to brief you.
On your way there you come
across over 200 characters you can
chat to, fight with and steal from in
a variety of fast food joints, bars
and amusement arcades. Because

Rob Mead

hops onto the
Express Via,
goes the

Bat 2 is an open-ended game you
can take time out and spend a few

days getting

drunk or playing

games in the amusement arcades -

or you could even get a job. And if
that isn't enough, you can always
travel

around

in

four

different

flight simulators, compete in car
races on the Expressway Via or bat
tle with rather mean-looking gladi
ators. Well, all this sounds mighty
fine in theory, but what's Bat 2
actually like to play?
Character control

Virtually anything you want to do
in Bat 2 is done by mouse-con
trolled menus and icons. For exam

ple, if you want to talk to a
character a menu appears with a
list of options available to you. The
same thing applies when you go
into a shop, bar and so on.
Although the control system and

wrong way

and ends up

menus are better than in Bat 1, the

behind bars.

process still seems very cumber
some - if you want to get a couple

He really

of drinks from your inventory, for
example, you have to scroll
through the whole thing to find
what you want and use it. The
menu then takes you back to the

should have

known better

Ba! 2 >
•>• .ode g'a.
However, you already need to
Sat..2,. the more you bett:the less

yf wini

Quattro

Chidant

if you don't know how to play Breakout we

against your »i s team in a

Tubular

simple - you just have to destroy all the bricks

style game. The object is to move all your coun

disposal. The face you see is that of your charac

that are in the centre before you can move onto

ters into your opponents' home bases.

ter who becomes elated or annoyed depending

the next level. Easy, eh?

on how well, or badly, you do.

GAME

REVIEW

SCREEIMPLA.Y-

CAN I HAVE A SURGICAL IMPLANT PLEASE, BOB?

beginning of the inventory, so you
have to scroll through it again to
get the other drink - it all get a bit
tedious and frustrating. Other bits
- like programming BOB, your
agent's computer - seem so incred
ibly involved that you really can't
be bothered - you just want to get
on with playing the game.
Another

drawback

is

the

movement cursor - it merely dis

a bit of the game you haven't seen

I In Bat 2

before. However, Bat 2 more than

behave like

a tramp and

makes up for these shortcomings

lEIIiilft

with its incredible sound effects - if

you have an MV16 sound card that
is (get in touch with UBI Soft if you
want one) - and graphics which
gives the world of Shedishan a very

in circles, or even backwards to see
• You should
aim to
choose an

agent with
balanced

capabilities strength and
intelligence,

ying and
yang... Bill
and Ben.
Avoid
Thicko like

the plague.

passers-by
for money, a
chat and a

fight. Don't
CMCt

realistic, atmospheric feel. It's
unlike any other adventure
you've played before.

exvB

pick on the

EECEUIT

police,

SELL

especially if

STEfiL.

there are

FIGHT

plays an arrow for the directions in
which you could travel. This can
mean you end up walking around

harangue

more than
six of them.

Verdict

Bat 2 is going to take you
months to complete, if not

longer - it is a seriously
long-term proposition. The
whole thing is jam-packed with
detail

and

has

some

excellent

graphics and sound effects. How
ever, the program's developers
have neglected the payability side
of the game equation to an extent
- getting around is still a hit-andmiss affair and some options such
as the Inventory screen, for exam
ple - are extraordinarily cumber
some. However, whether you're
role playing game addict or not,
Bat 2 is a thoroughly engaging
adventure - one of the best games
of its kind, s t f

Bat 2
€34.99

x-

UBI Soft » 081 343 9055
MV16 sound card
recommended

Highs \
Stunning graphics in
massive adventure that

could take you ages to
complete.

'•'lows'-..

'"'•'-. ' x'-.

With five disks it's a
shame it's not hard
drive installable.

Cumbersome control,
mechanism.
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REVIEW

SABRE TEAM
'-lit "^:' *.'**-*' *
• Learn to love every bit of this
screen - you see rather a lot of it.

I f you missed the end of that dull
John Wayne movie in 1980

because of the storming of the
Iranian Embassy, then you probably
relate black clad, gas-mask wearing
storm-troopers to the SAS. Bruce
Willis did it in Die Hard, Lewis
Collins did it in Who Dares Wins,

and you get a chance to do it in

grenades (CS gas or Stun) before
choosing body armour, gas masks,

jacked liner and a missile factory to
challenge you later. The game plays

and just a few band-aids in case
those nasty terrorists take offence
to you blowing holes in them and
start shooting back. The relevant

like a board game, with all charac
ters having a certain number of
action points per round; the less
heavily laden they are, the more

word here is "load," because
although one of the team could

action points they have. Everything
from walking to throwing a
grenade is animated beautifully on

carry an MP5K for close quarters,
an L7A2 for suppressing fire and a
sniper rifle for, err, sniping, the
chances are that he's so weighed
down that he can only manage a
few wheezing steps before putting
his feet up, claiming that he's hurt
his back and asking all the other

screen, but use action points, and a
certain degree of forethought is
needed in their use. For instance,

there's no point in opening a door
if you haven't got enough action
points to blow away the room's

Gear up, people...

To start with you're presented with
mugshots of eight squaddies, from
which you must choose four to
make up the Sabre Team. They've
all got varying combinations of
strength, marksmanship, percep
tion and action points, and it's up
to you to pick out a balanced team.
Once you've got a group of
guys who look suitably stubbly and

Verdict

they rush past holding their sev
ered limbs. Getting the balance

until the next round and do the job
properly. Even rescued hostages
have action points, though all they

Your ST's the perfect place to play
such a statistic filled game, but at
the speed this runs, you could

right

can do is leg it!

probably play a board version of

What your men can't see, you
can't see, so if a squad member

Sabre Team as fast. It's very similar

between

equipment

and

mobility is the sort of thing you
only get right after a few missions.

turns away from an enemy, he van
Lock and load!

ishes off the screen. It's all a bit

You've got the men, they've got

strange and assumes that the team
are incapable of turning their

the right gear, so it's time to send

heads, but this "line of sight"

long it takes for a game) and you

method enables you to look
through windows and doorways
and spot enemies in other rooms.

do get that satisfied feeling when
you drop the bad guys and extract

You run, shoot, and bomb until

reason for it to run this slowly.

Controlling the heavies

£25.99 Krisalis

View blueprint
of grounds

View statistics

fearsome

choice

of

Drop
Object

v 0709 3*2290

Open/Close
door

Highs
Extremely playable one

I Pick UP I

.

all that matt black hardware that

a

the hostages, but there's really no

Sabre Team

Click on these boxes to move around in the game

next

with

metric 3D view as well as the game
play, but it runs slower than that.
However, it's engrossing enough to
play all evening (and that's how

them out on a mission. There are

Toggle to

weaponry, from sniper rifles to
belt-fed machine guns, plus the
right ammunition, and then add

to Space Crusade because of the iso

five missions in all, the first being
an assault on a jungle POW camp,
with an embassy (inevitably), an
underground military base, a hi

mean, it's time to bedeck them in

makes the bad guys wish they'd
put on their brown combat
trousers instead of their beige
ones. You can load down your boys

ZZZzzzz...

Sorry, must have dropped off for a
moment. The problem about Sabre
Team is the speed your ST moves,
or rather its lack of speed. This is
"pop into the kitchen for a bacon
sarnie" slow. Sit through three
updates and any illusions that this
is an action game with elements of
strategy are dispelled. This is an
attractive strategy game, period.

occupant, it's much better to wait

team members for cups of tea as

Sabre Team, but it's not, as Noel

Coward once suggested, falling in
love. It's hostage rescue, and it's up
to you to control a team of SAS sol
diers through missions in this com
bined strategy and action game.

you've no action points left, then
let your ST do its thing...

I object

on-one strategy game,

I Sneak

with superb graphics
and lasting appeal.

Lows /

-

Slower than a

sloth driving a

Reliant in a
Change

points

T/y

/' /A
/

w

traffic jam.

for

Prime

I Throw

I Quick

chosen

grenade | grenade| shot
Load

Aimed

End of

weapon

shot

round

MARK WINSTANLEY

Four steps to carefree slaughter and an easier life

high body count and

1 grateful hostages hang
ing round adoringly. Lovely.

AND SUPPLY THE SOLUTION
ACS Electronics is an established service centre for ATARI equipment. We

specialise only in the repair and maintenance of computer hardware. Dedicated
to a programme ofquality customer care, ourcontinual expansion enables us to
offer you, our customer, a service that we believe to be second to none. Our

service includes;
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE,

most repairs are carried out within ONE DAY

QUOTATIONS RATHER THAN FIXED PRICES,

fairerto you, and in practice faster to process. Each repair isquoted for
seperately, no fixed charges full or exclusions, or hidden extras.
REPAIRS FROM £23

FREE CARRIER SERVICE with insurance,

FREE diagnostic inspection, free 90 day warranty, FREE soak test, FREE software.
No hidden charges.
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

at competitive rates.

Experienced and qualified engineering and support staff
5% DISCOUNT

available to students and OAP's.

UNBELIEVEABLE UPGRADE FITTED PRICE OF £15 INCLUSIVE

Trade and Education welcome. Dealer pack available on request.

ACSi
ELECTRONICS

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE, UPGRADES AND REPAIRS
B.E.C ELDON STREET, SOUTH SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR, NE33 5JE

TEL.(091) 4554300 FAX. (091) 455 1847

Cambridge Business Software, 35
0

'TRAINING

Moat House Business Centre • Melboum Science Park • Melboum • Royston • Herts SG86E)

MUSIC

ART GRAPHICS DESIGN

ACCOUNTS
Home Accounts 2
Cashbook Combo Pack
Personal Tax Planner

£44.90
£59.95
£34.95

Degas Elile
Hyperdraw

£19.95
£29.95

Hyperpaint v2

£29.95

System 3 (Inv/Stcck)

£39.95

Megapainl II v4
Megapainl II Prolessional v4

Easy Draw 2

DATABASES
Data Manager Prolessional
DiQila DGBase

£29.95
£39.95

Prodala

£59.95

r<Supercharged Easy Draw 2
nCyberSludio(CAD3Dv2)

KCyber Conlrol

"2Cyber Paint v2

Super Base Personall
PHONE ^Spectrum 512
Super Bass Professional... Special £89.95 ffiTechnobox Dralter v2

£85.00
£199.00

£39.95

Pagestream v2.2

£149.00 gs520STE Start Pack

Calamus v1.09n

£129.00 ^520STE upgraded 1Mb

Calamus SL

£575.00 r—520STE upgraded 2Mb

Timeworks DTPv2
EZ Text Plus

£89.95 O520STE upgraded 4Mb
£19.95 h1040STE Family Curriculum II ...

EZText Prolessional

£39.95 £l040STE Music Pack incl Pro 24
s Mega STEs

SPREADSHEETS
LDW PowerSpreadsheel v2
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 3

£99.00
£95.00
£69.95

Digicalc
Loglstix vl.2

£29.95
£69.95

TT030
Falcon 0301MB
Falcon 030 4Mb 65HD
SM124 Mono Monitor
Atari SC1435 Colour

Philips CM8833 Mkll Monitor..
Ricoh LP1200 Laser Printer

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO

All prices include VAT &delivery • NO surcharges on European orders
Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software
24-HOUR ORDER LINE 0763 263127

£279.00
£195.00
£179.95
£239.00

Cubase v3
Cubase Lite

£359.00
£99.00

£59.95 fc Replay 16

£39.95 q Breaklhru Sequencer

£32.95 £ Concerto

..£39.95 5Quarlet-

£24.90 &STACEY Laptop4Mb/40

£179.95 jfjl

DESKTOP PUBLISHING^ COMPVm/MONlTOWRMttS
£249.00
£259.00
£289.00
£359.00
£299.00
£299.00
From £399.00
From£890.00
.PHONE
.PHONE
£129.00
£199.00
£209.00
£795.00

MLANGUAGES & COMPILERS

E-Magic Notator
E-Magic Creator
E-Magic Notator Alpha
E-Magic Unitor II

£99.95

PHONE

£34.95

..£39.95

£795.00

WORD PROCESSORS

i— Calligrapher Prolessional

J* Calligrapher Gold

I GST First Word Plus v3.2

O™^
u Pretext v5.5

: That's Writev1.5

^That's Write v2

prfetar

£65.00

Hisolt C. Interpreter

£42.00

Hisoll Lattice C v5.5

£109.00

Hisolt Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)
Hisoll Highspeed Pascal
FTL Modula 2 Developer
GFA Basic Interpreter v3.5
GFA Basic Compiler v3.5
Prospero Pascal
== Prospero Fortran
Prospero C
Prospero Developers Toolkit

£45.00
£79.95
£79.95
£45.00
£24.90
£79.95
£79.95
£79.95
£55.95

£89.00

£57.95 X/vfrVVideomaster

SoNeodeskv3

E109.00 ~ Harlekin 2
£85.00 Z Naksha II Hand Scanner
.PHONE <g+PIus
,„',..„.

,£109.00

lj
£210.00
£339.00
£439.00
£489.00
PHONE

PC EMULATORS/TOS 2.06
PC Speed
AT Speed 8MHz
AT Speed C-16MHz

£65.00

Hisoft Basic 2

£129.00 g|_ MISCELLANEOUS

Good Hard Drives Cost Less horn CBS!
Progate II 20Mb
Progate II40Mb DC
Progate II85Mb DC
Progate I1120 Mb DC
Progale II240 Mb DC

Hisoft Devpac v3

£99.00
£129.00
£199.00

TOS 2.06 Official UK Versions in Stock

£65.00

£29.95

£44.90
£119.00 |
"£19.95

< SLM804 Replacement Drum

£165.00

SLM605 Replacement Drum
SLM804 Replacement Toner
SLM605 Replacement Toner

£132.95
£37.95
£32.95

0763 262582<
FAX0763 263488 .&
TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G
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DYNA
blow-'em-up that's going to have

when you realise up to four of your
mates can have a go as well, you

you propping up your eyelids with

matchsticks just to see if you can

know you're in for some serious

get to that next level. The levels
get progressively harder as you

fun. The sight of five of you charg
ing about the same screen, blowing

have to tackle more monsters and

you are given less and less time to

up baddies, collecting the bonuses
and trying to destroy each other

complete each screen. Fortunately,

just has to be experienced. If that's

you are given three lives and three
continues - giving you, in effect,

not enough for you, then just try
treading on the the Skull icon - this
has unpredictable effects from
making you move faster or slower
to making your explosions very
small. You can also pass on the

nine lives - so you have plenty of
Originally a coinop and console
adventure, Dyna

Blaster has finally made it

onto your ST and looks set to
become one of the biggest games
of 1993. Why's that, then? Well...
The idea behind the game is
that you charge around destroying
various monsters by strategically

placing bombs in their path and
then hiding behind walls so you
don't get blown up yourself. Once
you have rid a level of all its bad
dies, you then have to blow up the
walls to find the flashing blue exit
door and any bonuses that may be

opportunity to blast the hell out of
everything on-screen.
In single-player mode the
game is really rather good, but
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effects to other players by running
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lying around. The bonuses enable

• A bout or two with your pals in
Dyna Blaster's multi-player mode
soon gives you the chance to see
who your real friends are.

you to control the way a bomb is
detonated, give you extra lives or
the ability to pass through walls.
Behind Dyna Blaster's decep
tively simple concept is a furiously
paced and extremely addictive

W^^^tr- p. r^^^\r T. w^^K-

• Here you
can see the

PREMIER

main
screen,

where you
can access

As well as sorting out your staff,
such as your coach and physio, you

all the

sections of

the game.

also need to look after your
ground. This involves improving its
safety, keeping your supporters'

club happy, and selling advertising
space to companies. The space is
sold in batches of several weeks at

I t says on the box: "The only one
good enough to be called Pre
mier Manager." Hmm. Ever since
the early days of computers such as
the VIC-20 and the Spectrum, footy
management games have almost
without exception been similar in
style. Text-based, number crunch
ing dinosaurs which are about as
much fun as typing your tax returns
into a spreadsheet.
So what's different about Pre

very quick. The
game presents
icons, enabling
many different

main screen of the
you with various
you to access the
areas of manage

ment - see the picture above.
Right from the start, it is

field, defence or forward. This way,

HUTCH:1

PIEIIIES

HUTCH 1
HUTCH:1

DIVISION

OHE

DI MI SI OH

IKO

stone unturned as far as detail is

LEAGUE

DIVIfI»H THREE
CCHFEREHCE

concerned - the word here is com

prehensive. Without making the
game too difficult to follow, every
imaginable feature
has
been
included, from transfer markets to

club finances, from your manager
ial history to ground improve
ments. These options generally

pionship Manager and Leeds United,

of small icons which can be used to

but this game is far more clearly
presented than any previous game

call up various aspects of foot
balling life.
You must start off the game
by sorting out your internal affairs.

on the ST. The colours used are

that no space is blank at any time.
The speed of play can be
adjusted as required, from snail's

apparent that Gremlin have left no

mier Manager? The answer to that is
- presentation. Gremlin have gone
for the recently trendy option of
presenting everything via a set of
icons, as with games such as Cham

easy on the eye, and the game is

a time for large amounts of money,
so an eye must be kept on the
advertising screen to make sure

pace to ultra-quick. If you intend to
make some team changes during
the match, however, it's not a good
idea to zip through every game at
high speed. If an incident occurs
during the game which requires
your attention - such as an injury to
a player - the game is paused as it
waits for your input.
The best feature, though, is
the ability to adjust each players'
skills individually, and not stick
them into specific groups of mid-

• Occa
sional

digitised
graphics
like this add

MUTTS

HOT CH

3TAFFOID

I

CONFERENCE

RtHGEBS V

BOTH

CI 15

-ECTED HAS
SELECTED '

t?^?**$?$&?$ Wi

to the pre
sentation -

but why
didn't
Gremlin use

the spare

memory for

produce sub-menus, with a number

the inmatch

graphics?

HEHU

I UJTTTTrn
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PLAY

M

BLASTER
into them. Whether you're in single
or multi-player mode, you have to

plug your joysticks into an adaptor
that's supplied which plugs into
your ST's parallel port.
The graphics are nothing out
of the ordinary, although the
sprites are well-animated and have
that certain endearing, cutesy qual
ity that's likely to keep you coming
back for more. Gameplay could be
better - it can be jerky and unre-

sponsive. Despite this, Dyna Blaster

• Explosive

is a joy to play.

action Dyna

Blaster style. To
be this good

Verdict

takes... a

Dyna Blaster is a top-notch arcade
adventure which is very addictive,

wicked joystick
and some

incredibly frustrating and fantas

tic fun to play - with five players it's sheer mayhem. This is

a game to keep coming back ^
to time and again. Virtually a
classic already.

friends who are

J\,
•*

just a bit worse

rrfi;

at the game
than you are.

92
V

Don't forget your power-ups
There are various power-ups

|

ROB MEAD

JACKET: you become
immune from explosions

located on each level which

Dyna

can vastly improve your
chances of survival. Here they

TED BOMB: enables

Blaster

o pass through bombs

are in full

£39.99

-| PAINTED WALL: enables

I

opportunity to collect

another bomb

' ~ 4CTER: gives you an
ife
• Another Dyna Blaster level and yet

REMOTE CONTROL: bombs

L

don't go off automatically,

Highs
Brilliant arcade adven

ture with cutesy graph
ics. Astounding
multi-player game.

but are triggered when you
press the Spacebar

Lows

Control is a bit jerky

ROLLER SKATE: the game

but you soon get used

; " 0. becomes faster

explosions bigger

by this stage you're having so much

|

|j

: collect this to

more baddies to blast into oblivion -

UBI Soft « 081 343 9055

I •' you to pass through walls

I . • BOMB: gives you the

to it.

fun that it hurts.

4

MANAGER
players can be tweaked - as in real
life - to play in several roles, such
as midfielders who can attack, and

defenders

who

can

play

as

action, and the players wear the
same coloured strip regardless of
their team. The position of the ball

a

in relation to the rest of the field is

sweeper. This is something that
most management sims overlook,

displayed using a pointer moving
along a horizontal bar. This is
pretty basic stuff given the power
of your ST, and this area of the
game could and should have been
much improved - as should the
sound effects. Also, strange and

so, well done, Gremlin.

There are, however, some fea
tures which could have been bet

ter.
Although
Gremlin
have
attempted to produce some ingame graphics, they haven't really
done very well. Small icons show
jerky stop-frame animations of the
THE

F.H.

1ST
HOME tEUH
ChF H^'C^BE HAKD
110 :':! : ' • ::

CUP

ROUND

ridiculous

amounts

of

money - play begins in the GM
ERS

Vauxhall Conference, and you're

given a budget of £200,000 (and an
overdraft of £300,000). This is far

more money than most Conference
managers are given, and the player
values are similarly over-rated.

the in-match

incredible station

ary animation - it's
not much different

to this in the game
itself-

(such as this one in the FA Cup) are

play a footy manager game ^a

just a mouse click away.

are going to have a certain

CI TV

'

^^^B|

__

I

I

p

1

Manager changes all that. Merely
calling it addictive doesn't do the
game justice - it's only when you
look down at your watch and ten

every other footy sim on the mar

minutes has turned into four hours

that you appreciate the quality of
the game.
If you're a fan of a particular
football team you probaly recog
nise the feelings you get when
you're team is playing. Despair
when you're losing, absolute ela
tion when you're winning. The dif

ket into the Sunday League.
ANDY NUTTALL

Premier

Manager
£25.99

Gremlin » 0742 753423

Highs
Slick interface,

ference here is that if you're losing,

comprehensive options

you can actually do something

and high speed make
this an addictive game.

about it. Instead of shouting "Don
Howe, you're a crap coach" at
the screen, you can sack him

85
V

CtHFESEHCE

B*TH

trol, and this, combined with the
excellent
presentation,
pushes

Grumbles aside, the main game
• Listings of forthcoming matches

1

0-4

amount of apathy, but after a cou
ple of hours of solid play Premier

Verdict

is superb. It's safe to say that
most people sitting down to 0

.'

screen. Notice the

random intervals, seemingly for no

around

HATCH

nuHGERS

i

• A fine example of

unrealistic fines are doled out at

reason whatsoever. This type of
fine can hit at any time, and with
no warning. The game also bandies

1!

STAFFORD

\

and hire someone else in his

a

place. Every single aspect of
the game is under your con-

Laws

Small gripes include
the money levels and
silly fines.

SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEW

• Whoah. Try Jump

LETHAL
WEAPON
ing on them If all

also falls. The hair

style's quite realis

tic. Isn't H?

• Our man Mel wan
ders around the

office looking for
the toilet. Mean

while, the secretary
asks how many
sugars he wants in
his tea.

I t ' s seemed inevitable since the

first Lethal Weapon film came
out that there would be a game
based on it. They've all been popu
lar

films which

can easily lend

themselves to a game, so why has it
taken two sequels to finally get
round to it? Well, never mind that,
it's here now in tandem with the
third instalment of the series. Now

the business of licensing films for
games is one that should be excit
ing - films offer an excellent chance
to tie in the game plot with that of
the film, you've got ready-made
characters from the film to repre
sent in pixel form, all the scenes are
already set, there's an atmosphere
to be conjured up. So why is it that
film tie-ins so rarely manage to be
any good? Let's see if this one's any

mad-man-with-a-police-badge rou
tine is the high point of most of the
films), and it all looks thoroughly
suitable for a game.
Loading it up you first get to
choose which of the two characters

you want to be. Oh, so it's not a
buddy buddy affair like in the films?
Well, maybe that wouldn't have
been such an easy thing to weave
into a game, and it may not have
been so exciting anyway, so let's
move on. Next you're presented
with a platform scenario. That's
OK, it's what you'd expect with this
kind of film, a good platform
thriller with plenty of thrills and
spills. Wait a minute, this first
level's not very exciting is it? Oh,
it's an intro game type thing where
you have to go and choose the mis
sion you want to go on. You wan
der round this office and you can
enter three rooms where you're
offered a mission that you either
accept or turn down. There is a

teers

gun? So off you go down to the
dockside on your first mission. It's
all standard platform type stuff.
You jump around shooting baddies,
while they jump around trying to
shoot you. On the way you can pick
up more ammunition and weapons,
there are a few secret rooms and

locations, and you can also fight
hand to hand too. And it's, er, bor

ing. It's just like a typical platform
game except the backgrounds are
dull, the action is non-existent and

Verdict

about the game. Some brilliant
potential for an action packed affair
has ended up as an average platformer that never really picks up
into anything truly exciting. It has

From the start it's got a good
chance of being a winner. The films
usually involve the two characters
wandering along the street and
bumping into an international
drugs ring smuggling something
into the country, so there are no
confining plot restrictions. They're
action packed affairs, there are

fourth room which is marked classi

the sprites are poorly animated.
No, let's try another mission,
maybe this is just a tame one to get
you going. Mission three - blah
blah hostage, blah blah steelworks
- let's go. And guess what, it's no

fied, and you can't enter here until
you've completed the other mis
sions. Aha, a goal - looking good.
So let's try this one. Blah blah

another cliched scenario, and
this time you're in the sub
way where a terrorist group 5

bundles of humour, the characteri

dockside, blah blah container filled

sation is superb (well, Mel Gibson's

with money, blah blah drug racke

different.

som. And again it's standard
form stuff, with no surprises.
But let's get this straight, it's
not a crap game. There are ele
ments of it which are rather good
in fact. It's just that it's nothing
special, and if you're parting with
£25 you want to be sure that you're
getting something worth while,
something that will stick with you,
that you'll want to carry on playing
for ages. This isn't it.

better.

The

other

mission

It's another case of nice film, shame

its

is

is planting bombs on the line
in order to hold the city to ran-

«\

62

moments,

sure,

but

not

enough to make it a recommendable
game.
It's

>S$ undoubtedly going to be a
hit,

but it

really

doesn't

deserve to be.

Lethal

Weapon
£29.99

Ocean « 061 832 6633

Highs
Quite manic and a good
challenge. A competent,
straightforward
platform game.
Lows

It's not at all original, it
looks smooth but unin
• On the dockside at night. You have to avoid the
shark, of course, but you can swim in the water
and hop between the boats.

• On the dockside Mel faces someone who looks like an enemy.
You can tell by the balaclava and the gun. It's not worth taking
any chances in this job, so shoot him, and ask questions later.

teresting, the animation
is limited and it lacks

any real excitement.

LASER PRINTER
RicohUK Ltdis partof the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies,originally, established
in Japan, in 1936. With a turnover of overS5 billion and 37,000employees, Ricoh have
been producing computers and peripherals since 1971 and are the world's second
largest manufacturer of Laser Printer engines. Ricoh have employed their expertise to
produce a 'first' inlaserprinters fortheworld market, theLP1200 with FLASH ROM.
Fully HP LaserJet III™ compatible, the LP1200 employs industry proven laser
technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use light emitting diodes, the LP1200's
laserlightsource, focussedby high quality lenses, is able toproduce the mostaccurate
and intense printedimages. Its fast, efficient processor and engine, together with a
straight paper path design, allows printing at a full 6 pages per minute. Unlike its
competitors, the LP1200 can print an A4page of graphics at 300dpi with its standard
memory. Also, Ricoh'sadvanced laser, engine enables the LP1200 to address a
range of printresolutions up to 400dpi. The standard 2Mb of RAM installed

HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE

400

OMb
RAM WPPM
dpi

6,

A4TEXT/A5 GRAPHICS § 400dpi «A4 GRAPHICS @300dpi

\SH ROM UPGRADEABLE! I

A 2Mb RAM UPGRADE IS REQUIRED TO PRINT

AN A4 PAGE OF GRAPHICS AT 400dpi

allows the LP1200 to print a full A4 page of text using standard internal
resident fonts, or an A5 page of graphics, both at 400dpi. A FREE Windows
driversupplied enables the Ricoh LP1200 to printa typicalpage of text at
400dpi from Windows 3 using the controller firmware currently installedon
the printerand standardinternal resident fonts. A 2MbRAM upgrade(total

BEST BUY

4Mb RAM)is required to print an A4 page of graphics.

Again, unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes a powerful
document descriptionlanguage as standard. This language, 'LAYOUT

OCTOBER '92

offers unique opportunities to develop custom-made printing
systems. Forms and document templates can be
designed and stored
electronically in the
LP1200's
need

| 11/ EDITOR'S

RICOH LP1200

UKchoice

• 6 PAGES PER MINUTE

OCTOBER '92

Using a straight paper path

FLASH

ROM, alleviating
the

\ I r«J y JM i J

AUGUST '92

• PCL5 - ,m HP-GL/2

for

With scalable fonts and vector graphics

pre-printed

FREE'.

forms!

(WINDOWS)

SHOWN WITH

UNIVERSAL FEEDER

.DRIVER,

TOP TRAY

• SHARP EDGED PRINTING
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image Algorithm) enhances
resolution

• 400dpi RESOLUTION

(OPTIONAL EXTRA)

(Default res. - 300dpi. Will address 200, 240 &400dpi.)

• 2Mb RAM AS STANDARD
• UNIQUE FLASH ROM
For controller upgrade and storage

• IC CARD SLOT ipcmcia/jeida compatible)
For programmable FLASH ROM cards

• EXPANSION BOARD SLOT
The Ricoh LP1200 is a genuine laser printer and not an
LED printer. Make sure you checkout the competition!

Tel: 081-308 0888

See how the Ricoh LP1200 compares

to its Laser Printer Competitors

[FEATURES
Average Street Price(excl.VAT)

cexpecied)

Oflicial RRP (excl. VAT)
Maximum resolution in dots per inch
Windows 3 Driver @ 400 dpi
Print Speed
Straight Paper Path

r

EPSON

HP L/JET

EPL4100

IMP

Standard RAM

FullA4/300 dpi graphics with standard RAM
Warm Up Time
First Page of Text Output
Document Description Language included

M'MAN
TALLY
MT904+

• SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS
IBM 4029
Model 010

RICOH
LP1200

E569

E699

£699'

£750

£699

£1,179

£1,099

£1,099

£1,195

300x300

300 x 300

300 X 300

300x300

400x400

6ppm

4ppm

4ppm

5ppm

6ppm

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.5Mb

1Mb

1Mb

1Mb

2Mb

<45 sees

<60 sees

60 sees

33 sees

45 sees

<20 sees

<40secs

34 sees

20 sees

<15 sees

YES

• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY Next working dayresponse
Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the revolutionary Ricoh LP1200. It has all of the
specifications that you would expect to see in today's most technically advanced laser
printers, plus a unique additional feature which places it far ahead of the competition FLASH ROM. This 'Future Proof technology protects the investment you make when

you buy a Ricoh LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser firmware
developments. FLASH ROM is an area of memory inside the LP1200 which holds the
printer's controller instruction firmware. If new firmware is developed, eg an update to
the printer's command language, it can be downloaded into this memory. Other manu
facturers would require you to buy a new printer! Fonts, macros, graphics and additional

JES

YES
YES

Flash ROM

YES

Upgradable Firmware
YES

YES

IC Card Slot

8

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP LJ III Emulation

Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts
AGFA Intellifont Scalable Font Technology

11

HP LaserJet III Emulation Included
EPSON FX Emulation Included

14

YES

0

14

16

100

Protective cover on standard tray

YES

70

YES
8
14
YES

YES

YES

FLASH ROM facility. The LP1200 comes with a 100 sheet A4 paper tray (letter and

legal trays also available as extras) and the facility to feed single sheets of paper and
card up to 157gsm. An optional extra universal feeder provides the facility to
automatically feed up to 150 sheets, from sizes of 98mm x 148mm to 216mm x 356mm
in size at weights of up to 158gsm. The universal feeder also feeds up to 15 envelopes,
overhead transparencies and labels automatically.

Consumables + Accessories]
CODE

PRODUCT

YES

KIT 5200

Laser Starter Kit inc Cable

100

200

100

LAA5238

Universal Feeder (2nd Tray)

YES

YES

2.00p

1.71p

1.64p

1.65p

60-157

60-105

60-120

60-131

60-157

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
<40dB

31.7dB

<35dB

38 dB

<38dB

<50dB

43.3dB

<46dB

50 dB

<48dB J

AIITiatlemar^ j-'-.t'--.;iiv.'.:''<ii:^l |

E12.50
£100.00
£149.00

LAA5334

Letter Paper Tray {100 Sheets) ..
LAA 5323 Legal Paper Tray (100 Sheets) ..
LAA5312 A4 Paper Tray (100 Sheets)

£35.00
£35.00

CALL FOR A FULL PRICE LIST

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.0Qpm

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

LONDON SHOP:

•

PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

SIDCUP SHOP:

•

ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:

• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.
•

Opening Hours:

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Allof your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you withoffers -t- software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.
Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it willbe like a few months after you have made your purchase, when
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase.
And, will the company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we
ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and,
with our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements
with an understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return
the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service"

Opening Hours:

£699
+VAT= £821.33

Fax No: 081-30B 060B
No Late Nighl Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 08A Tel: 071-580 4000

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.Q0pm (Satclose6.30pmj

Late Nighl: Thursday - 8pm

Extension; 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-302 8811

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA

Tel: 0702 462426

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sat 9.00am-6.00prn)

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 061-309 0017

Fax No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-0293-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
>n

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP! 200
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Ref: LAS 5200

PCMCIA FLASHCARDS ARE AVAILABLE FROM
SILICA. THESE ALLOW ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE
FONTS TO BE DOWNLOADED VIA A PC.

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111'

Order Lines Open: Mori-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

•
•

SILICA PRICE:

£35.00

'Note: Ad paper tray is already included in the £699 price. More Ad
trays can be purchased to teed different coloured stationery.

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

LP1200 WITH SINGLE BIN & 2Mb RAM

PRICE ExcVAT

YES

1.65p

' 'As quoted t)y maniilac

emulations can also be stored in FLASH ROM, or on removable, industry standard
FLASH ROM IC cards. The new Ricoh LP1200 is the only laser printer to offer this

YES

YES
YES

IBM ProPrinter Emulation Included

Standard Tray Capacity
Cost per copy"
Min-MaxPaper Weight in gsm
Able to print on 0HP Film
Able to print on card (157qsm - Manual Feed)
Standby-Noise Level
.Printing -Noise Level

8

YES

YES

• LAYOUT Document Description Language

Fax:081-308 0608

£945

PCL 5 Printer Command Language
HP-GL/2 Vector Graphics included

Resolution Improvement/Enhancement

For Improved connectivity eg. Coax/Twinax, PC-LAN etc

CORPORATE SALES TEAM

Postcode: ...

m

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE- Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for ihe latest intormation.

?5L

SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEWS

SENSIBLE SOCCER V1.1
• Possibly the
best new

feature here is
the inclusion

of penalty
cards. No

longer can
you afford to
hack at your

opponent's legs
fear of being
sent off-

that frenetic action is what it's all

tion of small-fry teams such as

about, and passing is easy because
of the scanner option. Also, Sensible
Soccer doesn't enable you to con
trol your goalkeeper, whereas Kick
Off 2 offers you that option. Any
way, the two schools of thought
remain - Kick Off 2 appeals to the
speed merchants, and Sensible
appeals to more strategic players.
Although Soccer was released
to critical acclaim, you might have

Latvia and Estonia. Still, this makes

already have the game, then Sensi
ble Software are happy to replace

winning the World Cup a bit easier

your disks with the new version for

for the rest of us. Also, the inclu

a mere £4.95 - just send your origi
nal disk with your name and

felt that some of the features were

Proving that you can't keep a
good idea down, the lads at Sensi
ble Software have attempted to
build on the phenomenal success of
Sensible Soccer by releasing this
reworked and revamped version.
Sensible Soccer presents you
with a bird's eye view of the pitch,
which is similar to Kick Off 2 except
that more of the action is crammed

on to the screen, consequently the
players are quite small, the screen
doesn't have to scroll very far to
cover the whole pitch, and the
whole game is slightly less manic
than Kick Off 2. Also, creating pass
ing manoeuvres is easy, because
you can instantly see more of your
team. Hardened Kick Off fans don't

agree with this, of course. They say

a bit limited - the lack of yellow
cards and the inordinately stupid
goalkeepers being the two main
bones of contention.

Sensible Software have taken

the opportunity to alter the line
up of teams following recent

•

Pass back to

Football League.

Playing the new game is an
absolute dream. Gone are the days
of goalkeepers who constantly
drop the ball in the path of an
opponent, and the regular annoy
ance of an ST player hacking you to

address

If you haven't played Sensi-

8f

about time you did. If you

your goalie? No
fear, not now. If

you do. all he can

Sensible

Soccer

ANDY NUTTALL

\

\

\

\

\

x-

Sensible
Soccer v 1.1

Verdict

; ble Soccer before, then it's

back to

Offer, Unit B3, Edison Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4LF, mak
ing your cheque payable to Sensi
ble Soccer Offer. Either way, this is
a game which should be in every
discerning game player's collection.

pieces without so much as a ticking-off. The changes are very sub
tle, but they add a surprising
amount to the gameplay.

A,

world events. Instead of the

once powerful USSR, we are
now presented with a selec-

sion of the new back-pass rule is set
to cause as much controversy in the
computer world as it did in the

\

\

\

\

\

\

£4.95 for upgrade

\£2S.99for f ull version

Renegade a ©7T 702 3644

Highs x
.
Stick -presentation, great
graphics, smooth
scrolling and spot-on

do is either kick it

sound effects.

Lows \

away, or let it go -

and if it's heading

'x

Penalty taking is still dif

for your goal, you

ficult, and the referees

know what might

are still a bit too soft.

happen...

SUPER ALL STARS
Five games for the price of one,
how can you beat that? The problem
is that software houses usually use
compilations as an excuse to fob us
off with a couple of lemons in with
the good stuff. Have the Codies done
any fobbing-off with Super All Stars?

Is it a bird? Is it

a plane? Is it an
overweight
moggy in a Bat

jumping about
from the world's

oldest superhero.

Captain Ernest P Dynamo, retired
super-hero, has to rescue the world's
diamond collection from the arch-vil

Von

£25, this equals three games for the
usual £8 budget price with two bits of
tat thrown in for a quid. Not all that
bad, really. If you're young and naive
you might get some enjoyment from

This is a sort of /.emm/ngs-esque puz
zle save-'em-up. Steg has a family of

Flyswatter.

CJ In The USA

move them from where he and the

Oh dear. The first Cj game - C/'s Ele

maggots are, to where the ever-hun

phant Antics - was almost a winner, in

gry baby slugs are. Thankfully, Steg
looks nothing like a slug and is rather
lovable. The puzzle element is suffi
ciently intriguing to keep you coming

a platformy kind of way. This next
outing is a duffer beyond the dreams

of duffness. The wretched pachyderm
leaps between platforms, collecting

man suit? No
it's... Geriatric

Austen

Steg The Slug

young slugs to support. They eat
maggots and all Steg has to do is to

Captain Dynamo

lain

Verdict

bombs and food, shooting baddies
with his trunk and generally has a
boring time of it. The controls are
awkward, the backgrounds bland,
and the whole thing extremely irritat
ing. It should never have seen the
light of day.

The

names are a tad on the sad side and

Magicland Dizzy

the plot is so old it needs leather

This game remains one of Dizzy's best

patches on its elbows. The gameplay
lacks originality since this is merely a

adventures with the usual blend of

straight platform game. However, the

platforms and puzzle-solving. The
graphics are bright and breezy -

result is rather entertaining. The Cap

apart from that damn fool egg -

tain is endearing though he does look
like an overweight cat in a Batman

the music is bouncy and bub
bly and the whole thing is, er,
some other thing beginning
with "b." Dizzy is on his way to

suit. All in all, Captain Dynamo is
something of a winner.

So there you have it. Three little trea
sures, a poor one and a bit of tat. A
bit of mental arithmetic shows that at

Here's the evidence.

•

being something of an institution and
this little romp does nothing to tar
nish his reputation.

^

the pack - even if you're an old cynic
you might, unless you've had a com

plete sense-of-fun by-pass.

TIM NORRIS

back for more - overall this is another

winner. It is that rarest of things: an

original idea for an ST game.

Super All

Robin Hood: Legend Quest

S^rs

Sadly this game is utter tat. It's an

£24.99

arcade adventure which, alone in this

Codemasters

compilation, was never released on its
own. Why not? Because no-one would
have bought it. Ever. The plot, as you
might imagine, involves the Sheriff of
Nottingham, Robin Hood and dear
old Maid Marian. The former has the

latter and Robin has to get her
back. But if you can be bothered
to help him, you're made of
V
jolly stern stuff. It looks
shabby, it plays shabbily and
by golly, it is shabby.

» ©926 814132

Highs \
Three of the. five

games almost justify
the asking price on
\

their own. " -.
LowK \

v Two ©£,tne. games are
tat so if you own one
of the others, there's

no value for money.

GAME

REVIEWS

SCREENPLAY

BIGIMOSE THE CAVEMAN
cult cases you can always turn to
your faithful friend and secret

• What an
attractive
fellow I

am. I'll

just polish
T

my nose a
bit harder

and all the girls
will fancy me.

Stuck in a draughty cave with

nothing to eat but rocks, Bignose
the Caveman is looking forward to
a really terrible Thanksgiving. The
only way to fill his rumbling gut is
to trawl through his dinosaurinfested island and catch himself a

pterodactyl roast.
Bignose the Caveman is a
cutesy arcade adventure that's rem
iniscent of all those Dizzy games.
You have to guide your hero along
a series of themed levels, collecting

bonuses and rocks and clubbing
anything that gets in your way. The
baddies include spiders, snakes and

I "Little Miss Muffet
sat on a tuffet... Oi!

weapon - your nose.

This space is

If you like Dizzy games you're
bound to love this - it's great fun,

reserved for nursery

it's cute and dead easy to play. The
graphics and sprites have a real car
toon feel and the game has a bril

girlies only, not big

rhyme spiders and

noses." "That's it. I

don't want to be in

this game any

liant sense of humour - even if it is

more."

limited to one joke. There are also
plenty of quirks to keep the game
play interesting. For example, hit a
certain rock and your joystick swaps
orientation - left becomes right

-***/ {¥?*•** >*>*/*.""-fv-%A-*v»*,-*»•*>•'*,•£* ^AA-

play again for the sheer hell of it.
Bignose is hardly original, but what

do you expect for the money?
Codemasters obviously know
they're onto a winning for
mula with Dizzy and his pals
rv„ - Bignose is just another

and vice versa.
Verdict

A great afternoon's enter
tainment, but it's addictive

enough for you to want to

•:<s**4':.-ry?-l

71

& member of the gang.

ROB MEAD

Bignose the
Caveman
£7.99
Codemasters
tr 0926 814132

• "I haven't got

Highs

a big nose. It's

/Fun, cartoon graphics
with a cutesy sense of
humour. Brilliant game

horizontally
challenged...
they just

play. You can't help lik

couldn't fit the

ing it.

name Horizon- igB

a host of small dinosaurs. At the

tally-chal-

end of every level you meet a major
baddieosaurus who can be killed by
throwing rocks at it, but for diffi

lengednose the

Lows
You could finish the

whole thing in a couple

Caveman on the

of hours.

game box."

SUPERFIGHTER
included in Superfighter, this is by far
the best. The graphics are good and
the control mechanism is a cinch. The

game really is the pits. The graphics
and sprites are crap and the whole
setup is so tacky you just can't wait to

• Pit Fighter -

sprites aren't

switch your ST off. A total bummer.

he's mean,

mated, but then that's not your main
consideration in a beat-'em-up, is it?

WWF Wrestlemania

underpants

Pit-Fighter

You've bought the T-shirt, eaten the
cereal, played the pop record and

over his head.

When you're tired of fighting in tube
trains, how about some motorcycle
throwing? Pit-Fighter is apparently
one of the world's favourite illegal
sports and you get to play Ty, Kato or
Buzz in a one or two-player game.
There are no pretensions to plot
in this one, you just bash away at
eight different opponents in a series

he's tough, he

particularly well-ani

wears his

With a title like Superfighter you
could be forgiven for thinking that all
your beat-'em-up fantasies were
going to come true - and, well, you'd
be wrong. Ocean have merely taken
three of their old games - Final Fight,
Pit-Fighter and WWF Wrestlemania and given them a new lease of life by
sticking them in the same box.
Final Fight

You play Haggar, or one of his pals, as
he fights his way through the mean
streets of Metro City. You're attacked
by so many people you sometimes
feel someone's put a "Kick Me" sticker
on your back. Unfortunately for the
baddies you're an expert at the Back
Drop and the Pile Drive and soon

watched

you get more money in your

fight purse, a knockout bonus '->,,
and a

brutality bonus. This

The

Word.

Hulk

Ocean are obviously trying to
get as much mileage out of this game
as they can before the whole WWF
bubble bursts because it also appears
in their Dream Team compilation,
reviewed in STF 42 - turn to page 66
to order your copy if you missed it.
You play Hulk Hogan, the Ulti

ultimate aim of becoming the pitfighting champion. If you're victori
ous at the end of the bout you're
4

on

knuckles on the floor when they walk.

of no-holds barred contests, with the

awarded a series of bonuses -

them

Hogan and his pals are simply the
Osmonds for people who drag their

mate Warrior or the British Bull

^

52

dog in a series of tussles
against Sgt Slaughter and the
Warlord, among others. The
game has a reasonably good
• "Give us your
money or wall

show them who's boss.

kick your head In."

All this action takes place
against a backdrop of urban decay in
warehouses, underground stations
and back alleys. Of the three games

"Alright, alright; so

control

mechanism

and

some

neat

touches - you have to waggle the joy
stick like mad if you're going to stand
a chance of beating your opponent
during, say, a grappling session.
Despite this, WWF Wrestlemania is still
a shoddy exploitative exercise.
Verdict

This is a sadly average compilation none of the games is anything
remotely special and Pit-Fighter is defi
nitely past its sell-by date. For beat'em-up addicts who can't wait for
StreetFighter2 only.

ROB MEAD

Superfighter
£25.99
Ocean » 061 832 6633

Highs
Good for a quick bash
before breakfast. Final

/Fight fs the best.
' Lotas''

,-' r^oiteof,these is going '

you're the ticket

to be able to hold its

Inspectors."

head up when Street
fig/ifer 2 comes out.

••

The Best o f
ST FORMAT
lest0'

PAGES

E$>*r

Have you just got an
ST? Well then, you
need this book! It's
the essential intro

duction to your ST,
combining begin
ners's guides with a
massive jargon
r busting section,

Sf

and

much more!

•£*-*.

TWO GREAT
DISKS
(See the Optional!

ESSENTIALS. Eleven thorough chapters of
introduction to all aspects of your ST, coverini
the very basics to the more complex aspects.
Includes: word processing, art and graphics,
business software, desktop publishing, music,
programming, comms, games and the world of
the Public Domain.

box on the right)

ST ANSWERS: Nine chapters answering more

of your technical queries, including over 200
new tips.

OVER

o n v,

REFERENCE: A huge section including a great
Buyer's Guide, a gigantic Jargon Busters chap
ter and indexes to everything that's ever been
in STFORMAT - you need never have to search
for that elusive review again!

Or S*

DISKS: As well as the optional disks - see below
- there is also a section explaining how to get

The Best of ST FORMAT

the most out of them.

OPTIONAI
Telephone
Quantity _

Description

The Best of STFwith disks (STBOOK D)
The Best of STF without disks (STBOOK)

Plus £1.45 per book P&P
Total order:

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

D Access

D Visa

D Cheque

For just an extra £4.00 you alio
two complementary disks,
feature: • Accompanist - a powe
rack sequencer • Back-Up - a hand
o back up your Disks • Art ST- a
rogram with a wide range of funcCybernetix - a fast and furious blasti
Fastbase - a slick fully-featured database
Fastcopy 3 - choose your disk's format
Financier - a customisable accounts packjallery-a slideshow with frills • CEM
spreadsheet which can handle up to
Is •

Llamatron - an addictive alien

r • Maccel- speeds up your mouse

Credit card no

Mountains - create beautiful landscapes

Expiry date [
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

To order by telephone, call - 0458 74011

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Ltd
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR

Pack Ice- compress and decompress files
Quickdisk - a very handy RAMdisk
Quickview - makes reading document files
a cinch •

Selector - choose which Accessories

you boot up with • ST Writer Elite- a power
ful word processor • Trendy Handy Randy
Hendy Bendy Mandy - create your own

Mandelbrots • Zapcard- a digital card file

•
•
•
Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha printers
to you at LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The Seikosha range
is built to the highest standards, by a company that is used to

manufacturing high quality precision products. In fact, you
may be wearing one of these products on your wrist, as

DOT MATRIX
LASER
THERMAL

PRINTERS

(NEW MODELS - NEW LOW PRICES! ]

Seikosha are part of the massive Seiko/Epson group (with a
turnover of £6 billion and 18,000 staff!).

When you buy a Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica, we
will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth £25+vat
= £29.38) FREE OF CHARGE (see pane! below). For further
information on the Seikosha range of printers, complete and
return the coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your
hands on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order
hotline, 081-309 1111 to place your order now.

FREE!
•
•
•

FROM

SILICA

OELiVCtvY Next day -anywhere in the UK mainland.
ifCL "LllwC Technical helpline during office hours.
dWUCItK Ivfl With every Seikosha dot matrix printer.
ON-SITE WARRANTY

All Seikosha Dot Matrix Printers come with a 12 month repair warranty
included in the price. Silica are now pleased to offer a full one year on-site
warranty option with Seikosha Dot Matrix Printers for only £10.vat extra! In
the unlikely event of a problem with your Seikosha printer, an engineer will
visit your home or business within 8 working hours of your call {on-site

warranty effective forUK mainland only), j VPAD
Smart Label primer}. (+VAT = £11.75)

HMIV C1A
Ref:POS8195

9-PIN 300cps PRINTER
300 CPS

24-PIN 240cps PRINTER
80 COLUMN

LOW

•
•

240 CPS

NEW!

• Seikosha SP-2400 - 9 pin • 80 col
• 300cps SD, 240cps D. 60cps NLQ
21K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•

•

•
•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP

£199.00

STARTER KIT

20K Buffer + 2 Fonts

• Parallel Interface • Opt. Font ROM
• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson Emulation

• Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit

PRICE!

Standard Semi Auto Sheet Feeder
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP

£25.00

£199.00

STARTER KIT

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00

SAVING:

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SL-90 - 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps SD, 192cps D, 84cps LQ

£25.00

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00
SAVING: £69.00

£89.00

SILICA PRICE: £155.00

^+VAT= £158.63

Ret: PRI 8204^1

+VAT=£182.13

NOTEBOOK PRINTER ENTRY-LEVEL LASER
r

LABEL PRINTER
The

I

NEW 1

DOS and

a

Smart

NEW!
PLUS' MODELS

'Windows'

driver and an Apple Macintosh
model. AN are able to

mix

fonts on the same label and

T

have many other new
features. They will provide
letter quality address labels,

FOB PC "^^^MT
0NL1

Seikosha

Label PrinterPlus range now
both

PRICE!/,

COMPATIBLES

NEW

includes a PC version with

LOW (

.

Ref: PRI 8290

file labels and bar code labels

^*^fr^.

on demand. The Smart Label

Printer

_ --^ar.fcaiterj.or.

sits

on

the

desk,

working in the background,
while your normal desktop

144 CPS

80 COLUMN

• For IBMPC compatibles only
• Seikosha LT-20DX - 24 pin - 80 col
• 180cps SD, 144cps Draft, 60cps LQ
•
•

1K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
•

Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP
STARTER KIT

•VAT=E357.33

documents. Using memory
resident or 0A software, the
able to produce a label from

1 OP-104 - 4 Pages per minute

CompactDesign with Straight

< HP LaserJet IIP1'- Emulation

> Resolution:300x300dpi

Paper Path
Requires CAB 7500 forPC - £9.95

1 14 Resident Fonts

orCAB7614 forST/Amiga • £14.95

' OptionalIBM, Epson &Diablo

Emulation Cartridges

F

• 512K RAM-expandable to 2.5Mb
• Flexiblepaper handling: Standard
paper cassette • 100 sheets,

Optional2nd bin - 300 sheets

' QuietOperation 46dB(A)

the

screen

popular

text

software

of

most

packages.

EverySeikosha dot matrix printer from Silica

The Smart Label Printer Plus

comes with the Silica Printer Starter Kit,

is supplied complete with a

worth £29.38 (£25.vat) completely FREE OF
CHARGE. It includes all you need to get up
and running withyour new printer.
• VA" Disk with Amiga & ST PrinterDrivers

power cord, a serial cable for

connecting to your PC, SLP

RRP £&99 VAT

software, a roll of labels and a

SILICA PRICE

1 year guarantee. The Apple

' Centronics Parallel. RS232CI
RS422 Serial Interfaces

£219

on with the

Smart Label Printer Plus is

' Uses Original HP[I" FontCards
1 Postscript Emulation Option (Extra)

£299.00
£25.00

TOTAL VALUE: £324.00
SAVING: £105.00
SILICA PRICE: £219.00

printer gets

Macintosh version (PRI 8012)

£499
+VAT= E586 33

is also available at a new low

price of £165tVAT.
_

RRP

£ :i85
+VAT = E217.38

Ref: LAS 6

On-Site Warranty not available on this product

MAIL ORDER:

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

)

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UKmainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proventrack recordin professional computersales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliableand profitable.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements fromone supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you withoffers + software and peripheral details.
PAYMENT: Majorcredit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHEREyou
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest

Rel: PRI 8015

Man-Sal 9.30am-6.0Qpm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Houts:

Opening Hours:

Opening Hours:

100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on TractorFeed
Printer owners may order the Silica Kit (ref: KIT
5000) for only£24.38 - E5off RRP! WORTH £29.38

NoLate Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
No Late Night Opening

Fax

No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Satclose 6.30pm)

SIDCUP SHOP:

ESSEX SHOP:

•

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 Irrf

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.0Qpm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

•1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 SheetsofQuality Continuous Paper

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5,

Late Night: Thursday - 6pm

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX

0pm

Lale Nighl: Friday • 7pm

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA

Mon-Fri 9 30am-530pm (Sat 9.00am-6.00pm]

No Late Night Opening

Extension: 3914

Tel: 081-302 8811
Fax No: 081-309 0017

Tel: 0702 462426
Fax No:

0702 462363

To: Silica Systems. STFOR-0293-84, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
.Pi

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE SEIKOSHA RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 IYSTEMS

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specilications may change - Please return the coupon for (he latest information.
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REVIEW

LASERJET

4

FOURFRONT OF
HEWLETT

PACKARD
LASERJET 4
MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £1,937.58
FROM:

HEWLETT PACKARD

CONTACT: n 0344 369369

•

• The Cubists from the HP design

team have obviously been at work

here. The printer has everything sen

sibly accessible from the front,
including a hinge-down paper feed,
a pull-out paper drawer, the indenta
tion which takes optional cartridges,

duce the image. But the Laserjet 4,
using a new kind of finer toner pow
der with smaller particles, enables a
resolution of 600 dpi giving 360,000
dots per square inch. The printer even
has resolution enhancement on top
of this, so it can produce at least four
times the resolution per square inch
of a standard 300 dpi laser printer.
Where a run-of-the-mill laser gives 16

In the world of laser printers, the first
name that springs to mind is Hewlett
Packard. They set the standard with
their HP Laserjet 2 and HP Laserjet 3
series of laser printers, and where

greyscales, the Laserjet 4 provides 64
levels to give a reproduction that
enables you to print reasonable pho

they go, other manufacturers follow.

footprint than the Laserjet 3 and is six
kilograms lighter, but is a bit bulkier
than the more compact and popular

To maintain their trailblazing position,
HP have just announced their very lat
est model, the Laserjet 4, and, as is
usual for them, it breaks new ground.
The Laserjet 4 replaces the
Laserjet 3 and the main difference is
that it prints at a resolution of 600
dots per inch (dpi) instead of the
more usual 300 dpi. All the text and

graphics you see on a laser printed
page are made up of tiny dots usually
in a 300 x 300 dot matrix covering

HP 3P laser printer. Although primar
ily meant for office use, the HP4 is not
too large for home use as well.
The HP4 has a huge 45
scaleable typefaces built into it, this
gives you a superb range of 35 Intellifont and ten TrueType typefaces that
you can print at any height between
a tiny 0.25 and a massive 999.75
points - there are 72 points to the
inch - and at various pitches. Output
quality is virtually like real typesetting,
and sets new standards for a con

sumer printer. You can select the font

tographic-type images.
The new machine has a smaller

Univers Bold

sea

and size used from the printer's con
trol panel, which consists of a set of

clearly labelled buttons and a fluores
cent illuminated display panel. But to

««»(Cr>eK»<* pMBvOsi*
•«.:>[ Q"_Z]<csc>l.S p»H<»>

e

Univers Medium Italic

sea

Univers Bold Italic

sea

<eSc>(L-]«Sr.>l* pMvlstl,

Inivers Medium Condensed

sea e

.eSc.<CZI'eso(S

Univers Bald Condensed

sei ft

*csc»CLIZl<csc>(s pMv4:3b

UniversMediumCondensedItalic

sco b

«cc.<rzzi'«c*ts pMBv5s0b

Univers Bold Condensed Italic

sea e

<mo<[ZZ]<c*:><s rJB^Jo

• Most printers, even humble

dot matrix printers, offer two
or three different fonts or

typefaces with which to print
your text. The HP4 goes a bit

mm.

Antique Olive

sea g

<«C(LTn««(>(»

Antique Olive Bold

s™e

•esof^Zl'.sofs

Antique Olive italic

so

O.D.f.dj^OX.

Garamond Antiqua

sea *

<esc»{CZJ<i!»c»( ,«vO,0b

typefaces built-in. This
superb range of 35 Intellifont
and ten TrueType typefaces

further, and has 45 scaleable
mm.

•.

Garamond Halbfclt

s^ „

<e,c.([Z=l-«t.( IpMvOsJt

and all the controls on the top. The

each square inch of the paper. This

Garamond Kursiv

sea ft

.tso [[=!«":*< IpWIrft

printer ports and mains cable are

means there are 90,000 separate dots

Garamond Kursiv Haibfett

sea «

<«e>iCZHes=>(

out of sight at the rear.

per square inch with which to pro

,:.•,„,

is good enough for anything,
and could put typesetters
out of business.

POWERFUL
• This scanner is

to set the brightness or contrast of

really rather spe

the scan. On the left is another four

cial in that it can
scan in "real-time

greyscale" - this
means you don't
have to wait while
the scanner

position switch to select between
either one monochrome mode for

line art or text, or three greyscale set

tings for scanning photos. Finally
there's a button which you have to

processes the

press and hold down when you're

image into

scanning anything.

greyscales - you

POWER SCANNER
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £99

FROM: POWER COMPUTING
CONTACT: « 0234 843388

Scanners enable you to get images

into your ST, but you need to choose
your model carefully and take into
account what the software can do.
Some of the established models like

the Migraph, Golden Image and

S

can do all sorts of

|

other useful things.

about 1.5 metres of lead attached.

This plugs into a small cartridge that
itself has to be plugged into the ST's
cartridge port, and it also has a small
power supply lead which comes from
a power supply unit.

The

Power

• Power's scanning software oper

Scanner

software

has been custom-written for Power,
and works in all three ST resolutions,

although it performs best in either
high resolution (mono), or low (16colour) resolution. You have to have a
colour monitor or TV to

use the

greyscale scanning option because
you cannot display 16 scales of grey

The scanner we reviewed had

on a standard Atari mono monitor.

its internal light on all the time which

The software is a standard GEM pro-

made it rather warm, but the manual
refers to an On/Off switch on the car

tridge of production models. The
manual is a ten page A5 booklet, and

)esk

••lam

He opt.™; imam
(32000 hutcs)

^^^^

Uflip
Invert
Shrink X
Shrink Y
ftotite *9fl
Rotate -30

Full Size
loan In

P
1

ates within two scanning windows,
you can move around in them as
usual with the scroll bars.

gram, following the normal conven
tions with drop-down menus. It has
two windows you can scan into; a
main window and a clipboard win
dow which you can cut and paste to,
then merge and manipulate multiple
images back into the main window.
This enables you to perform several
scans in "strips," then form a much
larger composite image by joining
them together in the main window.
This gets around the usual problem

around for ages, but now a new one

the software comes on a double-sided
disk. The scanner head contains the

has appeared from Power Computers.

usual controls, on the right is a four

Power claim it is the only scanner to
scan with "real-time greyscale." The

position switch that selects the resolu

• This is part of Power's advert from

tion; either 100, 200, 300 or 400 dots

STF scanned into the Main window

with, say, an A4 size image. Although

at 200 dpi; using the drop-down

some other scanners have this merg

menu you can cut a portion of it.

ing facility, it is usually operated via

Daatascan hand scanners have been

scanner head is the familiar Ml 05-

Plus mechanism and is light grey with

per inch - 200 dpi is good enough
for general use - and a control wheel

Znon Out

Clin

: PoultScm ui.fll

Crop'" '"

with hand scanners - that is that they

can only scan a four inch wide strip
and therefore cannot normally cope

SCANNER

TECHNOLOGY
I The 60 line Test Print provides a

full A4 page for the HP4 laserprinter
to output from Protext. Since there
isn't an HP4 printer driver yet, we
used Prot&xt's standard Laserjet 2

driver which produced a
respectable but dull page in the
default Courier typeface, the other

typefaces are more interesting.

quality" was printed on them using Prot>

on the "Print" button in Protext to the

and the time taken to print was noted. .
printed out in better but slower "lette
speed and enabling an assessment of the
text. The same sixty lines of text (fil
each printer, and included were not onl'

page dropping into the recessed top
tray on the HP4. Selecting alternative
typefaces resulted in far better print

Underlined, Italic, condensed, Enlarged, Su

Printe r

"p

Is there an
alternative?
No, there isn't any direct
competition yet, but 600
dpi is bound to be the new

more interesting and stylish than the
default typewriter-style Courier type
face, and they still only took the same
time to output. To test the printer
with graphical output, we output a
rapher, and That's Write 2 are already
page of PageStream which took
being prepared.
y/>
just under eight minutes - rea-

standard for lasers in 1993,

and, no doubt, the other

manufacturers are already
hard at work.
The HP4 has to be a

;V_ sonably fast compared to the

The tests

To print the STF Test Page it
took 30 seconds from clicking

FORMAT Cold, it

is a major new printer
and widens the gap
between inkjet and laser
quality. The quoted official

usual time of between 12 and
24 minutes.

price of the machine is
high at present, but it's
already on-sale at around

FINE GRAINS MAKE FINER PRINTS
Here are those essential
ultrafine details...

The Laserjet 4's printer engine was
designed to handle 600 dpi output,
and can automatically translate 300
dpi commands into 600 dpi prints
without any special printer driver or
any extra work from you. The
"Microfine" toner powder used in the
laser printer is specially formulated
and 20 to 30 per cent smaller than
particles used in typical laser printers.

These features combine to give more
precise dot placement and smaller

that most lasers work at four or six

dots,

refer to the continuous printing
(photocopier style) of the same page,
but the production of the first page
takes longer than the copies; how
much longer depends how complex
it is. The HP PCLS printer language
used in the 3 and 3P has been opti
mised for faster graphics in the HP4,
and supports a PostScript Level 2
upgrade cartridge which also offers
faster than usual PostScript printing.

the £1,200 mark. If tradi

pages per minute. These test times

resulting in better looking

printed output.
Four times the amount of image
data uses much more memory and
should logically mean longer trans
mission and processing times, but HP
have used data compression and fast
processing RISC chips to maintain the
customary speed of laser printers. In
fact, the HP4 can print eight pages

per minute; pretty fast considering

'Oftlff.

outs, the other 44 fonts are much

These styles of printing are not suppor
printers can do some if not all of thes<
output of the machines were assessed bo
level meter, quietness being an importa.
printing. And to check out their graphi>
DTP document was printed (a mock-up pag>
dated 193 8, part of a school History pr>

get the best control from your word
processing software you really need a
suitable printer driver. The HP4 is so
new that no driver for any ST pro
gram has been completed yet, but at
the moment drivers for Protext, Callig-

REVIEW

tion is anything to go by,
HP usually follow up ,/
with a "personal" model P
of their laser printers, so
perhaps we can look for
ward to a slightly smaller

and cheaper cut-down
model 4P before too long.

PETER CRUSH

fak

m. ui.ui.iiu hjj

SCANNING
file formats of Degas PI3, Degas PIT,

hardware side of all scanners is much

14

GEM IMG and C Source for mono

see How you c
use scannerss in

scans, and greyscale scans can be
saved as Degas PI1, Neochrome NEO
and C Source. In addition, Power's

of a muchness; many suppliers use
the same scanning head. On the soft
ware side of things, most suppliers
have plumped for bundling Touch-Up,

• The Toolbox enables you to draw

own PWS PowerScan format can be

which is an excellent combined scan

pictures in all directions.

used, and future editions of the soft

ning, drawing and editing program

Turn to page
to

animation

ware may incorporate the IFF format

from Migraph.

external extra software, and not built
into the main program, so this is a
plus for Power.

too. If you want to modify the image

Before you take a scan, you

mentary editing - for anything more
complex you would probably be bet
ter off using a separate drawing pro
gram. For simple adjustments it's

Where the Power program can
not rival the complexity and com
pleteness of Touch-Up, it scores well
for being very direct, fast and easy to
use, and with one or two unique fea
tures it stands up well. If you just
want to scan images quickly,
cleanly and without fuss, the

have to set the size of the desired

image in either dots or inches; you
can set the height and width,
although the width cannot be more

before you save it, there are a set of
tools to enable you to do some rudi

convenient to have the tools

than the four inches of the scanning
head, and available memory may also

handy in the program.

limit you. You can save to disk in the

Scanner

^

Power Scanner does it with

So how does the Power
measure

"I

3?

The

*

X

y^-aplomb, and provides
0

with very good results.

you

lines, shrink the images, magnify
images for pixel editing and flip the

What else
is there?
Other scanners for the ST

absolutely abound:

Golden Image Scanner,
£119.99, Ladbroke Com

puting w 0772 203166.
Naksha Scanner, £116.33,

Naksha (UK) Ltd, » 092S
56398. Daatascan Profes

sional, £89.95, City Beat,
« 0234 327422,

It's good to see a
"British" product (apart
• The Power scanner also

gives you the ability
to load in from

disk pictures in any number

of file formats; once you're
in the windows you can

from the Taiwanese head,
that is). The software is

simple to use and lacks the
finesse of Touch-Up, but has
some unique good features
of its own.

mess around with

them to your
heart's content.

PETER CRUSH
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L FOR CATS

PRICE: £24.99

The shell program used to launch the
programs has six Cats installed, but
you need to run Mac Cat from the
independent program launcher pro

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING

vided within the shell. You can run

IMAGE CAT V2.1A

The Anazing PIC COT

I 1931 Wiz\A/orks!

MACHINE: ALL STs, MEDIUM
AND HIGH RESOLUTION

any of the programs independently
from the Desktop and this is probably
the best thing to do unless you need
to switch between them a great deal.

INTERNATIONAL
CONTACT: n 0772 203166

OK, so you need to find a piece of
clip-art. You're pretty sure it's on one
of those disks which you plonked on
top of the wardrobe ages ago, but
which one? To add to the confusion,

This is an innovative

the disks all have unhelpful titles like
"Clipart Disk 1" or just the name
given to the disk by the PD library
where it came from. The old-fash

ioned way to solve this problem is to
load up an art package and work
your way through the disk until you
find the picture you need. The trendy
new way is to use this excellent pack
age from Wiz Works.
Image Cat is actually not one,
but seven separate programs. Each
self-contained program deals with a
different set of picture formats. They
can all be launched from the supplied
"Cat's Paw" shell. What Image Cat
does is to look at all the picture files
on a disk and print out a small ren
dering of each one using a special,

and useful program
under continuing
development

• This picture filter in PIC CAT conveniently enables you to select exactly
which picture types are printed.

non-GDOS, print routine. Below each
picture is printed its name and its size

in pixels. At the top of each page is
printed a title of your choosing (prob
ably something like the disk's title)
and the pathname. If you want a
guick look at the pictures on an indi
vidual disk, then you can use the sup
plied slide show program. This
displays every picture in a defined
path, together with its name.
Compiling the catalogues is a
long process if you have a lot of art
work but everything possible has

been done to make life as painless as
possible. If you have standard fanfold
paper or a cut sheet feeder you can
define a path for printing, hit the
"Catalogue" button and retire for a
well-earned cuppa.
Printer support is acceptable, if
not extensive. The bias is towards

inkjet and laser printers, although
standard Epson FX and LQ machines

tures before printing. A delete option
would be good here so you could

fact, there are seven. The program it

weed out unwanted art before com

refers

mitting the whole disk to the printer.

to

as

IMG

Cat

has

been

This is an innovative and useful

release. No mention is made of the

program under continuing develop

other four Cots. However, the descrip

ment. As far as we know, there is

tions of general operation are adeguate and clear. You can apply what
you learn to the extra programs since
they are all very similar.

nothing else even remotely like it cur
rently available. If you work with DTP
programs , then you are likely to find
the catalogues produced with Image
Cat invaluable in locating the right
illustrations for your work. If you are
simply a picture hoarder, then the
Image Cat package is a useful aid in
keeping track of what pictures you

Hyperpaint program - files saved with

a colour palette do not print cor
rectly. If you want to save with
colours, it is better to use the
Degas format which can be

dithered and printed correctly.

THOSE CATS IN QUESTION
that you can run from the
Cat's Paw shell

1. TOM CAT. This program
(referred to in the manual as
IMC Cat) handles .IMC, .PI3,

you may have. The small, non
vector .CEM files saved by
some programs are carefully
ignored.
3. PIC CAT. This program cata
logues colour pictures in most
formats. A useful bonus here is

the compatibility with .TNY

can make your selection.
Each program has a view option
so you can check on individual pic

renamed to Tom Cat in the current

Care must be taken when cata

Image Cat is comprised of
seven individual programs

images per page and can give you an

excellent, if microscopic, speedy
guide to what is actually on your
disks. The images are just big enough
to see which picture is which so you

are supported. The manual, however,
needs updating, so check out the
update documentation on the disk. It
would have you believe that there are
only three cat programs when, in

loguing .IMC files produced by Atari's

• The "CATS PAW" shell only shows six of the seven available "CAT" pro
grams. All of the programs can easily be launched from the Desktop.

The Thumb Cat program is the
best place to start since it prints 49

<•

i

have. Crumbles aside, at £24.99

'a

«

the package is excellent value
O for money.

small images per page. This
makes it ideal for building up a
quick reference guide to your
images... provided, of course,
you're handy with a magnify
ing glass!
5. MCS CAT. If you own the
Mug Shot! program you can
print out your .MCS files using

You can choose between 6, 12

formats. Many PD libraries use
this compressed format for
their clip-art disks. Also cov

or 15 pictures per page. This is

ered are Neochrome and Degas

a great one to use for large
.IMC files; they are scaled

dithered for optimum print

formats.

down and their pixel size listed

• You can see the pictures as they

out.

are sent to the printer.

below each box.

4. THUMB CAT. This program is

2. CEM CAT. This program cat
alogues any .CEM vector files

identical to Tom Cat in its file

7. ICON CAT. This program cat
alogues icon files produced by
Neodesk, DC Desktop, Print Mas

coverage. It can print up to 49

ter and Newsmaster.

.PC3, .PCX and .IFF file formats.

files. Colour files are scaled and

MCS CAT.

6. MAC CAT. This program cat
alogues genuine .MAC files as
well as the "pseudo-MAC" file

u

1= RED GREEN BLUE

2 = GREEN BLUE RED

3= BLUE RED GREEN

s

LAPCAT

REVIEW

LAPPING CATS
made possible using their Lapcat

FROM: ARNOR LTD

not surprisingly, they've used Protext
as the in-built word processor. How
ever, you're likely to soon fill the
Notepad's memory - it's a mere 40K

CONTACT: « 0733 68909

in size - and have to delete docu

package. Lapcat comprises a custommade lead which plugs into the paral
lel port on the rear of the Notepad at
one end and the parallel port of your

ments to make room for new ones.

ST at the other. The lead is around

Ifyou want to do a bit of quick word

What you need is an easy way to
transfer files to a bulk storage device.
Well, your ST can store as much data
as you like using standard floppy

1.5m long, and being the flat ribbon
variety, it rolls up very small if you
need to carry it around with you. Also
supplied is software on disk for your
ST, and a short printed manual which
explains the procedure. The Lapcat
software is already on-board the
Notepad, so you can make

LAPCAT
MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £40

processing on the move, you could

do worse than spend £200 on an
Amstrad Notepad NC100 - after all,
there are no STs available at such a

disks, so if you could transfer data

low price that you can take on the
train with you. It comes from Arnor,
the people who make Protext - and,

from the Notepad to the ST, the
problem would be solved. And
that is exactly what Arnor have

l/V your two computers commur#

nicate very easily and without

fuss. Running the Lapcat soft
ware on your ST gives a straight

• The flat ribbon

lead provided with
Lapcat has good

forward

quality parallel

menu

on-screen with

the

options to Send or Receive files, and

printer plugs at

by what protocol. You have to specify

each end, and,

a file name for the file to be received

according to Arnor,

links any two com
puters. Software on

disk and a 16 page

gets together with

ZK
2K
8K

8K
93K

IlliiiJJ.I'WiJilil
STF_43

.BAK

17K *

• By clicking with the mouse, or typ
ing the underlined letters which are

keyboard shortcuts, it is very easy
to send or receive files to and from

the Notepad and ST. Transfer times

are quite fast, and you can speed
things further by using a RAMdisk
on the ST. If s virtually fool-proof.

to load any document created on the
Notepad into Protext on your ST, and
retaining any text styles. Lapcat pro
vides a very easy and effective
method of file transfer- ifyou already

either by typing it in or using a file

use Protext on your STyou don't need

to do any further conversion. If you

but the Protext-type file selector does
enable you to make many useful file

pletes the package,
and ensures your ST

flUTDRHIS.RCC

AUT0RftIS.DOC
HPLflSER4,BRK
HPLnSER4.DOC
LfiPCAT
.PRO

Hie

selector very similar to that used in
Protext. Unfortunately you can't use

the usual ST file selectors with Lapcat,

A5 manual com

LRPURI

don't

use

Protext

that

must

rectify this immediately.

maintenance operations.

Amstrad's Notepad

The transfer of Protext files from

NC100.

PETER CRUSH

the NCI00 on to the ST enables you

1000s OF TITLES

THE PMAREHOUSE

1000s OF BARGAINS

£1-35 a disk | BRITAINS BIGGEST COLLECTION OF P.D.SOFTWARE
100s OF TOP GAMES -ARCADE ROLE PLAYING - ADVENTURE-SPORTS-BRAIN ACHES-SIMULATORS-FAR TOO MANY TO LIST
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PHONE NOW FOR FREE MASSIVE CATALOGUE!!

ALL DISKS
VIRUS CHECKED

081-290-6140

SAME DAY
DESPATCH

PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS WITH EVERY PROGRAM.

P.D.-SHAREWARE-LICENSEWARE-BUMPER BARGAIN PACKS

NEW MS ARRIVING REGULMLY
175A WIDMORE ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR1 3AH
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EDUCATION

NODDY'S
PLAYTIME
berry and shows you the next correct
note - OK for budding Mozarts or
kids with photographic memories,
but you could end up with tears of
frustration streaming down your face
because you can't play Three Blind
Mice without Big Ears shaking his
head irritably at you.
Getting around in Noddy's Play
time is no problem because virtually
everything is controlled with the

Toytown is never going to be

the same again - you won't
find Noddy playing with
Bumpy Dog or annoying PC Plod
anymore. Nope, he's confined him
self to his bedroom and spends all
day with his ST instead.
Noddy's Playtime is an educa
tional software package with three
difficulty levels, aimed at 3 to 7 year
olds. There are eight different activi
ties dotted around a variety of loca
tions in Toytown which enable your

mouse. However, there does seem to
be an

up to help you if you get stuck.
Verdict

Noddy's Playtime has an immediate
impact on you - it's bright, cheerful

are counting, memory, observation,

and fun and packed with payability.
menu which takes

during the middle of a picture. Surely

However, you can't help thinking that

them straight to the desired activity.
The whole package has been
designed by educationalists and psy
chologists with the National Curricu

a better solution would have been to

some

include

colour

advanced for the target age group,

options on the same screen you

but if you can live with all those disk
swaps, this is a hit. stf

from

the main

can either guide him around Toy-

lum in mind.

town themselves or they can choose
the Autodrive option

The art package is one of the
program's best features and you can

• To get to
the activi

ties dotted

A

around

Toytown,

Noddy hops
into his car
and touches

the gas
pedal very
gently.

disk-

ving option and enter an activity, in
fact - you may need to ask a grown

child to learn different skills - there

letter recognition and matching
games, as well as jigsaw puzzles, a
maze and a comprehensive art pack
age. All of the different activities are
linked together with the aid of
Noddy and his little car - children

inordinate amount of

swaps - every time you leave the Dri

all

the

tools

and

wanted to draw on?

the

activities

are

too

The other activities are gener

access it at all times. There are nine

different tool options including pat
tern fill, line draw and a spray can.
Other options on the menu screen
enable you to draw using different
Noddy characters - lumping Bean
describe it as "electronic fuzzy felt."
Because Noddy has separate drawing

ally rather good with great sound
effects and bright, colourful graphics.
The package also has a wicked sense
of humour - get all the answers right

this can be very irritating when #
you want to change brush *

4vj>

in the market and PC Plod falls into a

barrel of water, while you can sguash
jelly rabbits in the N and B Works fac
tory. However, Noddy's Piano is unbe
lievably difficult at the hardest level it plays you a tune once, then you
have to repeat it from memory
* ~7>,
with no help whatsoever. Every

and menu screens, there's a lot of
swapping between the two -

\

time you make a mistake Big
.<*

Ears blows you a rasp-

'.-

shapes

of

p3

Fi

"tJW *"*

~ a|otof«"n "itS '

shame the pa

tnolian.

the same so

*
f|V
\04.*^ \ \ \ X N
l^rripin^Be^n X V X
XofcoOX7^70*

.-What can Ido for you then.
=-•/•
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,us« Posts
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PUBLIC SECTOR
Chris Lloyd

GAMES

and Clive

the other antagonists. The action is
frantic and challenging but not too

MEGAPEDE
LAPD -

Parker wish to

DISK C 247

frustrating. One of the better arcade

An oldie but goldie, Megapede has
mushrooms and a myriad of creepycrawlies pitted against you. In fact,
it's not unlike Centipede from this

make it clear

they don't

month's Cover Disk. Damn fine ver

sion it is, too - it moves smoothly and
plays a mean game. The multi-legged
monster squiggles down the screen at

know Mr

Smith, they

you while you try to clear a path
through the mushrooms and avoid all

where both
somewhere

like Slime and Tex. Each character has

LOGIC PROBLEMS

er, logic. You're given a series of clues
and a grid where you use that logic
business to work out the answers.

Sounds a bit on the dull side at first,

Not sure why this is in the games sec
tion because it's actually mental tor
ture. The Disk contains horrible logic

but it slowly grips you as you grow

problems which leave you with the
feeling you must be really thick. Solv

Here's another game that's been cre
ated using Domark's 3D Construction

author has taken some time and care

over it. As with all 3DCK games it

Kit and it's one of the best ones

moves fairly slowly, and you spend

going. The plot involves a series of

A
-V

7S

1

®

Janet Robson
booked her

hoi ido-y
nfter

person

the

rrm

tiz

a lot of time trying to do simple
things like climb stairs without
>falling off the edge. Ifyou can
put up with that, it's worth
exploring.
• A troll chap who guards

..•.'-•.-:•

.":.
m

"

r~i
>M •___
•___
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• Decisions, decisions - fold, raise
or make a run for the door?

A

Coyote Dave's Poker is a

82
V

\ CJ man's game - er, except when
the women play, anyway.
Howdy, partner.

• If you reckon
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devilish logic puzzle
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Probably. It's more
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fun than you might
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tering of people about, even if they
do look as if they are made out of
Lego. Everything looks as if the

LAPD - DISK C 246

an

another version of poker, crib- "V
bage and Tetris on the disk.

j

«n

imagine, though.

DTTRLid

there are more than the usual smat

HYSULA

quests and puzzles, princes to
vanquish and dragons to res
cue - that sort of thing - and .
there are no surprises either.
The objects are detailed and

*

royal as you swear you're not <
going to be beaten by a sim
ple logic puzzle, damn it.

ing a problem takes time, patience
and concentration, so be prepared.
There's is a knack to solving these -

and

Italy.

increasingly frustrated. You know
you should be able to complete
it and it can turn into a battle

effects

theme - blast the little creeps
to kingdom come.

«/

"TH

excellent help function.
«r-1 ':r~f
Plays a pretty mean
game of poker, too ideal to practise on
before tackling the real thing
and separating your friends
and their money. There's also - 0

his own personality and if you don't

LAPD-DISKL 19

•HI

sound

wasn't us, OK?

environmental thinking,
x*1 Megapede has the classic

"Hi

DISK CD 1701

presented game of poker - you play
against five opponents with names

Leeds. So it

• Flying in the face of current

\

m

GOODMANS PDL -

There aren't many games that run in
high resolution but those that do
tend to be pretty good. Coyote Dave's
Poker is no exception, it's a beautifully

never been to

baddies weren't bad enough. Mega
pede is Shareware and registration
brings a smile to the program
mer's face, an improved ver
sion in the post to you, with
sampled sound effects and a
two player mode - groovy.

more sets you can load
in. There are sampled

POKER

Monday and
anyway we've

just in case you thought the other

like them there are six

COYOTE DAVE'S

else last

blasts, with lots of baddies and every
few levels some really nasty baddies

A

HflRPEP
MASON

r—V

m n

•.

You're just scared

X

SHIELD
ROB50N

you won't be able to

•

J

1711x11

TUTTLE
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FRED, THE FRISKY
FLEA
PACE 6 PD LIBRARY - DISK 714

The one is frustrating to say the least.
You control a little green flea chappie
who has to jump his way through
some screens. Move the joy

longer the bar, the stronger the

jump. You need to be pretty exacting
to get the jump right. If you hit the
scenery head-on, you bounce back.
There are a few nasties about- you
need to avoid. Sounds reasonably

easy although it isn't, actually. It
takes a while to suss a possible
path and even longer to make
it, and to make matters worse

stick left, right or up and a
green bar representing your ^

jump strength appears. The

do it, aren't you?

\

69;

O it's against the clock. At least

f* you geta warm satisfying feel
ing when get through a level.
• Fred the Frisky Flea

the bridge - to get past

going, as we found out

you must pay a toll of

later, the hard way

gold. To get gold you

through Level One. Joy

need to make some using

stick fans with a light

the philosopher's stone,

touch face a challenge

an egg and some lead. To
get the stone you need to

and if you're less dexter

move the old man who's

the whole thing a rather

ously-gifted, you'll find

sitting on it. And so it

severe challenge, only to

goes on in true RPG style
- you love it, don't you?

be tackled when you're
feeling really brave.

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

REVI
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floats about and if you shoot it you

smart. When things get too hot you
can move your joystick diagonally
and fly to a safer bit of the screen,
although the joystick response is
pretty ropey often dumping you on
top of a nasty at the wrong moment.
The gameplay style is in the Uamatron
mould; the enemy constantly moves
towards you. It's nowhere near

can crawl faster for the rest of the

as smooth, hectic or addictive,

level, it also shouts "Nairobi" when

though. Competent but not
outstanding and marred by
poor control response.

INSECTICIDE
LAPD - DISK C 249

Insecticide is another squash-the-bugs
affair. You control a ladybird appar

ently armed with some sort of projec
tile weapon in a bid to clear a series
of screens of other insect life. A moth

you hit it for some reason. The sound
effects are all sampled and rather

MAZE WAR
STE CLUB - DISK C 27

You've probably seen lots of versions
of this game - you battle it out con
trolling little tanks on a screen filled
with walls. This game has a few
extras; when you've bought it, a
grave is left behind which
explodes when it's shot. There
are eight players, either joy- #
stick-controlled or looked

after by your ST, regular STs

response to the
sight of small multilegged creatures,

you try and kill them
without hesitation,

repetition or devia
tion. Insecticide - a

fun-filled game of
destruction.

DAM TOWN AND
MR MARBLE
COODMANS PDL-

to collect coloured marbles in a cer

DISK CD 1836

each other. The STE has extra

bits and bobs - it's good to

the hordes of other Pacman

see them getting used.

clones.

Dam Town is a

bit

• Multi-player may
hem, with Maze War

EiR

up to eight players

like Blitz; you bomb aliens as they try
and destroy a dam. Presented well,
but very simple. Mr Marble is a plat
form game where your chap needs

DOTMAN,

Three games put together by a Mr
King using STOS Basic. Dotman is a
Pacman clone - copyright be
damned. It's playable but not
good enough to threaten

you blasting the hell out of

^

cally human

entomological

its own when there's a few of

S.

instinctive, patheti

•'

use both joystick ports and an adap
tor that connects to the printer port.
If you have an STE, you can also use
its extra joystick ports on the side
resulting in eight human players and
a truly confusing time for all. The
graphics are on the small side and
things a tad jerky, but it comes into

U

• A slave to your

tain order. You'll play this one the
most, it not that good but you feel
obliged to complete a few levels and
it's not that easy. Not a collection
to set the heart racing,
although it's bug-free and rea
v
sonably put together, the
basic game ideas are lacking.

€

•

Dam Town is in

deadly danger, it's

Wi

up to you to bomb

can crowd in front of

the hell out of the

your monitor, assum

aliens. No sur

m

ing you've got an STE

m

an

m

prises there, you

and know that many

don't have to

.«!••

willing people. The
game itself is a frantic

blasting mission with

BES

frustratingly small
tanks - only fun with

•

friends, though.

IS

enter into free and

ffi PiB?t

frank discussions

and solve things

"***

peaceably, no it's
bombs, bombs,

m

bombs all the way
to the end.

ART AND MUSIC
ART UTILITIES
FLOPPYSHOP - DISK ART 3412

pictures to be imported and have
sections defined as sprites. This
means that you can design your
sprites in a standard art package,
save them as a Degas file and, using
Cartoon, chop the sprites and save

A disk packed full of graphic utilities
including a high resolution 24-pin
and 9-pin clip-art printing program,
a program for running Cyber anima
them as an animation file.
tions, a sprite animation program
The program has no built-in
and a program for playing .IFF for
facility for displaying animations but
mat animation files. The best pro
a separate player program is
A
gram of the bunch is Cartoon supplied along with source
the sprite animation designer
code in both C and assem
and player combination. The
bler. All in all this is an excel
program enables Degas PI1
lent small utility.
• See that bloke,

t

I I 11 111 M

looping anima
tion file, and
each sprite can

be as large as a
full screen.

or

above

unless

fixed

with

own

this

month's STOS fix program from
the Cover Disk), Picture Packer
ker
enables you to load and com

<%

file

formats

It

Picture Packer is

'V0 tions, this program's bugs are

pact picture files into its own
special format from 16 differ
ent

PP? format.

quite good but it can be a bit quirky,
the mouse pointer disappears for no
apparent reason and the program
crashes on a regular basis.
Designed to work in all resolu0

its undoing... ultimately a dis

appointment.

also
<v —

• The intro

in a slooow but

toon you can

save them as a

A neat idea for a utility written in
STOS and compiled to run as a pro
gram (so it won't run under TOS 2

screen fades in

is. Using Car

sprites and then

PACE 6 PD LIBRARY DISK ST 712

fhe Picfare Packet m

he's a sprite, he

define up to 16

I

includes an early version of ST05
Paint built in to edit the pictures.
Supported file formats include all
Degas (compressed and normal), all
Tiny, Doodle, Neochrome, Art and its

PICTURE PACKER

impressive man

\.kkUt

Jjfit Another Picture

ZottoertiftQ Program
Written By Jake
Hilb SfOS Bdsk

ner and then

fades out again.
In the end Pic
ture Packer

faded completely
from our disk

collection when
we re-formatted
the disk.

•

• REVIEWS

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

DEMOS
GROTESQUE DEMO
CALEDONIA PDL

) One of those megademos
you just still back and enjoy;
no tedious scrolling text or
terrible chip music here. The
Grotesque Demo has a neat,
if rather manic sampled sound track.
The visuals are flashing images,

mostly one bit-plane and 3D drums
and shapes. The two tie in together
making a terrific groovy little raver of
a disk. OK, so you're not going to run
it zillions of times likea top game, but
it's great fun the first couple of

• Yes, yes, don't think you're being
clever by saying sarcastically that
all this looks like is a cow with a

coloured shape on it, because it is

a cow with a coloured shape on it.
Just like you see them in the

fields, eh? The Grotesque Demo is
a barrage of flashing, moving

occasions and is a good answer
to those people who come #
round, take one look at your v-

images accompanied by a thrashy,
housey, dancey sounds.

X

ST and ask what it can do.

AMBIENCE

,

STATE 808 PDL -

IF PIGS COULD FLY
CALEDONIA PDL - DISK D 212

DISK MDEM 79

Put together a good long sample and
some swirling coloured graphics,
whack it out as a demo and impress
your friends. The Ambience demo fea
tures sounds by Orb - hippies with

synths, and whizzy sparkly screens.
Nothing original or special but pleas
ing stuff to while away a slice of the
early hours sitting in the lotus
position in a darkened room
being especially deep, man, ,
or, as is more politically cor- a
rect, "person." Doesn't quite

A snazzy intra with a long piece of
sampled sound leads to a sequence
of demo screens. No menu, just one
effect after the other, including lightsourced
• Yo! Funky flashing graphics
assault your eyeballs; and some
excellent sounds, too. Ambience is

another sit-and-watch job with a

tendency to hypnotise the unwary.

sound the same, does it? Did

t

/V you know ambience means
& the atmosphere of a place?
Well, now you do, person.

lines

and

vector

balls,

splines, interesting scroll text effects
and all your old favourites. Like a lot

• A delightfully colourful full-screen

of demos, it hails from Scandinavia,

for no apparent reason. If Pigs Could

where to pass the long winter
nights they code demos like this.
The effects are all competently
produced and smoothly exe

Fly. Why? Well, why not?

watching a programmer's

MATHEMATICAL

FLOPPYSHOP - DISK DEM 3397

STATE 808 PDL -

portfolio; "Look, I can do this and
this..." It would be good to

7f
V

cuted, but not new. It's like

JUST FUN DEMO

plasma effect from the demo called,

X

linger on the better effects and

#

experiment more. Not as bad
as most or as good as some.

DISK MDEM 81

just Fun is a collection of sub-demos

interviews with the demo crew where

After a long series of credits, Mathe
matical delivers psychedelic-style pat
terns generated in real-time. Instead
of the screens being stored as bit
mapped images, they are generated
using numbers. Certainly more
impressive on the programming side

you get to find out what their

but some of the results move a little

with the usual themes; the menu is a

painless scrolling affair. Among the
clutch of sub-demos is a couple of
good bits of sampled music, includ

ing one about a bus stop that sounds
dead smart. There are also some brief

favourite fizzy drinks are. Although
there is nothing wildly original
here, what there is is good and
smooth.

Suffers

from

• A riot of colours, sine wave

com

mon demo problems: too ;
many scrolling text lines and
not enough imagination.

graphics and scrolling text.
Yes, it's yet another

\

66.

megademo with even more

' scroll text. Swish program

ming effects don't always
entertain, clever as they are.

slowly and aren't always any more
mind-bending than the quick 'n'

• Yol Funky flashing graphics
assault the eyeballs - er, sorry,
haven't we met this somewhere

before? Mathematical displays the
demo effect of the season.

accompanied by some average-type
chip music, but we recommend

you turn the volume down.
Why do demos insist on hav§ ing music? A couple of the

dirty way of doing things. There
is a self-affining fractal gener

ator, you can play about with v
the parameters though you
can't save pics. The whole job is

real-time graphics effects are
good, but otherwise average.

UTILITIES
17/11

files and even works on a

the famous Tutenkamun bur-

r\ ial mask even if you only

mono monitor. At £5 to reg

have a chromatically-chal

ister, this is a bargain.

lenged mono monitor.

2400.32

15008.56

18/11

177, H

IS/11

'It to Pc&Uji

25.25
150,88
555,57

This is likely to have you screaming
with excitement - well, maybe - it's a

le

lt/n.

11
12
II

21/11/52 S148 COMPUTER SHOP
22/11/52 OD TV LICENSE
7.4/11/32 0150 SHOPPINB

1522,22
21.25

''

24/11/92 Afl CASH UIlHDftfiUflL

personal money manager program! If

15
16

23/11/92 AD CASH UITHORftWflL
25/11/52 AB CASH H1THWBHRL

200,80
200,00

it looks familiar, that's because an

• The new jazzed-up look of Mono-

12.22

200.00

earlier version was on STF Cover Disk

tari Finance Manager with an actual

36, the programmer has discovered
the Auto ZeST program from another
STF disk and incorporated it into his
program to improve the look of it.

example of Chris Lloyd's bank state

Enter details of bills, debits, credits

colour hard copy versions of

II] fllo Infcrwation

am.
11/11.
1V11

• Using BJ Chrome you can create

1856.12
116887,00
56BB0.B0

17/11

CALEDONIA PDL - DISK AU 207

Bj Chrome enables you - if you have
a Canon Bj-10 printer - to produce
colour printouts with a colour kit
(cyan, magenta and yellow ink car
tridges) and a sheet feeder. The pro
gram breaks the picture down into
its component colours and passes
the paper through the machine four
times, hence the sheet feeder.
Options enable you to define the size
and orientation of the printout and
you can also crop sections of the
printout. The program can cope
with Degas and Neochrome

15589,37

17/li.

MANAGER

CALEDONIA PDL - DISK AU 202

-230b;bt-

I77II
17/11

MONOTARI FINANCE

Bj CHROME

ment in the background. Up to 500
entries can be entered into each file,

that's the equivalent of 20 cheque
books, y'know.

ered to keep your cheque stubs up to
and so on, and the program keeps a
x\
date, are you going to bother to
running total of your current
~1 x
use the program instead?
financial status. It's really a

program to keep your cheque

0

book balanced, although if O.
you can't normally be both-

t

;V_ Complete with full printing
Q1 options, this is well-written
and professional looking.

WHAT MAKES THE WIZARD SO SPECIAL?
FULL DOUBLE jM
SIDED DISKS

FAST SERVICE
WML
RELIABLE

TOP QUALITY
(we only use the best)
JUST A FEW EXAMPLE DISKS FROM OUR COLLECTION
KEEN PRICES

ART 07Superb art package, ideal for simple

DTP. 23 built in fonts. A4 size paperworks in
monochrome for best quality of print. Ideal '
for leaflets etc. DS disk.

^^

AST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best PD
Astronomy program. SKYMAP another great
Astronomy program plus aSTronomer.
BUD 01 LAZERC11ESS, OTHELLO,

ADV 01 DDST, DUNGfiONS &

CHECKERS, WHEEL OF FORTUNE, and

on this disk.

formerly sold at £80.00 now PD, VAN

DRAGONS, Roleplavingadventurc.
PARANOIA, ENCHANTED REALMand
ELBOZO CITY. 3 more good adventures also
ARC50 HACMAN, superb pacman clon£.'
MR PACKY,another super pacman.
SOCCER brilliant 3D football game2 players.
MUTANT WIPEOUT aerial shoot em up. ;
INVADERS neeclsno description.

more.A superbcollection of BOARDGAMES.
DART 05 ANI ST Great animation package

GOGH Paint package with animated sprites. 4
LANDSCAPE Generators including
GENASIS and a CAD Package.
MUS 31 The ACCOMPANIST

SEQUENCER From H. COSH.

DECODER, excellent mastermind. SUPER

SIMON, computer version of hand held game.
DOMINOES, puzzle game. GOLF card
game.Also on this disk DRAGON MAZE, 2
game, SENSORI BACKGAMMON,
BRIDGIT, STARTREK, BATTLESHIPS.

Telephone: (0702) 232826

All PD disks are DOUBLE SIDED

All PD disks are FULL

Only £1.50 each (UK)

To order our extensive, easy to use disk catalogue featuring over 1000 jam-packed disks, and filled with A

games, 4 soundtracker modules, a text editor and a brilliant demo, just send us either a £1 coin or a blank
disk and a stamped SAE. Alternatively add 30p to any order.
All disks are £1.50 each unless other prices are stated. All disks will only run on a COLOUR system except:
'H' = High resolution monitor only. 'A' = Any monitor suitable.

ART AND GRAPHICS
FANTASY: - A new 5 disk set of SPXpictures which are full colour and span several screens. Absolutely the BEST
quality pictures available on your ST!Featuring women in fantasy situations. - Only £6.50!
ART35-37 - In bed with Madonna - 3 disks with over 100 great shots. Enhanced on the STE Only £4.001
ART51 - Crack Art - Great art package that can rip graphics from programs. 1 meg needed £1.50.
ART109 - Total Recal Spectrum 512 Slideshow - Exclusive to New Age PDL!£1.50
ART110 - Pretty woman spectrum 512 slideshow- Exclusive to New Age PDL!£1.50
GAMES
GAME
GAME
GAME
GAME

16 - Empire Builder.MAD (boulderdash). Ship Combat, Football Manager, Motorsim, Pulse Rider, Key to Atlantis
81 - Bbx, a great Tetrisvariation (STReview Essential buy'), Battlescape - A Dungeon Master type game.
83 - Grandad and the Quest for the Holey Mest - A superb illustrated adventure. 1 Meg.
86 - Outrageous Fortune - An incredibly challenging puzzle/quiz game. Outer Limits- Shoot 'em up.

CI 01 CI 02 -

Genocide - A 1 or 2 player strategy game with hints of Populous and Sim City. Brilliant graphics! £3.95
Dark Carpathian - A tale of terror set in the 1500's written with the 3D Construction Kit £2.95

DEMONSTRATIONS
POV 114 - Mr Music, Scum of the Earth, + 6 more

WFR 01 ST WRITER V4.2 and

BRD04 CHESS, superb chess game.

New flge PDL

FIRSTWORD, The best word processors for

theST(E)plusa spell checker,print spooler
and a selection of ready to use letters.
ODD 07 THE WORLD OF STARTREK

Over 300K of text interviews and biographies

from the original STARTREK and NEXT
GENERATION plus loads of pictures from

DEMO 145 -A.C.F. JustE

POV 112 - Union, Synth Dream, Illegal Exception, Mca.
POV 110 - California Raisins 1 meg. Factory, IMA, ICC
POV 109 - Malts Mood, illimination 1 & 2 1 Meg

DEMO 149 - Bloodsucker Demo
DEMO 150 -The Bird Mad Girl Show

DEMO 147-148 - N.T.M.Mega Demo (£3.00)
DEMO 139-142 - The Phaleon Gigademo by Next
- 4 disks full of great screensl Only £5.00

POV 107 - Swedish New Year, + 4 more
POV 99 - Life's a Bitch, + 3 more

APPLICATIONS AND UTILITIES
UTIL 13 -

German to English. MiNT,DC Utlls 'A'

BUSI 2 -

Sheet .2JJjbase-Oae-EirstB.aseJ .6'A'

—GOM~5'r"~2 terminal Packages +BBS Host-system vy

MUSI21 - Digi Composer Stracker program + TCB mods.

UTILES*1 bluhienrafy German, hll' UMUiue-uQore 'A'

ARC14 HOME, and L'ORB 2 super pinball
games.GALTIC RANGER, unusual shoot em

both series. A must for all TREKKIES!!!

clown and burst the balloons. FIRESTORM,

ARC04TETRIS, superb tetrisgame (see
review in issue 1 of this mag). KLAXTRIX,

LAZERBAL,super gameand interesting
version on the pinball theme. Also on this disk

on the tetris theme. MR DICE, COLLAPSE

SOUNDTRACKER MODULES

& BURGER, 3 more good games to fill this
super value disk.

These disks contain brilliant quality tunes at great value for money. All disks come with the ESIONstracker which
Is a complete module editor, creator and player. There are versions of both the STand the STE on every disk

up. MONKIES &BALLOONS, bounce the

another goodarcade game rescue the humans.

LOST TREASURE, WIDOW MAKER,
SLALOM & BREAK OUT.

WELTRIS & TETSIDE, 3 more good games

SELECTION OF 46 COMMERCIAL GAMES
ALL AT UNDER £3.00 EACH.

est. 1989 W/T'7 A U n D f i 24 HOUR ORDERLIN.

W lZ^rVIVi^ 1 *VJ 9am - 9pm HUMAN

9pm - 9am ANSWER PHONE

178Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ Tel:0734574685
For disk catalogue send blank + S.A.E. OR 70p

El

fgmMMMMMM

PAPER OR DISK CATALOGUE FREE WITH ORDER ON REQUEST VISA
P.D Disks 1

£2.25 2
£4.25 3
£5.75 Additional disks £1.75
We also stock Budgie, POV and KME disks.

^ o f ivysiircs

«•••>•

Intelligent printer buffer with option to
save output to file for rapid multiple

WARP 9

copies. ST Format Gold Award utility.

Mouse Tricks 2

Formerly Quick ST, this is the latest and great

More than a mouse accelerator,

est software screen accelerator for the ST/TT:

Mouse Tricks offers a massive choice

productivity of your rodent.

graphics and text look the same, but appear
with astonishing speed. Includes a host of

Fontkit Plus 4

accelerator, desktop pictures, new system fonts,
keyboard control over dialogs, and and excellent

of settings for maximising the

utilities from CodeHead Software: mouse

Latest version of the ultimate font

After-Dark-alike

utility for the Atari ST/TT. Full details

£24.95, upgrades from other screen
accelerators (return manual cover): £12.95.

of new features available on request.

i Books i
Your

Imagecopy

Second Manual

to the Atari S T
—

y\

fy.vf/w * CJnia'c t o

I Copy images from screen, view and I

Iconvert images, and print images on|

—

I a wide range of printers, including: 9I pin, 24-pin, BJ Bubblejet, and HP|

Timeworks Publisher
—

y\

LJst^r.s ' Cjiticlt-j t o

—

I Laserjet and Deskjet. Price: £9.95.
I —Coming Soon: Imagecopy ColourI
I with support formostcolour printers.

— First Word

^±
Over 300 disks of

t*c*

modular screen saver. Price:

z:
Printed Clip Art
Catalogues.

The ST Club

UT1L 33^ Gemini Replacement Desktop, Mortgage i
.PRO 23 - 'Video Master Extra Fonts disk £3.95

BUSI 1- " Invoice&Statement generator demo, Namenet
enetTrT?IegrSateT«OTTtfoifert+UTIL39- STto PC, Calendar 4.7. Desk Switch, Form. Autofix, System 2, D Format, GDOS select + many more 'A'
UTIL 1 - STDCAT5.0, LHarc, Unzip 2,72, RSC View, Arc 6.0, Drivemap, Dual Format, Dlskname + much more 'A'

TRAC 72 •
TRAC 76 TRAC78 TRAC 83 TRAC 90 -

Breakout. Fingerbob, Funky, Future, Inter, Necro, Sukl, Trilogy - STEonly
Araba, Game, Testing, Rla, M and M, Superbaz, Push - It. Led. Sky 1
Arpure, Coment, Examine. New Age, Purkup, Thrudmix, Wendy - EXCLUSIVE MODULES!
Dungeon. Little Cheat. Maximum. Mission 2, Pheenix 1, Scene 2, Sideremix, Sweet, Tarsnare
Apology, Classic, Egypt, King Tut, Lazy, Loose, Mahoney. Timeslip, Titan

As well as these disks listed we also cover clipart, education, fonts, programming, on-disk magazines etc. We
are official distributors of Budgie UK,Shoestring Software (education), Organised Chaos (adventure/strategy)
and we are the ONLYdistributor of Creative Influence (see Genocide and Dark Carpathian above)

(STF 12) 30 Anderson Estate, Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG
Authors! We want your programs! Please send in lists of your programs
and we will swap for our PD disks. Please don't just send disks.

FREAKS

Redacteur Junior - £39!
n amazing wordproccssor at an incredible price.
Write/phone for full details and demo' disks.

Multi print

, PRO 20- Video Master - superb videoJitlef £3.95

OUR VALUE IS SHEER MADNESS!
WE BELIEVE IN YOUR CHOICE
Why buy from other P.D. Libraries who supply one prog per disk, or pack
them with progs you dont want? If you buy from FREAKS you compile your
own selection from our vast fully-described range - up to 10 programs of
your choice on a double sided disk for £2.50 including postage & packing

WHY NOT TRY US NOW? Choose your selection from the list below, making the total
10 points andyouwillhaveyour owncustomised disk for £2.50 including P&P
A450 FLICKER
value 5 points U950 GRAPHS
value 5 points G373GAMMON
value1 point

Animation prog, better than ANI-ST
A560K0SMIC
value 10 points
Add chrome effects to your pictures
A12CPALART
value 5 points
512 colour art package
value 5 points
A65 PUBPAINT
FullGEM drawing uses GEM fonts

Plots graphs, pie charts, bar charts
view or print

E120SHIPWRECK
value 5 points
Rescue someone from a shipwreck
by simple maths
E29 TYPIST
value 3 points
Touch typing tutor
mono.
G336 BATTLESHIP
value 2 points
A3C VIEWER
value 5 points Play battleships against computer
Slide show of Disneyfavourites
G7 BINGO
value 1 point
C135HAGTERM
value 5 points Prints the cards, calls numbers,
Comprehensive communications
check card
prog.
G142 BRICK
value 2 points
E140BODYSHOP
value 5 points Escape from brickworksby jumping
Teaches childrenthe human body
spiders
E80 CHEMIST
value 5 points G58 CHESS
value 2 points
GCSEchemistry tutor
Plays a good game, mouse driven,
value 5 points manyfeatures
E200 FRANGLAIS
Teaches French by mixing with
value2 points
G557CHUNKS
English
Like Tetris but the blocks come from
E5KIDPUB21
value 2 points all directions
V2.1 desktop publisher for kids
G36CRIBBAGE
value 4 points
U320 CIRCUITS
value 5 points Sharpen your game
Design electronic circuits for use
U410OPUS2.2
value 10 points
with GCSE/A Level

U6 EXPANDER

Lotus-like spreadsheet
value 5 points
Incredibly versatile virus killer
W60 CALAMANL
value 5 points

value 1 point U850 SAGR0TAN

Just upgraded? Turns single sided
disks into double sided

Backgammon against the ST
G885 HAUNTED
value 10 points
All action arcade adventure

G839 LOTTERY
value 4 points
Anadult adventure in red light San
value 1 point
G217TENNIS
Nice graphics tennis game
G162WDEXTRACT value3 points
Extracts al! words contained within a
word

M65 ALCHEMY
value 8 points
Superb shareware sequencer from

P52 GENEAL0G
value 3 points
Traceyour family, 2000 relatives,19
generations
P180 MONEY
value3 points
Lotsof waysto makemoneyfrom
your ST
G63 MONOPOLY
value 3 points
One of the best P.D. versions

G33TETRIC0L
value 4 points
P.D. CLASSIC highlyaddictive
value8 points
W16 ST WRITER
No.1 in P.D. chart word processor,
full documentation V4.8

A manual for Calamus

** SPECIAL OFFER ** FOR YOUR FIRST ORDER ONLY ** IF YOU WANT ONE PROGRAM ON A

Catalogue
From 85p per disk!

out now

3.5" Disks

PD and Shareware disks, ST Club Software,
Cables, Books, Dust Covers, Blank Disks,

Clip Art cat's, ST Applications magazines, etc.

Top quality disks at
bargain prices.
10 @ £5-25 @ £22.50
Includes labels and 1st class delivery
Copy disks fas

Phone: 0602-410241
FAX: 0602-241515

\a/ -*

The ST Club, 2 Broadway,

Write: Nottingham, NG1 1PS

i FaslCopy PRO - \\m-.\ £24 95

rludes fast harrj disk back

DISK THEN YOU CAN HAVE IT FOR £1.00 EACH (ANY QUANTITY ALLOWED) - GOOD VALUE
FOR BIG POINT PROGRAMS!

FULL RANGE OF BUDGIE LICENCE WARE " *" *"RIBBON RE-INK SERVICE El.00+POSTAGE (BLACK FABBIC ONLY)
GET YOUR DISK CATALOGUETODAY by sending either a disk and S.A.E.
or two first class stamps.

IF YOU ARE A COMPUTER FREAK LIKE US, SEND TO:

FREAKS P*D*L
29 LEAP VALLEY CRESCENT,
DOWNEND, BRISTOL BS16 6TQ

A\
//\\

•
Wg>tml
fAi
I

19Hodskinson Rd

Mkflfe.

VH7 Ji&wi fKI • lr
\\//
Y

/f\

Kirkby-ln-Ashfield, // \\
» n Notts
NG17 7DJ
W-TV'
Tel: 0623 754061

G001: Klatrix

U002: Label Makers

M001: Accompianist 2.4

G002: Air Warrior

U004: Double Sentry

G003: Llamatron ! + 1 Meg

U006: Supercard 1 + 2

M002: Ani ST
M004: Noisetracker

G004: Mystic Well

U007: Fastbase Database
U020; Gemini VI.1

G009: Ozone

G010: Robotz/Valgus 2
G012: Penguins

W

M011: Alchymy Junior 1 Meg
M026; Calamus Fonts

U024: Viewing Utilities

M030: Kosmic 2 1 Meg
M031: Crack Art 1 Meg

U026:Sheet2
U034: Archivers + Packers

G028; Invaders

U035: Astro 22

8031: Bold 1 Meg

U037: Opus Spreadsheet

G035: 20 Mixed Games

U039: Pack-et-Term

M038: Noisetracker Modules

G036: Football Manager

U040: Hard Disk Utilities

T001: The Planets Slideshow

G039:
G041:
G044:
G045:

J042: Genology

T003: Circuit Designer

U051: Virus Killers
U056: Yr 2nd Atari Manual

T006: Bodyshop

U070: Sagrotan

T010; Typing Tutor

U072: intra Concept Demo Maker
U076: Latest Disk Copiers

Adventure Games
Internationa! Cricket
Violence
Lam V12 Adventure

G048: Mono Games

M033: Various Trackers

M035: Picture Concept

T009: Planetarium

ATARI PUBLIC DOMAIN

G051: Thinking Games

U077: GFA Expert

G053: Fatemaster

W003: 1st Word

T030: Things Not To Do Demo

FREE PRINTED ( ATALOGUE

(Min 3 disks)
Same Day Despatch

Lowe

GAMES • GAMES* GAMES

Too many titles to list.
New titles arriving every day.
Unlike other companies we will fill
your disk with your request

FREE POSTAGE

DISKS: 1-9 £1.25 each. 10 or more £1.00 each

Make Cheques payable t<> J.

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME SPECIALISTS

M036: Deluxe Font Master

T011; Business Letters .
T021: Dot to Dot
T022: Chunnel

G050: Match It

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIES

M005: Composer

U022: C Compiler + Tutor

G027: Megaroids

G026: Haunted House

Yewtree Leisure

\\7 /

ATARI ST' AMIGA AND PC PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE

Hundreds of titles £1 - £5.

Lists available for latest titles.
Phone or write for lists
Winter clear out all £5

Demos, Games etc.

All public domain at 99p.
PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE

PD4U

w

forATA1E §1 Tel: 0232 672338
4 Sintonville Avenue BELFAST BT5 5DG T,

GAMES MACHINES ETC
We stock large range of games +
machines, joysticks etc
MEGADRIVE

u^E) LQ)DSKS
D 057 - PGS FONTS
•D 060 - CALAMUS FONTS
D 050 - PGS UTILITIES
A 051 - DEGAS CONVERT
A 034-VIDEO TITLER
D 051 - CLIP ART
M 030 - BLITZ COPIER
M 019 -POOLS EXPERT
M 016-MENU MAKER
S 006 - NOISETRACKER
G 087 -CYBERSNAKE
G 089 - MYSTIC WELL
K 005 - MASTER DOODLE
B 005 -FASTBASE
B 002 - ST SHEET

THE MOJO!

Having trouble findinga
specific type of lead?

mouse/joystick

We can help!

switcher

CALL FOR DETAILS

LED

ABS Case
Path Indication

Reduce the

PERIPHERALS ETC
Blank Disks

GAMEB0Y

ALSO C.64 AMSTRAD SPECTRUM

PHONE/FAX

We canre-ink yourprinter
AUTOMATIC £14.95

ribbon • a blacker.

MANUAL £11.50

longer lasting re-inkcosts

1-5 disks £1.50ea
6+ disks £130ea

SUPER NES
SEGA CARTRIDGE

(

140 pence

ST External Drive

£54

Trackball Mouse

£25

Mouse Mats

£1

Disk Drive Cleaners

£1

ANDREW

Save money!

risk of

damage to ports

NINTENDO

CHASE HQ 2
KILLING CLOUD
HUDSON HAWK MOONSHINE RACERS
ELF
NEIGHBOURS
INDIE HEAT
RODLAND
SMASH TV
TOTAL RECALL

£3.00

84 YEWTREE ROAD
ATTLEBOROUGH

0953
452803

We also stock upgrades, boxes,
switch units etc, too many to list,
competitive prices.
Write for catalogue

NORFOLK
NR17 2RD

SORRY NO CALLERS

FOR THE LATEST DISK CATALOG WITH DETAILS OF DISKS AND SERVICES

__ MT SOFTWARE (Dept STF) m

MTS

ij Greensward House,

PUBLIC DOMAIN,

The Broadway,

LICENCEWARE, SHAREWARE

Totland, I.O.W

MR ATARI ST/STE

ABO'S

7C£AC£

« 0983 - 756050

FAX: 0983 - 755800 (34hr)
UHS)

PO39 0BX

n-n

€9

E

Jk

^m

JZSi.

RING, WRITE OR FAX FOR OUR
FREE CATALOGUE

f\\ LOOK WHAT WE OFFER FOR 99P 1!^
Choose your programs and we'll put them on disk so no
unwanted items taking up space.

New catalogue now available with a choice of over 1200
PD/Shareware, with revised credits, including Sagrotan and
Dunce's Cap software
All this for 99p per disk + 60p p&p per order!

WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE..
Accounts

Art & Graphics
Astrology
Astronomy
Budgie UKGames

Budgie UK Compilation Range
Budgie UK ProductivityRange
Budgie UK Magazine Disks
BudgieUK Demonstration Disks

Electronics
Films

Font Disks - Calamus

Font Disks- Signum
Font Disks - Various
Football
Games - Adventure
Games - Adventure - Zenobi

Programming - Adventure Writing
Programming - Assembler
Programming - C
Programming - Gem
Programming - GFABasic
Programming - Pascal
Programming - Stos Basic
Programming - Various

Range

Satellites

Bulletin Board Systems
Chemistry
Clip Art

Games - Colour
Games - Mono
Games - Solution Disks

Communications

Genealogy

Cookery

Music & Midi - Kawai
Music & Midi - Quartet

Speech Synthesis
Spreadsheets
STEOnly
Typing Tutors
Various other subjects
Word Processing

Databases

Data Protection
Demo Disks -General
Demo Disks - Product
Desk Accessories
Disk and Virus Utilities
Education

Education - Shoestring Range

Music & Midi - Roland

Music & Midi - Sequencers
Music & Midi - Sound Trackers
Music & Midi - Various
Music & Midi - Yamaha

Operating Systems &Emulators
Picture Disks

Clip Art Pack
Education Packs

C Programming Pack
GFABasic Programming Pack
STOS Basic Programming Pack

Shoestring Educational Software also stocked.
For free printed catalogue send s.a.e. (9" x 6") or £1.00 for disk
catalogue to:

MERLIN
11 Grange Close, Minchinhampton, Stroud GL3 9DF
Tel/Fax 0453 882793

The Shareware Company,
51, Thornleigh Road. Bishopston.
Bristol

BS7 XPO.

'Phone 0272-424743

You want a Huge range of PD? We've got over 900 disks,
A complete assembly language programmingenvironment forthe
A fullyfeatured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning

beginner and intermediate ST programmer. Learn
assembler the easy way, step-by-step!
BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK! (Over 400 pages) only 61».»»

no demo's, no rubbish, no Licenseware.

You want it cheap? We're cheap, and the more you buy the

held on disk and can be assembled using the supplied text
editor and assembler. The disk aiso contains a complete resource

less (per disk) you pay.
You want it tomorrow? We take credit cards for same-day
despatch.
You want our catalogue? Send an SAE and floppy or 3 1st

RING FOR DETAILS
Easy Text Pro now

construction kitfor producing dialog boxes, drop down menus,
etc. Learn to program likethe professionals. Registers, GEMDOS,
XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS, DIALOG BOXES,

available

WINDOWS and much, much more

class stamps: we think it's the best catalogue around - so will
you.! With TSC PD and an ST, ther's nothing you can't do.

results

on 9 pin, 24 pin
and laser printers

ONLY £19.99

The comprehensive book introduces the reader via many
assembly language examples how to program the ST. No
knowledge of assembler is assumed, all examples in the book are

PUBLIC

»

into memory as a Desk Accessory.

PACE 6 PD LIBRARY DISK ST 709

This option makes it ideal for use with

This is an excellent addition to your

checker only spell checks the saved

collection if you have a word proces

version of the document, not the one

sor like Protext or Write On without a

in memory. Some fiddling about

spell checker option built in. Spellone

has to be done with the path

the above two WPs, although the

is written in CFA Basic and can be

names if you are using a hard

used either as a normal program or
the file extender can be changed to

drive, but this does not
detract from a useful utility.

$

the ingredients you need. Finished
menus can be printed out. It's

GOODMANS PDL DISKGD 1734

Constructed using a new Canadian

program called HyperFink, Food and
Wine is a trip round the vine

• A fine example of the

%

impressive; everything is mouse-con
trolled, easy to use and flexible. A
polished example of what's pos
»*>
sible with the system although

m

\

I Spellone is simply laid out and simple to use. The path name for the

A

dictionary is shown in the bottom line and clicking on the Select button

- <y —

of starters; click on one and up pops

FOOD AND WINE

\

loads a file into memory to be checked.

——

on "starter" and up pops a list

REVIEWS

.ACC and the program can be loaded

SPELLONE

yards of the world, including a
menu planning section. Click

DOMAIN

the subject is possibly of

iP rather limited interest - it is
y • terribly polished, though.

from memory at any time. There are

CONTROL PANEL

some new CPXs, among them one to

PACE 6 PD LIBRARY -

show your Atari laser's ID, a calcula

DISK ST 695

tor and an ASCII table. Other bits

This disk is a compilation of all CPX

and pieces on the disk include a

modules known to Atari-kind; CPXs

redesigned set of Desktop icons for

are a type of Desk Accessory used
by the Xcontrol panel that has
been around for a couple
years now and enables you <A
to load and remove utilities

V

TOS 2 and above, a reset proof
RAMdisk for STEs and a utility to
double the screen size on high

fef ^
0

resolution screens. Not bad,
but not brilliant.
• The Xcontrol set-up

interactive database

Hyperlink in action.

menu in all its glory,

Here we are in the

tucked away in the

wine regions of Italy in

open window You can

fine interactive graph

see some of the swish

ics and text mix win

new icons supplied on

dow-type way. Very

this disk.

slick interface indeed -

more interesting

examples of the sys
tem, please.

THE FORMAT PD DIRECTORY
• Where to go for Public Domain software
- demos, games and utilities for around
£3 a disk! If you write to any of these
libraries for a catalogue, enclose an SAE.
• Budgie games are available from all PD
libraries indicated by a (B). Simply men
tion the disk number (above the review)

when you order the disk.

SOUTH OF ENGLAND

Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG

AKORE SHAREWARE, 7 Fishergate Point,
Lower Parliament Street, Nottingham

a 0702 232826(B)

NG1 1GD" 0800 252221

PD ESSENTIALS, 22 Fern Avenue,
Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1LS

D W STABLES, Atari PD and Commercial,
PO Box 78, South Shore, Blackpool

NEW AGE PDL, 30 Anderson Estate,

PDSSC, 5 Walnut Close, Barkingside,

FY1 6AD

Essex IG6 1HE = 03548 448

GOODMAN PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Meir

PROBUS, Birchy Hill, Sway, Lymington,
Hampshire S041 6BJ

Staffs ST3 1SW ~ 0782 335650 (B)

OFFICE CHOICE, Suite 14, Avon House,
Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ

STATE 808 PDL, 3A Old Lanark Road,
Carluke, Scotland ML8 4HW
WOOLLEYSOFT, Humblesknowe Cottage,

Ramolye, Dunblane, Perthshire, Scotland
FK15 0BA

Hay Estate, Longton, Stoke on Trent,

16/32 PDL, 35 Northcote Road, Strood,
Kent, ME2 2DH n 0634 710788

PUBLIC DOMINATOR PD ATARI,
PO Box 801,Bishops Stortford, Herts

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor,
Derbys DE7 7HN = 0773 761944 (B)

CM23 3TZ * 0279 757692

SHOESTRING SOFTWARE PDL,
78 Carmarthen Road, Swansea SA1 1HS

ACE PD, 90 Milton Road, Hanwell,

RIVERDENE PDL, 30a School Road,

METROPOLIS PD, 38 Howick Park Drive,
Penwortham, Preston PR1 0LU

London W7 - 081 840 3204

Tilehurst, Reading, Berks RG3 5AN

» 0772 748422

PD 4U, 4 Sintonville Avenue, Belfast

ARROW PD, 6 Kents Orchard, Perry
Street, South Chard, Somerset TA20 2QB

n 0734 452416(B)

NIGHTSHIRT PD, 50 Averill Road,
Highfields.Stafford, Staffs ST17 9XX

BT5 5DG v 0232 672338

ATARI ADVANTAGE, 56 Bath Road,
Cheltenham, GL53 7HJ * 0242 224340
AWESOMEDEMOS, 3 Mason Road,
Seaford, East Sussex BN25 3EE

SENLAC, 14 Oaklea Close. Old Roar Road,
St Leonards On Sea, East Sussex
TN37 7HB * 0424 753070

SEVEN DISK, Digswell Water Lodge,
Digswell Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts
AL7 1SN

E-SOFT, 2 Oliver Drive, Calcot, Reading,
Berks RG3 5XN » 0734 419981

DRAKE PD, 12C How Street,
The Barbican, Plymouth, Devon PL4 0DA

SOFTVILLE PD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park,
Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville, Hants
P07 7XN ~ 0705 266509 (B)

PAGE 6 PUBLISHING, PO Box 54, Stafford
ST16 1DR * 0785 213928 (B)
PD ST KIER BAILEY, 95 Elton Road,
Sandbach, Cheshire CW11 9NF
v 0270 762520 (B)

PLATINUM DISKS, 181 Anson Close,

Padgate, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 OHJ
u 0925 820693

IRELAND

OVERSEAS
ALGEMENE COMPUTER CLUB

NEDERLAND (ACN),
Postbus 5011, 200 CA Haarlem
* Holland 023 351100(B)

A-ONLINE, 1229 East Mohawk Ave,

Tampa, FL33604 USA
= 0101 813 2371656

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Gotherington,

SOLENT SOFTWARE, 53 Rufus Gardens,
Totton, Hants S04 3TA
tt 0703 868882

NG11 1PS. * 0602 410241 (B)

Jensen, N-3630 Rodenberg, Norway

Cheltenham, Glos GL52 4EW

STE CLUB, The Lodge, Delly End, Whitney,

STING PUBLIC DOMAIN, 23 Manor Grove,

DOM' PUBS.10 Rue du Vergeron 38430

Oxon OX8 5XD

Westvale, Kirkby, Liverpool L32 0UZ

Moirans, France

STEVENS PD, 14 Depot Road, Horsham,

-i 051 546 4640

West Sussex RH13 5HA

TOWER PD, PO Box 40, Thornton-

LTPD, 2,300 South Millway, Unit 424,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L 2P5

FREAKS PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent,
Downend, Bristol BS16 6TQ |B|
GL-PD, 62 Colwyn Ave, Winch Wen,
Swansea SA1 7EJ = 0792 799762

IMAGEART, 19 Brenda Road, Tooting Bee,

TUMBLEVANE PDL, 6 West Raod,
Emsworth, Hants PO10 7JT

London SW17 7DD * 081 767 4761

v 0243 370600

MELVILLE MARRIOT MUSIC MEDIA,

WARPZONE PDL, 53 Ropewalk,

46 Market Square, Whitney, Oxon

River Street, St Judes,

OX8 6AL :: 00993 779500

Bristol BS2 9EG

MERLIN PD, 11 Grange Close,
Minchinhampton, Stroud, Glos GL6 9DF

WIZARD PD, 178 Waverley Road,
Reading,Berks RG3 2PZ
•z 0734 574685 (B)

MERTON PD, 10 Grasmere Avenue,
Merton Park, London SW19 3DX

NORTH OF ENGLAND

MT SOFTWARE, Greensward House,
The Broadway, Totland, Isle of Wight

ALPHA COMPUTING,
32 Meadow Drive, Halifax, West Yorks

P039 OBX ° 0983 756056 IB)

HX3 5JZ

ST CLUB, 2 Broadway, Nottingham

ATARI ST USER GROUP NORWAY, c/o SA

Cleveleys.Blackpool FY5 3PH

PUBLIC DOMAIN CORPORATION,

TRUST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram,
Halifax, HX3 90Y '« 0422 341606

WA 98036-6721, USA = 0101 206 745

SCOTLAND

TACC, PL 10, 33561, Tampere, FINLAND

CALEDONIA PDL, 250 Oldtown
Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT
o 0463 225736 (B)
THE CIRCULAR PD LIBRARY,
14 Morrison Drive, Lennoxtown,

Glasgow G65 7BA
FLOPPYSHOP ST, PO Box 273, Aberdeen
AB9 8SJ ° 0224 586208 IB)

4320 - 196th SW, Suite B-140, Lynnwood,
5980 (catalogue £1)

BUYER BEWARE: Any library included
here does not imply that STF endorses
or recommends any of them in any way.
• If you run a library not listed here and
wish to be included, or if you want to

amend anything, send details ind your lat
est catalogue to: PD Directory, STF, 30
Monmouth St, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

Getting tired of t
STEREO
MASTER

srereo ma

PLAYBACK
a n d QUARTET

MCRODEAL

MICRODEAL

This sound sampler
offers real-time special

Playback stereo sound
cartridge plus the excel
lent Quartet sample
_ sequencer (RRP

effects - echo, reverb
and much more - and on

top of all that there's

>^T^

£49.95).

also STE stereo support

DESCRIPTION: Play

You can't afford to miss

back and Quartet
PRICE: £29.95
ORDER No : ST372

it with £10 off the usual

price!

DESCRIPTION: Play

DESCRIPTION:

Stereo Master

back ONLY
PRICE: £19.95
ORDER No: ST379

PRICE: £29.95
ORDER No: ST394

SEQUENCER

ULTIMATE

ONE PLUS

VIRUS KILLER

UPGRADE KIT

DOUGLAS

GAJITS

COMMUNICATIONS

Upgrade to Sequencer

The best virus killer

One Plus for extra fea
tures like the Diamond

around - it recognises

Drag note-editing sys
tem, improved sample

repair over 450 different
game disks if they've

over 60 viruses, can

playback, tempo maps,

been virus-damaged, and

auto count-in and more!

can even hunt out link
viruses. Essential.

DESCRIPTION:
uencer One Plus

DESCRIPTION: Ultimate

:E: £39.95
IER No: ST395

PRICE: £9.99

Virus Killer

ORDER No: ST414

FUN SCHOOL 4

MATH
BLASTER PLUS

EUROPRESS SOFTWARE

The follow-up to the clas
sic educational packages.
All three modules

ABLAC COMPUTEC LTD

m

Five programs, editor
and record facility. "A
1 first choice maths

are available

separately.

, tutor for primary

DESCRIPTION:

school children."

Fun School

DESCRIPTION:

Under 5s

Math

PRICE: £17.99

PRICE: £29.95

ORDER No: ST389

~ER No: MATH

DESCRIPTION: Fun

"' =&

School 5 - 7s

PRICE: £17.99
ORDER No: ST390

STOS
COLLECTION

VIDEOMASTER
MICRODEAL

If you've been reading

MANDARIN SOFTWARE

this month's animation

Write your own games

feature you'll be able to
see the incredible capa

with STOS Basic, com

pile 'em so they run fast
with the STOS compiler,

bilities of this brilliant

multi-media application.
If you haven't, well,
turn to page 14 and
- start reading immedi
ately!

add sound to your
games with STOS Mae
stro and add your choice

&Vrk "^CSL

CRIPTION:

m

PRICE:£69.95

Sprites.
DESCRIPTION: STOS

eomaster

ORDER No: STF435

from out of 600 in STOS

"V.-;

Collection
PRICE: £69.95
ORDER No: ST381

W e l l look:
MUSIC IN

STF BINDER

SEQUENCE
MUSIC SALES

This easy-to-follow book
guides you through the
whole what can be

rather daunting process
of writing songs on a
sequencer.

m

a

ST FORMAT

Keep your collection of the world's top ST magazine together in
this quality binder!
DESCRIPTION: One Binder

CRIPTION: Music in

PRICE: £5.95

jence

ORDER No: ST112

:E: £12.95
RDER No: ST398

-=s§

I

DESCRIPTION: Two Binders
PRICE: £10.00
ORDER NO; ST1122

EMPIRE

Four incredible games:
FOWWATGold winning

• r^i. coaicwv. ^jj%|g|%| 1

god-game Populous and
Footy sim Kick Off 2,

plus arcade romp Space
Ace and addictive

puzzler Pipe Mania.
WINNERS

HOW TO ORDER
• Just make a note of the name of the package
you want to buy and the order number next to it.

Then fill in the handy coupon opposite.

COMPILATION

PRICE: £20.99
ST413

• If you wish to order by credit card or have any
queries, ring the ST FORMAT Mail Order
Hotline on...

THE BEST OF
ST FORMAT
FUTURE PUBLISHING

Features, beginners'
guides, jargon busters
section, techie tips and
reviews - plus optional

K disks - it's great!

™DESCRIPTION: The
Best of STF with disks

0458 74011
ST FORMAT mail order
Name
Address

PRICE: £15.40

ORDER No: ST BOOK D
DESCRIPTION: The Best
of STF without disks
PRICE: £11.40
ORDER No: ST BOOK

Telephone.

Postcode

Description

Price

Order Number

TOTAL ORDER

fqbmai

ST FORMAT
EVEN BIGGER
VALUE

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

1Access

Visa

Get hold of £25 worth of
software and make certain

Credit card No

you get your hands on a

Expiry date

copy of Britain's biggestIT magazine each and every
month for a whole year. Turn to page 66 now for
our astonishing offer.

J Cheque

•

po

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

_l

PCO MMS

GET

INVOLVED!

COME ON-LINE!
C o m m s is an area which is

If you've

dead simple to get into read this and believe it!

been

Using just your trusty ST, a
modem,
a
reasonably simple
comms program like Vanterm and
BT landlines, you can contact Buletin Board Services easily. Here
we tell you how to use Vanterm to
log on to the ST FORMAT BBS,
read messages, leave messages,
leave private messages, and how

walking
around

with a

bag on your

to download files.

head for the

Most BBSs you call run at
speeds of up to 2,400 baud; some

past few

are faster than this but the faster

months, you

more than a 2,400 baud modem.
2,400 baud modems can be now

modems you need cost quite a bit

obtained for as little as £60 com

• The action happens here. The menu

plete with comms software. Right,

bar at the top enables you to config

you've got the modem set up and
you have a disk with Vanterm on it,
now make a backup copy of the
Vanterm disk and put the original
in a safe place. Make two new fold

ure the program, while the status

tells you how the program is set up.

ers on the disk called Upload and

from the BBS. Once all this is done

Download, these are to hold the

you can run the main program.

bar along the bottom of the screen

files that you send to and receive

probably
Setting up Vanterm

haven't heard

some of which may contain names.

of the STF

Use

'*"'

for 1/2 second delay,

*&'

for CR,

,v ' for real it,

Enter new information or press RETURN to

BBS. Well,
listen now!

We set it up
so you could

keep old

,n'

infornatior

CURRENT name of place or BBS to call
CURRENT telephone number

: ^.wwv.v-***.*. F_mpty -ww
:

CURRENT

: 4

baud

rate

CURRENT duplex (FULL Or MALI-)
CURRENT username for this BBS or system
CURRENT password for this BBS or system
EM

name of

place or

BBS to

: Full
:
i

call

J ST FORMAT BUS

EM telephone number

i 0224 461330

aud C9=388, 7=1260, 4=2408. 1=9686, 0=192083i
EM duplex tenter F for Full or H for Balf3
EM username for this BBS or system
iEM password for this BBS or system
! passwordx&|

Either

move

the

mouse

appears asking if you want to edit
or delete the info - select edit. If

you want to start from scratch,
select Initialise Configuration from
the Config menu - this clears the
setup completely.

*J:
3f-.

asked to select WXYTR.TTP from

and each
other

wish to list followed by the phone

number (including the area code),
the code for the baud rate of your
modem, F for full duplex and your
name and password. An <&> charac

directly.

ter should be entered after your
name and password, this acts as a

Clive Parker

explains how
to log-on

carriage return. An individual box
can be edited for each BBS number

you wish to store.

the file selector, this is on your
then on OK. You are then asked for

the path for uploads; select the
Upload folder you have created
and then click on OK, repeat the
procedure for the download path
and save the setup.
Before you can do anything
else in Vanterm, you must enter
some BBS numbers into the dial

that Vanterm knows where to find

directory. Go to the Config menu
and select Edit Dial Directory. A
screen appears with 30 boxes,

with Vanterm

select Set Default Paths. You are

Vanterm

Select or type fllenane for coring save.

Vanterm is available as a

'1'

tout just i nretts towr u«)I
i*:-,i :-:-.r ;.; • ; :.-.-; .-.:;

e|i

(EeM-vfcitiK 1if (lour, on the llimr infl Htm tuinlt.

(7-

(Hon down to

I*:

Dili IM n

ft: "«* Hot BfB(f»r»**d vfc*
ill it'-vtH

ffrRttfll m

i:.-? *fl3JS Hhri

Vanterm disk. Click on the file and

An important task is to make sure

its files. Go to the Config menu and

an

one of the BBSs listed. An alert box

8m V T,TV'. SS51 M.i.-TTor-ir^T.rM.I 1,

contact u s

to

empty box or click on the name of

It MUST end in ,CFG!

;. ... ,;.
K- -"• »nri
if-: -•-- hn

Q

-•-..-: trresriWM'B "**

fgg t

f

(unttion km to

wht -

IIMX! nr riihtT nmii.p bun'.n

• Another area that you can config
ure is the function keys - thst is, the
keys from <F1> to <F10> and <Shift>
<F1> to <F10>, can all have an ASCII

string assigned to them. You can

enter anything in these strings, usu
ally they are used for entering lines
of text that you use on a regular

basis to save boring typing. Note the
message assigned to the <F10> key.

Logging off
When you've had enough, you
can easily return to the main

file

on the STF BBS, bjbt because
the file is so large you may not

menu from any of the sub,-

wish to download it. It is also

menus by pressing <M> at the
prompt. If you have finished
your session and wish to log
off (disconnect) from the BBS,
then all you have to do is sim
ply press the <L> key when
you're at the main menu. You
are asked if you wish to leave
a private message for the
Sysop, so drop us a line to say
hello and tell us what you

available from any of the PD
libraries

listed

at the end

of

Public Sector on page 107,
Goodmans PDL can supply it
on disk GD1794, Merlin PD on
disk MPD0049 and the ST Club
on disk COM.27.

You

are not restricted to

using Vanterm, but it is proba
bly the easiest comms pro
gram to get familiar with.

• When you have entered all your numbers, press the right mouse button to
return to the main screen. Go to the Config menu and select Save Configura
tion, you can then save the current setup to disk. It is a good idea to save the

setup after you have modified any part of the configuration.

think of the BBS. Cheers!

GET

INVOLVED!

C

O

M

M

SI

Logging on to the STF BBS
Now you have the setup complete
and saved to disk, you can log onto
the ST FORMAT BBS. The system
is running 24 hours a day, seven

days a week on n 0225 461330 at

speeds of up to 2,400 baud, so
enter these figures into your dial
directory and save them.

Configure User Profile

F

D - Daily Data

:ile Transfer

P - Previoi

lessage Base

II - User Li

•-Hail Section

¥ - Vodel fi

R - Reeonriendei) BBS's
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On line 24 hours a day, seven days a week
Running at speeds up to 2408 baud
call
• First of all you want to connect to

(+44)

Sysop: Clive Parker

the BBS, so make your way to the

022S 461336
• After you've entered all the

Editor: Paula Richards

details, the Main Menu prompt

W W Extra line to be added soon W W
W \ A Probably W \ A

Dial menu and select Dial Number.

This brings up the dial directory, or

appears. Press <Return> in order to

see a complete list of menu options.

you can press the right mouse but

Pressing the letters next to each
l to Moden 1

ton anywhere on the main screen
which takes you to the on-line

option then takes you to the rele

i Dave Newuser

vant area, remember that you can

screen. Pressing the left button also

add new options to your system if

brings up the dial directory. In either

• When the BBS answers your call, you get a message saying "Connect 2400"

you want some more new and excit

case, move the mouse pointer over

or "Connect 1200" which relates to the speed of your modem. After a few sec
onds a copyright message appears followed by the STF BBS title screen, you
are prompted to enter your name, pressing the left cursor key enters your
name from the dial directory setup.

ing features. Try all the options in

the box marked ST FORMAT BBS and

click once, the number is now

dialled automatically by the modem.

turn to see where they lead, if you
make a mistake don't worry, it's not
the end of the world.

The message base
[Plrev
Scan nail quickly
individual read

N - New Mail onl>j

File transfers

B - Bye - Log off

lessage Base —>

R

Current Connand —>

lessages range fron 309

L - Leave nail
M - Back to Main Menu

[Nlext

[Jlunp [Rleply [A]gain [Qluit Next

lessage : 315 [Open) 11-20-92
rron
Id

:
:

Subject

Read Mail

Ben Uillcox
linotlm Giles

: ii3J 1 disc

Sigts)

8:29pn

(x)

drives

I 1 (GENERAL UTILITIES)

fhere is 1 reply

to 423.

Start at what nunber? [3091

Show nail

in which SigCs)

[») = Cleared Sigs
1
3

(? for

list)

CD] GENERAL UTILITIES
[*] GRAPHICS
[*)
[*]
[*]
[ 1
[ 1

in which Siq(s)

(?

for

0
10
12
14
IB
16
list)

• Press the <?> key to get a list of all
the message areas that you can look
at, there are 16 areas altogether but
four of them are reserved solely for
ST FORMAT use. You can look at all

the messages in areas 1 to 12 that's including subjects such as

music and MIDI, the ST range of
computers, hints and tips for Atari's

console the Lynx, or you could look
at the feedback contributions - by
pressing <Return> or you could
select a specific area to look at by
entering the appropriate number.

supply ,at

1.25 watts. I work this out to

Maplin Electronics do a regulated 388nA 50 naihs transforner at
5.95,if you want their address I can give it to you.They also sell the
t pin connectors.but only the fenale part.I don't know if thats the bit
jimi want or not, but if you need to know wot wire goes in wot 'ole I can

6 [*]
[*] STFM,
STFM, STE, MEGA STE « TT

FALCON 030
PROGRAMMING
STF C0UER DISK PROGRAMS
CONTRIBUTIONS
SVSTEM

Show nail

rinothy.
Standard double density 3.5" disk drives require +5U
be around 250 mill

: ?

2 [*]
[»] MUSIC * MIDI
4 t*l
[*) NEWS

5 [*] Ganes Hints and Tins
7
9
11
13
15

[1-161

[01 = Vour default

[»]
t»]
1*1
[«]
[I ]1
r ]
1
[

LVNX HINTS
H
AND TIPS
Contri
Contributions
and Feedback
C0MMUN
COMMUNICATIONS

tell you that too.

Finally,naybe you can help ne with a disk drive prob.I need the pin
)ut of the data connector for a 3.5" drive.,hut no-one seens to know.If
jou can help,that would be great.See ya,

GRAPHI
GRAPHIC
IMAGES
LANGUfl
LANGUAGE
BASE

Ben.

[1-16]

[PIrev

The message base is, not surpris
ingly, where you can leave mes
sages for other people, hold
discussions, complain about com
panies, ask questions, give replies
and opinions on things you feel like
sounding off aboutand that sort of
thing. Press <M> from the main
menu to go to the message area;
pressing <Return> displays the
menu for the area, this is true of all

the menu areas. The best thing to
do is to read all the messages on

[Nlext

[Jlunp

[R)ep

[Algain

[Rluit

the board before you do anything
else. Pressing <E> at the menu
enables you to enter a message on
a new subject onto the board remember not to use capitals for
an entire message, since this is the
comms equivalent of shouting.
When you log-on, try and leave a
message for someone, people

• After each message is displayed

want to make contact with other

<A> shows the message again in

comms users, so don't be shy.
When you have finished, press

<Q> takes you back, once again, to

<M> to return to the main menu.

you are offered a small sub-menu

showing several options. Pressing
<Return> or <N> scrolls the screen

along to the next message, <P> takes
you to the previous message that's
been left regarding the same sub
ject, the keystroke <J> jumps to a
message number of your choice, <R>

enables you to reply to the message,
case you missed it the first time and
the message base menu.

HOW TO DOWNLOAD A FILE
Downloading files is easy. Press <F> to go to
play the file menu. All the commands are obvi
ous so press <L> to generate a listing of the
files. Press <Return> at the next six prompts
and you are treated to a scrolling list of all the
files on the BBS, pausing between each file.
Each file has a description followed by a sub
menu, if you want to download a file, press

ion of
ST2IP.
All
need eitherthis

-the

ST

3

1

FORMAT

ZIP2TOS.TOS

CI.1 Nl Itni

files on This BBS will
file or- ZIP2TOS
Cfile :

BBS.

So 1 f -extr- ac t i na .

13006

bytes

9-28-92

UTILITIES]

<X>. When it is downloaded, follow the on

screen prompts until you are at the file listings,
you can carry on looking and download more
files or quit to the file menu. Pressing <M>
from the file menu returns to the main menu.

appears asking which protocol you wish to use, select <K>, this is the best method to us

Vanterm. You are prompted to start your file transfer, press the right button to go to the main screen.

PREMIUMBULK3.5"DS/DDDISKS

25

10.99

50

20.50

100

36.99

250

34.99

500

RIBBONS-POSTFREE
Full Mark Brand

4off

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24

2.75

2.55

Citizen Swift24 Colour (Compat) 12.95*
Panasonic KXP 1050/1123/1124 3.25
2.60
Star LC10-4 Colour
5.90

3.05
2.40
5.70

StarLC24-10

2.75

StarLC10/LC20

2.95

Star LC24-10 Colour (Compat)

164.99

StarLC200

ALL PISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED
AND ARE COMPLETE WITH LA3EL5
3.5 SUPERIOR LOCKABLEDISK BOXES

100 Capacity
120 Capacity

4.49
6.49

100 Cap. box+50 3.5" DS/DD
120 Cap. box+100 3.5" DS/DD
90 Cap. Bankbox+50 3.5" DS/DD

SNAP

3.5'BANKBOX-90 CAPACITY
A SUPERB PRODUCTWHICH IS BOTH
LOCKABLE AND STACKABLE
ONE

9.95
13.95
26.95

3.00

StarLC24-200

2<30

9.95*
2.95

2.75

Star LC24-200 Colour (Compat) 9.95*
Ribbon re-ink

12.95

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those
marked with an asterisk "

COMPUTER

24.49
42.99
29.49

TWO

9.95*

Star LC200 Colour (Compat)

3.5 "PREMIUMDISKS WITHOUR BOXES

THREE

2off

PRICE EACH

ACCESSORIES-POSTFREE
Mouse Mat

2.99

Mouse Holder

2.99

2 Piece Universal Printer Stand

6.99

3.5 Disk Clean Kit

2.99

Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels

3.99

PrinterCable (1.5metre)

3.99

Atari ST dust cover

3.50

Phillips monitorcover

3.99

Star LC10, Star LC20 covers

Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers 3.99

Ail productsaresubjectto availability - Ail pricesinclude VAT.
Pleaseadd£3.50 p+pfordisksandboxes. E&OE.

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222
Unit 16, The Sidings,Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S03 5QA

SOLENT SOFTWARE

INKJET REFILLS

PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR THE ATARI ST

For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers.

We stock a full range of Games, Demos and Utilities plus ALL the POV Demo
Disks, all disks are double-sided, single-sided available to special order. For
a copy of our latest disk Catalogue (updated weekly) send a blankdisk and
SAE, or just send £1 for Catalogue on one of our disks with free PD.

Refill your cartridges at less than half price.

PRICES - 1 to 9 disks: £2.00 each. 10 disks or more: £1.50 each.

GAME.8
GAME.40

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
6 KIDGAMES - consists ofKidstory, Kidgraph. Kidgrid, Kidmixup, Kidsketch, etc.
EDUCATIONAL GAMES with7 Kids, Magic Storybook and Magic Speller.

GAME.46

GAME.49

Revenge oftheMutant Camels - latest shoot'em upfrom Jeff Minter + 3 others.
Matrix, 8 Ball, Entombed, Rockfall and Mystic Well - brilliant collection.

GAME.54
GAME.57

Michaels big Adventure - children's adventure written with theTailspin system.
TheManager - latest football management game - winthe League and FA Cup!

CAME.59
GAME.71
DEMO.37
DEMO.60

STRIKER/SWIFTAR - twoexcellent'Flying Shark'type vertical scrolling games.
VIOLENCE - the best'Xenon' typeshoot'em up in the Public Domain + 2 others.
SOWATT -17 excellentdemo screensfromthe Carebears. Still one of the best.

DEMO.62

LIFE'S ABITCH - good demofrom the Lost Boys with infamous vomit sample.

DEMO.80
DEMO.92
DEMO.97
DEMO.102
DEMO.103
DEMO131-134

KINKY BOOTS - excellentsampledsoundfromthe Persistence of Vision.
ULTIMATE CFA DEMO by the Overlanders, 12 brilliant demoswrtitten in GFA basic!
DARKSIDE OFTHE SPOON - full screenmega-demos from ULM and guestscreens.
VODKA DEMO - ten unbelievable screensfrom Equinox. One of the best to beat.
WHAT NOTTO DO - 8 shortcomicalanimations fromthe InnerCircle. Very funny.

FISH'N'CHIPS • multi-screendemo fromSewerSoftwith 12 'fishy' surprises.

PHALEON GIGA DEMO. Massive 34 sub-demos. 4 menu screens etc...(4 disks)

28 Desktop Accessories complete with Accessory Loader, Ramdisks, etc.
6 Databases plus2 Label Printers, goodselection foryourhomebusiness.
• STICKER III - create and print excellent disk labels with text andgraphics.

UTIL.29

OPUS V2.2 - excellent GEM based spreadsheet and charting program. 1 Meg RAM.

UTIL.32
WORD.l

GEMINI - replacement desktop from Germany, similar to Neodesk. 1 Meg needed.
ST. WRITER V4.2 withW.P. Utilities plus2 Type Tutors and 2 Spell Checkers.

WORD.3

1STWORD. Stillthe best Word Processor with Printer Drivers and Word Counters.

WORD.22
ART.ll

DESKJET PrinterDrivers for the HP Deskjet and Cannon Bubblejet plusutilities.
COLOURBURST and FINE LINE art programs withSnoopy and Garfield Slideshows.
6 excellent Art Programs including Van Gogh, Art. ST, ST. Graph andST.Cad.
INBED WITH MADONNA - 3 disksetofover100digitised picsfrom the film.
STOS Basic Source Codeforfive complete games - StosBasic required.

ART.l 3
ART.31/33
LANG.2

LANG.17
LANG.18
MUS.6
MUS.l4
MUS.23
MISC.8
MISC.10

MISC.14
MISC.26

Full colour printing kit £24.00
Over 24 exciting colours to choose from

Write or phone for free information pack to:

ELVIN CRYSTALS 1 and 2 • two excellent adventures written with STAC.

GAME.50

UTIL.l
UTIL.4
UTIL.l 9

From only £12.95 for 2 refills

Adventure Game Toolkit (AGT) write your own 'Infocom' style adventure games!

AGT Source Codeforeightcomplete adventure games. (LANG.l 7 required].
ACCOMPANIST V2.4 midi sequencer byHenry Cosh, includes loads ofsamples.

PUACMIY

104 Skipton Road, llkley, West Yorks LS29 9HE

ccDuircc
TEL:
jtKVIvt J All
prices (0943)
fully inclusive 607256
UK mainland

BARBARCSSA JUNE 1941
Price £17.00 unboxed

Available for ST 520 &1040 by mail order only
A simulation of the German invasion of the Soviet Union during the Second World War.

The campaign is fought using a strategic map and a scrolling tactical map forty screens
in size.

Designed for peoplewho enjoy intelligent games, allowingplayersall the time they
need for thought, based on strategic and tactical manoeuvre not on mere mathematics.

EMPIRE NOISETRACKER the fullversionwith modules, samples,sourcecode, etc.
ALCHIMIEIUNIOR SEQUENCER the latest and bestmidi sequencer available. lMeg.
CITADEL, VULCAN EMBASSY and ENTERPRISE - three excellent BBS programs.

Youcommand the German army through intelligent army commanders against a
computer opponent, developed over ten years, that commands the Russian army as

KERMIT VI .02 and VANTERM V3.8 - two of the best communications software.

competently as a human player.

FILM FILE ENQUIRY - database ofover2000films withactors, director, etc.
INTRO CONCEPT DEMO CREATOR - createyourowndemoswitha few mouse clicks.

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 RUFUS GARDENS, TOTTON, HANTS. S04 3TA TEL. 0703/868882

Easy to use interface produces a fast paced game with the need to change army orders
only when the player deems necessary.Written by Ken Wright, the most prolific author
of strategy war games.

Cheques made payable to K.W. Software, 155 Ringinglow Road, Sheffield S11 7PS
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ST game licences we'd like to see

CLASSIFIEDS
Do you have any outdated or
unwanted hardware that you're
desperate to get rid of? Well, why
don't you advertise it in the
pages of ST FORMAT- or you can
see if anyone else has got what
you want by advertising in the

Put the coupon, together with a
cheque or postal order for £5
made payable to Future Publish
ing Ltd into an envelope and

Wanted section. This service is

response has been so poor this
service will have to be dropped if

available to you for the small sum
of a fiver - just fill in the form
below, (in BLOCK CAPITALS
please) in 40 words or fewer,

then tick the relevant boxes. Only
telephone numbers can be
printed - that is, not addresses.

send it to: ST FORMAT Small Ads,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Because the

you don't use it, so send those
forms in if you don't want this to
disappear. We're sorry, but we
cannnot take your ads over the

telephone, so make sure you use
this form or a photocopy of it.

USE THIS COUPON!
Note: You cannot include software, appointments and service

Simon Barker of

Learn French with Madonna —

Chessington in Surrey
sent us these suggestions

remember, it's never too early to

start your kids on the path to

Norman Lamont's Super Economy
where you are in charge of the
mythical land of Britain; see how
long you can keep playing and
avoid bankruptcy or being

form game where you guide your

chucked out of the cabinet.

knowledge (manual £25 extra).
Terminal 2, the British Rail Plat
train around the network, but

watch out for hazards like falling
leaves, snow and passengers.
Manic Miner - after an alien inva

Julian Clary's Worldwide Machoman wrestling in which you take
on the world's toughest men in
this grip 'n' grapple wrestling

sion you are the only miner left in
the land. How long can you sin
gle-handedly keep the coal indus
try going for?

simulation.

ANY OFFERS FOR THIS

SELECTION OF DELIGHTS?

advertisements in this section

Please run the following insertion in your next available issue:

FOR SALE

STE
1MByte Atari 520 STE. PC720B

STE

second drive including hardware
copier and virus blocker. Both

4MByte

STE

Cumana

CAS354

external drive. Over £500 worth

of software, two joysticks, new
mouse, mouse mat, magazines
and lots more, all in immaculate
condition.

Also

Mastersound

2

cartridge.
Everything
boxed.
£375 n 0530 60058 after 4pm.
STFM

I would like it to appear in the following section (please tick):
FOR SALE

dreds

• STF
• TT

•STFM
• STACY

•

•

MONITORS

1040 STFM 1MByte internal
drive, 130+ original games, for
example Lotus 3, FIGP, JWW
Snooker, Sensible Soccer, hun

QSTE
• MEGA STE
• HARD DRIVES • PRINTERS

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED •
I enclose a cheque or postal order for £5.00 made payable to
Future Publishing Ltd.
Method of payment (please tick)

• Cheque

• Postal Order

of

Public

Domain

* 0284 704801

Address

Printers

Citizen
Swift
24-pin
colour
printer. As new. Motor black
and colour ribbons, printer dri
ver disk, cable, manual, paper,
envelopes, labels. £200 ono.
Phone Kris on = 0932 352552

MISCELLANEOUS
Look!!! New ST and Amiga mag
azine issue one now availablein-

cluding

excellent

features,

520 STFM 1MByte RAM includes
all leads plus 90+ games and
titles.

comers to the

Ideal
ST.

for

Total

new

Cover

Disk,

loads of news,

news

and tips for ST and Amiga own
ers; amazing value - only £1.50.
Try it and see! Contact Mark on
n 0509 413643 after 7pm.

value

£869 will sell for £475.

Name

perfect condition. £270 ono.
Ring Paul on ^ 0737 353109
(Surrey).

and

Cover Disks, mags, joysticks,
STOS, sampler. Fast Basic. Free
external drive. Plus leads. Origi
nal box, only £199.

business

just one year old. Also Pandaal
handheld scanner. Along with all
that you need to get started in

AT Speed 8MHz PC emulator.
New, unused in original package

0689 831849.

£90 ono v

0234 215515

MEGA STE

Mega 4 ST, Megadrive, 60MByte

Spectre Mac emulator, Pana
sonic 1081 printer plus leads,

Please send this form, together with payment to ST FORMAT

ST FORMAT magazines every
issue from number one to pre
sent complete with every origi
nal Cover Disk(s) and binders.
Selling complete collection only.

manuals, boxes etc. £650 ono

Will not separate. Offers, please.

Small Ads, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

(or split) -a 0404 822582.

= 0275 838823 (Bristol)

Postcode

Daytime phone

hard

drive,

Cumana

3.5

SM125

inch

monitor,

drive,

GCR

END
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(NATIVE MAASTRICHT TREATY
41 we
the

tricht Traety for
to play with as
you wished; the
~ winner, John Quayle
from Ayr is to blame

smile nervously and adopt a
knowing chuckle in saying: "I am
very pleased about today's meet

would therefore appear that in addi

Nothing

tion to your fine question, which I'm
glad you asked, that a credible

ARTICLE K

ing." they shall then stumble

answer would be that I don't know...

towards their cars and do very
well to disguise as just a stumble
what was, in fact, a major trip.

but I know a man who does.

ARTICLE E

When weighing up the pros and
cons of this treaty I came to the

/ think that you must read the treaty
and weigh up the pros and cons
before making such a general con

The European Parliament, the

conclusion that it was a load of

clusion.

Council, the Commission and the
Court of justice shall exercise their

cobblers. What do you think?

powers under the conditions and
then finally allow Sooty and
Sweep thier own private hands.

/ think you really must read this
treaty and weigh up the pros and
cons before making such a general

this effort...

ARTICLE A

By this Treaty, the High Contract
ing PArties establish among them
selves a European Union,
hereinafter called "the Union" or

anything else sarcastic that
crosses your mind.
ARTICLE B

Britain shall be part of the Union
whether they like it or not. Com
pulsory showings of old Corona
tion Street episodes shall be
recommended to try and kick start
the economy.

Hi Ben, I'd like to see you again.
Pick you up at 8.30.

ARTICLE H

conclusion.

Bad spelling is an insult and shall
not be tolerated. It may be
severely penished.

ARTICLE F

The ST game Bomb jack shall be
renamed Bomb Jacques to
increase its potential market in
1993.

ARTICLE M

This treaty is great! Why can't all
treaties be as disrupting an patro
nising as this one?
Education is always a priority.

ARTICLE C

"What is the hard ECU?"

ARTICLE )

Advertising is rife in the UK. Why,

The environment will cost Europe
too much money. It will therefore
be banned. The more astute will

realise that breathing will become
a problem. Air tanks will be sold
over the counter at participating
petrol stations. Esso will be willing
to accept tiger tokens as pay

Clad you asked this question
because we believe that it is impera
tive to introduce something like the
Hard ECU including, of course, the

only last night I switched on the
TV to discover that Maureen Lipman had been given another job
with a highly successful detergent

word hard and the initials E, C and,

manufacturer. There was 125mins

generally non-coherent. When
asked about the meetings, the

indeed, because... Several people
have asked this, including me and
we have concluded that the long run

53 seconds of advertising on ITV
last Thursday which is unaccept

revival will have to pay something
calledBjorn and Benny tax around 50p in the £ for playing an

able. What will the union do

Abba track and one in the ECU for

aforementioned ministers shall

is not the short run and vice versa. It

about it?

buying an album.

ARTICLE D

The European Council shall pro
vide the Union with as many
chocolate biscuits as are necessary
ministers to leave meetings look
ing slightly bloated, confused and

Lemming-watch

Won! Won! Won!

Steve Fardy, STF's Art Editor, has
been playing Oh No! More Lem
mings and is very frustrated 'cos
he can't get past the tricky stage

Back in 5TF41 we asked you to
identify the phrase "who con
trols the past controls the

of level 19 (that's the one with
the code CCKHNNIBFP). He

wants to know if it's possible to

answers - it came from 7984 by
Eric Blair AKA George Orwell.
Robin Pembro's entry was the

do it without cheating - please
help him - he's driving us mad!

games are on the way to Bristol.

ment.

ARTICLE N

Members of the unofficial Abba

future." We had lots of correct

first out of the hat so three

Because ST FORMAT is the best ST mag on the planet lots of sensi

ble people leg it down to the shops in the middle of each month to get
themselves a copy. For this reason you'll find that STF sells out
extremely quickly in many newsagents - we say why take the risk of
missing your copy? If you don't want to subscribe - but see page 66 for
some good reasons why you should - fill in the form below and hand it

ADVERTISERS INDEX
1st Computer Centre

52.53 Microprose

Advanced Computer Systems
Analogic Computers

85 MJC Supplies
34 MT Software

BCS

32

Caledonia PDL

month. Don't miss it!

Cambridge Business Software

48 PD4U
85 PD Warehouse

Kate Elston on ~ 0225 442244 and she'll do her best to help you out.

RESERVE YOUR COPY OF ST FORMAT
Please reserve/deliver ST FORMAT magazine each month,
beginning with the March issue, on sale Tuesday 9 February

Computer Mates Ltd

76 Phoenix Services

Datagem Ltd

56 Power Computing Ltd

Europress Software Ltd

5

Premier Mail Order

Evesham Micros

37

Rubysoft
Silica Systems

Freaks PDL

Gasteiner Technologies
Home Based Business

48 ST Direct

To the Newsagent: ST FORMAT is published by
Future Publishing tr 0225 442244

65
70

28
73.81.89.93
112
I 12
48

12,13 The 7th InternationalComputer Show..30
106 The ST Club

105

Keyboards Direct

41 The Upgrade Shop

51

Kosmos Software

41

TSC Shareware

106

We Serve

60

Ladbroke Computing

24

Wizard PD

105

Laser Distribution Ltd

5

WTS Electronics

32

Mail-Centa

70 Yewtree Leisure

106

KW Software
Phone Number:

Solent Software

48

Jewel PD
Address:

105
106
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42.43 Snap Computer Supplies Led

Goodman PDL

Intermediates/Spec Reserve
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105
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New Age Public Domain

to your newsagent, who'll only be too happy to reserve or deliver a copy
for you. ST FORMAT goes on sale on the second Tuesday of every

If you have problems getting hold of your favourite ST mag, call

41

26

Merlin PD

I 12

106

;oo FALCON
able inTWO configurations both packs include...

rola 68030 CPU 16MHz -3.84MIPS, Possible 262144 Colours, |
rGraphics Co-Processor, Super VGA: 640x480 -256 Colours,
Colour 16Bit Mode: 640x480 - 65536 Colours, TrueColour

Overlay Mode: 640x480 32768 Colours, SCSI Ports, Stereo
) In/Out, Analog RGB Colour [ST orVGA], Composite PAL-

pi? ^ukAkcb?
NEW

:-SECAM-SCART, RS232 Serial, Bi-Directional Printer Port, |

PRINTERS foa

In/Out, 2xJoystick Ports, 8Channel 16Bit DMA Sound Port,
1UCH MORE.... This isthe one you've been waiting for...

BothStarandCitizen haveannounced newproducts...

Citizen 240- Mono... 24Pin,80Col,

1Disk Drive with 3.5" Drive, 65Mb. Hard
1Mb Version
Drive, 4Mb.Version

180cps/45cps,8 Fonts,
Star LC24/100 - Mono... 24 Pin,80Col £189.99

MOUSE MAT Hrch quality, save your mouse from dirt!
DUST COVER HIGH QUALITY vinyl covers for hardware...

H PACKS CONTAINS...

lockable, complete with dividers in two capacities...80 Capacity

£0.99

£7.99

ATARI CONTROL CENTRES

y& Learn For younger members of(he family, fun learning!

Mela! stands for K/Board. Monitor, 2 Disk Drives.

From £19.99

NAKSHA SCANNER Tbe one you've been wailing for!
NAKSHA UOl'Slv+Frce Operation Stealth while stocks last
SQl'lK MOUSE Budget priced... but GREAT qoalify

dor School Maths, Spelling, General Knowledge for Juniors.
SE Revision Maths, French &Geography for GCSE levels.

ative Computing Paint, Music &Basic programes.

available aldiscounted prices please phone &askforprices.

PACK 1: Great Games

KONIX SPEEDING MEGAPACK...

ains all the above plus...

contains all the above plus... |

)rdProcessor, Database,
aSpreadsheet

Two great games: 9 Lives
and Prince

I h£**ll,kJC m*ti«--,6(*'' ™«t-l a®-99

cmlTSiER4lM nllian,Quo,lt»p*'
»*.
"Wrusew*

irt Disk STE Language Disk.

^w**..- jCIIQ QQ

theAtari 520STEStarter Packabove butupgraded by Atari
itribution to A FULL 1Mb. RAM MACHINE and also

ll^Starl-1-

* "*'""'flies too

•h""•'U,OST„mm

• ""-tea 233,

ffflupsar.

»»Wetai
'"»"nlthe !33, *ilh Tvleteit

Small Footprint: 8.5" x 11.4" x .25" thk, TRULY PORTABLE

. ,„,«

\ StM'fflFn
m UOD+ISWB9

20Mb. Built-in HardDrive

3.5"Built-in Floppy Drive

Weighs inatONLY 4.2lbs

Up to10Hrs battery life
[charger optional]

Supplied with File Transfer and Organiser software
Optional FAX modem duetobereleased soon!

• AVAILABLE SOON!!!fH49.99

i2i

mm GBNUWE

"XCCESSO^

^

Lrrji. £1295.0111]

!atarijortfouopocjotpcommiser__J
With address &telephone book, calculator, text processor, £129
diary. Lotus 1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet. &PC compatible New

for data transfer. Avast selection of accessories available, L^w

please phone fordetails.
[ATARI PORTFOLIO SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS...
Phone fora detailed listing ofallthesegreatPortfolio products

DELIVERY
•d bypostto all UK Mainland addresses for a no*
itssed HardwartIs despatchedb\ courier itrvia

NEW ATARI MEGA STE RANGE - Available soon!!!

BM*

STARTER^

MEGA2 STE- 2Mb.RAM,3.5"DiskDrive

T WORKING DAY... mid L7.5QU> order. TWO W(

t SPECIAL SATURDAY DELIVERY...add just £12

£429.99

Theincredibly powerful Atari TTrange isa true professional work
station compatible with most STsoftware, but with fantastic speed!
Idea] forgraphic intensive applications such asCAD, studio

Iceapplies10MUST UKMainland addresses).

WARRANTY
Hurdnarepwn/if {null* »///iOi 30 day* nil
itditioneK). After30 days and within il

<*.*.cnaxi

^££r**>

WITH EVERY PRINTER IEXCEPT THOSE MARKED WITH AM ['
WILLGETTHE FOLLOWING INCLUDED
FREE OF CHARGE...

akfarit

ATARI Tr Wilh2Mb. RAM, 3.5"Floppy Drive

\FAR! !TV.,t•)4Mb.RAMjyTtoppyDnye
IHARD DRIVES FOl:
• : S TT's

£1139.99

Merlin arehappv to supply BFPO andexport markets for which VAT is n»i
warranties only,faulty itemsare to he returned to Merlin bycustomers &
delivery charges will apply.

kit&fitting/installation byAtari Agents toretain the Atari Warranty!
FortheMega STE add £78fitting FortheTTrange add £74rUtta|

With each hardware

NEW SERIOUS SOFTWARE PACKS FROM ATARI

£69.99

complete with PSU and connection cable.

£24.99

WORDPROCESSING,Contains:

Qfflgrapher Light
•INTRO TO:

INTRO TO:

£19.99

PERSONALFINANCE. Contains:

Pens. Finance tdanaecri.Dalafax

£24.99

INTRO TO:

£19.99

SIWADSIIEET.MANAGEMENT,

PRODUCTIVITY, Contains:

Cmuiiiiu: Mawrptan

ST Word, STBase, ST Caic

*INTROTO:

£19.99

SOUND it MUSIC, Contains:
Music Muken.Sampler Maslen

•INTROTO:

£24.99

PROGRAMMING. Contains: Clock &
Calculator. Works.Saved,Archive,

INTRO TO:

£19.99

BASIC PROGRAMMING, Contains:
Power Basic

INTRO TO:

£24.99

DATABASES, Contains:

Superbase Personal

Eom Kit*

and extra long cable.

ROCTEC 5.25" DISK DRIVE
5.25"Floppy Drive, 360K,48/96TP1,

£379.99

1 >RI SOFTWARE

•INTRO TO:

ST SECOND DRIVES
3.5" Second external drive wilh throughport

;, 1'N i sm

receive a FREE

Euro Disiiry isih<- ('opyrijiht n/'ilir Wail Disney Corporation

CUMANA CSA 354

£209.99

ATARI PTC 1426...

COLOUR 14"MULTISYNC MONITOR TT's

ENTRY form* for

•FullDetail,available an writutt request u ' "'EuroDisney
Merlin Express Ltd. Please include aSAE. m'^ Companion.

MEMBER... You still getallthesoftware [ie,Productivity,

c ST's. 30Mb. S27M9
i STs, 60Mb. £339.99

ATARI SC 1435 STEREO COLOUR 14"MONITOR

purchaseyouwill

^Require anSTorSTEwith a D/S drive and1Mb. memory
(rrp £129.96)

EXPORT

deductible. Delivery clutters tors-from VK rales and. asproducts carry V

ATARISM 124/144MONO 14"HIGHRES. MONITORSIPhone

FREE
ENTRY
INTO
MERLIN
DRAW*
r neb r
,;i m i
h u m THE
i in, t
u i i i i L i i i i iPRIZE
••

&

ADDITIONAL 52Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive
ADDITIONAL 120Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive
ADDITIONAL 240Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive
ADDITIONAL 420Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive
Inorder tofittheHard Drive you will need toINCLUDE fora ruling

ATARI MFGAFILE.
ATARI MEGAFILF. i

i

BFPO

WHY NOT ADD A HARD DRIVE TOO!!!

QUALITY DUST COVER
I PART PRINTER STAND
LEAD TO YOUR ATARI

>e exchangedfar NSW(subje
whz frompurchase, faults*

•liftedbythe relevant manufactured' re[.

animation and DTP.

stlKtSorCo»«»»*PS"'co"'-

tertainment andStartDisk] as included in the0.5Mb. packtoo!

vrtlld*- PJQQ QQ

w>T(>/.••>•,•..,

*"• ™M, ,' ' '""'' -'ions,

\ StarLCW'20

lusive of Family Curriculum software asfollows...

yand Learn Pack - Jumior School Pack - GCSE Revision Pack
usiness Computing Pack - Creative Computing Pack

vwury(>/.,.,,...'••"

FANTASTIC NEW PORTABLE FROM ATARI

i

TARI520STE1Mb
'LUSStarterPack

£11.99

PLUS LOTS OF OTHER ACCESSORIES
TOO MANY TO LIST!!!

FEATURING..

oductivity Disk 1st Word WP, Neochrome Paint, ANI ST,
tertainment Disk Missile Command, Crystal Castles,

£9.99

ZII,S'nCK...Aiilo-F!re.M!croswilched.

ATARI PORTABLE ST BOOK COMPUTER

EAT STE SOFTWARE:

terBreakout, Battlezone.

iU-V

Philips

M1G 29Soviet fighter, BMX Simulator. Pro Tennis and Treasure bland Dim.

MORE ATARI PRODUCTS

5 Pack

ATARI520STE
StarterPack

Tour, SelfTestUtility, Calendar, RAM Disk Accessory.

KON1X SPEEDKMi JOYSTICKwilh FOURGREATGAMES!!!

RIBBONS

£289.99

n 520STE Keyboard, 512K RAM, 4096 Colours, Stereo, 1Mb.
ppy 3.5" Disk Drive, Mouse, Built-in TV Modulator PLUS...

•'"W3.VIH,

£19.99

QUICKJOY lI...Aulo-Fire. Stainless Steel Contact Switch

w*g^^- =£

£279.99

NTAINS...

,?M% Bound S

firnTa'T""? -

ATARI B()()KS...Covering everything Atari! Phone fordetails

'oilsinc.MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound inStereo, 1Mb. Floppy
DiskDrive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in

0neot <l/a£ue.

£109.99
£29.99
£16.99

ATARI SOKTYVARFv-Games, Educational andBusiness software is always

:K1:The Business

STEINBERG PRO 24 III

£6.9"

DISKLIBRARYCASES Plastic case for 10disks, 35"

PRINTER STANDS 2pan plastic, paper fits under.

Modulator PLUS...Some Great EducationalSoftware:

Track Recording, MIDI, Quantising, Score Edit,
idEdit, Cycling, Step Programming, UNDO,
ister Track,Controller Mapping...BRILLIANT!

£3.99
£3.99

Atari keyboard, printers, moniiors eic, etc.
PilCH
DISKSTORAGEBOXES High quality, smoked perspex lidfully

1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours,
ortsinc.MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound in Stereo, 1Mb. Floppy
Disk Drive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in

ModulatorPLUS... A MUSICALSOFTWAREGREAT:

i—Z£££^:%

ATARI SUNDRIES

'Two Great LearningPacks'—

i 1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours,

A»»,aJpi GAMESPack o*.

180cps/60cps, 6LQ Fonts, 8K Buffer, Colour Option

"amity Curriculum

WAINS...

ATAftrm

£219.99

Citizen 200C - Colour Vers of above...£Phone
Star LC100 - Colour...9 Pin,80Col, £164.99

ATARI1040STE

—'The MelodyMaker'

ft**22*ffla
£19*
Wo«Kfc..

Citizen 240C - Colour Vers of above...£269.99

449.99 £799.99

ATARI1040STE
Music MasterPack

£249.99

200cps/66cps, 9LQ/2 Scaleable Fonts, 8K Buffer
Citizen 200- Mono...24 Pin, 80Col,

?289.99

•« 's coming/

PLEASEPHONE FOR DETAILSOF ANYTHING NOT
LISTEDWE'D BE DELIGHTEDQUOTE YOU!!!

The Bitmap Brothers

i
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TIME FOR CHAOS
Atari ST (STE Enhanced), 1Meg Amiga & PC • 1 or 2 Player
C1, Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping Wall, London E1 9SS. © 1992 The Bitmap Brothers. Published by Renegade.
Tel:
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